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[Track 1]

Right, we are good to go.

I’m Roy Leonard Dommett, I’m Leonard after my father, who was Leonard Frank
Dommett. I was born on 25th June in 1933 in Southampton, hmmm, a stone’s throw
from the Supermarine works at Woolston, and I mean literally a stone’s throw. We
were in Wharncliffe Road, I was born in Wharncliffe Road, which overlooked the
railway line, which literally overlooked the Supermarine works. And if you look at
any photographs of the Supermarine works, either before the war, or after it was
bombed, you can always see the house I was born in. Hmmm, but I have to say that
we moved when I was one to a garden city style council estate, about half a mile
away, and I lived there until I went to work at Farnborough in 1954. My earliest
memories are things – unusual things like I was taken to see the Graf Zeppelin airship,
the German airship, fly over Southampton in 1936, I can remember the street party for
George V’s silver jubilee. Hmmm, I can remember seeing flying boats, the Empire
flying boats, out of Southampton. The arrival of the first Pan-American clipper, 1938
I suppose. And I also saw some of the flights of the Mayo Composite aircraft, which
was a large Empire flying boat with a four engine high-wing airplane on top for the
long range flights, I remember seeing those. My parents would take – typically on a
Sunday we’d go for walks, and we’d walk up to Eastleigh airport and watch the
flying, and I can remember seeing an early mark of the Spitfire flying from there, in
the days when it was a grass airfield.

[02:28]

The family involvement with Supermarine was that I had an Uncle Dennis, who has
fairly recently died in South Africa, who joined the company in 1924 as a junior
office boy. It always irritates him that there was no senior office boy, but he grew up
to be a stressman come draughtsman, and work throughout the war for Supermarine,
first of all at Hurst Park, and then out near Swindon at the site there, and then 1930 –
1946 he decided to emigrate to Johannesburg. So in that sense aircraft, you know,
conditioned me in my earlier … during the war I was very conscious that most aircraft
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firms had a factory in the area, Avros down at Hamble, Follands at Hamble, besides
Supermarine there were other companies, Cunliffe-Owen up near Eastleigh.

[03:40]

So in some ways Southampton was one of the centres of aircraft manufacture in that
sort of time, so again it was sort of like that. During the war, hmmm, I was evacuated
to places like – initially to Bournemouth, but it was all a phoney war, so we came
back to Southampton for a while. And then I was evacuated again to Ringwood,
when the Blitz started, and I can remember not only being in the air raid shelter in the
garden, you know, where the bombs dropped around us, rushing out to put out an
incendiary bomb that was on the road outside, and seeing other houses down the road
alight, or blasted. It wasn’t – I won’t say it was frightening at all, it was all, you
know, it happened, you were just living through it. But I was able to see a lot of the
bomb damage that went around in places there. And where I’d been born, being
closed to Supermarine works, that got devastated that particular area, and it became a
commando training area, yeah, it was so bad. I also remember from Ringwood seeing
the – when they bombed the harbour, they set alight the magazine – the margarine
warehouse, and this acted like a candle. The margarine melted is was, I’m told, about
three inches deep across the building, and the building burnt because it was wick, like
a candle for several days. At night you could see the enormous glow in the sky from
ten or fifteen miles away. It was quite impressive, that sort of thing. But I also
remember of course the battle, aerial battles, going on, you could stand outside if you
were stupid enough, and see the contrast in the sky, certainly because the first bits
were not so much in the day light, but they were at dusk, but you could see things.
Right.

[06:00]

I began to be aware of aircraft as types, and things like that, and I can remember
having a little notebook where I used to draw silhouettes of the – particularly of the
German aircraft, because you’d realise that they were all numbered in sequence,
therefore it was possible to start building up a picture of it. And for quite a few years
the weekly magazine I bought was called The Airplane Spotter, which I think I have
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my set of things up in a tea chest up in the roof, and so on, from the wartime period,
which was just that, The Airplane Spotter, giving you news of what new aircraft were
being admitted to exist. Also being at Southampton, and surrounded by aircraft
companies, we saw a lot of flying of prototypes around. And I can remember Fairey
Barracuda, and planes of that type, Faireys were down at Hamble as well, with seeing
quite a few of those airplanes, and getting to know what they were, and so on.
Southampton was to have been a target of the V1 as launched – would have been
launched from Normandy and Cherbourg, but fortunately D Day happened just in
time. If there’d been another delay, a month or two’s delay, they would have started
bombarding all the fleet in preparation, you know. So we were very lucky that D Day
actually happened when it did, I think, because in fact we could have had a much
more difficult time getting in there. The Southampton attacks, of which there were
quite a few, were air launched from Heinkel 111, hmmm, they puzzled everybody
because they came in from the sea, you know, they obviously weren’t coming over
from France, they come in at a funny angle. And again I can remember those, the sort
of very distinct chug, chug, chug, of them going, and then the engine would cut, and it
would dive in, and so on. And I can remember seeing at least one do that. I know
also one of them hit my – the house of my Uncle Tom, who was my mother’s sister’s
husband. So that was Aunt Vera and their kids, their house was largely demolished.
But they didn’t knock down a great deal of the neighbouring houses though, it had far
less blast damage than was actually normal for that part – time. Now, what they were
aiming at was the docks, you know, and I suppose on the whole most of the things
missed by two or three miles. Yeah, it was not a very effective way. That’s what
comes of rushing projects into production too soon.

[08:55]

I got a lesson very early on that. I was up visiting my mother’s relatives in London,
gah, I’m going to be a bit slow on remember some of the names of things. It’s not
quite Forest Gate, it’s towards the centre of London of Forest Gate, and it’s the end of
where the London Dockland Light Railway went, and I can’t remember, it begins with
S, doesn’t matter anyhow. I was up there visiting anyhow. My grandmother, that’s
my mother’s mother, had several sisters and they were almost identical, they looked
like triplets when they got together, although they weren’t though, but quite odd
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really. And her mother, grandmother’s mother, grandmother – great grandmother,
lived until she was ninety-seven, and she only died then because she fell down stairs
and broke her hip, and died of the consequences of that.

[10:00]

After the war they went to Canada for a while, and the family had so many illnesses,
they couldn’t afford to live there, yeah, they had to come back to get under National
Health. But still, I was there when we were attacked by a V2. And I can remember a
strange sound, it starts with a slight whistle, a big bang, and then this obvious noise of
something coming all the way – going back up, because it was travelling faster than
the speed of sound, you heard the distance sound last, you know. Now, I’m not aware
that anybody has ever managed to make a recording of one, or for that matter able to
reproduce what it sounded like, it doesn’t appear in any of the documentaries, or
fictional films or things like that, of that sort of period. But again it all heightened my
interest in that sort of field. I went – I was – the first year that benefited from Butler’s
1944 Education Act, so I sat the very first Eleven Plus year, well somebody had to
[both laugh], you know. The very first one in 1944, it was ‘44, because I went to
grammar school from beginning, January 1945. I was – obviously I was due to go to
school in September, but the school, our local grammar school, had been evacuated to
Andover, was coming back as soon as it could, so I went to a – I went to a junior
school for a term, that was the summer term, then to a secondary modern school, or
what became a secondary modern school, for a term, before I went to the grammar
school. In the grammar school I studied, being a grammar school, physics, maths, and
languages, and so on. And it didn’t really occur to me to concentrate on something
more suitable for an engineering background until I reached the sixth form. There
were reasons for that, and one of the things was that I was actually in a class with
some very brilliant pupils, and it was very stimulating to be – to be – never going to
be better than third in the class, you know, when people … weren’t just slightly better,
they were distinctly, you know, two of them were sort of like ten per cent better than I
was in every topic. It was – they were great friends of mine I have to say as well. But
it was very stimulating. When it came to the business of going to sixth form, they
were saying, ‘Well, what do you want to do?’ You know, ‘What should the course
be?’ I had in my mind to join the Colonial Survey, because I was particularly
© The British Library Board
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interested in physical geography and maps, and things of that sort. But, again, in the
sort of – just after the war, the empire was disappearing, and so was the Colonial
Survey, you know. It was not the sort of job that it had the aura before the war, which
of course during the war time most of the books – one read the pre-war books, things
of that sort, you know, that was the influence. So I said, ‘All right, you know, aircraft
engineering.’ The school did a quick survey of all the colleges that did it, and said,
‘Well you have to go to Bristol, because it’s the only one you’re going to get
qualifications for, and what’s more you’re going to have to do chemistry.’ Yeah, I
hadn’t done any chemistry up to that point. Now that was one of the first things,
because I studied chemistry for one term, right. Now, at the age of fifteen we took the
school certificate, and I got matriculation exemption, probably the last year it was
done [both laugh], just to be odd about it. When I came to take my chemistry exam, it
was the first year of O levels, right [laughs]. I’m not sure if this benefits me or not,
you know, me having ever sort of odd like … and I was got I think 97 per cent for my
chemistry in one term, because, perhaps people don’t realise but as you grow up, you
know, it’s easy to do what you should have done a year or two earlier, you know. I
think anybody who’s like eighteen could probably get an O level, or they’re called
GSCE now, in any topic you like, in short term. Yeah, which is why adults can do it
through evening class without any great difficulty, ‘cause the fundamentals of a topic
are usually very elementary, and you don’t have to – all you have to have really is a
good memory for things, and so on. Hmmm … I think so. I know that during the –
my sixth form time, they very often demanded, the school demanded, to see my
workbooks to show to visiting people, you know, so I must have been reasonably
highly thought of, yeah, I realise now. At the time it was incredibly irritating, because
it meant I had to settle down with the books and actually bring them up to date, and
things of that sort.

[16:09]

I went to Bristol, that was a traumatic experience because Bristol spoke Bristol, as a
language as it were, it didn’t sound like Stanfordese, Shotnese [ph], at all, and in my
first couple of terms I had many a run in with local people over accents. I didn’t
understand what they said, and they didn’t understand what I said. And God, we were
only fifty miles apart [laughs]. But the world was somewhat different in those days, I
© The British Library Board
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travelled to and from Bristol by Royal Blue coach at the end of terms, or beginning
and end of terms, and so on, and I always remember that because we used to stop in
Warminster for a café to get a cup of tea, and things of that sort. It’s a way of doing
things which no longer exist, or hasn’t existed for ages. I had a son that went to Bath
and there was nothing like that at all. So during the war I had thirteen changes of
school, partly it was because of evacuations, you know. When we were evacuated to
Bournemouth we shared a school for the beginning, but it was extended half days, you
know, you went for like five hours on the trot, you know. And you’re either on the
morning shift or the afternoon come evening shift, because we shared it with the local
school. And the one thing – the only thing I can remember about it, first of all the
school with very close to one of the tram – the trolley bus depots in Bournemouth, and
we were all stood in the playground, almost soon after we got there, and we stood
there and said – they stood there and said, ‘That’s your left, and that’s your right,’ you
know. And I’ve always remembered left and right that way [laughs], and that’s that –
this exercise that we did at school to start with, it was rather fun and that. And the
place where I was billeted that had an old tramcar in the garden, which was – again
helped to inspire my longer term interest in life and so on. So I went to preparatory,
early school, infant school, to start with, then to Bournemouth, back to the junior
school in the same area in Sholing, then we were taken out to Ringwood, and
Ringwood was another one. Ringwood was an odd one, because for some reason or
other I wasn’t evacuated with the rest of the school, so I ended up with basically a
place in a different school. And they couldn’t find anywhere to meet except in a pub,
so for a term or more the classes were in a pub in the centre of Ringwood, you know,
which when you’re about seven, you know, is quite exciting, [laughs] and so on. But
that was a three mile walk to school each way, you know, which you could get very
idle walking three miles, and so on, not a great success really. And then there was
back to Botley, and we spent the rest of the war in Botley.

[20:00]

And, hmmm, I can remember double summer time appearing, and at the peak time I
think the sunset like ten o’clock at night, you know, I’d have a bed looking out of the
window, and you couldn’t go to sleep because of the sun, you know, facing west into
the sunset, and so on. But we did actually have the experience of tip and run
© The British Library Board
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bombers, Junkers 88 basically, trying to attack Eastleigh, because Eastleigh was still
being used for assembling Spitfires and so on. And they’d fly low, housetop level
really, and you could see the machine gunning the roads as they came back, you
know, all through Hedge End and so on, and places like you know you can see. You
could see them actually – the red flashes at the front as they were firing away.
Marguerite had the same experience elsewhere of being attacked. But from Botley
my mother arranged that we would spend the summer term with my father, he was
called up in ‘41 into the RAF, did his preliminary training up at Blackpool, and then
was posted to Cranfield, which is a place that crops up with our family history a
number of times. He was posted to Cranfield anyhow, and they sort of said to him, he
was an AC2 to start with, and I think he did make it to an AC1 by the end of the war,
well by the end of the time in the RAF anyhow. But it was sort of, he got to the
station [adopts authoritative tone], ‘What did you do,’ you know. ‘I’ve been a painter
and decorator.’ ‘Right, you’re in charge of the squad, the painting and decorating of
the quarters.’ So he spent his military service doing exactly what he did in – or his
ordinary life, and so on. He was released in ‘44 to go and work at Pressed Steel at
Oxford, which was a salvaging hardware materials, anyhow, for tanks and aircraft and
things of that sort, which he did for a year. So we did spend some time there as well.
And this is how I built up all these teachers – exchanges. And I suppose for that key
bit – key part of my life, hmmm, we were a single parent family, my mother was
working at smallholdings in the Botley area, and so on, and so isolated, on my own,
and so on, things like this, you know. Why didn’t I turn out to be a dreadful
youngster like people you see do nowadays in the same situation? But as far as I can
tell my experience was common with other people. I mean, I had a close friend at
Botley School whose father was a lieutenant commander in the Navy, and his kids
never saw him during the war. He was in the Far East and that was it, you know. So
it gave me a feeling about more recent years as a lot of people exaggerate, or that, or
the psychologists actually didn’t live through the war, so they don’t actually know
what they’re talking about [laughs]. There maybe an element of truth about it, you
see.

[23:39]

How did you find the experience of being evacuated?
© The British Library Board
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Ah … you just take it, you know. At Ringwood there were – they had five children in
one double bed, so three slept at the top, and two slept at the bottom like between, you
know. It’s not comfortable for the first night or two, but after a while you actually got
to sleep, you know. So you put up with it, you put up with actually having a toilet
down the bottom of the garden, and things like that, and all the toilet paper was
actually just torn up newspapers, because it was war time, you know. What else could
you do? And so on … yeah, you – you found yourself playing outdoors a lot during
the war, you know. The house we stayed in in Botley, this is I think important
background, these things, is that the bombing of Southampton had got to a stage that
an awful lot of people just left the town at night, for the night, they were sleeping
outside somewhere. My grandparents, that’s my father’s parents, went to live – went
out to Botley to stay with a family, with a couple, and they arranged after a while for
my parents to come out into the house next door. The house next door was owned by
a widower who was the delivery man for Botley flourmills, he drove the only lorry,
you know. And I liked him very much, because when they went on a holiday in North
Wales, it had to be in his lorry [laughs]. His housekeeper was daughter of the family
next door that my grandparents were with, and we got the upstairs back room. And
then the front room downstairs a Miss Marsh hired that, you know, so we were packed
out. Strange house because it had an electric cooker, but gas lights all over the house,
now what about that? [Laughs] Also he kept pigs at the bottom of the garden, as
many pseudo-country people like him did at that time. Hmmm, this really living off
of scraps really. All very – all very strange really. We were surrounded behind us
with strawberry fields, so in the spring these strawberry fields had hoards of pickers
in, and things of that sort. And across the road, the smallholding, this was one that
my mother worked on, and so on. And in each summer we ended up, I ended up,
getting a job in one of the local farms picking – picking peas one year, hoeing
chrysanthemums, yeah, that was fun. There was a big field of chrysanths, yeah, and
he basically gave me a hoe, and says, ‘You hoe up between the lines until you got to
the end, and then you go back and start again because all the weeds have grown.’
[laughs] You know, and I’m thinking, what, I spent thirteen weeks just working my
way up and down doing the same old thing? You know. Another good lesson about
the world’s really like, [both laugh] and so on. Yeah, I suppose the war had
significant influence in that sense. It was – when Dad came home on leave on one
© The British Library Board
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occasion, he used to go – when he did come down, he went to the British Legion to
get a drink, and that’s where I had my first glass of cider at the age of, what would be
nine, ten, and so on, you know, would not be considered sensible nowadays. But …
there were many chores, things like radios were run by accumulators, and
accumulators need recharging, you know, so carrying the accumulator down to the
village, which was a mile away from where we were staying, and so on, for ourselves
and for other people and so on, was typical. Mother had to cook on a small stove,
where you could have one saucepan at a time, you know. So food was, hmmm, staid
[ph] I suppose as much as anything else, things like that. You know, it …

[28:20]

Yeah, it I suppose had an influence, and so on. My grandparents, that’s mother’s
family, lived down in Woolston in Southampton, and a parachute – a parachuted
landmine hit the pub opposite that was called The Brewery, and it blast – the blast
blew the front wall of their house in, and as the wall went in it swept all the furniture,
beds, cupboards, and things of that, back through the house. So they found
themselves at the end of the bang, the people in the front room were actually in the
back room, and the back room were in the garden [laughs]. None of them were
injured, you know, but they didn’t have a house. But because we were now living
permanently at Botley, because Dad had been called up, and so on, so nobody – my
mother wasn’t commuting at all, and so on. Our old house, in Blackthorn Road, was
taken over by the family, and so on. So our move back to Southampton towards the
end of the war was conditioned by them being given somewhere else to live. And
funnily enough, they actually got a house on the estate we were living in, a bit down
the road. In those days the, hmmm, rent was eight shillings, old shillings, eight
shillings a week, you know. And pay was like five pound a week for an artisan, and
so on. I know father had said it was like in his field fifteen shillings a week before the
First World War, thirty shillings a week after the First World War. It was three pound
a week before the Second World War, and five pound at the end, you know.
Absolutely nothing to do with the way things are. If you’d like to think of it though,
there’s another way, that the starting wage for a professional, the deposit for a house,
and the cost of wedding, have always been about the same. Now there must be
something psychological about that. But it certainly – when I asked my parents what
© The British Library Board
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theirs was, they got married in 1930, it did, so I asked my grandparent Dommetts
about their situation, and they had the same, basically it was the same sort of order of
magnitude. And it’s true still today, you know. So there’s something about what
people feel is a sensible sum of money, or not, and so on.

[31:11]

At university, besides this shock of living in Bristol, and the strange things that Bristol
was. Bristol in those days, because people had coal fires, the fog came down in
November, and lifted in February, you know. And all the fog did was go up and
down during the day, you know, but it was always there, and so on. I was speaking to
somebody at a funeral two or three weeks back, and they say it’s more or less the
same, the fog’s no longer as dense as it was, but in fact it is still – because of the way
Bristol is in a hollow with the only hole being the Avon valley, running out there, you
know, it gets trapped and so on. The university, which is all that matters, I lived in –
or I spent my three years living in digs well outside the centre of the town. The town
there of course being bombed as bad as Southampton, there was no centre of Bristol
in those days. There were shopping arcades up the road, main roads, out of the town,
but the centre was a bombsite in effect. And the engineering department was in the
Merchant Venturers’ College just outside the tramway centre, and we were at the
bottom of the hill, and the university was at the top of the hill, so it was an isolated
life for the engineers. We were also – lectures started at nine, and went on till one.
And at two o’clock it was lab work for four days a week.

What did lab work consist of?

And we had to work on Saturday morning, being an engineer. There were so many
topics to cover, things like that, you know, there really was no choice. But we did
have some fun courses. You had to take English, you know. You had for your final
degree, you had to get a decent pass in English. Now it was an English course for
engineers of course, you know, and you could see that the language department didn’t
think much of having to run this course for engineers, who were notorious for not
being able to write anyhow, you know. So they always used to bump the odd – when
I say odd, hmmm, untypical lecturer to us. And I must say I spent – two of the years
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we had the chap who lectured at modern poetry, you know, and he persuaded us all
that Elliott was a worthwhile poet, and so on. And engineers would walk around with
books, Penguin books of modern poetry in their pocket actually. Because this man
was wonderful, inspirational, and so on, everything like that.

[34:09]

Some of the other lecturers weren’t, you know. The senior lecturer in aeronautics,
Black, was a very good experimentalist, but an incredibly poor lecturer. It got to the
stage where you would – you get the relevant textbook, and you’d have it open and
follow his lecture and correct him when he got things wrong [laughs].

What made him a poor lecturer then? Did he just get things wrong as he was going
through it, or …?

I don’t think his heart was in lecturing to students. What he did do, he would have
made his name for, is in the days when – we’re talking about 1951 to ‘54, in ‘51, ‘52,
it was when swept wings were becoming to be the thing, you know. Yes, they’d
heard – they understood the principle that when you go to transonic, you know,
you’ve got the wind blowing over the wing as it were, until it got to Mach one, and
then things started getting all real messy flow. But if you swept it behind there, so
that this edge was so called subsonic, the component would flow …

So the leading edge then.

Was less than one, it behaved like it was still subsonic, you know, and you could
understand what you’re doing. But the trouble is a swept wing does not behave like a
straight wing, only just swept, because it’s got an end, you know, and we can come
back to talk about the aerodynamics in a bit. But he had got a low speed wind tunnel,
and he put his swept wing in, and he went over it measuring the velocities all over the
wing, and you know, so all the way around the wing, to show what the actual flow
was like. He established for the first time, ‘cause the Germans never established it,
what actually was happening, as distinct from, it’s a good idea, you know. The
Germans suffered a lot during the war, there was a big gap between the people
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running the research facilities and the designers of aircraft. Now when I say big gap,
the designers didn’t really understand what the aerodynamicists were – the research
aerodynamicists were finding. It’s as simple as that, you know. The UK, when –
when we had all the debriefings and the visits of scientists to German research
establishments at the end of the war, most of our people come back to Farnborough
actually saying, ‘We know ninety per cent of what they know for perhaps a tenth of
the effort.’ But, you know, the thing is we understood what we were measuring, and
so on, and you could talk over there to different people, you know, and find they
never talked to each other, they had no communication about the fundamentals of
things like this. All the result, of course, was they were doing everything in an
incredible hurry towards the end of the war to come up with new ideas, and things
like. I’ve got a decent book here, [crashing sound] oops, sorry. No, not that one. It’s
the Luftwaffe after the war, Last Days of the Luftwaffe, the book’s called, which really
explains why in fact they got it all wrong. You know, I won’t say they got it all
wrong, you know, but why they didn’t actually get what they ought to have done well.
But some of it was due, for example, their jet engines were never that reliable,
because they didn’t have the access to the research that would have led them to high
temperature materials, you know. So turbine planes were not – didn’t survive as long,
and things like this, you know. So you could run this jet engine for an hour, then you
had to rebuild it, and things like that. You know …

[38:17]

Did Black talk about the work he was doing on the swept wing while he was teaching
you.

Oh, yes, right. Yes, yes. When I did my finals – let me say, the second year degree,
second year of the course, the exam was quite tough, I think they were trying to sort
the weak – the sheep from the goats, and that. Because the maths course, I remember
the maths papers I remember you had to attack eight questions. I attacked five and
didn’t get a proper answer for any of them, and I was the best of the year [laughs].
They did admit the paper had been set by the maths department, you know, and it was
just a little bit too hard for us. The engineering degree required the equivalent of a
pass degree in mathematics, you know, it was a very theoretical type of course. Oh, I
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should mention at the end of the first year, which was as I say, awful, quite interesting
from my point of view, I ended up with a Royal Air Society prize for the best
aeronautical student. Hmmm, I remember it as money, I got, you know, I got [inaud]
for it. I had in taking A levels, advanced A levels, I did well enough to earn a
Ministry of – I presume it was Ministry of Supply, I don’t really know. But a
Ministry scholarship anyhow, I got £210 a year, maintenance.

That’s for your university …?

That was the top – the top award you could get from anything, you know. This,
hmmm … for the best pupils, you know. So I did quite well. I still had to work in
vacations, you know, because let’s be honest, the money – that sort of money even in
those days, only got you through the term time. Hmmm, when I started working at
RAE it was £465 a year, yeah. Now I’ve paid that for dinner for the family [laughs]
in more recent years, you know. I mean, it’s difficult to relate it, although I do
understand why historians talk in Mars Bars equivalent [both laugh]. You know, in
other words you try and think of something practical, and so on.

Could we –

The reason, sorry, the reason from the swept wings side of it, is … now I’m getting
myself confused with the story now. Yeah, because when I got my degree, I was
offered a PhD to look at low aspect ratio wings, in other words, missiles in those days
were starting to have little square long wings running, short span, and so on. And
again they had a similar problem, what the hell was happening as these things
connected. And that had an influence on what I actually did. Hmmm, in taking my
finals, I remember the trick for the finals was I learned off by heart all my course
notes, not just intelligence, you had to use, you know, as far as I was concerned, I
realised that thirty or forty percent of the question was in fact course work, and
therefore I was going to get that far towards my finals by actually remembering it and
writing it down quickly. It gives excellent time, and maximum Mach, and things like
that. The external examiners were so intrigued by my papers, that they actually asked
especially for me to come to be met, not to be interviewed, yeah, but they actually
wanted to see what I was like, and have a chat with me about things. I didn’t really
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understand all that at the time, you know, it just all worried me, that’s the way things
were. But as I say, we did quite well. I was offered a course, as I say, it would have
been this low aspect ratio wing stuff, which would have been very valuable to the
community at that time. Now, let me come back to vacation work.

[43:00]

At Christmas I worked for the Post Office in the parcels department, and I volunteered
to work nights, ‘cause I knew from advice that what working nights was is that you
went to the parcel depot, you filled every – sorted and filled every sack available, and
then you stopped working because there was nothing else you could do until the vans
turned up to take the sacks away, you see. So you start about eight o’clock in the
evening, and somewhere about one o’clock in the morning you go off for an evening
meal, as it were, at headquarters. [Sighs] The top end, the other side of Millbrook,
anyhow, right on the edge of the town at that time. And you come back and sleep the
best you could on these sacks, you know, until the first shift turned up in the morning,
and you helped them load the vans, and you went home. That was a worthwhile
income. Marguerite did work at Christmas as well.

MD: Yes, I worked at Christmas, it was snowing. I was delivering.

It was standard – standard behaviour for students, university students, old enough to
be sensible. In the summer vacation, the first one, that’s 1952, I went to work with
Follands. I’ve no idea now how I got the job, it could well be it was set up for me by
the university, because Professor Collar was well known around the aircraft industry,
and did a lot to help his students. I went to Follands anyhow, and I spent thirteen
weeks there working in the inspection department, yeah. Now if you want to
understand how a factory works, you need to have a period in the inspection
department, you know. First of all Follands were building the Gnat – the Midge, their
lightweight fighter at the time, and they wanted to make sure that they were built with
the best materials that came into the factory. So one of the jobs that we did a lot of
was testing all the sheet and block material that came in to find the over strength bits,
because there’s always a spread of characteristics and so, the best material that came
in was … which would – they were at that time building wings for Vampires, and
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coach – bus bodies for Eastern Coach Works, and so on, you know. And they were
building bits of helicopters for somebody else, and they were building a guided
weapon for somebody else again. Because they were sort of aeronautical quality
work, but basically most of it under contract, you know. And there were quite a few
little firms, well relatively little firms, you know, in the country at that time. And as I
say, they were building the Midge. I was there for a works outing, which again was
an insight into aspects of working culture I never expected to come across [laughs],
you know. Oh, dear. They got part of the coaches, got drunk very early on, I’m not
even sure where we were, but I know it was hilly [laughs]. And their staff
disappeared into the bushes, and things of that sort, you know, it was all sort of quite
exciting for a nineteen year old [laughs]. Yeah. And I also learned how to use –
when you’d inspected something you had to hit it with a hammer that had your
inspectors’ number on, you see, to signify that. And the trick is you hit it at a slight
angle so that the number you get there is not quite decipherable, you know. So which
inspector inspected it becomes a little bit obscure, you know. Because they had
problems. And when I say they had problems, you were never quite sure what the
staff in the workshop got up to, you know. Essentially, erm, they made the ribs and
the skin and things like that, and then assembled them for the wing, right. If you over
drilled the hole, in other words you got the hole the wrong size, and so on, you were
supposed to scrap it. But, no, there were people who were – what they were doing
was filling it with a reinforced plastic, and drilling – putting the rivets into that, you
know. And you say, but surely that’s not strong enough. Odd enough, they never had
a failure as a result of it, you know. But it did make me worried, and all the – with the
sort of way the rivets were put in, they were made with a thing, a little support, and so
on there, left the end loose inside, so that when you finished the wing and lifted it up,
lots of things were falling around, rattling inside, and so on. Hmmm, and that also
puzzled me as a student, what that was tolerated and so on. But it was normal
practice.

[48:39]

Another practice that got me, the next year I went to Supermarine works, and we were
building Swift fuselages at the Itchen works, that’s just up the river from the old
Supermarine works. And I was attached to a man who did the, erm – drilled the holes
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and fitted the thing so riveters could come along and follow it on. Now this man had
played cricket for Vickers Supermarine and had had an accident, so he couldn’t
handle things, so basically I was his pair of hands, you know, for eight weeks there. It
was quite interesting because the – you built the Swift fuselages, and then went
around getting rid of all the burrs and the rough edges and things like that inside.
That was reasonable, except later I discovered the French didn’t, you know, when I
examined them later in life, some French aircraft, if you weren’t going to get into it,
except very occasionally, you didn’t do it, you know. That just cost money, and the
French don’t spend money lightly [laughs].

[50:00]

So difference in culture, that’s where I started to learn that engineering cultures are
not the same in the countries. Later on that was a serious problem working with the
Americans. The standards for drawings for example aren’t the same, you know.
They do it in a different way. When we worked with American offshoots, so – I don’t
apologies for pestering on with this, early target was all formative, you know.

I actually want to go back and ask you a few follow up questions about bits of it –
yeah.

Well, as a student at university we used to go in on Saturday morning and often work
in the machine shop, you know, operating a lathe, a machine for planing, and things of
that sort. Hmmm, it’ll be like doing simple woodwork at school except with metal,
and so on. You had to get some idea of what the reality of work processes were.

Can I ask –

The course – yeah. The great thing about the course is that the Professor of
aeronautics was Collar, who got a knighthood in the end, the Professor of the
structural department was Pugsley. They had worked together on the R101 structural
analysis, and if you read Nevil Shute’s books, you know, you’ll realise he was one of
the people, a computer as it were, who actually did the sums using their methods and
so on. And one of the things I’m quite proud of, as it were, is that link with the early
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days and airships, and so on. Again one of my minor interests has been airships over
the years, and I realise that the R100 and R101 were not successes. The R102 and
R103, which were in design, er, state when the R101 crashed were twice the size.
And after the war, last war, the Brabazon Committee also looked into a super airship,
that was the R104, which was twice as big again. And at that size, particularly with
helium loading, it started making commercial sense. Now unfortunately people had
got used to aircraft flying at about – perhaps 100 knots, you know, pre-war civil
aircraft, you know, bi-planes and things of that sort, didn’t actually fly very fast, you
know. There are accounts in the ‘30s of people flying from London to Paris where the
plane couldn’t make headwind – couldn’t make forward progress against the
headwind, and so on [laughs]. It must have been absolutely frustrating to have to
work away and just see the land not moving at all, and so on. Hmmm, so, yeah, there
was a lot of sense about having her that could fly at nearly 100 knots, you know.
With the incredible safety record that they’d actually had, hmmm, with airships,
although in the end the American’s lost their airships in the ‘30s, and of course the
Hindenburg. But then the Hindenburg was all about, hmmm, filled with hydrogen,
and then all the wrong protective varnish on the outer casing, which of course picked
up electrostatic charges, and in the ‘30s people were not aware of electrostatic
hazards, you know. And unfortunately they learned the lessons the hard way, you
have to really, most people don’t learn any other way, if you know what I mean.

[54:20]

Well why did aircraft – why did aircraft start to interest you as a child?

Well because they were there, that’s all you can say it was. You know, hmmm, I had
a usual collection of small model airplanes, dinky toys. One of the Christmas presents
I had in 1938, it might have been 1939, about then anyhow, was a box of made in
France Dinky toys, French airplanes, and so on, you know, which – interesting. And I
remember having a box of gladiators given to me, you know, as a box, half a dozen
gladiators, and so on. Hmmm, yeah. I was probably more interested in airplanes than
I was in trains, or any other things, although my interest widened later on. Hmmm, so
I think my influence was – when I was really young and during the war, the aircraft. I
mean, father was in the RAF and so on, when we went and stayed at Cranfield, the
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first year we went up in 1942, we stayed at Woburn, Woburn Sands, hmmm, that was
interesting because we used to go down to Bletchley to shop by the train. And you
could never understand why the place was swarming with military personnel,
particularly women in the WRENs and the WAAF, you know, because it was the code
breaking place, you see, they had enormous [inaud], but no indication why they were.
But we know Bletchley was busy because, hmmm, buses three times a day ran out to
collect them and take them back to local towns, you know, in a circle about ten to
fifteen miles around Bletchley, and so on. You know, we’re at Woburn enormous
rows of buses came in all the time. Hmmm, there must have been something up,
because I was too young to actually think my way through that. Next year, as I say,
we were at Cranfield, hmmm, which was known for the fact I had my measles at
Cranfield. Oh, and both at Woburn and Cranfield, when I went to the local school,
the first thing they did is say, because you came from London to county, they run a
test to see where you should fit. And they both rang and said, ‘Hmmm, this is
difficult, you know, because we can’t put you into a class of the standard of your age,
because you’re so far in advanced of our local standard,’ you know. At Cranfield
funny enough, they said, ‘Well you really ought to be in the senior school [both
laugh]]. We’re not going to teach you anything useful this term.’ Yeah. Some of
these schools were – the one at Cranfield, all the teachers were in their late fifties, or
early sixties, you know, all the young people had gone, and so on. So it was a very
old fashioned in the way they did things. Yet, the Botley school, which was sort of
window one, when they announced that there was going to be an Eleven Plus, you
know, the new way of doing things, they set up a scholarship class, there were five of
us that were siphoned off as it were to be – having more concentrated tutoring to sit
the exam. All five of us did well, went to five different grammar schools, and so on.
But the teaching profession did its best to respond to the situation. When I got back to
Southampton in the sort of middle term, the summer term of ‘44, I ended up with a
class teacher who taught my father at school, you know, and I was quite amused one
morning, walked in the class, ‘Who are you?’ ‘Dommett.’ He said, ‘Oh, not another
one.’ [Laughs] He can remember what my father’s brothers were like, who were a
sore trial.

[58:55]
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When I say sore trial, my father during the First World War where there was a chronic
shortage of money, their grandfather had been called up for the mavy, was a stoker on
HMS Europa at Selonika in Greece, you know. So grandmother ran two allotments,
and had a dressmaking business, and struggled. And in 1917 there was really a
famine, you know, everybody was going hungry. My mother got through it because
she lived in Itchen Ferry at Southampton where most of her extended family were
fishermen and they lived off of fish, basically. My father, they only kept two
allotments, but again he said he was endlessly hungry and he’d sort of sneak out,
scrumping fruit in the autumn, during the summer stealing turnips, and running little
bonfires trying to cook turnips because he could get at them, and so on, yeah. Quite
bad. Also, not only was there a shortage of food, but a shortage of water, there was a
bad summer where local springs all failed, and they had to walk half a mile or so to
down to Millers Pond where they could actually get some fresh water. It really is –
my parents got very, very depressed talking about that period, obviously had a big
effect on them, and so on. But as I say, Mr. Trotter, he, hmmm, he taught my father.

[1:00:44]

Now my father during that period he had a job of delivering newspapers to the injured
troops at Netley Hospital, army hospital, and so on. He did it by train, caught the train
there into the station at the hospital, delivered the newspapers and came back, always
five minutes late for school, five minutes late for school that qualified for a caning,
right. And I’m looking, trying to find out who might hold the log book for the school
to actually see if what he told me is true [laughs]. Because they had to record the fact
and so on. As all old people, my parents were prone to a little bit of exaggeration in
their life as well, no doubt I am without realising it [laughs]. Still …

Could you tell me a bit more about your parents, please?

… There are two sides to my family, naturally you know the Dommetts and Diapers.
The Diapers are the easy one. The first known Diaper was 1463, was a carter in
Southampton. The next one was Diaper who hired the castle in the Rye Town
fortifications, is known as the Diaper Tower, and it stands for D Iaper, from Ypres in
Belgium, right, because at that sort of period people were trading in. That was at a
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period where wool was exported to the Netherlands. The Netherlands was on the
whole part of Burgundy, and then part of Spain, and so on, and not part of France, and
so on. Hmmm, they don’t teach that sort of geography – history, historical geography
at school, you never – you know, you’d never find anybody who actually understands
really how Europe changed. I do have – I do remember is I’ve got a copy of The
Times History of Europe Atlas, you know, which tries to illustrate how boundaries
round there – and it starts off by saying, there’s been no part of the world where it’s
been so, hmmm, fought over and so much changing of boundaries and so on, you
know. It is quite true, there’s something about western Christianity which has
generated a people loving to kill each other [laughs]. I hope everybody realises that
[ph]. Still, the Diapers lived in Southampton from the 15th century onwards. My
brother researched the family, and I have a family tree that goes back to 1600, at
which point I saw no point at trying to follow it back. But, hmmm, two years back
members of the family got a lottery grant to actually unscramble the family tree, and
so on. Because the Diapers provided crews for the big yachts in the later 19th and
early 20th century, particularly the American side of it, and I know I had a great Uncle
Joe who was on boats of that size, although all the photographs that grandmother had
on her window – on her walls, were of two masted sort of yachts. And that was what
the Kaiser used to race in, so I suspect that Uncle Joe used to sail for the Germans
[laughs]. And so on. Erm, yeah. So the Diapers – Tom Diaper was – Captain Tom
Diaper, was one of the major sailors, and I think his book of reminiscence has been
republished. But these people in Southampton got a lottery grant and we had a whole
year's celebration, services of play, of exhibition in the Maritime Museum in
Southampton and so on. And the Diaper Association issued a family tree, I’ve got a
couple of copies of the first version anyhow. Hmmm, in the end I think they located
something like 8,000 Diapers over history, that’s with the name Diaper, and it then
built up all the training – where the wives married – women married into other
families, things like that, that’s how mine get into it, and so on. And I think they got a
family tree with this I think 8,000 names on it, and about 2,000 other names where
they hadn’t matched, when I last read the quarterly newsletter, hadn’t actually fitted in
yet, yet. But they are still pursuing it. And of course although there are some
commercial software packages for family trees, not one designed to cope with so
many people, you know. So that was a fascinating sort of exercise. Notability, I can’t
think of anything notable that my – the Diapers did other than sail locally.
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[1:06:33]

The only one – I remember my Uncle – my great Uncle Joe because, hmmm, before
the war he was working on sailing ships that went to the South Pacific and back, you
know, and you thought that was a long way, they were long voyages he had, you
know. But he always brought back parrots and things of that sort, you know, and he
was a good old soul really. Hmmm … yeah. No point going into stories of that. My
mother was born in 1909 in Itchen village, Itchen Ferry village, and so on, went to
local schools. She did very well at school and entered a number of what in those days
were SA competitions in local or national newspapers. And she had a draw full, when
I saw draw full, draw of that size [indicates], of prizes won in these sort of
competitions. She did well enough to be offered a place at grammar school, and the
family of course turned it down because I think she was the second eldest in the
family and they needed the income from working. They needed to get rid of the cost
of looking after her, if you know what I mean. So she went – she got her leaving
certificate at thirteen, started as a housemaid and gradually worked her way up to at
twenty-one she got married. At twenty-one she was at Carisbrooke in a house as the
cook/housekeeper, you know. You only had to think about it that a lot of these
houses, big houses, were actually run by teenagers. Now would you do it today? No.
Kids are still growing up at twenty-one today, mind you they still were then, you
know. Hmmm, it’s just a way of life that I find hard to imagine, you know. The
closest I can get to in my imagination what it was like is to watch Larkrise to
Candleford, where the characters are much more like the people of that age that I ever
met and talked to. You know, they – the attitude is much more like my grandparents
did, and so on. My mother, hmmm … so she got married at twenty-one, didn’t work
till the wartime and had to, didn’t like pets, so we never had any. But she kept
chickens at the end of the war, in the garden, and so on. We had to go gleaning each
year for – to get a few sacks and so on. It was thinking about mother, two or three
years back, that I actually then recalled my mother like she was when I first knew her,
you get so used to mother being old, as it were, I then realised I could remember her
when she was about twenty-eight, twenty-nine, you know, and therefore what she was
like during the war. So it all came back. Yeah. Hmmm … had a set of brothers,
James, George, Ron, Ken. Her youngest brother was two years old than I was, we
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both went to the same grammar school, and so on. He did it through the scheme they
had of bringing in people in the I think the third year from secondary modern, who
were promising, and so on, hmmm, give them a bit more of an unruly mob. The
problem with the Diapers is that they were always at each other, having rows and
things like that. Uncle Ron and one of the others had a row with their mother in 1944
over rations, you know, other people have too much sugar, too much butter, and
things of that sort. And they decided they wouldn’t talk to each other, so they never
did. They never invited his mother to his wedding, he never invited – never went to
her funeral, anything like that, you know, they just completely divorced themselves.
I’m fortunate in my family that only one of my sons takes after that side of the family
[laughs]. Who has disagreements with people almost on principle as distinct from has
good reason for it, and so on.

[1:11:32]

My father’s side, he was born in 1907, now that’s an interesting family tree as well.
Great grand – great great granddad, grandfather’s grandfather, was called Thomas,
and he worked for the London South Western Railway. And the earliest that my
father could remember being told was he’d worked on the extension of the railway to
Devonport, around Plymouth, which was somewhere at the back end of the 19th
century, 1890s I think it was, I don’t really know, I’ll have to follow it up. He then
became worked as a linesman at Fennerton [ph], and he lived in a cottage by the
railway, and I visited that cottage, and it’s quite interesting. It’s – the local signal,
some of the signal has actually been re-erected in the garden of the cottage, and so on,
the signal that, you know, it belonged to the railway. Hmmm, he also played the big
bass drum in the local – in the village band at Payhembury. Now the Dommetts had
settled Neroche Forest, which is immediately south of Taunton, on the boundary
between Somerset and Devon, again fourteen something or other, 1460s, 1470s sort of
period. Because the archivist in the Somerset County Record Office says, you know,
that’s the earliest account of them. And there is as you climb out of Ilchester, or is it
Ilminster … I’ve got to look up, isn’t that dreadful. [pause – looking through papers]
Remembering names and things like that is nowhere near as easy, it doesn’t take me
long to remember them I suppose, but they don’t jump to the tongue like they always
used to. Exeter, Honiton, so it’s got to be on that one, of course. You come down
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Wincanton, Cadbury, Ilminster. Yeah, it was Ilminster, so Ilchester must be up near
Yeoville. Wincanton … that’s strange. Oh, there’s Yeoville. So it’s here. Yeah, all
right. You get to Ilminton – Ilminster I should say, and you clamber up over the top
of the hill, you climb a big hill, at the highest point, and then it runs down a long hill
in Dulverton. I don’t know if you know that part of the world. And when you get up
on the top ridge, to the north of that is Dommett Moor. It’s spelt like Dommett, as it
is. And Neroche Forest is at the end of that ridge, that’s on there. And in the village,
or in the hamlet, there’s Great Dommett House, Little Dommett House, Dommett Hill
Farm, and so on, you know. I think we were told that it was only the vicar of the
parish was the only person not called Dommett at one stage. The people living in the
farm houses at the moment are aware of this sort of family history and so on, so
presumably other relatives have come along and asked about the place, and so on.

[1:15:51]

There is a Dommett lives two or three miles away, the other side of the A303, because
I used to get my accordion repaired or retuned by a man there, and he used to have a
neighbour who was called Dommett. Over the years the Dommett family had
gradually drifted down towards Honiton, hmmm, several local villages have, hmmm,
signs up. One for example, a branch of the Dommetts were church wardens, and at
Payhembury there are half a dozen Dommetts’ tombs in the churchyard, and so on.
There are the scattering of them around, there are perhaps 500 Dommetts around in
Devon at the moment, there are many more of them in New Zealand. Hmmm, one of
them – one of the Dommetts became a – I suppose we call – a second rate novelist,
right, who didn’t do well in this country, emigrated to New Zealand, where he was
quickly promoted to be in charge of customs, right. Did well, became the fifth Prime
Minister for about four months. And it was quite clear he was not Prime Minister
quality material, so he got back his old job of being in charge of customs. When I
went – we went to New Zealand in Wellington, the Parliamentary building, and the
Parliamentary library building, have the stones, you know, whatever they were called,
putting the first stone down, with his name on it. And on South Island, half way
between Blenheim and Christchurch, there’s a little down called Dommett, and we
went by bus from … now … yeah, from Blenheim. I think we set out from Blenheim,
then Christchurch, and it’s midday stop at this place, so we had a meal in Dommett
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[laughs]. Foolish sort of thought really. But, hmmm, yeah, so there’s an awful lot of
them. There was a Rear Admiral John Dommett in the New Zealand Navy.

[1:18:20]

I went … yeah, when we went to New Zealand in 1980 something or other, back end
of the ‘80s, I think it was, I went to the Ministry of Defence in New Zealand to
actually have a word. I was actually interested, what did the New Zealand military
bands do? You know, folk music you see, military bands, we’ll probably get back to
that. And I went and asked what about it. And I was introduced to the one
professional musician they actually have in the Ministry of Defence, one, all the other
military bands are actually amateurs who are not actually in the services at all. That
was an interesting thing. And the conversation obviously, you know, went over lots
of things, but I asked the fundamental question why didn’t New Zealand allow either
nuclear powered boats, or boats thought to have nuclear weapons on board onto ports.
And they said, New Zealand is a very volcanic country, and the normal rules are
you’ve got to have a less than one in a million chance of an accident, you see. And
they say, but you can’t have that in any of the ports in New Zealand. They’ve actually
in 200 years lost two towns that were blown apart by eruptions, and so on. And there
are lots of – there were the Pacific plates going underneath, and so on. There are
earthquakes all the time, and so on. The Rotorua in the middle of the North Island is a
very volcanic area with lots of interesting, you know, things, and that includes a
mountain that was blown away [laughs], and there’s a lake there at the moment, and
so on. And just isn’t safe enough, you know. By international rules, as it were, they
can’t tolerate things, that’s so … [inaud]. Also I’ve met an Australian Dommett
who’d come here exploring the – his family background as well. So I presume they
are like all other families spread around since the war. The 1881 census means that
you can see that the Dommetts hadn’t really spread outside of Devon by 1881,
although my own family at Breamore, near Fordingbridge in Hampshire was on it
then, although I had trouble finding them in the census because they’d spelt it
Dommitt, D-O-M-M-I-T-T, you know rather than E, because of the way they
pronounce it. That’s one of the problems.

[1:21:33]
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Hmmm … can’t – only one really famous Dommett I think, one who was an orphan, a
William Dommett, was sponsored by … Admiral, I think it was Vincent, I ought to
relook it up again. Hmmm, just as a youngster held a man's horse [ph] and he says,
‘Is there anything I can do?’ You know, and he was an orphan, and he said, ‘I’d like
to be in the navy,’ so he was sponsored to become a midshipman. And he fought his
way up, literally, against the French battle for so long. He was at the glorious
whatever it was battle, and so on. And he was one of the few captains who didn’t get
a gold medal, you know, nobody could understand why he didn’t get it as it were.
And he was captain of the Belleisle in Nelson’s fleet, but just before the Battle of
Trafalgar, he was given six months’ shore task in London, so he actually wasn’t the
captain of the Belleisle at the Battle of Trafalgar. As a result of that he lived [laughs],
yeah, and he made it to, as he lived a good old age, he became a First Sea Lord about
1812, and as far – when I was in the National Archive in Washington, there was a
copy, either a copy or the original, of the order where he sent Admiral, I think
Admiral Cochrane [ph] over to sale up the Potomac, and attack Washington. So in the
1812 war, it was a Dommett who signed the badge for the man who went and actually
whose troops fired at the militia defending the capital building, you know, and we
fired rockets at them, concrete rockets, and then further up the road, another bunch of
militia fired at them from the Presidential Palace, so we fired rockets at the
Presidential Palace. And the Presidential Palace was so badly burnt that he had to be
painted white, and it’s now called the White House [laughs]. As well as going onto
Fort Henry and using rockets which got into their national anthem, you know, so you
can blame a Dommett for all of those things starting in the war [both laugh], and so
on.

So is this someone who through your family tree you’ve worked out was directly
related to you then, or is it …?
Oh, yeah. It’s a great story to tell to Americans, yeah, I have to say, you know. You
can sit back and say, what did your family do? [Laughs] Swine I am, in that sense.
Hmmm, yeah.

[1:24:23]
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As I say, my grandfather’s grandfather was a railwayman, but I say when I say
railway – not a senior railwayman, he was just a local man. His son, Henry, he joined
the London South Western Railway, and when he’d done his apprenticeship he was
appointed to the railway station as opened at Breamore in Hampshire, so he came
there as a young man, as the combined signalman porter. He lived close by at the end
of the road of which the station was on, on the corner there. Got the daughter of the
household, pregnant, they had … grandfather was the thirteenth child, an enormous
number. In fact, grandfather did many things, like playing sports and the local
mummers, with nephews, though he had nephews who were as old as he was, as it
were. He, unlike the rest of the family who still farmed in the area as far as I am
concerned, and one of father’s cousins, hmmm, cousin Charles, was one of the
originators of stock car racing. He’d actually been a motorcycle racer as the
passenger, as it were, immediately after the war, and he then – or even before the war,
but he was one of the originators of stock car racing, and of course the whole family
thought he’d made a fortunate out of it, because he didn’t, he just lost a lot of money
running it, but he did so love the sport, and so on. Hmmm … I can’t think of
anything. That generation didn’t do a great deal. My father was enthusiastic for
things, he had some – at least one ride I think, two or perhaps three, rides
barnstorming aircraft, you know, fly up loop the loop, and all that sort of thing, and so
on, you know. He said was terrifying but he did it again. He went down to Calshot to
see the Schneider trophy race in 1929, and he and mother went to watch the one from
Lee-on-the-Solent in 1931. So, yeah, my parents must have had interests. If you
think of it, my father was born, was two when Cody was the first man to fly at
Farnborough in an aeroplane, you know. And he lived long enough, he lived till he
was eighty-nine … man was on the moon. So he sat watching television, and so on.
All what happened in his lifetime. So quite incredible really, you know. But having
said that, it all depends on how you see things. When I came to Fleet in ‘55, we went
talking to some of the old people around, we met one old lady who said when she was
young they had a family retainer who’d been in the army William IV, and had stood
duty at the Winchester assizes when they were, hmmm, prosecuting people in … I
won’t be able to find it, will I? Prosecuting the people for the swing riots in Central
Hampshire, and you know, and you think, my God, you know, I’m sort of two people
away from the Speenhamland scheme [laughs], all the things that made the nineteenth
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century so terrible for ordinary people. And I’ve got a book, one of Chambers Book
of Days, where he interviewed for 1840 somebody who was about 100, and whose
father had been alive in the reign of George – Charles II. So it knocks a bottom in
what you think of as generations. When it comes to word of mouth, you know,
seventy or eighty year steps can be important as anything else. Part of my education
again. Hmmm …
[1:28:58]
What sort of –

Is that enough about my parents, you know?

I was just wondering, you know, talking a bit more generally …

I can’t help getting involved, you know. I was described recently as inquisitive, you
know. You don’t sort of just take it, you actually enquire a bit further, you need –
want to know a bit more about it. Which is why when my brother told me about our
family tree, you know, I got in the car, took my parents and had a look at all the
farms, of which the family did. And that was a surprise in that, because one of my
ancestors, another one called Thomas, lived at Upham, which is a village not far from
Payhembury, and when we got there the only thing we knew about it is that he’d lived
in a cottage it was burnt down in 1808. And we got out and stood out in the car
looking around, and local family came up and said, ‘Are you looking for anything?’
We said, ‘It’s only, you know, because we’ve been told our family lived here in those
days, that was 175 years ago, they lived in a cottage that got burnt down.’ And they
said, ‘Oh, yeah, it was over there.’ And you could still see the remains of the cottage
[both laugh]. Nobody bothered to clear up, or anything.
[1:30:20]
What sort of things was your father interested in?
He loved male voice choirs. He loved Southampton football club, we used to go up to
see the second team as well as the first team, and so on, all his life until he couldn’t
stand up anymore. I know I went up as a teenager with him but the crowds – the
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young people in particular behaviour started being terrible. They used to after the
match run down through all the parks, motor coaches, smashing windows; used to go
down to the centre of town and cause trouble, and things like that. So the police
would be out in force, and things like that. It got very unpleasant, sort of thing. What
else? My father ran an allotment most of his life. We had one up town before the war
which was on a very gravelly spot, then he got a much better one not far from where
he lived, where he could walk to and so on, and he spent a lot of time there. Very
good at growing Loganberries. Didn’t read much. Was declared a diabetic in his old
age, so he kept his diet down to thirteen slices of bread a day. As the doctor said, you
know, at his age all you have to do is keep him alive, you don’t have to worry about
complications because long term complications won’t happen because he’s too old
already. Before the war, hmmm, he and mother got a tandem, and when I was small
there was a sidecar, and so on, I can remember that, and so on. So they liked to travel.
After the war they got most – their travelling – their idea of a day out was catch a bus
like go to Bournemouth and stay on the bus to come back again, travelling through the
countryside, and things of that sort. Hmmm, when they had a bit of money in hand
they started doing trips abroad, France, went to Rome, did a trip through Eastern
Europe; that was a shock. It was nice and industrialised countryside everywhere until
they got to Czechoslovakia where it was all horses, and so on. You know, you
couldn’t help but tell the difference, the big step down in quality of life, and things of
that sort. Yeah –
Was that before or after the war?

After the war. My mother wrote up trips, she collected lots of photographs, sort of
postcards and brochures and things like that, and used to do a paste and write-up. My
mother was quite literary, she read a lot, did crosswords easily, loved playing
Scrabble. Hmmm, she wrote a novel, I have the manuscript, which I haven’t actually
read through. But as she wrote quite interesting accounts of the trips, these holidays,
and particularly the abroad there, the plan is in fact to produce a little book, the thing
that my mother wrote. You know, not for publications other than within the family,
but the extended family we have, forty or fifty people anyhow.

[1:34:04]
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So, yeah, I will be producing a small publication. The problem is I’ve got … now
where is it? Oh, there’s the Dragon software. I have a laptop where when I put that to
that, so I can talk to the computer, it’s a quick way of getting notes and things like
that. I have notebooks from work as well to transcribe, but my problem with hands at
the moment is that typing is actually getting more and more difficult, you know. I can
type things and have to go back over it again making all the corrections. Getting a bit
… so I think talking to my machine will be more efficient. But without a little bit of
technical assistant from some of the family, I’m not – I can’t rush into doing things.
There’s already too many things to do in my life with the little time I have available
because of medication – medical problems, things of that sort, so that will be helpful.
But, yeah, I will be doing that. My attitude about family history, you see, is that it’s
for my grandchildren, and if I can give them accounts up to my grandparents, that’s –
on the assumption my own children will tell their children in their life, and so on, I’ll
write up mine, with any sense, about what I know about my parents and grandparents,
and great grandparents, as it were. That gives them five or six generations of history,
that’s as much as anybody needs to know, you know, because then people start getting
too remote for, you know … the biblical effects of down to four or five generations is
true, you know, I can see the effects in my own life of my parents’ and grandparents’
generation. I can’t tell you what the effect of previous generations have been, ‘cause I
don’t know the – obviously I don’t know the people.

Hmm. Can I –
[End of Track 1]
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[Track 2]

… at the end is we’re trying to establish what have we learned. I don’t mean
technically, but what have we learned about what is it we want, and what projects are,
and how we ran things, things like that, you know. Have we actually made progress
over the years, and so on. Hmmm … and that I think is important, you know, I’ve got
fifty years background, plus a general knowledge of other things around about, and so
on, you know. So in the field of, let’s say, the deterrent, nuclear forces, and such like
weapons, which after all are the war fighting things of the future. What is it we can
get out of it? And I – that’s what I think makes me a sensible critic of what the
Foreign Office is telling people about the Trident replacement, and things of that sort,
in other words, where should we be going? What are the indicators at the moment?

Hmm.

But it has to be backed up by, really, lessons from experience, and so on.

I’d agree. Right. I think …

Where have we got to?

Where had we got to? I think we were talking about your parents actually. I was …

I’ve probably exhausted what I can say about that. My parents had a – have had a
significant influence on me in recent years, because they got old, you know. Hmmm
… wartime was one thing, Dad was home, hmmm, ‘46, my mother was told she got
her menopause, was wrong of course, she had my brother. They hadn’t had more
family before the war because of the – everybody was frightened about things. My
father was offered a number of houses by his firm he worked for before the war at
£340 a time he could have had a whole house – whole street full of them, if he could
have afforded it, and so on. But nobody in Southampton there was prepared to buy
anything, because the war, they expected everything to be obliterated, you know.
Quite a lot of it of course was. Even – even out in the sort of suburbs area, and so on.
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What did –

My father, as I say, continued to live in a council house. He bought a house and then
sold it, never lived in it, and so on, you know. Never quite understood what his
motivation was, but he was very happy where he was, and that’s the best way of
putting it, and so on. Hmmm … one of mother’s brothers lived in a council house,
and he and my father were the only two ever did, I think. All the other siblings in fact
all had their own properties, and cars, and things of that sort. My father was very
fond of his mother, and used to see her weekends. My mother was very fond her
mother, used to see her every week. And mother made the mistake in her family of
trying to be friendly with all the family, and as a result none of them trusted her
[laughs]. As you would expect, you know, really daft.

[03:44]

What influence do you think your parents had on you?

Father believed in an honest day’s work for a decent – for an honest day’s pay. My
both parents – both my parents were Labour supporters through thick and thin, you
know. Again, a little bit of knowledge of the history of the Labour Party from Keir
Hardy onwards, hmmm, you either have sympathy with it, or you don’t, you know.
When I say sympathy, you’re either a socialist for life or never have a touch of it.
One of my granddaughters is a socialist, she works for various Labour MPs, but she
doesn’t like New Labour and its philosophy, and so on. Both feel the need to – but of
recent years, my family, that’s my older sons, have been Liberal Democrats, and I
have a lot of sympathy certainly locally with the Liberal Democrats and not the
Conservatives. I will find it hard to ever vote Conservative. Unfortunately for me, I
remember reading through the speeches for the 1906 general election and – where the
Conservatives just said that social responsibilities are not the concern of governments.
And the Liberal Party won because they said about old age pensions, and all the other
things, you know. Now the end result of 150 years of industrial strife is actually to
say the Liberals were right, and the Conservatives were wrong. I can’t help but think
that Conservatives at the bottom, is it really their hearts? Like Conservatives always
were. Now the Tories don’t change their spots really. Oh, I imagine I’m wrong. It
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would be interesting to see, because the Labour man used to change his spots [both
laugh].

[06:00]

Did politics play a significant part in your upbringing?

Yeah.

You mentioned both your parents were Labour supporters, so I was just …

Oh, that’s right, yes. And Albert Morley was the MP for Southampton/Itchen, and he
was a great friend of the family, and a great friend of Marguerite’s family I might say,
you know. And even in the ‘20s dated Marguerite’s mother, you know. But then you
see, her grandmother was – ran a nursing home, big maternity home really, from
about 1912 onwards. And her daughters were all trained as nurses, all – nearly all
became midwives, local midwives, and so on. They lived … grandmother Barr
married a marine who I think was a – that was a sergeant or sergeant major, or – I
forgot, a colour sergeant, that’s right, in the, hmmm, Medway area, and so on. They
moved, when he retired he went to Canada, I suspect for a job for the Canadian
Government, and so on. He was there for quite a few years. She trained as a
midwife, as a nurse and midwife, and she was the district midwife at Bentley, which
is near Orton, just over the hill from here. So they were sort of locally in this area
before she set up a business in Sholing and Southampton. Hmmm, and that had
profound influence on me, because everybody knew the midwives, you know,
everybody when I was young, everybody knew Nurse Barr, that’s Aunt Betsy, you
know, who worked the local area, and so on. Grandmother died in ‘37, and Aunt
Betsy stopped being a midwife after the war. I know when my cousin Peter was being
born in 1940 during the Blitz, the Blitz stopped the midwife getting there, she was two
hours late, he’d been born for two hours by the time she got there, because in fact she
was so delayed getting through all the rubble, [laughs] things of that sort, you know.

[08:40]
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Hmmm … yeah. I only assume that Marguerite’s family were by the – the way
Marguerite is, she’s a Conservative by – at heart, you know. Believes in again people
being independent and self-dependent, and so on, you know, but the world’s full of
people who can’t be. Even now there’s a fundamental problem, I mean they’re all
getting worked up over young women who deliberately become single parent
families, and things like that, you know. And I think, well, yeah, that’s sexist, isn’t it?
You know, what about all the young men who are in the same emotional state, nobody
does anything for them, you know. They don’t get benefits or looked after, or
anything like that, in the same sort of way. They’re just left to get wild, and be a
problem. But then apprenticeships fail, you know, they don’t have them. You know,
my parents grew up, so my father did a – a seven-year apprenticeship, and when he
finished his apprenticeship he had three years out of work, yeah. My mother, as I say,
was into housemaid work, the better quality type though on the whole, as I say, ended
up as a housekeeper, still only a teenager mind you. But it was the recognised way of
a young girl actually learning all house skills and so on. You couldn’t – as she said, at
home she was never allowed to do any of the cooking, you know, and nothing but the
most elementary help in any other thing, ‘cause they couldn’t afford mistakes. Now
you couldn’t afford to have a meal ruined or anything like that, and so on, you know.
But they all were reliant on being trained to – on the whole, many of the households
who took maids, recognise that it was – they had to train them, you know. They got
them cheap mind you, you know. So it sorted out. But they therefore didn’t, before
people were twenty-one, they didn’t really have any income, they didn’t really have
the opportunity, they were all, you know – if you like father’s apprenticeship, when
the day’s work was finished, it was travelling, and so on, you know. If you had to
cycle for an hour, or two, you didn’t really have an opportunity to do anything. If you
went out for an evening drinking, you know, one pint had to last all evening, it might
have to last you and your brother all evening as well, and so on. So pub games were
the objective, and things of that sort. It really, hmmm, was a different way of life, you
know. And people haven’t realised.

[11:52]

I know things began to open up in the ‘30s, I know mother went to the women’s
health and … I forgot what they used to call it now. There was an organisation, they
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had weekly meetings, they used to do display of athletics and things of that sort, to get
out of the house. And the cinema started in effect in the ‘30s, and most local cinemas
had a Sunday programme and two changes during the week. So that you could if you
wish go to the cinema three times a week. And I suppose there was a period of my
life, when I was a youngster, where I know we went out always once on Saturday, and
quite often during the week if there was nothing else to do. And even occasionally on
a Sunday. During the war at air force bases like Cranfield, the local cinema had a
change of programme every two days, which the army barracks over the road, they
had a NAAFI, the cinema which had a change of programme every two days, when I
first came to live here. You know, so yeah it had a powerful influence. But the
television replaces all that now.

Did you like going to the cinema?

… Different, that’s all. One thing about DVD publishers, of which you’ll find a
number of brochures here, is in fact waiting and picking out things that I’d love to see
again. I can remember being influenced by in those days.

Can you give me any examples?

Oh, Major Barbara.

I don’t know that one.

George Bernard Shaw. Oh, dear, oh dear. That’s worth a couple of hours. Hmmm,
yes, it’s about – Major Barbara was in the Salvation Army, and a professor of Greek
at some university meets her, falls in love, you know, and finds out her father, they’re
a well to do family, and her father was a – builds armaments, you know, and he gets
involved. And he meets the criteria that the father liked, so he was going to inherit the
business, and so on, you know. And there are all sorts of elements crop into it. This,
as always been the sort, very wittily done, and very well observed. And I remember
seeing it when I was suppose about ten when I saw it, you know. And I was
impressed then, and I still am impressed now I’ve actually got a chance to see it.
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So what –

There are some things like Gone With The Wind which my mother was fond of and
she saw five times, so I saw it five times, you know. And I at the moment feel I wish
I hadn’t seen it once [laughs]. But The First of the Few, you know, Leslie Howard
being Mitchell and so on. There’s very impressive bit of propaganda, but absolutely
no connection with reality [both laugh].

You mentioned that your uncle, he worked for Mitchell.

Oh, yes, yes. It’s funny because I used to provide him with books on the Spitfire, or
Supermarine works, or on Mitchell, we had copies we’d done out, we used to send
them out him in South Africa. And he always used to come back and say, ‘Very
interesting,’ and particularly the history of Mitchell written by his son, he said, ‘It
doesn’t read like the same person as I knew.’ [laughs] Because in work he was a bit of
a grumpy old man, and used to lose his temper, you know, and so on. You know, and
be a difficult man to work for, or to survive [both laugh].

Did your uncle talk about his work when you were growing up?

Yeah. He came to my graduation ceremony, my father brought him up anyhow.
Because I think they were quite close. Of my uncles, Uncle Bert, the eldest, didn’t go
down too well with the family. Hmmm, oh, we have to go into a bit more family
history don’t we.

[16:40]

Grandfather met grandmother when he was eighteen and she was twenty. They
wanted to get married, and his father wouldn’t let them, both parents wouldn’t let
them. So like today, they went off down – they just left Breamore, went down to
Bournemouth and lived together, had their first son in 1905, and then father was born
just a few days after they got married, when grandfather was twenty-one and could get
away with it, and so on. As a result grandfather always thought his father was a dirty
old bastard, and the only stories I know about him is about great grandfather are all
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negative stories. They don’t put grandfather in a good light. The great grandfather
had a row with the railway company apparently just one Friday night to shut the
station up, and caught the train, went off somewhere. He ended up getting a job as a
farm bailiff on the north edge of Bournemouth and did quite well. And in those days
he then wore bridge shoes and socks, because the farm bailiff, which had a
deliberately old fashioned way of looking in those days, just to appear different, and
so on. My father said he only ever met his grandfather – his grandfather, once ever in
his life, you now, and was terrified of the man. You know, you get these sort of
family problems. But as I say, grandfather being one of at least thirteen, probably I
think my family tree has one or two more names after him, so there are an awful lot of
relatives, and so on, living in that area, around Godshill, and so on, and
Fordingbridge, as well as Breamore.

[18:46]

There are lots of stories about my grandfather. Like there were too many cats in the
area, so he bought a dog noted for its catting, it was quite capable of jumping over a
six foot high wall. And he used to let the dog out at night to reduce the population of
cats, and it was a year or two before somebody come round to complain, and he had to
get the dog destroyed. By which time he’d achieved what he wanted. Another time
he bought a greyhound on the basis he thought he’d get cheap rabbits. The greyhound
was very good it could catch the rabbits, but when it caught the rabbit it didn’t know
what to do with it, so it used to knock it over and let it run away, and then chase it
again. So a great disaster [laughs]. Yeah. Normal people. He drew – grandfather
had a Lanchester car, and he drew out, I think it was during the war, he drew out of
the end of his road, end of his road his lived in, which was a T-junction, into the side
of a bus. Was taken to court and argued in the court that it was the bus’s fault, and
got away with it. The way grandfather tells it, you know, it’s all – it was really his
fault, you know, and he just managed to persuade otherwise. I don’t think it was
actually quite like that, I think it was a bit more on the bus’s side, [laughs] as well, to
be told. But grandfather was a wheeler and dealer. When he would do painting jobs,
oh, from 1930 to the war, he was the charge hand for Hampton Builders – Building
Estate Limited, in the Southampton area. And he was in charge of these – two of my
uncles lived in houses that the company built while he was a charge hand for it.
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Hmmm … yeah. Yeah. [Pause] It was always interesting I think. After the war he
had a standard handcart, you know, so that jobs he did were such that ones he could
walk to it. He always had an apprentice, the apprentices were always trained to do all
the rather clever work, so grandfather himself must have been well trained as well.
And by that plastering for ceilings, gilding, you know, all these sort of tricky things.
With materials which now are considered old-fashioned, oil-based paints, and things
of that sort, which needed much more care. He did sign-writing, coachwork, you
know, five coats of undercoat as it were to start with, thirteen coats of topcoat, and
then coats – several coats of varnish with rubbing down between each one. So you
ended up with these glossy mirror like finishes on things, superb, you know.

[22:15]

My father had a set of textbooks, which covered the same sort of topic, so he could
well in his apprenticeship had done the same thing. But when he worked after the war
at Harland and Wolffs, they were really coating things with plastic rather than
painting things in the old sense, and so on, you know. And, hmmm, he ended up
when he got to sixty-five, he’d been a smoker, which didn’t help, and he’d been
inhaling the fumes of all these paints, and finishes, and so on, and was in quite poor
health. So was taken on board by the University of Southampton General Hospital,
you know, which is a teaching hospital, and put on tablets and things like this, and he
stopped smoking, and as a result of that he lived to eighty-nine. You know, he had a
fairly healthy life of it. Besides liking to travel, they liked to walk, they went for
walks regularly. One of their holidays was a walk around the Isle of Wight, literally,
they went on an organised thing where you stayed overnight in different places, and
your luggage was carried for you independently from one hotel to the other, and you
walked perhaps twenty miles in a day.

Did you travel much as a child?

Sorry?

Did you travel much as a child?
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Did I travel much? Hmmm, you couldn’t travel much during the war, before the war,
yes, my parents loved to travel so I travelled a lot. We went to the seaside and
everywhere from Weymouth up to Eastbourne, I can remember. After the war we did
that, my mother’s mother used to organise coach trips to the seaside, and so on, which
was also rather fun, and there were family parties at Christmas, and other occasions
on, which were big get togethers. Sometimes in the local hall was a band, and things
of that sort, you know, well-organised sort of things, affairs, which presumably
influenced me in that sort of way as well.

[24:35]

What was family life like?

All these things, as far as I’m concerned, had influences, yes.

What was family life like?

… Well, basically I was an only child when I was growing up. My brother is nineteen
years younger, so I was already at university when he was born. So we really hardly
overlapped at all, I think he was only three when I got married, you know, and he was
troublesome, so he didn’t actually come to the marriage, and so on. Hmmm …
mother was quite … we played a lot of cards, we particularly played cribbage. My
father was determined that by the time I was fourteen I could accompany him to the
pub, we could play together, cribbage together against his mates, and beat them. And
we were quite good at that. You sort of get the knack. Yeah.

[laughs] You were in the pub at fourteen?

Well as long as you didn’t drink, that’s the way you could do it. It’s sad but the pubs
around Sholing like The Rising Sun are now private houses, so I’ve no idea what
places are like now.

Did you father have a regular pub, or …?
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Well, well he went to drink with his father on Sundays usually, and he often was
home late at lunchtime, and Mother would get upset because the dinner had to be kept
warm, and so on, and that sort of thing, you know. But I don’t remember them really
having rows or arguments over things. They’d settled into a routine way of life,
hmmm, and it really wasn’t a problem. The lack of education and so on meant that no
interference in my education at grammar school, I was just left to get on with it, and
similarly with university.

Hmm. What else did you do for entertainment as a child, apart from play cards, and
go to the cinema?

The radio went on for particular programmes, and that was it. The radio wasn’t put
on regularly, you know, or continuously or anything like that, just wasn’t the way
things were in those days. One can – I can remember certain series of programmes
like Bandbox, [singing musical tune], yeah, Henry Hall. Yes, scraps of memories
come back from that sort of period. One of the weird experiences that we were
playing a CD in the car a little white ago, the Arcadians The Maid of the Mountains,
you know, the highlights of them. And we were both – both singing along with the
songs, and at the end we said, ‘But just a minute, all this – these are First World War
shows, how do we actually know the words?’ You know, we sort of sat there saying,
‘I don’t know, how did we learn that?’ We both then discussed, ‘Well, how much of
the radio did we listen to when we were young?’ And we realised it’s not a great deal,
so we were left wondering, ‘How did we pick up these things?’ and so on. Then you
think, well, there’s certain other things, like we all know the standard Paul Robeson
songs, but you know where did we hear those from? There’d be clips on the radio, it
wouldn’t have been very much, and certainly wasn’t because you attended the staged
performances of things, or whether they were in the films, because films, because of
copyright, all having new songs, as it were, rather than the old ones, and things like
that. So there’s something weird about learning songs, and words, and so on. You
don’t have to hear them very much, is the only conclusion we could do. Then I was
determined to write to the BBC and say, ‘Well, why don’t you reproduced on
television some of these old stage triumphs,’ the great ones, the ones which ran for a
year or more, you know, in London, and things like that. Didn’t get a sensible
answer, I suspect now, now I know more about some of them, that in fact the overall
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thing they were probably very good for the time because people actually went to
shows, you know. And when I saw that, people thought of music as something you
sat down and listened to, right. Modern music since, hmmm, let me see, 1960, has all
been about getting up and moving to music. You know, I remember when the Twist
started and so on, you know, village celebrations up in the Cotswolds, you could end
up about midnight in the village square, and we’d all play Let’s Twist Again, you
know, or The Beatles songs, and things of that sort to get things going, you know, it’s
what you did. And people were involved, you know, the original shows or films,
people actually get up and dance in the aisles, and so on. It’s a way … discos are all
about people actually standing up and wriggling, not actually dancing, but being
rhythmic, you know. And being rhythmic together is one of the attractions of Morris
Dance, you know, actually moving in the same way as marching together as a soldier,
troops, and things of that sort, you know. Doing something together rhythmically in
fact uplifts the body and the spirit.

[30:47]

So did you have a musical childhood at all?

I’ve got a musical side, yes.

MD: He plays an accordion, he can play the piano.

I wanted to play the piano, so I started a newspaper round, the local newsagents, to
earn the money to pay for lessons. I was presented by my grandfather’s wooden
framed piano, which as a problem ‘cause wooden frame went out of tune very
quickly, and so on. Hmmm, I passed several examinations, and I could play the
simply Chopin, ‘cause they loved the sound of music, and so on. I wouldn’t say to
anybody’s satisfaction, but I could play it, you know, and know I was doing it. When
I got married I was learning the accordion about the time of the marriage, and I played
an accordion ever since. It took quite a few years to get to what I thought was
competence, but I love the fact that in the end I remember [laughs] playing in a
supermarket down north and people come up and saying, ‘Here’s some money for the
real musician.’ [Laughs] Because didn’t recognise that I’d actually could play quite
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well, well I was trying to do anyhow. It faded out in the end because the physical
problems.

[32:28]

You mentioned reading, you mentioned reading an aircraft magazine when you were
a child, what other sorts of things did you read?

During the war it was obviously pre-war books, and so on. I was particularly
interested in science and engineering, and er, we got hold of a pre-war – a stack of
pre-war magazines of some … ah, I’m trying to think of it, but it was something like
Modern Engineering and Science, and it was a mixture of good descriptions of
engineering and schemes, a bit of science, and some science fiction stories. And the
science fiction inspired me, hmmm, while I was at school, at grammar school, I used
to get Astounding Science Fiction magazine, which you could only buy in the Canal
Walk, which was the really grotty end of town, and so on. You know, in those days
science fiction, it’s like … as if [ph] I read all the great science fiction writers in their
early days, and so on. I continued that through to, hmmm, well into marriage, then it
got – science fiction started becoming equated to science fantasy, you know. And
although I’m a great believer in Tolkien, if it were, I couldn’t stand that in science
fantasy magazines, hmmm, made no impact on me whatsoever. I just like … and I
don’t buy science fiction or borrow it from the library nowadays, because in fact
there’s very little really science in it, you know. Whereas there were people like Doc
Clarke wrote things, or Asimov, which had all about science and forward thinking and
so on. I think that had a strong influence on my generation anyhow, because he made
you think in the wider sense, and so on. You know, where you could postulate a
future, where you change one or two basic assumptions. Yeah. And most of my
colleagues at work were of that ilk, certainly the people who were involved with
space, obviously missiles anyhow.

What was it that interested you about science in particular?

Hmmm, I read books like Eddington when I was at grammar school, about how you
can take a few basic consonants and work out everything else in physics from those. I
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remember reading Bertrand Russell’s book on logic, how you can derive everything
from a few postulates, and so on, with these endless logic formula, and things of that
sort, you know. They were quite an intellectual game to follow through, you know,
things like that. It’s not something that, let’s say, I would enjoy in the long term, but
at the time the discovery of it, and working one’s way through it and so on, were quite
interesting. I bought the quarterly science magazine – not magazine. Penguin’s used
to produce, you know, these what was originally sixpenny booklets, I might say, used
to produce a science quarterly, and I bought those. And hopefully I have a set, again,
in my orange box in the roof. They were profoundly influencing as well, ‘cause they
covered – like the New Scientist today, you know, if you want to get some feel for the
way things are running, you read the New Scientist. So not Nature, Nature’s a bit too
hard going in that sense. I used to get Nature at work, but it wasn’t the sort of thing
you sit down and read from cover to cover. Hmmm … I keep a general interest [ph].
When Professor Hawkin produced his book about time, it’s name I’ve forgotten, I
read it with full interest, because I thought it was a very good summary of what I’d
been reading over my life up to then, and I couldn’t understand why other people
found it profoundly disturbing, you know, they couldn’t make sense of it. But it
seemed very – it just grows out of everything everybody said up to now [laughs].
You know, I suppose the theoretical training for the degree, reasonable standards of
maths in particular, special functions, funny ways of looking at it, algebras and so on,
helped one to make sense of the science of some of the things. You know, you could
read Einstein’s original papers, quite – well I could, quite well, not because the
mathematical techniques were clear to me, but I could understand what the best place
to do, and I could see, you know, it all made sense as far as I was concerned. Hmmm,
you don’t have to be, I say, on top of it. I wasn’t a mathematician in that sense, you
know you don’t have to be on top on it, you just have to say, yes, it all goes together
in a consistent sort of way, and you can understand what the arguments are, and so on.

[38:39]

Hmmm, I had an interest for some reason or other as a – before I became a student in
nuclear energy and nuclear matters, I bought – we have somewhere upstairs the book
that Her Majesty’s Stationery Office published in ‘46 about the American report on
the development of nuclear weapons and so on. Now that was interesting at the time,
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and I’ve re-read it recently, and I realise that there’s absolutely no mention through it
of the British contribution whatsoever. And if that was the sort of guideline that was
given to the Senate at the end of the war, it’s no wonder that McMahon Act made it
prohibitive really, it’s talking about nuclear matters to other countries, ‘cause there’s
no mention of other countries. No mention of the ex-Germans, and so on, you know,
who came in and contributed, and things of that sort. And it wasn’t until I met,
hmmm … can’t even think how her name starts at the moment. The woman who …
Gower that’s right, Professor Gower, she wrote a report, two volumes, about the
development of nuclear work in the UK, about 1950 or 1960. No, must have been
about the early ‘50s and so on. But I came across that, it began to make all sense, and
so on. Hmmm, I’ve met Lorna Arnold, who’s still alive living at Harwell, and she
was the assistant to Gower in writing these first books. And then she became the
historian for the nuclear energy people, and wrote a book about the trials in Australia,
about the wing scale disaster, hmmm, and a third one, I know I have a friend who’s
tried hard to get these books republished ‘cause they’re very – they’re very well
written, although Lorna is now pretty well blind, and people have to read things to
her. She’s got a clear memory of everything she wrote, and the interviews and what
she read at the time and things like that, and you have very good technical discussions
with her, and so on, which is why she’s been at Charterhouse a number of times,
hmmm, and supported Professor Simpson at Southampton, and his workshops. And it
is again it’s been worthwhile reading the history, having a grasp really on who did
what, and so on. Partly because of course I met quite a few of the people involved,
you know. I don’t know if I ever met Cook, or Penny, they were certainly around in
my early career, because I first went to Aldermaston in 1958, and I was quite proud to
go over there a couple of years back and say, you know, ‘I’ve been coming here for
fifty years [coughs],’ you know. This is more than almost anybody else on site could
say [laughs]. And so on … But the next generation, bosses like Newley, I knew quite
well, and I got stuck with him in one of my promotions, again. [pause in recording]

[42:40]

Can I – believe it or not we can be [ph]
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All right. I wanted to mention my last surviving relative was Uncle Alex Ryan, he’s
actually Henry, but his brother was Harry. Funny family life; his grandfather – no,
Uncle Alex is ninety-seven?
MD: He’ll be ninety-seven on the 16th or 18th of June.

June right, and he’s in Southampton General Hospital at the moment, hmmm, for one
reason or another. But the thing about him is his grandfather was a riveter on the
Forth Bridge, and grandfather and his father came down to Southampton in the First
World War to help build destroyers at Thornycroft, and which is why they’re in
Southampton. His grandfather went back, er, at the end of his life went back to
Glasgow to die, he wanted to be buried in Scotland, and his mother died when they
were young, hmmm, no, not his mother, no, no. His father’s wife died [laughs],
they’ve only ever had three kids, a daughter and two boys. One of the boys worked
on the Olympic liner all its career, and so on. Then when they were living in
Southampton, he then married his housekeeper again, and had two more children.
And Alex is the last one left of that, and so on. And those were the days when you
lived in a house, but you went to the public baths to wash, and things of that sort,
because the one down Porchester Road, even had to use the public baths the day he
got married. You know, hmmm …

MD: You don’t realise what it was like.

No, well … I’ve been to a public baths once when I was young and I have vague
memories of what the atmosphere was like, it was all steamy, and runny, and so on.
But again, you see it’s not that long ago when the world was totally different, and so
on.

[45:15]

Now the important thing about [inaud] is that when he was courting my Aunt Ivy,
they would meet at the end of work on Saturday, and cycle overnight to Brighton to
spend the day on the beach at Brighton, and to benefit of all the facilities around
Brighton. And then cycle back on the Sunday evening. And they – can you imagine
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anybody doing it today? When they got married, to visit his elder sister in Glasgow,
they cycled up to Glasgow, four days it took them to get there. [laughs] Again
inconceivable. Having said that, one of the people I work with at RAE, in the
chemistry department, was Mr Twiss, used to cycle on Friday evening up to Southport
[laughs]. I wouldn’t even drive it, let alone cycle it. But he got his racing gear on, he
got on his racing bike, and he set off, four or five hours it took him, something like
that. Yeah. Wouldn’t think – can hardly credit it, yeah [both laugh]. No, meeting
extraordinary people is part of life as well, you know, things like that, you think
couldn’t do that. And what’s more I don’t think anybody would do these things
nowadays, what people would do. That Twiss was in the ‘50s, the traffic was
nowhere near like it was today, but there was no such thing as a motorway either, do
you know? You sort of get onto the A5, and just go up the A5. But he was strange.

[47:11]

At university we had things like I had to write an undergraduate thesis in the final
year, and we worked in pairs to do that. We were given a potentially interesting job,
which is one of the problems with wind tunnels was that to slow the flow down you
can only expand it slowly, and the Prof was trying to come up with ideas of how you
could expand the flow quickly. What he thought of was that you have a bell shaped
curve, which if you spun it round the centrifugal effects would actually spread the
flow out, and so on. Hmmm, I now know it was doomed to failure, you can’t do that
sort of thing with air. Might have done it with water, but you can’t do it with air, and
so on. And we came up there and I learned all about Taylor instability, and vortices
and things of that sort. Fascinating, negative – almost a negative thesis. I’ve got a
copy somewhere around of course still. We did lots of measurements, lots of things
like that. Couldn’t do the sums on it, we just didn’t have the skills in those days,
which is why I got introduced somebody in the maths department at Bristol, who
became a lifelong friend, and involved with Morris dancing and folk dancing and
things of that sort, to try and get a theoretical understanding of what was going wrong,
and so on. And that occupied us anyhow during that year, as I say. A bit frustrating,
we had to talk to the external examiner about that, and he was rather sympathetic,
saying, well you know, in the end, what did you feel about it? And we know all about
the things that we’d had to pick up around and about it, and so on. Hmmm, at the end
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of the second year, the Prof arranged for me to go to the RAE as a vacation student.
Now I had already spent two months working for Supermarine, as I said earlier on,
and so on, so I had to sort of withdraw from that, and go up to RAE. I was attached to
a man in SSO, because he wasn’t – that is Harold Robinson, who again was one of the
most promising scientists come engineer on the site. He had been a ports and
dockyard apprentice to start with, went on to get a first class honours degree, gone to
Farnborough, and what he was working on in those days was how do you measure
vibration on guided missiles as you fire them, down at Larkhill. Again in those days
you didn’t get the bandwidth and the telemetry that you needed so all you did was
actually measure vibration and send down a lot of wires, a tray of wires. And my job
basically was to go outside with huge great drums, wooden drums, with wire on, you
know, and roll them up the main street in the RAE, you know, until I’d got 400 feet,
yards? Would that be right, it was more than a hundred yards, that would be right,
yes. 400 feet lengths, and so on, in multicoloured – different colour wires. And I had
to lay them out and go back and get another drum and roll that out, and things like
that. And then go round and bind them all up and so on, to get plugs mated on the
end, so they fit into equipment, fit into the missile, and things of that sort, you know.
Hmmm, then I was given the job of designing some test equipment to look for
continuity in other things, and things like that, you know. So it was a decent two
month job, and I was encouraged to go and use the library to read up things, and so
on. So, yes, I went through – like I was at Bristol University, went through certain
series of papers that were on the shelves, technical papers, you know. To follow up
things that I was interested in like those were the days when they were trying to build
aeroplanes without tails, you know, wingless – all flying wings as it were, with end
plates on the wings, and things of that sort, and read how that was, in the early days of
supersonic aerodynamics, and how that was being, you know. The developments of
nuclear power were in the journals and things of that sort. And I was able to do some
historical work of, hmmm … following up – one of Marguerite’s uncles would have
been in India at the time, the first round the world trip competition, it was. And the
British set out first with their amphibians to fly round the world. And the Americans,
Curtis, set out a month later, and got their first [laughs]. But Uncle Ken, Marguerite’s
Uncle Ken, had been in India, and took some photographs of them landing there, and
apparently when they got over Burma, they had problems with the engines, and they
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crashed, and they made – had to make a new propeller, new propellers from teak that
they got from the trees where they’d landed. [Laughs] Incredible really.

[53:22]

And of course I followed up, was reading all about the development of R100 and
R101 in Flight and Aeroplane, and so on, you know. Apparently that all stood me in
good stead, my real interest in things, and the fact that I then sat in – got around to
talk to some of people from the offices about their job, and where it was all going.
Because after I got back from university, I had a letter back saying, ‘I want you to
come up for an interview to London.’ So I went up on the appointed day to the,
hmmm, Bain [ph] Building … not Prospect House, the one that’s on the Thames …
might think of it, anyhow. [Interviewee meant Savoy House] I went up for an
interview, and when I got there there was no – you know, I come up with a letter
things like that, and I was showed into the waiting room, and I was there until
lunchtime, somebody come and took me out for lunch, you see. I come back there,
and they said, ‘Well, you’ve been invited to be interviewed but there isn’t an
interview panel, yeah, we don’t know what’s gone wrong.’ You know, but they’d
organised somebody senior to interview me in the end. So I got this interview, he
spent most of his time being apologetic rather than being interviewing, and things like
that, you know. But we got on quite well, and I went back to Bristol, and I got a letter
following that said, yes, they were very pleased with my interview, and as long as I
got a decent degree I was being offered a job Farnborough, you see. And the thing
that worried me about this is it didn’t all seem legal somehow to me, you know, and I
thought, well, am I getting this job by default, or you know, things like that. And it
used to worry my dreams occasionally, you know, in other words really was I got a
legal job or not, or so on. It didn’t really matter.

[55:25]
So I started on August 8th 1954 at the RAE having been put into the same department.
Now funnily enough when I got there they told me, you went to the main admin, I was
introduced to the deputy director which is quite unusual, I learned afterwards. And
say I was passed into guided weapons department which was all about supersonics
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and guided weapons, rather than to the structures department which – where I’d been
rather expecting to go. Because the Prof, or the Profs at Bristol were the foundations
at aeroelasticity side of things, flutter, corner diversions, thing – problems that they
had during the war, the typhoon tail plane that went into flutter and twisted, and things
of that sort they solved. And that had been a key part of the course at Bristol, which
Bristol was only university that bothered with that – those side of things at the time.
They were very strong at Bristol in structural things, because they were the
consultants on the Severn Bridges, you know, and they built a section of the Severn
Bridge and put in their wind tunnel. We were very conscious that the Tullahoma
Bridge [interviewee meant Tacoma Bridge] had failed a few years before by
resonance. There’s this wonderful film that you may – most engineers see where
there’s the bridge, suspension bridge, and it – the design of the roadway resonated
with the wind, and it was started to do – twist, and go up and down, and things like
that, before it fell apart, you know. And it would determine that not happen to the
Severn Bridge. Then the combination of the dynamicists’ department and the
structure people designed what the roadway would look like for the Severn Bridge, a
rather clever design. So in fact it didn’t resonate with anything, and so on.

[57:47]

So I ended up in guided weapons department, I was put in the aerodynamics group
under Ken Weaver. And it was as strange group because Ken Weaver was AK
Weaver, his second in command was Stan Green, a S – not Stan, I think it was AS
Green, you know, very – commonly people were there. They come from lots of
places, the head of a section was a very fine mathematician, ex-Cambridge, hmmm,
who really was an out and out [ph] mathematician, very clever man. Stan Green had
come from Hawkers aircraft firm, and had a real grounding in aircraft design issues,
quite different. There were thirteen of us in a two-bay office, which was
overcrowding even by Ministry standards, I have to say. But we got on with other
very well, we played liar dice at tea break, and so on. You know, on Thursday when
The Listener was published, that magazine that used to have – it always had a very
clever for those days mathematical puzzle which collectively we set about to solve,
and so on. And sometimes did I might say, you know. And we had mechanical
computers Brunsvigas, the computing pool next door had electrical machines,
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Marchants, and so on. And as an aerodynamics group it was flying aerodynamics
experiments at Larkhill and in Aberporth, as we were trying to work up a handbook of
supersonic aerodynamics design of guided weapons.

[59:45]

And that was a very useful background again because I was thoroughly introduced to
the developing side of mathematics, of hmmm, supersonic aerodynamics. And those
were the days being in the days before computers where it would take a girl a week to
calculate a trajectory for a missile fired at Aberporth into the sea, because you had to
do that for range safety reasons, and so on. Even engineers were trying to find
analytical solutions to problems, you know, it’s hardly mathematics, you could see
people with great sheets of paper here, doing maths analysis, trying to find clever
solutions – well find a solution to problems by making endless – different
approximations to see which one let the mathematics come out, and which one didn’t,
and so on. And they worked in higher functions as well, I was quite interested in one
of the solutions where the problem was if your pointer was a body of space this way,
and you want to point that way, how did you do it? Particularly it was spinning this
out, we had to stop it, turn it over, stop it again, and spin it up. A series of bonkers.
And the strict analysis comes out in elliptic functions. Not … not exponential, elliptic
functions, that’s right, yes. It really was clever. And quite a few of our problems
ended up in Bessel functions of first or second order, and so on. Hmmm, anyhow I
ended up hanging these great books of tables, you know, book of logs, ten figure logs,
you know, you’re working for, you know. And it was a sort of like book like this sort
of size [demonstrates], thickness, you know.

Eight inches tall.

For all the numbers and things like that, you know. And before you could use them,
you had to – you put the numbers down, and you used your mechanical computer to
work out the differences between numbers [laughs], to actually make sure the
numbers are accurate, you know, to the last decimal place, and things of that sort.
And as I say, the most complicated there is two foot long, hmmm, slide rule that
people worked. And I actually had that, I inherited one which I had for many, many
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years, but I never managed to get away with it, and so on. But it, you know, it was a
different world in that sense. But I had to face up to some very interesting
aerodynamic problems. Now you wanted to talk to me about university still, I’m just
wandering on [both laugh].

We talked about it in bits, I just wanted to see if we could put a chunk together in the
interview with a few questions I’ve got about it in one place.

Yes, all right. Yeah.

Because …

MD: Can I say it’s now half past twelve; do you want to eat at one, or later?

Well we’re trying to finish this bit.

Shall we do university and one or two other questions I’ve got about childhood, and
then call it quits for this morning?

Yeah.

[1:03:04]

Actually – well talking things being linked together, I need to go back a little further
than university to school and ask you, what were your favourite subjects there?

MD: Running.

Cricket. [Laughs]

MD: You used to win the hundred-yard race, and everybody thought he wouldn’t.

Oh, yeah. At grammar school my two friends, Eric and Donald, who were the better
people in my class as it were, we formed an umpires society to provide training for
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other people to become cricket umpires. We were all keen on cricket but not
particularly good for one reason or another, in my case it was astigmatism, so I didn’t
see a round ball, slightly distorted ball, you know. Which doesn’t qualify you for an
umpire really either, I might say, but never told people that. Yeah, and we ran a class,
and we ran a club, and we got – people earned little badges when they passed
examination, and things of that sort. We umpired not only school matches, but local
club matches as well, particularly one of the members of staff, the Latin master,
hmmm …

MD: C.B. Kay

C.B. Kay, that’s right, who played for Deanery, which was one of the better clubs of
Southampton, arranged for our better ones to actually umpire club matches, and things
like that. And we got a good high reputation in the local area. We were probably the
only people in Southampton who understood the LBW rule, proper [laughs]. I seem
to remember myself standing up in matches and arguing with players about the
wording, and things of that sort. Hmmm … with Eric I particularly had an interest in
buses and bus designs, and things of that sort, ‘cause those were the days where local
buses were coaches and so on, we becoming common, and so on. And one got very
interested in the design, mechanical design, of these, and so on. We played a version
of cricket with dice, and so on. It got six sided dice where you decided whether in
fact you played the ball, what you scored, whether there was a howzat, and things of
that sort, you know, which filled in odd moments in life as well. Hmmm, and we had
a whole range of imaginary players in our league, and things like that. Oh, yes, things
… again there was purpose behind it, is that one of the problems we discovered at
school that probabilities were hard to get right, you know. A lot of games and
activities were based on what the probability. If you’re playing for real, if you see
what I mean, you know, and you had to understand how probability interacted, how
they multiplied together, and things of that sort. And the best way of doing that was
to play a game that relied on probabilities, you know. Whatever it is, you classified a
batsman between first, second, third, fourth, grade, you see. And the first grade
player was somebody who could average his batting score could average something or
other per year, things of that sort. And then you worked out first principles what
therefore to get that probability of a score, what the probability had of getting out to
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an individual ball, things like that, you know, to get persistent, you know. And it was
the structure of it that was the important bit, it actually trained you in probabilities. I
know it was a trick that worked for us, because when we got to the probability bit of
my university degree, I could do it all, I actually understood – I grasped what it was
all about, you know, in the way that most of the other students never did, you know.
And certainly when systems worked later on working in the RAE I knew the pitfalls,
you know, and I knew how to work – basically you had to do everything for first
principles, get the right way round of looking at the thing to get the right answers, and
so on. So it paid off of course. Now what else? In terms of topics, I suppose the
physics of applied maths, real things, interested me, and so on. I got caught – I do
remember the physics of actually we did try to determine – show something or other
in magnetism depending on inverse square law, and I had to do the experiment on a
bench which had a large permanent magnet buried inside it, you know, so the filed
was not what I imagined. So I got an answer I couldn’t believe, and things like that,
but had to because in fact that’s what the experiment said, and so on. And the key
thing was actually to discovery whether I’d be honest over the right fixed results
[laughs]. Yeah. What else? I was never fond of languages, really. I was quite fond
of the geography, the physical geography things, like what the countryside looked
like, and why it looked like it. And I suppose that stayed with me all my life, hasn’t
it? We have always been interested in why the countryside is like it is, and so on, and
that brings you into local history.

[1:09:25]

And one of the reasons why I’m a historian at heart as well.

How did you feel about history at school?

Hmm?

Were you taught history at school as well?

Oh, yes. Yes.
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MD: Miss Pringle.

Miss Pringle. She was the deputy head mistress, you know, number two, in the
grammar school. We were the only co-educational grammar school in the county I
think.

MD: Yeah.

Yeah. We were a small grammar school, about 500 pupils altogether, so there were
250 boys, 250 girls, and we were up against 800 to 1,000 pupils at the one sex
schools. So the sports, the opportunities of performing were high, because a real
shortage of people, and so on. We didn’t necessarily do all that well in the sporting
field. I did – I ran a hundred yards in ten point eight seconds, I have a medal, had a
medal somewhere to show that. I threw a cricket ball over a hundred yards. I threw a
youth side, that’s the woman’s shot, sixty-odd feet. I couldn’t run – I could run 200
yards, but I couldn’t run 400 yards, I just ran out of puff, and so on. So I represented
the school on occasion, I represented the Boy’s Brigade in the inter-youth sports, both
at the – within the Boy’s Brigade organisation, and as representative of the Boy’s
Brigade against other things, and on one occasion representing the county youth in,
hmmm, the similar sort of – the throwing and sprinting sort of area. I wasn’t the best
by a long way, but good enough to, er, occasionally do well. It amused my parents,
who used to come up and watch at the sports ground up in town, and so on.

[1:11:42]

We used to go up there and watch the cycling on occasions, and things of that sort.

How well did you do at school?

Never first. I always had these two friends who were better than I was at every
academic subject, you know, so the best I ever got was third, and even then people
like Fox, and so on, could do better, you know, so I wasn’t always third even. So that
was very stimulating you see. That got rid of any cockiness, you know, [inaud]. Eric
who was the best, hmmm, [laughs] he went to national service, and I was exempt. He
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did national service and therefore kept his local accent, he still has it, you know.
There he is, he talks just like somebody from Tottenham, although that’s where he
came from but more so than his parents did anyhow. And he became Professor of
modern languages at Hull, then at Edinburgh, and finally at Cambridge. You know,
so he remained good, but he still has his local accent, and I find that sweet really. The
other one, Donald, we don’t know, neither of us know what happened to him. When
he left grammar school, he registered as a conscientious objector, and he did his
service on a medical team somewhere or other in fighting zones. He had a rough time
of it, as far as I can gather. But then he just disappeared from view, and nobody’s –
we’ve no idea what finally happened to him.

Hmm. What did you actually want to be when you were growing up?

Well I’d made up my mind to be an aeronautical engineer.

[1:13:41]

And the reason I worked at the RAE to start with is it was convention in those days,
you worked there for six to eight years, until you’re twenty-eight, when you had to
decide whether you were temporary or permanent, you know, there was a final choice
there. And most people treated that as a training period, and you went into an
industry. And that was the normal way of getting to the – a reasonable job in industry
in those days. Everybody wanted RAE trained people because of the background you
got there was so much better than – I mean there were thirteen aircraft firms but none
of them covered all areas, you know, they all specialised in some area or other. And
teams were relatively small. In Mitchell’s time on Supermarine, there were like a
dozen of them covering everything, you know, one aerodynamicist, one structural
man, one chief draughtsman, sort of thing, and hmmm, Mitchell doing most of the
work himself as well, you know. Hmmm … I think at Follands they were two or
three rooms full of people. Saunders Roe, they weren’t very many people either. Any
particular section perhaps three or four people only, for structural design,
aerodynamics design, and things like that, all in the main offices [ph]. You didn’t
need a large number of people in those days, which was both a strength and a
weakness of aircraft firms.
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Why did you decide to study aeronautical engineering in particular?

‘Cause of what I’d been involved before. To be quite honest, it’s because the aircraft
firms all around Southampton in those days, and I thought, you know, what better
field to work in, you know, work from home and things like that. I’m glad I didn’t
because in fact they all disappeared, and no – a big mistake that I could have made, if
I’d been left to my own devices, where just the accidents of history, or other people’s
good sense, you know, meant that in fact it worked out well for me. My whole career
has been like that, you know. In the end by going along with the way the job goes, as
it were, things turns out for the best.

[1:16:14]

So you went to university when?

October ‘53 – ‘51. We had – went up to the Festival of Britain site, didn’t I do it with
you? Right. Just before [coughs] we went out.

MD: I can’t remember if there were any other people with us or not.

Yeah, school trip it was.

MD: I think it was a school trip.

Yeah, it was a school trip, you know. And that was impressive for its time.

MD: Gosh.

Do you remember the Festival?

Including going to see the Emmett railway at the Battersea Park, and so on. Another
thing I did in the long vacations, in those days you could get a Rovers ticket for a
week to travel all around – not all around the southern region, but from Brighton – no,
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from Eastbourne to Weymouth you could travel and up to – certainly up to
Basingstoke, and the Waterloo-Salisbury line, you know. So the large cover there.
Each summer I would do that, save enough to buy a railway ticket, and go off to
Bognor Regis and Littlehampton, and places like that, and so on. Not that I’m
impressed very much but I just liked the travelling, you know. I got so used to it I
think with my parents getting out and about, and one year we did it together, which – I
don’t know which year that was now quite honestly. But I do remember missing the
last train to Southampton, and everything, to catch the last train to Eastleigh, and then
from Eastleigh the last train down to Southampton, and getting home ridiculously late
in the morning [laughs].

MD: And got a rollicking.

We all did, yes. Yeah, yeah.

MD: Yes, we both did.

Yes, particular as the last train at Portsmouth was the one that moved all the surplus
carriages up, you know, and there was like fourteen or fifteen carriages on this train, it
ground its way slowly out to Eastleigh into yard. Yeah. Oh, dear.

What were your memories of the Festival of Britain?

Sorry, the…?

What did you think of the Festival of Britain?

MD: Incredible.

Well it was incredible. There was the Skylon, unused railway locomotive of the
Britannia class, and so on. Let’s say the Millennium Dome was not in the same class
by a long way, that was a bloody disappointment.

MD: Never was, never was, waste of time.
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The only thing that made the Millennium Dome tolerably was the fact we got in for
nothing, ‘cause with our local Morris side, we were one the display – you know, put
on displays during the day we were there, and we were allowed to walk around the
rest of the site free, and so on. That’s the only tolerable thing about it.

[laughs] Were there any particular attractions at the Festival of Britain you
remember?

MD: You’ve got to remember, everywhere there was bomb damage. So many things
had been destroyed.

We’d never seen an industrial based exhibition before. I mean we were too young
before the war so such things and that was the first one after the war. There was a
whole new concept. Things like the Southbank, the theatre, and the film site, and
things like that, you know, modern buildings in concrete, you know, with bare
shuttering marks on the walls and things like that, you know, again never seen
anything like it. When you look back on it, it’s a different matter, you know, you look
back at it on the light of remembering how it was weathered, as it were, you think
what a crummy thing they must have been really. But at the time, you know, we were
very impressed. There’s quite a good film on DV been reproduced in recent years,
showing the site, and so on. Hmmm, yeah. It’s like the 1948 Olympics, you know,
outside of our experience before therefore what actually happened was quite exciting,
reading the accounts in the paper. The cross country course was here, it started in
Aldershot, came across Tweezledown, over to around Fleet, and then back up towards
Windsor. You know, across areas that we know well.

MD: Now.

Hmm?

MD: Now we know them well.

Oh, now we know it well, yes. Yeah.
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Why did you choose Bristol University in particular?

[1:21:36]

Had no choice, it’s the only one I qualified to go to.

How did you do at A level there, or would it have been A level by this point?

Yes, yes. It was A levels, and there was an A level paper out, and a scholarship paper
at that time. And, yeah, I got whatever A equivalent at the top grade was in all those.
I used to tot up the number of O levels and A levels I got in the end, but I’ve
forgotten. And I don’t think I’ve seen the certificates for ages.

MD: Probably in there somewhere.

Yeah. I only was ever asked once what qualification I got at those levels, and I had to
struggle to find out what they were, you know. Once you’ve got a – I got a first class
degree, that was a – in a way, for an engineer, it was a mistake, because once I got to
the RAE they said the trouble with people with firsts, they’re burned out, you know,
they work so hard to get the – it takes a couple of years to get them up to speed again.
And, er, there was an element of truth in that. But that’s really the next session.

What did your university course consist of?

Hmm?

What did your university course consist of? What was the syllabus?

… I find it hard to talk about Bristol because the engineering department was actually
isolated, there was a bottom here by the Tramway centre, away from the main part of
the university. Also the course was so intensive, you know, we had, hmmm, five,
four, twenty odd hours of lectures a week, as well as lab work. There was no time,
you know, the relaxation was playing for a local Old Boy’s team, I got involved
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through a friend with old … no, it wasn’t the old Bridlington team, ‘cause the school
– this Old Boy’s team was based over at Knowle, over the ridge where I spent my
final year at university in digs. Hmmm, but it was the Old Boy’s team. This – the
thing I learned is that the local people all played rugby at school, and I turned up as a
soccer player, and they sort of said, ‘Oh, yeah, you’re about the right the sort of size
and build for what we want,’ as it were. And I discovered that most of the soccer
players, as I say, had learned to play rugby first and it was a real rough old game. I
also played occasionally for the first fifteen rugby side because the second fifteen was
doing so well in its league they weren’t prepared to use its best players to stuff up –
stuff up the first division side which was having a bad year – bad years I should say,
you know. And when I say rough, the captain of the first fifteen was known to easily
dislocate his shoulder, so most of the visiting sides were told to grab him by the arm,
rather than round the knees when you tackled him, you know, the idea being that he
wouldn’t necessarily get through the whole match [laughs]. I lost my front teeth
playing rugby, unfortunately. Not biting head, but heads, skulls, biting me as it were.
Yeah.

[laughs] What else did social life consist of at university?

Very little. Engineers were noted for the fact that at the end of a day they’d – a bad
day in particular, they would go into the pub and have a pint of beer.

[1:26:09]

Just outside the Merchant Venturers Colleges, and the Merchant Venturers College is
now Brunel University, as well, whereas it wasn’t, which is a part of Bristol
University in those days. The hill up to the main university had been bombed so one
side of the hill was a bombsite, as it were, just wrecks of buildings all the way up
there. And one of the things on Rag Day is that the mountain climbing club would set
out and climb its way up these buildings sites, all the way up the side of the hill,
because they had to get over walls and things of that sort. We were next to Harveys
Winery, where Harveys Bristol Milk – you know, Bristol Cream and so on was
actually produced. Around the corner was a Midland Bank, a Midland Bank from
when I was at school, now it’s HSBC of course. And around the corner was a British
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restaurant, a wartime restaurant, and it was still there as Bristol were building their
new set of council offices, there were a couple of lions on the end, and things of that
sort that were associated with local scandals at the time. Yeah. So we were a bit
isolated, but social life was not high amongst engineers. There really wasn’t time for
it, you know. I don’t remember any engineer being involved in the university sports
things on Wednesday afternoons, you know, it was the only time of the week you had
for catching up with coursework, lab work or anything like that. My memory of
second and third years anyhow, is Wednesday afternoon was never free, ever free.
And if it was sort of slack, you ended up in the library, you know, really doing some
of the background work. Because on the whole coursework was – was very good, but
you got an elementary view of each topic, each area, and you were expected to fill in
the background yourself. Now that was typical of other departments in the university
where the coursework was not that many lectures, but for the engineers it was a real
struggle. You just had to get through all the other work as best you could, so you
tended to do coursework, set work, and things like that, as if you were sitting exams.
You know, you say, ‘If I’m going to answer a question on examination, I’d have an
hour to do it, and therefore I’ll put an hour into it now,’ and I’d have to learn how to
put all you have to put into it in the time available, as it were. Not to do a thorough
job, you’re not trying to impress anybody, you’re trying to train yourself to get
through the bloody final exam [both laugh].

Did you have any other methods of keeping up with the workload like that?

Just concentrate on it. You know, if you wanted to relax there was vacations.
Vacations you had to work at bit there, but the sort of work you got in vacations I’ve
described, you know, tend to be fairly routine, you know. So the – the – sorry,
vacation work was very good too, ‘cause you were exposed to what industry was like
in particular, or the RAE in my case as well. So you got some feel what work was
going to be like. Also into the relative monotony of it, you know, or the longwindedness of it all, and so on, you know. It’s all very well to say, yay, in a term you
can cover a subject, you know. Out in industry, it may take you a year or two to do
something or other, because then you’re in a topic, you’re on your own, there was no
lecturer to turn to, or no other people working on it, you know, you were breaking
new ground yourself, you know. And you had to find out how to do the analysis, how
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to give you the confidence, and stand up and explain it all, which is as bad as now
doing a viva for your degree.

[1:30:55]

Were most of your friends at university engineers, or were they more widely …

I met some of the aeronautical department later on in life, one of them, Jack Walters,
worked on Blue Water, and I was his best man at his wedding down at Plymouth. He
worked at Farnborough as well, and so on, you know. And we got to know him well,
and we got to know his wife Hilda. That was the one I met most. Another one who
was a good friend decided engineering was not for him, and went off to be a painter,
and I have to say I think he actually for the first few years of his life, he did far better
than I did [laughs], in terms of earning, come out the – and so on. I think, again, the
skills you get tend to irrelevant, so it’s attitude of mind you build up, you approach
things and so on. I know that I learned to see the aerodynamics, as it were, you had to
think of it in terms of this was air flowing over, you know – gas flowing around, and
things like that, you know. Not in terms of mathematical formula, or the product of
the computer, but you had to have an image in your mind of it. There was a book by
OS Sutton, about aerodynamics, I think called The Science of Flight or something like
that, which didn’t have a single formula in it at all, but explained how things worked,
how wings lifted, and things of that sort, you know. That was a valuable way of
looking at things, and then when I learned later on in the sort of job I did, you had to
worry about things at the molecular level to how atoms impacted kinetic theory of
gases, how things bounced off of surfaces and things like that. You needed a real
understanding of what it was all about. When I say real, you had to understand
otherwise when faced by a new problem you didn’t know what – you wouldn’t know
what to do. Hmmm, two colleagues at Farnborough, Crabtree and Smith, wrote a
book about supersonic aerodynamics, full of formula, well written as it were for a
mathematician, but as I said to them, you got no – read the book, and you got no feel
for the actual problem at all, you know. When faced with a question regarding
weapons, what the shape should you make the wings? It didn’t answer them, you
know. When faced with a problem at high altitude with low density flow, what
actually happened? You got an answer.
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[1:34:00]

We were faced with problems like when a new fighter was being designed, and you
put a gun, a cannon on it, thirty millimetre cannon, you know, and it fired, you fired
the cannon, it put the engine out, you see, the blast wave and things like that. Now
you’re talking about a three dimensional flow, supersonic, or transonic speed, and
things like that, you know, impossible to do an analysis of, mathematically in those
days, but you had to decide what the hell was going on, and solve it [laughs]. There’s
no use telling your boss, I don’t – I can’t do the sums, he said, ‘I don’t want the sums,
I want the solution.’ We have to make this plane work, and so on. So understanding
the physics behind things and so on was terribly important. And one of the great
messages was that you so often, when you do maths, you think of it, here’s the
missile, or wing, or whatever bit, and the flows going past it. And the first thing you
have to learn is that that isn’t reality; reality is the airs here, not moving, and the
things you’re worried out are moving through the air, right. When it comes to
supersonics, the flows not going supersonic past you, you’re pushing it out the way,
blasting it out the way, and once you get round to that you can start getting a real idea
of what’s actually happening. Now it’s something like when you impact at
hypersonic speeds a particle against a structure, and so on, you have to realise that the
missile and the submunition are flying supersonic relative to that. They are moving
faster than the speed of sound, and the speed of sound in materials is the only way the
material – the body can learn that something is happening to it. And if you’re like a
meteorite, you’re going really fast, or for that matter a ballistic missile, you – when
you impact, let’s say like that’s your submunition, and that’s your impact – impacting,
you know. If you’re going at more than the speed of sound in the materials, the body
doesn’t know it’s supposed to be stopping because it hit something or other, there’s no
way the message is getting down there, you see. All that happens is you squash, melt,
vaporize, form a plasma there, until the whole thing is chewed up, you know, and all
you end up with is a little hole in there. ‘Cause you’re doing the same things as when
you hit, you know, a hole full of either high temperature air, or a plasma, right, which
is then left to expand. It all happens so quickly that there’s no pressure field formed
then, but it’s the after effect. So when you think about impacting things, a guided
weapon, you know, you’ve got to think, well, what really happens is that all of a
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sudden I’ve got a hole stuffed with high pressure, high temperature gas, and this is not
stuck in there, it’s actually free to expand, so you’ve got this great big punch occurs as
the gas expands. And it’s the recoil that causes all the damage, and drives the stress
waves through material which reflect from the other side, the tension waves and the
tension strengthen materials, it’s not steel, it’s not that very good, so it breaks things
up forming a scabbing, and things of that sort. This is what actually happens, these
people have been worrying about ABMs and SDI, and so on, don’t seem to
understand it, ‘cause they think of it the wrong way. Now that’s a good point to stop
on.

[End of Track 2]
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[Track 3]

That’s exactly the sort of thing I was wondering about. So …

It was quite interesting, in the first year, for example, we were given quite simple bits
of machinery to test, like a single cylinder steam engine, hmmm, where you had to get
the characteristic diagram of it, you know, pressure versus time, and things like that,
you know, the way it sort of worked. And then you had to compare that using steam
tables, because steam doesn’t behave like air, there’s more non-linear, and so on,
thanks to its funny molecules, and things like that. To actually show how you can
understand the performance and interpret it, and so on, and how Newcomb’s engine
worked, and then how Watt’s improvement worked, and things of that sort, you know.
Hmmm … all necessary background. I remember how to design a gear wheel, you
know shaping the gear teeth, and things like that, you know. And you – that was a
drawings and hardware based exercise to actually show what the teeth shape should
be to get optimum work efficiency, and so on. And you actually went and actually in
the end, in the workshop, actually made a gear wheel, you know, with its teeth and so
on, correctly, in a large scale, not the sort of typical industrial sort of size, but in some
large demonstration of it to show you actually understood. And you did understand
how it worked. That sort of thing. Dynamos we had to work with, hmmm, and so on.
And simple structural tests, both dynamic – static, and dynamic to measure things, so
you got introduced to strain gauges, and so on. Really strain gauges were one of those
things which were very important for engineering during the last war, you know, it’s
one of the British contributions to things. Well, you know, it’s just a little thing and
you measured the change of flow through a little bit of wire as you loaded it, and
stretched it, so you got a measure of the, erm, stress that was in an object.

How do you measure it?

Voltmeter [both laugh]]. Very simple, all really elementary stuff, you know. But
remember that the ‘40s saw huge advances in engineering, actually the reality of
engineering is to think from what it appeared to be like as people realised that the only
way to do things quickly is to actually really understand that they’re doing, and so on.
And particularly the aircraft where you pushing technology to the limits, you know,
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you had to get a better understanding of what it was all about. When I say better
understanding … an air-foil has lift because if you think of the wing of the aeroplane
going through the air, not the air blowing past it, right, you know that when it’s gone
through, the atmosphere is still there, it hasn’t moved, right. So the flow over the airfoil whatever has gone goes over the top of it, and the bottom of it, it has to meet at
the backend, the Kutta condition, it’s called, Ku-t-t-a, being a German. And that’s
key to understanding the flow of it, because if you shape the wing, you – got camber
or that’s not a symmetrical shape but you twist it a bit, right, there’s more distance to
travel over the top than there is underneath. And Bernoulli’s equation, which tells
you how the pressure varies with speed, and things like this, tells you that it means
there’s suction on the top that’s got further to go, and pressure – above the pressure in
the free stream, that is, on the underside. So you’ve got a net lift up. And you have
not only pushing up from underneath, but a sucking up from the top, right. Now you
need to know that if you’re designing a structure, because the structure is basically a
beam or two in the wing, and a skin over the top, and the skin is either fixed to ribs, or
the skin itself is expected to carry part of the load. So you have to understand how it
actually happens. Now of course, having said that’s what the flow does, it does at low
speed probably, but as you get faster the flow doesn’t necessarily manage to get over
the top shape if it’s not cleverly shaped, and so on, and could separate over the back
of the wing. And once you’ve got the separation, you’ve got a pressure load there,
which is not what you hope to have, and you get extra drag on the whole thing, and so
on, which again you like to avoid.

[5:28]

Part of the skill in designing air-foil sections, which during the First World War were
entirely designed by guesswork to be honest, you know. You had an idea and you
tried it in a wind tunnel, which is what the Wright brothers did right at the beginning,
you know. And the Royal Aircraft Factory at Farnborough, before it become the
RAE, and before the RAF was started that is, what I come back to, came up with a
number of designs for air-foil sections which were called RAF, this – and the number,
and so on, which were widely used up until the year – more or less the first – the
Second World War. It was – it was quite clever. There were some American came up
with a – he said, ‘Well, if that’s what you do, let’s have an air-foil which has a flat
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bottom.’ Clark Y it was called, a flat – a piece – made it easy to build. And widely
adopted for model airplanes, it was easy to build up, and so on. The English were
good at the theory. I think the Germans, there were Germans like Prandtl, who started
with the best physical ideas. Lanchester was a great man, again with aerodynamics,
he was English, and so on. And the best book, which we used as a student, was
Glouert’s book on aerodynamics. They showed that if – oh, Prandtl had this idea, he
said that if you got a flow fast across the top and slow across the bottom to get the lift,
right, you can think of that as a steady flow and a circular flow, a vortex flow, right.
And he was the one idealised the idea of a wing as being a flat surface with a vortex
around it. And the vortex of course, once you form – a vortex has to have an end, you
see, so he said, ‘Well, when you start to move the wing forward, you form a vortex to
start with.’ So once you start flying you have the vortex on the wing, it trails off the
wing tips down to where it was – the original vortex is formed. This is where you’ve
got continuous vortex, and everything cancels out, so that no net increase in the
vorticity, you know, rotation going on. Then you start to worry about, what happens
at the wing tip where things flow off, and that’s why what I said about Black and his
swept wings are so interesting, because the vortex does actually break away and you
get a big trailing swirl, which you could see when airliners come into land, in the right
sort of condition, you can see this big twirl – swirl going on down from both wings,
and so on. And it was Glouert, a British aerodynamicist, who looked at the problem,
and said the optimum – there’s a most efficient way of designing a wing, which
produces an elliptical wing, which is why the Spitfire had an elliptical wing, it was
considered to be the thing. The Germans had done enough work to realise that it
didn’t have to be exactly elliptical, it needed to be tapered with a clever shaped tip,
which is what the Messerschmitt 109 was almost as good as the far wing, and so on,
you know, and must easier to make. The Spitfire was difficult to make under mass
production because everything was slightly different, everything had to be curved,
you know. An elliptical wing means that the skin is no longer two dimensional, it’s
three dimensional in shape, and so on, they’re therefore more difficult to make, and so
on, you know. So it wasn’t necessarily the best solution. But then in those days
people hadn’t learned how to optimise structures and things like that in all possible
things.

[09:56]
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How much did the wartime example of like the Spitfire and the Messerschmitt actually
feature in your teaching at university?

… In general principles you were taught about them, how – so the general principles
apply to what you could see, and so on. See very often during the war if a plane,
aeroplane, actually had wings that were slightly swept, it was not because there was
any improvement in performance, it’s because the centre of gravity of the aeroplane
turned out to be further back than you’d hoped, so you have to make the wings sweep
back a bit [laughs], so that they actually – the plane could fly stable. One of the
things during the war was how the theory of actually aircraft stability, I suppose as
much as anything else, grew up. You know, you got the equations, the motion, and all
partials for lift with this, that, and the other, angle of instance, or swirl, or whatever
thing you wanted. And people started working out well how stable it was. This is
because the theory of mechanisms particularly, hmmm… I can’t think of the word
again for them. But, [pause] yeah, theory of mechanisms in effect, negative and
positive feedback and things like that, were all wartime inventions, you know. It was
not part of the literature of aircraft before the war. The thing that exercised people
before the war with aeroplanes is how to make them stable, and how to stop them
spinning. Now to make the thing stable what you mean by there is if you disturb it a
bit you’d like it to go back to the way it was, right. That’s why wings were slightly
sloping upwards form the fuselage with dihedral as it were. Because then if the plane
went up, tilted, you got more lift off the lower wing than the upper wing, and it
righted itself, so while the centre of gravity was behind, hmmm, the centre – no, is
that the right way round? Centre of gravity behind the centre of pressure, so that in
fact when it was flying along there was a righting force, a weather cocking force as it
were, so it actually flew into the wind. Now, if you’re flying a fighter, you know,
flying into the wind, being blown into the wind, is not quite what you wanted. You
wanted almost neutral stability so that you could very quickly turn in many directions,
do anything you like, you know. But then of course the pilot had to concentrate all
the time in flying, so handling characteristics were difficult. Handling characteristics,
well the German’s were better at that than the British I might say, hmmm, that’s
because of the fact they brought in the pilots, and built prototypes, and flew them
around before we were in the habit of doing so. The biggest problem was spin, you
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know, you do an manoeuvre, and then you couldn’t stop the plane flying into that
manoeuvre, and that meant that you very often – certainly the late ‘20s, early ‘30s,
planes would fly along, you’d start to manoeuvre, and you found you were spinning.
And you were auto-rotating, you couldn’t get out of it, and you’d lose airplanes, and
pilots of course, that sort of way. And the problem was the distribution of area as
much as everything else, it was very empirical, you know. That’s why some
companies like de Havilland’s had the characteristic tail, they found a design that
worked, and they didn’t go away from it, you know, they kept that design ‘cause they
knew it would work, we’re not quite sure why. So when you look at side views of
aircraft, even today, you usually find there’s an interesting way the distribution shape
curves up a bit towards the back, you know, the tail plane high up the back and so on.
Because that prevents it going into this auto-rotation. Funnily enough auto-rotation
was a problem with some of our really early solutions for Blue Streak, you know,
auto-rotation just means that you get to a stage where the flow pattern is no longer
smooth flow over everything, the flow is broken away, and you’ve got quite a
different pattern of flow at which therefore there’s no damping, there’s no, as it were,
stopping of the flow, therefore stopping of the motion, and so on.

[15:07]

Yeah. I think a lot of the – I say, up to the end of the war, the design was as much
experience as anything else, which I say is why various companies had characteristics
with shapes that you could see. What – design shapes is not necessarily what you
immediately think of. When one thinks of the Concorde profile, ogive, like [indicates
with hands], this was quite good to fly at Mach two or three, or even higher, because
the American shuttle is the same, same sort of thing. But the Vulcan also went from
being a delta into sort of a bit of an ogive with the shape of the wing, with a curved in
wing tip, I might say, which Dietrich Kuchermann at Farnborough showed was good
for planes that fly at high subsonic speeds. But the other bit was much due to the fact
that with low aspect ratio wings, when they come into land, right, the vortex, which I
talked about before, shed off of the back of the wings, you know. In other words, it
didn’t go to the wing tip, nothing really like the long thin wings which sail planes
have, you know. It’s a short fat one there, and the flow comes off and forms a bit
vortex. But that vortex flow itself provides stability, because it’s large, it doesn’t
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break away unexpectedly and things of that sort. I’ve always wondered when we talk
about that, you see, if you have a fuselage, I don’t know whether I’ve got one or not in
here.

Could you describe that you’re doing for the tape as well, so that …

Yeah. [pause – background noise] I’ve got my re-entry body models, right. If you
think of that as an airship for the moment, very large, you know, we’re talking about
200 feet, 300 feet long, and so on, you know, not really much larger than aeroplanes
are, or – even now they’re much larger than aeroplanes. And you get this boundary
layer developing. Now the boundary layer is where the body is going through the air,
and the viscosity means that the air very close to the surface is sticking to it and being
dragged along, right, and drags the right word, because that’s in effect you’re making
– you need energy to get this flow up to speed. So anything flying through the air is
pushing it out the way, dragging some of it along, and that therefore is the drag force,
you have to provide energy to overcome that, right. So you get a boundary layer, now
if the body’s the order of hundreds, a few hundred feet long, you know, that drag
effect starts to build up down the body, so that can be a foot or more thick, even
though it’s only effective [ph] towards the end, right. Then if your airship starts a
manoeuvre, you know, the flow breaks away. First of all the lift of course is, hmmm,
in effect due to the lightweight gas being used, but you also – you fly at slight angle to
get aerodynamic lift, right. And the aerodynamic lift there generates from here, you
get vortexes shed off of the sides of the body, because the flow going up across, right,
you know, and separates here, and you get, in effect, it all cumulates into a vortex.
And what’s more if it’s long enough you get a whole series of them, right. Now the
problem with a vortex is you don’t have much control over it, right, so as you move, if
you oscillate like that, you know, the vortex trails behind the motion, right. So that if
you, as it were, go up and back again, you get hysteresis, that in other words there’s a
time lag, and that hysteresis, you know, often means a sudden change in the
aerodynamics. And yet I’ve never read in anybody who talks written about the
handling of an airship, the fact that when you start to turn, you know, you should
suddenly have this change of aerodynamics. So the man in flying it should find a
huge change in restoration portal, whatever is going on. You know, you should have
hiccups, and – yes, Marguerite? [Pause]
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[20:07]

All goes back to what I said earlier on that you need a physical model in your mind,
three dimensional as it were, of what you think is happening to understand it, right.
And you need to understand it before you can do sums, in my opinion. Now you can’t
do system studies, you can’t do performances studies, without actually knowing what
you’re talking about. It’s easy enough to get it – nowadays you can always get a
solution out of a computer, but how do you know that what you’ve got on the
computer is actually realistic. When we started to use mainframe computers in the
late ‘50s, there were people who actually they would do a calculation performance,
trajectory, or flow, as it were, and then would do a simplified sum on a desk calculator
or with the slide rule. And also sit down with a bit of paper, and do a back of
envelope sum to see if they’ve got the right decimal point, place, and things of that
sort, just to be sure you didn’t make a mistake, you know. People don’t do that
anymore, they’re much more disciplined with software of course but at the same way
you lose the intuition about what’s happening that way, by relying on machine. And,
er, I will come back to that several times later, on other projects and so on.

How do you get this 3D model in your mind? Is there a training process you can go
through, or…?

No, I don’t think so, I think it just grows – it’s the way you learn to think about
problems I think. Yeah. [Pause] It may also be a fact that you’ve got to stand up in
front in of people and talk about it. You’ve got to make sure they understand what
you understand.

Hmm.

[22:15]

I also remember Professor Lighthill when talking, he gave a lecture over that, and he
was talking about near free molecular flows, which was really the QinetiQ theory of
gases, you know, what happens when molecules hit, chemical reactions occur, and
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things of that sort. And he was talking about three body collisions with two hands,
you know, and when you get – but he done it in such a way – he’d obviously
rehearsed his lectures well, he did it in such a way you could actually see what he was
talking about, literally see what he was talking about. Lighthill himself was a
wonderful man, he was an assistant professor at Manchester when one of my close
friends was there, and he was – let me see, five years younger than this post-graduate
student [laughs]. Yeah, and he was prof, you know. And he and Ken Stewartson,
they said, you did your level best to solve your problems yourself, because if you still
had the problem when the prof came in to see you, he’d write the answer on the board,
even though he’d never thought about it beforehand. You know, he sort of instantly
could do these things. It was for example he went – prof, as the director of RAE went
to a lecture in London about fish, and on – he was chauffeur driven, so on the way
back he wrote down the theory of slim swimming fish, and so on, you know. And
then discovered that the only way he could publish it was by issuing a director’s
memo. So he started a series of memorandums which the director had written, never
occurred to any previous director to actually write anything like that, and so on. He
wrote a whole series, half a dozen or eight, of every one very significant steps forward
in the field, and so on. But this one on slim swimming fish was excellent, you know,
nobody else had bothered to think about it, you know, how – what the shape the fish
has to be, and how it actually can propel itself, and things of that sort. And yet he
showed you how to do it. [Pause]

Right, I’m still wired. Yeah, I think we were talking about James – was it James
Lighthill?

Say?

We were talking about Lighthill.

Oh, Lighthill we were talking about.

Was this James Lighthill?
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I can’t remember why she interrupted, yeah. Yeah, Lighthill was, hmmm, quite an
incredible man, and what’s even more incredible he died because he was trying to
swim round the Isle of Sark [laughs].

He died swimming round the Isle of Sark?

Yeah, he got drowned or something or other, in while swimming round the Isle of
Sark. And I think it was literally all the way round as well. He introduced better
management techniques at the RAE when he was director, and when I say better, he
did a tour to the United States, and contrary to most people’s belief he came back
saying, according to the Americans that the procedures we were adopting at
Farnborough to manage projects were actually state of the art, we were doing all the
right things to get it right. Like designing Blue Streak where the treasury were
extremely critical of the way it was being managed, and things like that. Which of
course, if one’s honest, was actually the treasury’s fault not ours that things were
going wrong. Still that’s part of the story, ahead of things …

[26:16]

When I got to the RAE anyhow, hmmm, I was put in this group of aerodynamicists,
thirteen of us in one office, that was only part of the – of that section, because another
group of officers where the people who were actually doing the flights were
concerned, they were doing say aerodynamic tests to actually see what the
aerodynamics of fuselages on wings, and fins were, and so on. Hmmm … a bit
frustrating because we had low priority in the ranges. Where you had an airplane, or a
target, involved and had priority, and the remotely controlled – not the remotely
controlled, the ones that were pre-programmed, sort of flights like that had low
priority, so yours were all at the end of the day. I remember getting involved with one
trial at Aberporth where, hmmm, we’d taken the test vehicle down, and they had
dropped it in putting it on to the launcher, and it had damaged – distorted one of the
wings. And I had to go down with another colleague with a mallet, and he looked at
the charts to say what’s acceptable distortion and what wasn’t. And I had to hit the
wing with a mallet until it was within the tolerance of the thing, yeah. Incredibly
crude, sort of banging away and so on. But it was like that in those days. Why we
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were – had to do tests was because, you know, it was all very well thinking of the
body cone cylinder, typical, very cylindrical shape, things like that, even at very low
angles of attack, there was not much of a problem with bodies. But when it came to
wings, supersonic, what happened at the junction, as well as the tips of the wings and
so on, was much more complicated and much more difficult to understand. And in
particular, because the fins tended to be rectangular and rotate from the base, you
know, all moving surfaces, and after a while they wanted all moving wings, because
they wanted to get the maximum lift – well, not the maximum, the maximum lateral
force, so that the thing could manoeuvre as fast as possible, and so on. Of course, as
soon as you have surfaces that rotate, you’ve got gaps appearing, normally a gap
between the body and the surface over here, and when you rotate that changed its
shaped, you know. How did you do – how did you analyse that? Well of course you
didn’t to start with, you know, you didn’t know how to do it. You just sucked it and
see, you know, what you get. And that’s where Ted Phythian, a colleague, and Peter
– Pete Crawley who lives down in the village, where they started trying to break the
back of how you understand it.

[29:35]

It was interesting theoretical approach, and it was a combination of very simple
minded theories with the most complex way you could actually treat the bits of the
problems that you could treat, you know. They just had to find an engineering
approach to cobble these things together, and so on. It never got published because
we were all working in the end in the division led by a man called Bert Hind who
didn’t like vetting reports, so he had this two door cabinet which they just put all these
draft reports in, you know. Unless you were really were like the director of the RAE
you couldn’t get into do anything, clear them. If your one was, like with Pete
Crawley’s, reports were handwritten in a very difficult to read hand, you know, it
never got read, and so on, you know. Just the way things were I’m afraid. My boss,
AK Weaver, I wrote a number of reports and he being a strict mathematician made
sure that what you wrote was precisely what you meant, you know, you couldn’t use a
word a little bit ambiguously, or get it wrong, as it were, you know, you had to get
everything right. So again, a good part of the lesson of learning to be precise.
Student standards were not accepted at RAE, I was told, you know, you just had to get
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down and do the job properly, and so on. My part on the whole, I got quite interested
in – I was interested in this vortex separation and so on, you know. And when you
have a body, which on the whole you think of as a long cylinder, and so on. And as I
said earlier on, relatively small incidents of flow, you got vortexes being shed down
the stream from it, rather like if you have a cylinder normal to the flow, you get a
vortex chain form behind it, same sort of principle. In fact, not only the same sort of
principle, but a model of what actually happens that you can make use of, and so on.
Hmmm, the Reynolds number’s all wrong, but it doesn’t seem to matter too much.
But they have got involved with these two who were doing their wings, and so on.
And I was then – pressed them to say, ‘Well, your body gets these vortexes which
produces a non-linear – non-linear characteristic, so instead of the load on the thing
going up linearly as instances went up, the flow went off like a parabola, because the
vortexes were shared and had an effect on them. And they said, ‘Well, if the vortex is
shared and flows over the wings, or over the tail plane, surely the vortex flow
influences what happens on the wing,’ and things like that. And the answer is of
course it does. So I was left with trying to sort that out. When I say trying to sort it
out, it was very difficult. I found some reports, which discuss the problem in a
general sort of way, so I could get – start getting a model together, and so on. But
then I explained myself with things like finite part of infinite intervals. No, no, you
think that might be a contradiction of terms, it’s a mathematical technique, how you
actually found the answer from something which [coughs] on the face of it you
couldn’t come with a solution, you couldn’t solve the equation involved [laughs], and
so on. Another one of these areas where Lighthill was a help in some of the things
that he’d written, you know, began to understand the mathematical techniques that
you had to imply. It was fascinating. I ended up being dragged around to give
lectures to people about what we were up to, and so on.

What sort of people?

Yeah, internally, you know people would actually say, ‘Yeah, we’ve always got a
grasp of what it’s about and so on, and these are the principles of which you follow,’
and so on. But then you found that the wings themselves and the control surfaces
themselves had very non-linear effects at the sort of instance that you wanted to fly a
guided weapon near, you know, you often wanted it at twenty or thirty degrees the
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flow to get the maximum lift and so on, and it got very non-linear, and a very dirty
business. Hmmm, and when I say a very dirty business, it was also very difficult to
… interpret the measurements you made in wind tunnels or in flight, because there
were so many dimensions involved, you know, not only were you pointing upwards,
but you know, it’s that way or that way, and the rotation, and things like that. So
getting the coordinates systems sorted out and how to actually represent them in a
computer was very difficult.

[35:06]

At that stage we had a big analogue computer before the days of digital called
TRIDAC three dimensional analogue computer, at the RAE, when I say – it was about
the size of this house. The idea was you could programme it, these analogue
components, to fit the full equation and motion, but you could incorporate in the
equations actual flight units, bits that you put in missiles, things like that, you know.
You could calculate – well not calculate, the analogue computer is just an analogue, it
would feed the sort of measurements that the missile would have into its own
analogue computers and things of that sort, you know. Now instead of feed into the
equivalent of a computer, it could be fed into an actual flight instrument, so you could
evaluate that, you know. So you could start getting these highly non-linear flight
conditions which also lead to instabilities, and things that we were trying to avoid.
Where in effect the system’s commanding the missile to do something, and it didn’t
really do what you commanded it to do. It did the best it could, this sort of thing
[laughs]. But it actually achieved what you wanted, and therefore you were getting
missiles where it ought to be intercepted, and things of that sort. It showed up at its
best as a computer when we were trying to study the problem of launching Blue
Streak out of a silo, because you had to circle a silo, the missile came up, and you
were very worried whether it would hit the side, or hmmm, things of that sort, the
collision risk. What it was like once it started pulling out the silo, where did the flow
go, and things that – from the plume and things of that sort. And in those days it’s
only this big computer that actually gave us some idea of the numbers that were going
to be involved because of the complexity of the equations it could handle, before we
actually had mainframe computers to actually do the same sort of thing. I’m talking
about the ‘50s.
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[37:25]

So my early work on aerodynamics was all concerned with vortices, gaps between
bodies and so on. Hmmm, how do you actually make the engineering judgement of
what things were, that’s distinct from what you could get from charts and from
formula, you know. There were books like Ward’s book on linear aerodynamic,
supersonic flow, which summarised all what the theoreticians could do, but they could
only do simple problems, because analytical solutions were hard to achieve in those
days. I know we went from, er, delta wings, rectangular wings, to trapezoidal ones
where you had a slope on all, er, edges, as it were. Where there’s a marked cone for
the – where the flows were a bit more complicated, because when you get to the wing
tip, if it’s parallel to the flow, at supersonic speed the – there’s a leakage around the
edge, subsonic edge, you know, you got a leakage around there. So within a marked
cone off the front tip, you had a funny pressure distribution which vary with Mach
number, and things like that. And therefore there’s a good sense to cut that bit off the
wing so you didn’t get that variation, you know. In other words, you cut it off along
the Mach cone, at normal – you know, the maximum speed of the [inaud] so that you
didn’t get any variation going on, and so on. So the thing was much more predictable,
which is what you needed when you – you need to understand what’s going to
happen. And early guided weapons were never very successful, you know, the
mechanical liability was low, but they didn’t have the promise that we had expected
about their ability to intercept. And the ability to intercept was the thing it wouldn’t
do what you wanted them to do, you know, and you had to understand what on earth
was it that you were getting wrong, you know. They did what they – they did what
they were designed to do, what we didn’t know was the limitations of the designs, and
so on.

[39:45]

As I say, those days were heady, talking about ‘56, ‘54, ‘55 – 1954, ’55, hmmm,
we’re talking about there. The atmosphere at the RAE was like it was during the war,
so I understood from colleagues, and so on, you know. It’s get on with it, don’t worry
– you didn’t worry too much about the cost, because the cost was covered by various
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votes. Hmmm, the votes were only loosely connected with the projects. When I say
vote, there was a vote for this type of research … testing, you know, there was a vote
for making the missiles, another vote for testing them at the range, and things of that
sort, all grew up very logically, but all was abandoned by 1960 where you started to
have to relate costs properly to what actually the activity was, and so on. Whereas
before what did it cost you to run RAE, what did it cost you to run Larkhill, what did
it cost you to run other establishments? How much of that was people, how much of
that was cost of transport, and things of that – you know, wartime like. The way, you
know, you run something under timescale pressures. And it was fascinating time to
be at RAE when so much was going on, in so many areas. I remember being pulled
out to sit at one of the eighteen inch wind tunnel and plot the data being measured on
one of the missiles, and so on, because of the problem with behaviour, and they were
trying to understand what the hell was going wrong, and so on. Another time when a
supersonic bomber, they’d asked for schemes from the industry, and the company
used to come up with things which were somewhat different from the RAE ideas of
what had to be done. So it was rapidly making models, or getting models provided,
and sitting and again all hands to the pump to try and evaluate the different designs,
and that was the way the RAE worked with aircraft in those days.

What were you actually hired to do in the first place? What was your job description
when they signed you up?

The job description, hmmm … I don’t think I ever actually did the job description,
you know. I joined the RAE to work on aero-elasticity with aircraft, and I ended up in
guided weapons decision – department with an apology, I might say. Within that, yes,
we had an aero-elastic problem, corner divergence, that’s the – because of the, er,
these trapezoidal, you know, taper type wings, and so on there, for some reason or
other the corner, the leading edge corner, of the tip ended up weaker because it was
thinner than it ought to have been, and so on. So we had to come up with evaluating
how strong it had to be, hmmm, make sure there were no distortions, and that sort of
area, and so on. All which had to be done by a chart, which you could use in the field
to actually say, ‘Can I – dare I fly this hit of hardware?’ And so on, the Handbook of
Supersonic Aerodynamic Data. Hmmm … I was supposed to be involved with that,
but as I say I very quickly found myself getting involved with these other flow
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problems, and so on. Hmmm, I mentioned this Handbook of Supersonic Aerodynamic
Data because that’s a thing that the division – yeah, the division and hence this
section was powered to do, and one of my friends, Peter Herbert, was the editor of it.
And we were working together, physically close together, so as a result I got quite
interested in what he was up to. And I got passed some of the work, so I became
deputy editor, hmmm, again for flow field work and things of that sort, trying to
expand that. I’ve got somewhere or other, hmmm, I collected all the wind tunnel data
from all around the world I could on cone cylinders and ogive cylinder bodies, and so
on. And put these on a series of charts, so I got a – not a nomogram – charts which
were adopted by the engineers at science data unit at the Royal Air Society. They
went through the basic data again, but the charts are very similar to mine, which they
published at data sheets, again in the late ‘50s I suppose. I still have the original hand
drawn curves in a folder that I did.

[45:10]

Hmmm … somehow being involved with bodies I interpreted some American early
computer calculation of flow over simple bodies, like cones, and so on, for this charts,
which when we go onto Blue Streak, naturally being the person who actually knew
my way around that sort of work, I got involved with incorporating that into the
calculation of heating, and things of that sort. Hmmm …

What project –

To me it was like – it weren’t dabbling, you were actually – if you cope with this
problem, you had some ideas, you got it, yeah. Nobody asked you to do it, you know,
it had to be done, you know. And like a good team it was sort of well, you know,
‘You, Roy, get on this that one,’ you know, ‘You’re interested, get on with it.’ And
so on, you know. We were, in effect, understaffed for all the problems that existed,
you know, ‘cause you couldn’t solve all the problems simultaneously, you can’t do it
like that. But I made useful – those contributions I made then were of value
somewhat later on.

[46:30]
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As I said, I did these charts for where were the centre pressure on cone cylinders,
varying all the geometry parameters and Mach number and so on. And when we
came to the International Geophysical Year which was 1957, I think.

Yeah.

We were asked to design – sorry, the RAE was asked to design a sounding rocket,
which became Skylark, and the way it was done was first of all you needed some
money to start, so it was CTV5 series three, it was called. Now CTV5, a control test
vehicle, we had a fair – a decent research contract to cover all this aerodynamic work
on control surfaces, wings, fins, control surfaces at the back, and all that sort of thing,
you know, covering all the other work, you know. So when a section – of this
particular group within this section were given the job of say aerodynamically design,
King-Hele had done a study to say that you could have a rocket propelled, sounding
rocket, it needed, erm, to optimise, it needed a rocket motor with a long burning time.
So Westcott took their rook motor which had a three second burner time, and
converted it to something that had a forty second burning time by modifying the – no,
Waltham Abbey were the propellant people, modified the propellant so that Westcott
filled the motors, and provided the motors, and so on. Yeah. Hmmm, they
established what had to be done. Derrick Dalton, who was another colleague, then
came up with a more sensible proper design, and then we were left to do the
mechanics of it. And one of the clever things that we thought we’d do is have three
fins, you know, rather than four, cruciform. It was a great way of saving mass, it was
a mistake that it turned out, you know, we had a practice. They built the launched
from Bailey Bridge parts, you know, cheap that were available because, you know,
the army was just alongside, so that was done, and we erected a launcher at
Aberporth, and another one at Woomera. And the first ones were thrown at Woomera
I have to say. I provided the performance characteristic with the cone cylinder, I
worked with Ted Phythian on the three fins side of it, you know, I did this sort of
checking on the calculations and so on, to see that in fact that was quite adequate, and
so on. Hmmm, we got them out on the launcher, fire them up, and then the first thing
– that’s when I started to realise that there are things you didn’t know, and what you
didn’t know were going to give you problems. The difficulty is that when you’re
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firing it up through the atmosphere, the density of the atmosphere is dropping all the
way by an order of magnitude, every 50,000 feet. So there comes a stage where if
you’re actually not absolutely in line with the trajectory, you can’t weather cock,
you’ve got no stability. You’ve got stability but it’s no enough to stop it going into a
tumble. And as we were – you could never align the fins well enough, without active
control that is, to stop it spinning, it was always come out of the atmosphere, the
central atmosphere, spinning, and top thin. Right. The end result is it goes into a flat
spin, so instead of trying to do like that [demonstrates], which is what you wanted.

So instead of turning round on its own …

It actually went into this. You know.

Spinning round and round from side to side.

You know. It went from rotation about the minimum axis of inertia to rotation about
the maximum inertia. The idea of sounding rocket was to be able to point at the
moon, the sun, and stars. And flat spins were really not what you wanted it to do.

[51:10]

So we had to find a way of how do we stabilise it, and Pete Herbert came up with the
idea of using a magnetometer to measure the earth’s magnetic field, so that you could
detect which direction the field was in and you could align it with that. So at least you
know you were pointing either in the right direction, or 180 degrees away from it
[laughs]. Which was an improvement, I have to say. And if you were trying to point
at the sun or the moon, and so on, you knew when you detected them, you knew
which way you were supposed to point, you know. But what it meant with the
Skylark rocket, sound rocket, is you had to put another bay in on the top of the missile
to actually do that, the stabilising and pointing of it, you know. So you got a big
reduction in payload possibility promptly. So as I say, a bit of a mistake. If we’d had
four fins the rolling moments that got involved in this would have been very much
smaller, the more fins you had the easier, the more linear the whole thing came and
the more stable things were, and so on. But it was a successful missile. We fired 400
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in the end, hmmm, and that fed into some of my – cross fed into some of my problems
from later on which we’ll come back to. That was, as I say, again an interesting
sideline. It paid off, I got involved, not because I was directly involved, but mine –
my particular expertise they came and talked to me about it and I got on with it, as we
all did. There was no question of my boss coming and saying, ‘I don’t want you to do
that now, I want you to do this.’ And so on, you know, it’s – the job was there, you
got on with it. And that was the ethics, as it were, of the whole section, you know.
There was work to be done, and you got on and did it, you know. If so and so was
having an issue, or a problem, or – when I say problem, a timescale problem, and he
needed to sort something out, and he couldn’t do it on his own in the time available,
you got down to do it.

This is people in other departments as well you were working with?

Yeah. But I say, it was the comradeship that one learned of is that’s the way they did
things at Farnborough during the war, you know, it was all urgent for one reason and
another, and you got on with it, you know, did the best you could. Hmmm, to get
management into the system, yes, it had to – couldn’t last like that, you know, you
had to have a much more disciplined way of doing things. How Lighthill sold it as
director was to put cost codes on each job, you know, you booked your time to the
job, you see. We weren’t told to put so many hours, or things like that, you know,
you were just told to book it to the log, you know, and they could look at it and see
where the effort was going [coughs] and what it meant [coughs]. But it meant the
management had better, I won’t say control, but better understanding of what was
going on, and where the money was going, which was really what it was all about.
Now when I was there in 1953, as a student, student apprentice as they called it, I
talked around the divisions about what people were doing, and it was quite interesting,
but there was no mention of ballistic missiles at that time, you know. It wasn’t until
November that in fact the job of looking at the pre-feasibility of a ballistic missile
came to the RAE. I met – the head of department then was WH Stevens, who later on
went to run ELDO when Blue Streak became a space launcher, and so on. So yes, I
got to know him as a junior.

[55:37]
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And life in those days at RAE was fundamentally different from what it was for most
of the time I was there. You know, you couldn’t bring a car onto site, most people
came to work on a bicycle anyhow. The bicycle sheds were all outside the
establishments, outside the gates, as it were. There was a sort of rudimentary bus
service running around the site.

Why couldn’t you take a car onto site?

Hmm?

Why couldn’t you take a car onto the site?

They didn’t allow it. You just didn’t bring cars onto an airfield. We were an airfield,
yeah, experimental aircraft, the Empire Test Pilots Training School, we had an army
helicopter section, army, hmmm, reconnaissance or something or other, squadron, and
things of that sort, you know. And you just didn’t have cars where – in the same
places aeroplanes in those days, in the mid-‘50s. When you came in in the morning,
you signed an attendance book, you had to be there. And if you were caught an hour
late, the attendance books had gone in front of the admin office, and you had to go in
front of the admin officer of the department and sign in in front of him, and a note was
made that you were late, and so on. That’s the way things were.

It was quite disciplined?

Well, the management of the scientists and engineers was very much the way a
factory was managed, you know. You were booking in and – you weren’t actually
booking in with a time machine sort of thing like this, as the industrials did. But it
was the next best thing, it was a slightly more dignified way of doing the same thing,
but it was all – you also made it known that you were late. And if you started being
late as a habit, as it were, you had a nice interview with the head of department, and
things like that, you know. And you could get told off, I never did of course. But it
was – there was much more formality, which again is a hangover from the past at that
time. We ate in a canteen at the top of the road, and so on. Hmmm, most social
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functions were internal, and so on, you know. We had a film society, a dramatic
society, and all those sort of things, and the community was the people who worked
on the establishment. In a way that’s inconceivable nowadays.

So it was a sort of self-contained community then, despite the fact that you all used to
live further away?

Yeah. Hmmm, and you usually found that at Christmas time each division, and each
department, would have its own Christmas party, or Christmas lunch, and so on.
There wasn’t a great deal of mixing between places, you got to know colleagues in
other departments that you needed to work with, you know, so you ended up with a
long list of contacts and various places. And I shall certainly be mentioning some of
these people as we go along through projects, and so on. But I remember anyhow was
that it was in effect we were a little group, there were thirteen of us who we talked and
played together, as it were. And then when we moved further down the corridor and
we were in smaller teams, smaller groups, I then realised that I was going to spend my
life – there was the chap I shared an office with, and my wife, and the three of us were
all my social contacts. And I thought, now this really is not good enough, so that’s
when I started worrying about outside hobbies. So very quickly it was sort of – yeah,
I must have something where I meet people, you know, and do something in a group
and things of that sort, you know, otherwise it would be not good for me.

[1:00:06]

Could you talk to me a little bit more about the department when you joined, where
did you fit into it and who were the people around you?

As I say, I was in one of the larger sections in guided weapons department, on the first
floor of Q134 building, which is still there. You can actually go and see it, it’s there,
it’s part of the new site. It now incorporates the Royal Air Society’s library, it got
moved out of London where it really wasn’t very – they have so many books and
journals that they couldn’t actually sort them in four Hamilton Place. So using the
library was very hard, because you really had to know what it is you wanted, and
order it, as it were. It’s now all available in Farnborough. An interesting building
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which was being built during the war, was one of the few places that got bomb
damaged during the war, and so on, was given to, at the end of the war, to Controlled
Weapons which very quickly became called Guided Weapons instead of Controlled
Weapons, and so on. Let me see, it was one, two, three – one, two, three, four – there
were four floors, and a penthouse, and so on. It was quite a large building. It was
mostly Guided Weapons, with the ground floor was Armaments Department.
Armaments Department you never got into because it had police posts at the entrances
to both wings, armed police I might say. So presumably that’s where some of the –
it’s not where the nuclear work was done, the nuclear work was done at ARL as well.
Hmm, but sen – where the more sensitive things went on, and so on. Hmmm … the
pace of work was such that, as I say, it was very difficult to find the time to form
other, you know, friendships across areas. I have, through the social life, that’s the
Morris dancing and barn dances that we ran up at the hostel, had friends scattered
across the site. But on the whole, from a working point of view, you only got to know
people in areas where you had to talk, where you had to work with them. Because
your own area was in fact working flat out.

[1:02:41]

I said November 1953, hmmm, the task came to look some of the issues concerning
the ballistic missile, they started work on what was the magnitude of the re-entry
problem, you know, what we’re going to have to face up to. What sort of materials
could you make the launcher vehicle of, you known, with tanks and things like that,
could you get away with things like thin skin, but with pressurised for maintaining
structure strength, and things of that sort. And there was a whole series of papers we
reported, because when I reported for duty the next year, that’s the first thing I was
given, you know, ‘Read these,’ they said. So presumably somebody had already
made up their mind that teams were going to be formed for Blue Streak. Duncan
Sandys in 1954 went to the States to sign an agreement with the Secretary of Defence
for sharing research on ballistic missiles and the defence against them. And a
technical team went out fairly quickly after that to talk to American organisations, and
the people he talked to were the people doing the Vanguard satellite launcher, the
Redstone missile at Huntsville, hmmm, the early team on Atlas. Now despite what
people may imagine, the Atlas project was not terribly well advanced at that stage,
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and I don’t think we got a great deal of information of use to anybody from those
original visits. I know I’ve seen the visit report, I saw it at the time as it were, and
I’ve seen it of recent years to go through it and so on. All I can say is in those days
visits to the States were called missions, and it was like that, you know, you could go
by boat if necessary. Hmmm, a Britannia aircraft took fourteen hours to fly to
Boston, you know, from London. Twice as long as the 707 did later on. And you
travelled around the States often by train, sometimes by Greyhound bus, because lots
of short haul flights, you know, just weren’t there, in like ‘54. The difference was –
so people went, when they went over on a mission, they disappeared from view for a
couple of weeks even if it was just a short visit.

[1:05:38]

And the sort of presentation that were made were not in great deal of detail, they
couldn’t make a lot. But on whole we learned that an engineer, if you’re working in
the field, you just need the idea, you know, you don’t actually need a lot of data,
because you’ve got to work it all out again for yourself regardless of what they tell
you. You can’t – in these things you can’t take it – what they say for granted, you
know, you had to work it out again. But it’s a good exchange of ideas, both we fed
things to the Americans, and they fed things to us, and so on. We were – at the start I
didn’t think we were behind the Americans really at all, you know. When we started
working on designing Blue Streak, we was as ahead – as far ahead as Convair were on
their work, or, hmmm, Martin were on their other alternative scheme, and so on. You
know, they really were exchanges of research knowledge, and so on.

But –

Americans did some flight trials which they fed us the data for, that’s the researchy
type flight trials, and not the ones with specific designs for the weapon, and so on.
But that’s what we needed; we needed to understand what it was. My then boss, Ian
Petey, so my immediate boss or senior officer I should say, he had done the prefeasibility study of what the re-entry problem was, and we began to realise what it –
began to know the difficulty. Now we had approached Aldermaston and that’s Joe
Lines approached Aldermaston saying, ‘Look, hey, we can’t design the missile
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without knowing something about the warhead, you know, what can you do?’ Now in
1955 when a decision to make a hydrogen bomb was made, right, Aldermaston didn’t
know what the warhead was going to be like. Now they didn’t know the principles of
a nuclear warhead, single stage warhead, but how do you get an H bomb? No. Right.
The Americans had not dropped any hints, and the work that had been done during the
back end of the war, involving Fuchs and people like that, had only got the vaguest
idea as it turned out of what it was. The problem – because when we get to warhead
design, you have to understand this you know, is that during the war they came up
with a uranium weapon which was a gun, two small bits of half spheres of uranium
which were fired together, right, and the plutonium bomb which in fact was
implosion, which as far as I understand was a British idea, on how to do it. Oh, yeah,
the MAUD committee that started all it off, the chair – the original chairman and
secretary were RAE. The file of original MAUD papers that the Aldermaston still
have, which is not a complete file, but, you know, some of it survived, is on RAE
headed notepaper, the first few. The prof, one of the profs, and the secretary of this
group were actually stationed at Farnborough doing other work, and so on. Because it
became a Ministry of Aviation – Ministry of Aircraft production actually, as it was in
those days, job to look at it. And of course some of the early work was done by
émigrés from Europe, er, because they couldn’t be employed on classified work
[laughs]. The world’s full of those sort of illogicalities, and so on. Yes, the MAUD
committee there. As far as I know, nobody from RAE was involved in Manhattan,
but, hmmm, Penney, and, hmmm, the other one, oh blimey, I wish I would remember
– wish names would come to me quickly. Sir … no.

[1:10:31]

Penney and his deputy director at Aldermaston later on, they were both before the war
hydrodynamacists, they were interested in supersonic and hypersonic flow, and
general gas dynamic problems, and so on. They’d attended the famous conference in
1937 in Europe, which started to address some of these questions of supersonic flow,
from which all other countries had got involved with supersonic, transonic,
supersonic, derived their sort of thing. And therefore when they started to think about
nuclear bombs, and compression, it was all in terms of hydrodynamics, you know,
what happened when you compressed fluids or gas, and so on. But there were fluid
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dynamacists who thought it was a hydrodynamic problem, not a radiation pressure
problem, see. So they started there during the war it was – you had to do something
which was conservative, you know. No matter what the sophistication of design, how
do you get to something which you got high confidence it’s going to work? So it was,
let’s have a sphere plutonium with a supercharge around it, and then another layer of
explosive, which was the explosive lens. In other words, you couldn’t see a way of
simultaneously getting it all going, but you could have a large number of detonators
that all went very close together in time, rather clever detonators to start with, as you
appreciate if you follow the literature. What they did is that you had two types of
explosive, right, so that the detonation wave from one detonator went straight through,
straight down, underneath it, but in going more laterally out from – because it went
out spherically there, it got to another explosive that burnt faster. So that the longer
paths took the same time to get together in the sphere regardless of the path, you
know, long path so you’re faster, so you had to have two explosives. Now the two
explosives there were – there are multiple explosives around, but you had to design
the whole thing to suit the explosive that you’ve got, as it were. So you end up, you
start to think about it, the sphere was covered by a mixture of hexagons and
pentagrams, you know, shapes. You can see the problem of making spheres from flat
material, you have the problem with footballs, you know, and things of that sort.
Hmmm, it’s difficult. So you then when you have explosive, the explosive starts to
move, right, and it gasifies, and things like that. So how to get a shock which is
spherical, you know, coming inwards and so on, was very difficult. And it is a very
messy design, you know, really complicated. And lots of tricks of the trade which
still remain classified in that sort of way of it. And then when you got the spherical
shock, it then went into a third explosive, which is called the supercharge, which you
then you knew was going to crunch it up more or less spherically. It never actually
does go spherical because there’s a problem with accelerating interfaces which
produce Taylor instabilities. Professor Taylor said – showed that certain things,
flows, will always be unstable. So all you could do is to find a way of making it as
even and as smooth as possible to get the minimum of instability into the collapse and
so on. And what you actually do achieve is something which rolls up pretty tightly,
but it’s not actually a little sphere. Believe it or not, during the war the Germans had
realised that if you compressed things down a cone or in a sphere, there comes a stage
where the explosive is moving incredibly fast and things will collide together, right.
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So they tried to see if you could produce a nuclear explosion by just … very simply
compressing it down a cone. They didn’t realise that these instabilities were going to
be there, they never succeeded, got nowhere near achieving anything down that sort of
line, without really understanding why they were getting nowhere, and so on. But
there is a cleverness about it, but it’s still a messy way.

[1:15:44]

With the explosives the Americans had, with Manhattan , it is like six foot diameter.
After the war in this country when Attlee Government decided to go that way, some
of the people who worked the Manhattan were involved with the work at Fort
Halstead where it was established. And the first thing everybody was wrote down all
they remembered, you know. I don’t believe I’ve been told about – there are no
documents in the archive for the American period, so the suspect is that nobody
brought anything back. Somebody like Fuchs, who’d been the centre of the implosion
work and so on, was very productive in providing information, although he actually
worked at Harwell and not at Fort Halstead at that time. Hmmm … it’s not been – it
was not a political interest to advertise was Fuchs had achieved, but he thought
himself as invulnerable, he thought his contribution, what he had made, and what he
was going to make, and so on there, meant that we couldn’t actually take him to task,
you know. He was wrong of course. This was quite unacceptable to be a traitor in the
way he was, because of course our government didn’t believe we should share
information with the Soviets, hardly surprising is it?

So when did the Fuchs case break?

Oh, ‘48, ‘49ish, that sort of period, before – a little bit before my time, as it were. But
you have to understand that when the UK started off, the instruction was you will
produce a highly conservative design, if a preference you will actually reproduce the
Trinity device, right. Now we couldn’t reproduce the Trinity device, partly because
we didn’t have the numbers, you know, we didn’t have the background to do it. Also
some of it was impossible, you know, we could see that there were improvements you
could make, and some had to be introduced even though the instruction was not to do
so. Right. So Blue Danube was a very conservative design. They immediately
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started thinking about how to do better, because again in service there were going to
be all sorts of problems. One – one of the great difficulties was that plutonium, pure
plutonium, has endless phase changes at room temperature, you know. You only have
to raise the temperature like twelve or fourteen degrees and it phase changes to
increase volume, you now. Hmmm. really unpleasant. It meant that if the thing got
slightly warm, in fact it wouldn’t work [laughs]. To which the solution turned out to
be to produce an alloy with gallium and so on, to move the phase diagram around a
bit, so that you didn’t suffer too much with this temperature instability. But with Blue
Streak [interviewee meant Blue Danube] and Red Beard, the first two weapons, that
was the fundamental problem. And although the RAE was given a job of defining the
environment which things have to live through, transport, flight, and things of that
sort, you couldn’t … make simple mistakes, well not mistakes – getting the judgement
a bit wrong, meant that the operation – in operation Red Beard for example, was
rather limited on what you could do with it. You know, for example, with the
Buccaneer, with Red Beard, the bomb bay was next to the jet exhaust, right. And it
was pointed out that in fact the worst operational thing is where it flew on a mission
which aborted, came back home, and then very quickly was turned round and flown
off again, really at condition that the bomb designers had not been told about, you
know. In other words, the whole thing got warmed up and things of that sort. And
the RAE had had to do all sorts of flights and measuring the conditions to come up
with what things really were.

Were you involved in this work yourself?

Was I … no, I got the relics of it, you know, in other words I was told about it when I
first started working in this sort of area, so that’s how I found out about it anyhow.
I’ve had it confirmed by reading files at RAE, and at Aldermaston, and so on.

[1:20:57]

Hmmm … it’s the sort of thing again you didn’t know you didn’t know. This wasn’t
– the bombs were designed in isolation, the RAE were given the job of the arming and
fusing device, so that the environment it lived through, and all the things that you
were measuring to say whether it’s safe to arm the weapon and things of that sort, you
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know, were not really conducted to Aldermaston, they were too busy trying to make
the weapon work at all. But what they did was actually convert this explosive lens
into what they called an air gap. If you got the spherical implosion, the first bit I
mentioned coming in, and then had an air gap, the air gap itself could respond quicker
than the solid did, and even out the pressure, so that the whole thing would be
designed with less explosive and a small diameter. So six foot diameter came down
to like twenty or twenty-four immediately, making it much smaller, and a much wider
range of airplanes it could be carried on. Now I remember seeing films of the initial
attempts to drop bombs from the Valiant, and there were problems. First of all, it was
in internal bomb bay, and you opened up the bomb doors, and you flew along, and
you sort of expected – you released the bomb, and you expected it to fall backwards
and neatly out of the airplane, and it didn’t. It actually – the bomb moved forward in
the bomb bay and wouldn’t fall out. If you closed the bomb bay door, then the bomb
fell onto the bomb bay doors, once the flow stopped circulating inside, and so on. So
you were left then with an airplane flying along with a bomb live, not we ever did it
with a live, we never – they never flew a live warhead except – if I say fly that’s get
off the ground, except for the tests at Christmas Island, you know. And, er, I think
one at Maralinga in Australia. It just wasn’t UK policy. And although there were
occasions where planes were lined up at the end of the dispersal runway, ready with a
bomb to fly, under crisis conditions, we never – we’ve never flown – there’s no
records of flying a live British warhead. I’m sorry, when I say live, a warhead that
could be made live, and so on. All the things we did for safety – to develop safety and
so on, which we never advertised for one reason or another, were one of the triumphs
of our nuclear force. But anyhow, what it was, big cavity of bomb bay, flow is
circulatory, nobody – nobody had ever flown planes with open bomb bays at 50,000
feet, you know, so at nought, Mach number’s point eight five, nobody really knew.
Thought they knew, but they were wrong, as it were, you know. And the flow inside
pushed the bomb forward, so we had to come up with quite a different way of doing
it. To the turbulence inside there was solved by putting a baffle on the back, and I
remember seeing an operation at ARL at Farnborough where it was loaded, we’ve got
a film of it I might say, of showing how you loaded the store, and how the bits closed
up to actually overcome these problems. What I don’t know is whether in fact the
Vulcan and the Victor had the same problem, but one of my fellow patients at the
unit, kidney unit, is a Victor man and he may be able to answer the question. But I’m
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going to ask Kate Pine at Aldermaston whether in fact she has any evidence in the
archive over there, whether there was an issue or not.

[1:25:30]

I just don’t remember anybody ever talking about it at Farnborough. Because they
struggled with the Valiant, and that was all done on the site at Farnborough. In fact, I
have an aerial photograph of one of the air shows at Farnborough, and you can see the
Valiant that we were working on in the compound in ARL, being worked on to do this
work during the air show in the middle of the car park. Yeah, there’s all these cars
and people flooding by it, you know, and the most sensitive work in the RAE was
being done right in the middle of it, you know [both laugh].

How much did you talk about these sorts of projects during work hours that you
weren’t directly involved in?

… The difficulty was that the Armaments Department, who were doing these early
aircraft work, you know, were not aerodynamicists, you know. If you wanted
specialist advice you went to somebody who you knew you could talk to. Some of
my conversations on these things were actually standing in the corridor, you’d met
somebody in the corridor, and Bill Neville would say to you, ‘Roy, do you know,
what about so and so, we have a bit of difficulty with this right now, what do you
think?’ You know, so you stand there and people walking past you [laughs]. What
was it all about, and so on? Sometimes you were called in to a meeting to ask. I
know, you see, one of the first things that happened on Blue Streak is I, being the
junior person, I was given a job of being secretary of the aerodynamics panel. We
had four panels set up in RAE, aerodynamics, structure, the materials, Black Knight,
and guidance and control. I was secretary of one, assistant secretary of the second
one, which in practice meant I did a lot of the work I might say. I also attended the
Black Knight one because the experiments which were to do initially with re-entry
materials and flow field observables, and things of that sort, were my area of
expertise, you know, so I ended up being consultant at these committees, but I never
got on the guidance control one. But I had friends in that area, close friends, because
we lived in a hostel together, where we would talk about it. Now the great thing of
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being in that situation is that you’re party to what the heads of the departments were
actually saying, you know, [inaud] and people like that. So you were exposed to the
politics of what was going on. Oh, it’s four o’clock already.

MD: Yeah. I would have been a few minutes earlier, but Peter’s digging up his
camellia bush now.

Alright.

MD: Finding it hard work.

Well there you are, we’ve got – we’re getting into the Blue Streak period.

End of Track 3
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[Track 4]
Right, this is interview with Roy Dommett, April 13th 2010. Roy, I think it would be
good at this point if we could talk a little bit about any security considerations that
still apply to your work and things that you can’t talk about, so that future historians
have got an idea of any restrictions that you might be under.

Yes. First of all, I’m bound by the Official Secrets Act, unfortunately. I haven’t been
debriefed from it, so, hmmm, I therefore remain bound as it were. It has been a
problem, not just since I retired, but before that as well, because I am concerned with
the getting of information about what we did available to people. Hmmm, if you’re
trying to understand policy, policy with nuclear weapons, or defence, and so on, it’s
always of interest, lagging thirty years behind the time, which is like 1980s now,
hmmm, you’ve got to make, as it were, unclassified material out of classified sources,
so it’s been a continual problem. As is the moment, the major area of concern is what
we’ve done over the years on counter-measures. That is if you’re trying to penetrate a
defence you need to have some tricks. Now that maybe from – either from where you
launch, to what the threat is that you offer, a mixture of decoys, and other tricks, and
so on, jammers and things of that sort … or just variation of it, because there’s an
enormous variety of things that you could do. It highlights one of the problems for a
defence, that a defence doesn’t normally know what it’s up against. Whereas the
offence only has to have one idea which it has high confidence in to actually succeed,
you know. Now the missile technology transfer regime is against releasing things that
could be of – helpful to other countries. And if you give reasonable clues about what
you’ve done, you see, they know you must have confidence in it, and also confidence
that that is a good idea against the defence that you perceive. Now the weakness of
then sort of banning everything is that that assumes that every defence is the same,
and it isn’t. You don’t know, you have to look at what it is you’re trying to defeat and
decide that. The difference since, for example, Chevaline was conceived, which is
back in about 1970, is that we’ve had SDI from 1982, and ideas about radars, IR
sensors, and things like this, have changed a lot. And therefore what you have to do
has changed a lot, you know, and there’s been no really detailed investigation of how
credible things remain. But the end result for security is to take the view that if we
don’t really know, on the safe side, we won’t talk about it, you know. So, hmmm, I
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would say at the moment the security guide is conservative on that side of things.
There’s a general issue also about things that we did as long ago as the ‘50s on Blue
Streak could still remain sensitive, because we don’t – again have not evaluated what
other countries could do, you know, to catch up with you. And that includes, how did
you choose the materials for re-entry shields, what sort of tests you did, and things of
that sort. It’s all in the literature, I know, but nobody’s put together the case to tell
somebody who’s not aware of the literature. The worst one was in 1960, Grant
Dawson at RAE started the work which lead to modern work on Stealth, by shaping
bodies and things of that sort. And all the results of the work he did now appear in
radar handbooks, you know, unclassified. But because in fact it’s got labelled Stealth,
its still touches sensitive spots, you know. So the poor man, who’s been retired for
some time, never got the credit for what he did, in the fact of everything else.

[05:19]

And things where the UK has passed the information to the States, whether it was
silos for Blue Streak, which the information was given to the Americans for designing
the Titan II launcher, all the Stealth, that's how to have a low signature body, and
things of that sort. Again, we don’t talk about it, because there’s an implied
sensitivity in it.

Hmmm hmm.

I think there’s also a natural reticent on UK side to actually boost that it did this, that,
and the other, and I find that’s a little bit sad as well, because it couldn’t stop the
Americans from doing it.

Hmm.

The sort of thing which comes out of that is that with Chevaline it was important to
harden all the electronics, because the later missiles that would have been fired would
see the battle start over Moscow, hmmm, and the radiation from that would affect all
the electronics flying in. And the techniques that will work up to what we call
hardened all against nuclear radiation was done – some of it in conjunction with the
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Americans who themselves hadn’t hardened a weapon system themselves at that
stage. We were the – in effect Chevaline was the first one to do it seriously in the
West, or anywhere I suppose for that matter. Hmmm … all the techniques had to be
worked up, and so on. Hmmm [pause], yeah. They were – been applied to British
weapons since, you know, like – not Tornado, but to Tempest [interviewee meant
Typhoon] , you know the recent one and so on, you know, the Eurofighter in effect
was done to it. Also lessons learned, because it’s got a computer involved, have been
applied by NASA to things, and the two exploring things on the ground in Mars, their
computer is designed on the same principle, the same architect – architecture is the
word, yeah. The same architecture is applied for that. Hmmm, that’s what happens
when you share the special relationship, you know. But it’s just nice to remind some
people that in fact, yeah, it’s not all been – it’s nowhere near just a one-way street of
exchanges with the Americans. In fact we use the word exchanges all the time,
because that’s what they are, you know, you don’t get anything for nothing from the
Americans, you know. Very often when you, er, exchanging – talk about technology
exchanges, they will listen to what we have to offer, and then try and find something
which offers something about the same, in the same field or same sort of level, and so
on. You don’t necessarily get the state of the art from the Americans, they’re not
necessarily going down the same line, you see. But they do their best. It works to
mutual advantage. I suppose over the years we’ve tended to think crudely that the
exchanges for the Americans tends to double the value of what we’ve done for
ourselves. In other words, you get enough out of the exchanges to be worth, you
know, like doubling the amount of work that we would have had to have done to get
to that point ourselves. Very often it’s because the Americans do more tests and more
calculations than we do, ‘cause they’ve got more than one lab that does it, you know.
At least three organisations that work in nuclear weapons and so on, hmmm, so you
get the wider view sometimes out of the Americans. At the same time the American
attitude has been over the years to test prototypes very early on, early devices,
missiles, aircraft, and so on. As a result they didn’t get a decent flight out of Atlas for
example until about number fifteen, you know, and with Thor about number ten shot,
and so on, because they were working up to it, and so on. In fact, you’ve got the book
about Atlas shows that they built themselves a number of steps before they got to
anything like the real design that they wanted to test, and so on. It’s just the American
attitude that, hmmm, you know, ‘We’re going to miss things, so let’s find out what
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they are as early as possible.’ The UK could never afford the political scandal of
doing that, you had to think much more carefully and do many more sums and tests
before you do something, which is why we have a much better track record, you
know. Most of our rockets have got away all right, more or less all right, first time.
The Blue Streak when used in ELDO, we were given four shots before the others put
their stages on top, and those four shots went quite well, you know, there is no
problem. They forget that.

[11:16]

And we got from decision to make a hydrogen bomb to an actual hydrogen bomb
level yield, that’s multi-megatons, in three shots, many more – that’s far fewer than
the many that the Americans and the Russians used to get to the same stage. But then
you see, we knew it could be done by the time we hit it [laughs]. How it was to be
done was a different matter, as Kate Pyne keeps saying, that in 1954ish the Prime
Minister said we will have – we will make an H bomb. And the Aldermaston had no
idea, you know, it’s all very well saying we’ll make one, but you know, how do you
make one? [both laugh] And the difficulty there was quite simple, the key people,
that’s Penney and Cook at – then at Aldermaston, the directors, had come in to their
advance physics through hydrodynamics, you know, they had been interested in
supersonic and hypersonic flow before the war, and went to one of the famous
conferences before the war. And they saw this as producing a, in effect, a blast wave
in the warhead as it were, and getting the pressure around, and so on. And how do
you get this blast wave that you get from the detonation of the primary of the bomb to
actually set off the rest of it? And just packing the rest of it around the primary
wasn’t going to work, right. They then put the idea into say, ‘Well, let’s have a
column of things next to it, and get all this energy released at the front end, and then
start to burn through it, you know, like a rocket engine,’ and so on. And that wouldn’t
work either. It took the UK – I think it was in ‘55, somebody at Aldermaston got the
idea of radiation pressure, you know, the radiation which travels at the speed of light,
and therefore as far as the physics was concerned, instantaneous [laughs], you know.
Hmmm, if there’s enough radiation it has enough pressure of its own, now thanks to
Einstein we knew the relationship between mass and energy, and so on. Now … the
Americans thought that that was a difficult concept, and was surprised when the
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Russians came up with it. They actually assumed it was given to them by all the
spies, but Fuchs, who was a key spy for the Russians, although he was around when
they thought – the Americans were thinking about the super bomb, as it were, he
didn’t tumble to it properly until like everybody else did. I know it’s a hard concept,
because the French had problems getting the idea right, and in fact the reason we took
three shots to get to a megaton yield is that there are – there are some interesting
complications in the geometry and so on, to actually get there. We never matched the
US to start with, because we didn’t have the computing power really, getting big
enough computers. The Americans – the nuclear side of it drove the design of the
very big computers that IBM built and so on. UK could only buy in when something
was actually marketed, right. Certainly when I got involved with Aldermaston, they
had big IBM machines including an IBM Stretch. And the codes used were as big as
anything that anybody used in the country. They require – because we go in steps of,
you know, microseconds or something, the computing task is enormous for each
calculation, comparable to the weather forecasting needs at Bracknell. Bracknell is
the only other people who struggled, and they have a real – you appreciate, a real
problem. Partly because we don’t sample the atmosphere in enough places, right,
satellite’s a different matter, satellites give you a broad picture, probably only the top
of the atmosphere, but again it gives you a lot more information to work from. But
they’ve had to work up the equations as it were of all the other factors involved,
because the atmosphere isn’t just oxygen and nitrogen, you know, it’s water, it’s
carbon dioxide, it’s all sorts of other things, and they don’t – on the scale of the
atmosphere mix evenly, as you may have noticed with the weather [laughs]. You’ve
to track all these things, and it’s confused of course because the earth will rotate
underneath, and the so-called coriolis force, which is in fact your – as the earth goes
round you’re actually trying to twist the atmosphere as well, and so on, all of which is
complex. I would say we actually did very well. When I was working with the Met
Office in the – let me see, ‘90s, early ‘90s, yeah, they were providing high accuracy
weather forecast for the Moscow airport, because even the Russians couldn’t actually
match it themselves, the quality of the forecast.

Why were you working with the Met Office, sorry?
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Not big enough computers [laughs]. Yes, you see. What people don’t realise is that
with weather forecasts, they’re usually very good to within half an hour and fifty
miles, you know. The problem is, of course, that means it can miss you altogether
[laughs], particularly in this country where the weather will come up the channel, or
will come up the Bristol channel, and up the Thames Valley, and so on, you know, or
the other side of Ireland. It’s – it’s a fascinating topic really.

I think I’d like –

Big business.

[18:17]

I think I’d like to return to the computing question in a lot more detail later on, but –

Oh, yes, yes.

I had another question that occurred to me was do you think there are going to be any
problems with security in this interview? Is security going to cause you any
problems in what you’re talking about?

No, because I won’t tell you [both laugh]. Very simple, yeah. There’s a very good
story to be told as far as I’m concerned about the major projects and the things that
I’ve done in my career, without getting into sensitive areas.

… Good.

The important thing really is to realise that political decisions are determined by the
technology, capability available at the time. You know, you can’t decide to do
something you can’t do. Now unfortunately most historians don’t get to learn about
the technology issues, what you can and can’t do, and also don’t seem to realise that
very often the technologists, engineers and scientists, in other words, they have a
confidence that there’s some things can be done, you know. But not in huge steps
forward, you can’t invent something that doesn’t exist, sort of thing. You can only –
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it’s like learning something. When you – people who learn only can learn what they
almost know, you know. You teach children, or you teach adults for that matter, and
you build on what they know. You can’t start people in fields that they know nothing
about at all, you know. It’s like taking eight year olds and teaching them Russian, you
know, unless they met another language, they’re all at sea. I suppose it would be like
trying to each an engineer theology [laughs]. But they do achieve it, yeah. Yeah.

And one final question on security actually, which was when we first met I think you
mentioned that you had checked with somebody as to what topics you could talk
about, I was just wondering –

Oh, that’s a continuing problem. You know, both advising people about what they
can – you know, why they can talk about something as distinct from the gut feeling
they shouldn’t talk about things. Hmmm … key elements of the stories shouldn’t be
classified because they’re – to an intelligent engineer, they’re not something that they
worry about. You know, it’s rather like when it come to desktop computing, when I
started work at Farnborough the best calculator was a circular slide rule, you know,
bits you could slide round like that, and that was equivalent to something like a threefoot slide rule. People I knew at work had a two-foot slide rule, this sort of size, and I
have mine somewhere in this house at the moment, hmmm, which was accurate
enough for most work that you wanted to do. If you wanted more accuracy there was
always seven and eleven place log tables, or tables for special functions to those sort
of numbers. So you could calculate to, let’s say, six significant figures in those days.
The problem was always was you could do the sums, but where was the decimal
point? [Laughs] Because you always had to scale up and down, you know, to get
things right. In the ‘50s, there was a growth in the idea of numerical analysis, and the
NPL at Teddington had a good group there who published articles and little books on
finite differences, and tricks of the trade, and so on. Hmmm, as an engineer you see at
Bristol, we’d taken what they told us was the equivalent of a pass degree in
mathematics, so we were familiar with special functions and things of that sort, in a
way a lot of engineers never were, right. But it was also a period where people look
for a algebraic answer to problems. You know, rather than sitting down on a
computer and getting lots of numbers, you know. It’s, ‘Let’s get an analytical
solution to a problem.’ It – given the right sort of mentality it worked quite well. One
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of the problems with Blue Streak is that you boost up flying that way, and then when
you separate the warhead off, you want it to be pointing like ninety degrees to that,
‘cause you want it to come in that way.

So your missile goes up at about forty-five degrees then ish?

Yes, like roughly forty-five degrees, and you want it to come in at like forty-five
degrees, turn through ninety degrees. And the solution that we adopted, or were going
to adopt for Blue Streak, was that you had three little rocket motors called bonkers,
very short burning times, so that it bonked it. And what you did was that you turned it
over, stopped it, and then spun it up. So it was pointing the right direction more or
less, right. You then had to do an air analysis, because you wanted to know – because
the rocket motors don’t actually burn at exactly the same time, at exactly the same
thrust, and so on, and so on, that you want to know what sort of potential errors would
you have, and what size coning motion do you end up with coming in? And the
answer when you’ve got a decent mathematician do it, comes out in terms of elliptic
functions, rather neatly, and you could evaluate it very simply with a book of –
standard book of tables of these functions, and so on. Nowadays people don’t do it
like that, they don’t think of ‘Let’s find an analytical solution.’ Things like the
motion during re-entry, because the atmosphere’s increasing in intensity as you drop
down, the size of angle and motion collapses, right, because there’s more restoring
force all the time, right. But as there’s no more energy available, the size of the
motion amplitude drops, so you have something which is in fact increasing in
frequency, and smaller and smaller vibrations all the way down. Until you reach the
peak dynamic pressure, that’s if it’s above the ground that is, in other words if it
hasn’t slowed down enough, and then below that it can increase again depending on
the dynamic stability, er, which is another complicated story.

[25:55]

Now we realised we had a problem in this field that needed decent treatment, because
we were finding when we were launching guided missiles at Larkhill up fairly high
angle, and so on, they were accelerating very fast and were nowhere near as stable as
we believed, you know. You have a missile with wings and tail fins and so on, and
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you design it to be stable, you know, plenty of static margin, and so on. You think it’s
going to be all right. And when you fly it you find it isn’t as stable as you had
believed. And this is because funnily enough the atmospheric density which drops by
an order of magnitude every 50,000 feet, you know, was actually – the fall in
atmosphere, was just the opposite of going into the atmosphere. In other words,
restoring force, the, er … not wind milling. I’ll think of the word in a moment.
Hmmm …

Weather cocking?

Weather cocking, that’s it, yes. The weather cocking, you know, wasn’t working so
well, you know. And when you were accelerating about three to four G to start with
coming off the launcher, this was the thing giving it parameter. So we knew the other
way was going to be a problem, well not a problem, had to be sorted out, had to be
understood. And eventually it was, but I can remember the man we had – well
dealing with these problems, you know, covering stacks and stacks of sheets of paper
if he was trying to find solutions. Because you end up with a second order differential
equation with slowly varying coefficients, right. Now they did evolve at RAE a trick
– a trick for solving such equations, you know, so you actually got an analytical form
that was almost accurate, really very clever sort of stuff. It got into a book by an
American of course [laughs]. We had an American, Jack Martin, came over and spent
his sabbatical year with us to deliver a course of lectures about re-entry aspects, all
it’s various aspects, and so on. And he wrote a book about re-entry, making good use
of what we – you know, what we’d done in the UK, because it was all novelty to the
Americans.

[28:45]

Hmmm, see computers, mainframe computers, didn’t appear till 1958. Hmmm,
Ferrantis built this Pegasus prototype and we were allowed to go up to use it in
London, but inexperienced computer programmers usually got on the machine and got
stuck within seconds with some problem or other, you know. So we did a lot of toing
and froing to make little progress to start with. Hmmm, there was an irritation about
that, because the time it took and the cost of doing it was embarrassing, but our boss,
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Joe Lines, was only prepared to give you time off in lieu for the time you were on the
machine [laughs]. You’d get a little chit saying, ‘Visit so and so, you have so many
seconds time in lieu.’ We got the machine delivered down into our building in RAE,
Q134, and people started to – well, it was used twenty-four days a day, people worked
through the night, I’ve done that a number of times, and so on. I know one night I
was reading, hmmm, The Devil Rides Out by the horror writer, and, er, in the middle
there was a big bang from the machine, and a smell of selenium, you know, one of the
rectifiers had gone in the small hours of the morning, you know, and I had no advice
on what to do. So it was shut the machine down and hope I wasn’t actually making
things worse and so on. It was obviously in those days a slowish machine, you had
500 – 500 sets of eight orders, and it was in machine code, you know, it was all the …
you got a number in binary, you could shift it up and down so many places, you could
multiply or divide numbers in binary, and things like that. But you had to think hard
what you were doing. Mind you it was better than – we had two Elliott machines
before called Gurt and Daisy, which were – first of all you added two machines
because you didn’t believe the answer from, you had to get the same answer twice to
actually believe it at all. Because the memory was a, hmmm, a retarded device where
the number went around, and you had to time the operation so that you picked up the
front number first, and not the back, and so on. It was … intellectually very difficult
to use, I’m afraid. It was very hard. But bearing in mind, you know, it was still a
great advance over wartime machines, which we really, you know – like the
computers at Bletchley weren’t like modern machines, although they were
programmable up to a point, they were not – it’s not the same sort of concept.

[32:00]

Hmmm, a lot of work was done with the Ferranti Pegasus, but it didn’t really get into
full production before we got a Ferranti Mercury with what was called Autocode,
which is really one of the steps towards a proper programming language. Then we
had ICL machines … a 1906 and a 1907 I think they were, that you could run Fortran
on those.

When did you personally first encounter computers at the RAE?
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Well, I say, I was junior enough to allowed to run – to be able to write and run codes
in this sort of period. In fact, quite honestly I was actually coding things well into the
1980s, because when it come to systems work, the only way to convince yourself you
knew what – you knew what you were being asked to do, was actually to do it for
yourself to see if you could draw the same conclusion. One of the things that worried
me all the way through these projects, is that there was a – always been a tendency for
– to ask advice from one group and to believe what they said. Whereas I always
thought that critical decisions need independent confirmation. You know, you needed
to convince yourself that what you’d been asked to do was actually sensible. But you
didn’t have to do an elaborate calculation yourself, you know, you did usually a bit
better than back of envelope, and so on. A good example was that in designing a
threat cloud, and so on, you could sort it out by having a lot of – a simulation in a
single straight line, you know, in other words randomly spread along a line, as it were,
and say, ‘Well how many circles do I need? What’s the minimum number of circles
to include all the points on a straight line?’ Right. And of course you rapidly find
that it’s not circles that just touch, you know, you can juggle them around to
minimise. There’s a well known algorithm for doing that. In reality of course you’ve
got to do this in three dimensional space, you know, and there is no proper algorithm
for that. So I went to talk to the head of our maths department about that, and he was
intrigued. He came up with an iterative scheme, which was very good, and hmmm,
we worked on it ourselves to improve little bits of it. And it was used later on by
Aldermaston for their battle modelling, knows how many threat objects can you get,
what’s the minimum number of detonations you can to kill all the objects that you’ve
got to see. Well, that’s important, you see, because if you try and defend something
or other against a lot of objects coming at you, you’ve got a choice. You can either
spread your detonations around to take out the maximum number of objects, because
if you know the offence would be designed to push your system to the limit, yeah, you
will not have spare missiles, in other words right. Or, the alternative is to say, I don’t
know what happens when the first detonation goes off, because there’s no way you
can test your defence against a nuclear detonation. You know, I mean they are not
going to let off a bomb in Moscow just to see what happens [laughs]. The first
detonation could always be a disaster, right. So another policy is that you do your
best to keep things out, in other words, you can’t keep it all out, but at least you delay
the last – the first detonation on you, as it were, for as long as possible, right.
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Right.

Right, that’s a less efficient way than spreading it all around, right, and it’s not the
minimum damage solution, but it’s another way of looking at the problem. Now, as I
say, that sort of question has to be asked, what’s the difference and what do you
benefit from it?

So you’re simulating attacks using the computer then, and defence against other …?

Oh, of course, yes. Yes. The first problem always is to understand your problem, you
know, not necessarily to get the solution, but to actually know what you’re thinking –
trying to think about.

[37:00]

What’s a threat cloud exactly?

Oh, well it gets quite intriguing. Hmmm, it’s when you realise that if you’re going to
launch your penaid canisters from a single object, the penaid carrier, you know, that
you can’t fire them accurately, you know.
[Closed between 37:23-38:50]
Erm, so there’s a natural length that you can set up. And the development programme
to work on the ejection to make the ejection as accurate as possible, you know, but
there are limits to what you can achieve, and so on. Hmmm, and where the game
comes as an engineer, you don’t know at the start what you’re going to achieve, you
have a goal, you know, and something – a goal which is if you can achieve that, that’s
satisfactory and so on. And you trust your gut feeling, you think, well what can I do,
what’s the theory like, what sort of tests could I do, and so on like that. What do you
get in the end? On Chevaline, it was quite a lot of fun because the theory – we had a
man who was good at doing the calculations, you know, for the theory. The problem
is, you see, that you have – when you have a cylinder say, if the thrust of the motor
ejecting is not going through the centre of gravity quite – you know, exactly through
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there, you’ve got a turning moment, you see. So you have what are called
misalignment error, it’s going to do that [demonstrates].

So droop down then?

Well, or up, whichever which way it is, you see. But then you spin it, so that it
actually somehow does a spiral cancelling out some of it, anyway or most of it, and so
on. That’s what it’s like. The other thing is that because you’re actually launching
from a platform which isn’t solid, you see the space you know, the platform itself is
moving. So as the thing comes out of its tube, the platform twists it, so you have what
are called tip off, and the tip off’s a problem as well, you see. So you have these two
balancing features. The other thing that we discovered quite the hard way, was that
the difference between something which is long and thin, and something which is
short and fat, in terms of behaviour was quite enormous. [Laughs] It’s two problems,
the problem of that with it’s very low roll inertia, and very long pitch inertia, and this
one with much near equal, were quite different, both in approximations and so on.
[Sighs] So we ended up, as it were, solving two problems rather than one. The
chamber that – we had a vacuum chamber at Aldermaston to fire in, which was big
enough, it was the old Van de Graaff machine, which was big enough to allow short
rocket fire, you hit the far end of the chamber if you had too long a burn, you see. It
was – it turned out to be better than we thought, because in effect it said, if you hit the
side of the tank going – firing down, you weren’t accurate enough, and if you hit the
bottom that was accurate enough, you know. So we had this very crude thing of
saying, ‘Well, yeah, we’ve done quite well today, they all hit the bottom.’ [Laughs]
But you still didn’t know what happened when a long motor was burning, and we had
to wait until we got to flight trials, and we had some trials in Australia which were
aimed at that.

[42:27]

But in the end the trials with Polaris on the Atlantic missile range were the key things,
because then you could fire everything the way you wanted it, and track the whole lot
with a radar on the ground. One of the ground radars could actually sweep across and
see what everything was, and my analysing that you could actually establish, yes,
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we’d achieved what we wanted. And the previous things we had done had given us a
fair degree of confidence that we were going to do it.

Hmm.

But you didn’t know until the end, which is why I talk about the difference between
when you start a project you can define the things that you have to do for
development, what are the things I can’t do, but I must do? Like how do I find –
choose hardened electronics, you know, you test lots of electronics and lots of
facilities, until you’re fairly convinced, you begin to understand what makes a hard
one, and what does not. Now those things which you need to know because you want
a targeting model, you want, how does it actually behave, so you have to do
characterisation things where you don’t care too much about what it does, but you
need to know what it is that it does. Right. And the final problem is those things
which you didn’t – hadn’t thought of, and the things that catch you by surprise, you
know, you hadn’t thought about that being a risk, and so on. And those latter ones are
the ones which you can’t – because you don’t know what you don’t know, you can’t
cost and you can’t guess how much time it’s going to take to solve the problem, which
is why you have overruns on projects.

Can you give me an example?

Hmmm, now what was an example on Chevaline? I can – let me get my sheet of
paper.

Back on now or …?

Yeah, we’ll put it back on again, yeah. Yeah. The example with Chevaline, hmmm
… Chevaline actually was in many ways a well-managed programme despite what the
Parliamentary Accounts Committee says about it.

[44:42]
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One of the difficulties with Polaris was that when they were trying to upgrade from
A1/A2 to A3 to get the maximum performance, they wanted a range of 2,500 miles.
When I say they, the US Navy wanted it, because if they couldn’t achieve that they
were likely to be cancelled, you know. To get there, they increased the size and the
energy content of the propellant of the two stages of the vehicle. Leaving them with
rather – as the submarines already existed, they didn’t have much space at the top left
to get a missile and things on there.
[Closed between 45:34 – 45:55]
So we ended up with these three short re-entry bodies, which I remember showing
you last time. You know, rather short squat, big round – one-foot diameter nose, and
a double flare of it. Hmmm, then you had the problem that they’d increased the
energy content of the propellant at the seconds stage, without finding a way of
stopping it from burning. With the A1/A2, they were able to stop the motor when you
wanted it stopped, because they had doors on the front of the engine, which you blew
off so that it very quickly exhausted what was burning inside out the front and back,
and there was no net thrust anyhow over that period. So it stopped just when you
wanted it to, you know, exactly the moment you wanted it. Hmmm, so they were
stuck with this, you couldn’t do that with the A3 motor, but they come up with the
idea, they put short burning motors behind each re-entry body,
[Closed between 47:05 - 47:38]
Unfortunately the – what it did to the second stage, was it stopped the second stage
accelerating for a while, because this push on the top was as much as the push you
were getting, and things like that. You had to push them out sideways a bit as well,
you had to tilt them out, because the motor was still burning, it was still rush on
through them. And the plume from that one would actually spread enough for the reentry bodies as they came off to actually be pushed a bit by the plume. But the way
they were mounted on the top of the second stage, on the – a triangular frame, there
were three motors, [inaud] to tilt out and so on. There was a complicated geometry,
and the engine was then, the nozzle of these eject motors, was within inches of all this
complex hardware. So we had an interaction which was called gas dynamics,
couldn’t think of any other word for it. Right. Which was somewhat sensitive to the
– not only the local geometry, but the trajectories of the bodies they moved off, right.
The other problem, which they didn’t realise, the bit they didn’t realise, is that
although they normally set the three motors off simultaneously, simultaneously only
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means within a micro-second of each other, right. And of course the three – three, or
was it six? A number of orders of firing could occur, right. And the gas, where the
gas has flowed, it’s like fluidic devices, depended on the order of which they lit up.
So instead of actually having a repeatable behaviour, we had quite a large spreading
behaviour, and the three bodies ended up with quite a large spread in the way they
could tumble afterwards, right. Now the pressure – timescale pressure on Chevaline
was such that we had no choice but to say, ‘We’re going to get the same problem, you
know, we’ll design it for the same problem.’ But of course when it came to it, we had
a penetration carrier with two engines, and an REB with one, but for a very good
reason of avoiding collisions, there was fifty milliseconds difference in firing. So
there was no spread in behaviour, you know. There we had a system that relied on
tumbling, differently, and it wasn’t going to do it. So we had to artificially build it in
again [laughs]. Most – a bit irritating to discover that. But that’s the sort of thing gets
you. Unfortunately that was a consequence of this is what happens when you design–
you try to change an existing design which itself was a compromise on all sorts of
things, you know, and you find things.

[50:47]

Now the experience of things not the way you thought of them. When they built the
V bombers, and put in these – the Blue Danube warhead, big diameter thing like that
[demonstrates], nobody has ever dropped bombs 50,000 feet, and nobody dropped
bombs flying at Mach point nine, right. And when they tried doing it, they discovered
they couldn’t get the thing out the bomb bay because the flow in the cavity was not at
all what we imagined it would be, you know. In fact, the flow comes across, up into
the engine bay – bomb bay, flows around across the top of the device, and pushes the
bomb forward [laughs]. Well anybody who had bombs know that when you drop
them off, you slide them out backwards [laughs]. So we had to modify the things like
that. Now we also found that the flow was very turbulent inside, not surprising, so we
end up having to build baffles on the airplane itself to actually modify in a good sense
the flow in the engine bay. Now I assume, we had all this trouble with the Valiant
bomber, real difficulty I mean there was at least one case where the bomb wouldn’t
come off, so they closed the bomb bay doors and it fell off, and rolled around on the
bomb bay. When I say a bomb, the dummy, and so on, you know, and they dropped it
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in the mud at Shoeburyness, that sort of thing. Hmmm, there was no – we’re not
aware, I couldn’t find in any records a similar issue with the Victor or the Vulcan.
Now I have to assume that they learned the lesson once, as it were, and passed it on to
the other firms. I do have a fellow patient at dialysis who worked on the Victor, and I
haven’t had an opportunity to talk to him about it. I don’t want to do it in front the
other patients, because I’m sure that’s embarrassing to both of us. But that’s the sort
of problem what I mean by that, you know.

[53:20]

The Black Knight programme, research programme, had a number of things like that
where almost every trial something happened that we didn’t expect, but we designed
the experiments so we could get the data we wanted, which was important. You
know, in other words, you didn’t know what was – you didn’t know, but at least we
tried to design robust experiments. The worst examples were we were trying to get
parachute recovery of head switch would contain at a – the nose piece was of the
material that we favoured for building the Blue Streak from, right. And this was quite
a sharp – well, no, blunt – when I say that, it’s cone of quite high angle, like fifty,
sixty degrees semi-angle. And we didn’t want that to bang into the ground, we
wanted to pull it back inside the shell. So we put – to start with we put a parachute in
the back, and the idea was going to be that it was launched off and as it came into –
back into the atmosphere, the deceleration load would build up such a lot there came a
point where it was snatched back in, right. Unfortunately with Black Knight, the
engines worked on HTP and kerosene. That was all right, and when you wanted to,
when you reached the end of the fuel, you made sure the HTP ran out second, not
first, so that there was always a little dribble of HTP at the end before you cut the
motor off. Unfortunately we didn’t realise that in vacuum, because it never occurred
on the ground test, in vacuum, there was still a little bit of HTP left in the catalytic
pack, which would dribble through, expand, and provide you with a limited amount of
control. And the early flight what happened is it gave a little bit more velocity, right.
So that the main stage run down the re-entry experiment, yeah, with a bang up the
backside. The design said, ah, I’m re-entering, employ my parachute as it did on the
way up. The tape recorder on board switched itself off as it’s supposed to, and sort of
like twenty minutes later coming back in, it switched on, and at this stage instead of it
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spinning and so on, it was actually on the end like a yo-yo, on the end of a long string,
with a parachute out behind it. And it was – the whole collection was doing a big flat
spin, turning head over heels, and so on. That puzzled everybody because you
couldn’t – you know, you think, I’ve got something spinning on a small axis, how on
earth can it in a few more minutes actually turn into a big flat spin? You see. People
hadn’t realised. But at that same time the Explorer satellite that the Americans were
using, the Red Stone, Jupiter C I think they called their Red Stone version, did the
same thing, the satellite did the same thing. It went from spinning around one axis, to
a slow tumble around its major moment of inertia. And my boss, Ken Weaver, did a
little bit of analysis in Vector to show, of course, it transferred all its energy from its
minimum moment of inertia, to motion with its maximum moment of inertia involved,
because of flexibility, it’s just the flexibility of the thing allows the energy to move
from one state to the other. So he got that article, a little short note in Nature on that,
which did his career a lot of good [laughs]. Things you just don’t sort of realise.

[57:50]

Another one where we had the luck, by that stage we’d had decided that we’d put a
bonker on the side of the missile, at the first stage, and push it sideways, so that if it
did actually have any propellant left over, it would go off somewhere else, you see.
Well, the first time we tried that, we put a set of rockets on the re-entry experiment, to
separate it up, right. Unfortunately the explosive bolts went and it went dead, so it
didn’t move off. So the main stage, which we’d pushed off sideways, came round
again and hit it three times. The first time it tumbled ahead, the second time it
stopped it tumbling, the third time did a glancing blow and spun it up, and it came in
re-entering exactly the way it should have done, although we knew very well the
system hadn’t worked [laughs]. I used to give a lecture, an annual lecture, to the
people who worked in the SDI intelligence in London, and say that, ‘Don’t believe
everything you see. Just because you see the Russians have done something or other,
it doesn’t mean that’s what they intended to happen, because here our experience,’
you know, all these various things like that. You have to think a bit more about what
it is you’ve seen, and whether they were deliberate or not. And we had that sort of
problem. Sometimes these problems would be quite inadvertent, like we were having
a head machine, the heat shield machine, at ROF Patricroft, and it must – the outline
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must have slipped to which they were machining to. Because when we tried to
assembly the re-entry head at Farnborough, and put it on the mass balancing machine,
it wouldn’t fit the tools that we made. And then people realised it wasn’t quite the
right cone angle, you know, it had been machined a bit wrong. So we sat and
wondered what we would do, then realised that in fact what had been machined off
was balanced by the fact that it was slightly shallower, so lighter weight but lower
drag, it meant we’ve got to give it the same experiment [ph]. He said, ‘Leave it, let it
go through as it is,’ as it were, you know. Unfortunately we didn’t tell the man who
did the check out in Australia what we’d done, right, and all he did is he got it and
weighed it and said, ‘Oh, I need a kilogram of ballast in this.’ So he weighed it up,
you see, massed up. Unfortunately then when it re-entered, it then belted into the
ground, hit the ground at Mach three, made a hole. We recovered the tape recorder
from thirteen foot six inches down in sandstone. It made a real big dent in the ground,
you know. Knew exactly, of course, when it hit the ground because everything had
shattered [laughs] at that point, right. The other amusing side of it is that when they
got the digger out and dug it all up, and they dug a hole alongside it to get the bits out,
recover the bits there, they discovered it had landed on an opal bird – bed, you know.
Opals being the sort of rather shiny stones that the Australians want to have, and we
had to keep quiet about the discovery of this, because we didn’t want other people
coming down the range digging up [both laugh] the opals, and so on. So that had to
be kept quiet.

[1:01:55]

But that’s what I mean, you know. I don’t see how you can actually think of these
things, you know. Another experiment, BK12, again we were always trying to
improve on what we, you know, solved it on before. And we had the re-entry head
mounted onto spigots, little stubs as it were, into a thing like that, and you just lifted
out the thing like that [demonstrates]. Unfortunately the spigots were not tapered
enough, you know, so as they came out they pulled – you know, tilted over, and the
thing didn’t come straight off, it came off tipped over, to an angle and therefore when
it’s motor fired it was pointing in, God only, is what direction it was. We watched the
trial but you saw the motor fire, the second stage motor fire, and you saw the streak
going off to the side, you say, ‘Oh, my God, you know, something’s gone wrong.’
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And so on. Hmmm, you had to understand that the Australian range is large, you
know, it’s – if you fired the – launching it from Farnborough, we were aiming
somewhere in Warwickshire, about seventy miles down range. And we were
observing it from somewhere like Bristol, and the other site being over in
Northampton way, as well as back at Farnborough, and so on. And in this particular
case it landed somewhere near Cardiff [both laugh]. It was such – it went towards
Transcontinental Railway, and you have to believe that we had two men on one of
these type trolleys, you know, pumping trolleys, working – driving along the railway
to make sure there were no bits of debris spit on the line.

How do you learn when something like that happens? What’s the process that
happens afterwards, whereby you analyse what’s happened?

Well the first thing you do is you get a pint of beer, and have a good laugh [laughs].
If you’re at all honest with yourself. You know. You stop saying, ‘Oh, my God, how
did that happen?’ It’s happened, what do I do, what am I going to do next? type thing.
You learn on projects to get on a deal with the problem as it is, and you don’t have a
row over why did you get that way? You’d learn with rocketry that the rocket science
is all about – first of all, it’s a high technology involvement, you know. In other
words, you’re very often pushing the edge of technology to get what you want,
because, hmmm, it’s just difficult, you know, if you want to fly something at several
thousand miles, or put it into orbit, you’re pushing technology to the limit of what it
can do anyhow, and so on. So there’s that side of it. I find that … what’s the way of
putting it? [Pause] No, I’ve lost that thread of thought really. [Pause] No. Another
question [laughs].

I’ve got a few questions –

I mean lots of anecdotes, you know, you will appreciate by now that in fact my
memory is full of anecdotes, that’s the way to remember them really. You know, I
also remember people in terms of anecdote about them, something which I think sort
of sums that person up.

I think that’s helpful. It helps to know that’s how you remember it as well.
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Yeah, yeah, yeah.

Could we return to a few other things I wondered about actually from last time, and
this time.

[1:06:19]

Computing has come up quite a few times today, and I was wondering if you could tell
me a bit more about your early experiences with computers. Did you learn to
programme yourself?

Oh, yes. Yeah.

How?

With Pegasus and machine code, you were just given the book and told to get on with
it, you know. We did simple things like trajectories, heat conduction solutions, find
out different sort of work and so on. Hmmm, packaging, we got to do packaging
studies, on how to put a warhead into a re-entry vehicle, and things of that sort. How
to put instrumentation into a re-entry vehicle to get – to get the best data out of it you
could that is. Because you could only get one sensor at the centre of gravity, all the
rest have to be away from the centre of gravity, right, so that means any motion, either
lateral, longitudinal, or rotational, included, was seen by the decelerometer, or a gyro.
You know, you actually had to separate it all out. So you designed the packaging to
actually make the analysis problem as simple as you could, really.

So you were getting data from the packaging you can feed into a computer later then?

Yes. Yes. And certainly the early flights we did we analysed that using, in effect, the
simple machine. With Mercury, so the Autocode – there was an Autocode or
equivalent, an Autocode, for Pegasus after a while, but the machine used up so much
of the machine’s store, that you couldn’t do anything other than very simplistic
calculations with it. Hmmm, for the heat conduction problems, that’s designing heat
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shields really, hmmm, an analogue computer was designed for me and I and my staff
used that. You just take the electrical equivalent of finite differences. It was a set of
adjustable resistors, resistances, though setting it up was actually you decided what –
calculated what you thought the heating book was going to be, you set up the
resistances to do that, and then you got – after a while you pick up the voltages which
told you what the temperature scaled up for the temperatures and so on. Iterative
process but the iterations were very quick, because the temperature rises in the
material were within the temperatures at which the material before, you know, until it
melted, or ablated in one way or the other, and it was far less than the temperature in
the air. So the driving difference between the air temperature, and the surface
temperature didn’t vary very much in iterations. So that worked out quite well. We
did lots of calculations on what the aerodynamics would be various shapes and things
of that sort.

How do you break down –

It’s very much the first project which was designed by doing lots of sums. ‘Cause you
could do them, as it were, you know, But it wasn’t like a guided weapon, or an
aircraft anyhow. It was a different sort of problem. We had to solve problems like
that, what atmosphere did you use? Now you can assume something for drag and
aerodynamics, and the standard atmosphere that everybody used at that stage had – I
assume areas of linear fall or rise from temperatures, or areas where the temperature
stayed constant. So you had a zigzag type – saw tooth type atmosphere, and so on.
And you calculated the density of the air and hence the pressure – the density of the
air, ‘cause that was reflecting the fact that the [coughs] total mass of the air
represented the pressure at sea level [laughs]. You know, so as you worked your way
up the atmosphere, you could work out how much less mass there was above you.
And then the pressure law, P, is density, temperature, gave you what the pressures
were, you know, you could work out the atmosphere in that. But they were all messy
sort of formula, and so you look at it and say, ‘Ah, well, this saw tool curve, it’s
almost like a series of exponential bits, so let’s have a three or four exponential
version of the atmosphere.’ And that worked quite well. You know, when I say
worked quite well, it fits real atmosphere measurements better than the, er, standard
one. The standard atmosphere was designed by aircraft people in the ‘30s, because
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they had to analyse aircraft performance, or, hmmm, design on what aircraft routes
would be on the basis of minimum fuel usage and things of that sort, and working
with slide rules and so on, in those days, the simple saw tooth thing was the easy way
for them to do it. So, yeah, we had to sort of make that sort of step judgement.

[1:12:23]

When we got Fortran available, I think we all, everybody, all the scientists and
engineers, did their work in that sort of way. My concern in the ‘60s was some of the
large scale flow field calculations because we were doing observables, and that’s
wakes and things of that sort. And therefore it was making estimates of what the flow
pattern looked like, what was the radar return going to be for the turbulence in them,
and things of that sort, you know. Again, each calculation was a bit more difficult
than the others. When it came to Chevaline, I was responsible for – actually did the
initial specification for performance, you know, what was actually required to be
done. And that went through four generations of optimisation. I didn’t then do any of
the detailed work, erm … and designing the components, you know, the sub-assembly
from there on, that was done by staff. But I concentrated on seeing the system
criteria, which was imposed on us, you know, what the system should attempt to do
and whether in fact we were being asked sensible things, you know, cross checking.
Because as I said, it worried me that we weren’t getting independent checks on what
we were expected to do. And as a result there are many – there are several aspects of
what we were being asked to do which I was never very happy about. Hmmm, you
know, they should have had more debate, or not so much debate, perhaps more
calculation exercises to actually see whether in fact the assumptions being made were
really the right sort of assumptions to make. There are problems like, erm, you had to
assume in battle modelling that the defence would make decisions – had decision
thresholds at so many sigma or something like that. What is it they decided – decided
was going to be a threatening object and what not, you know. And it became
common to take a two sigma level, which is quite an extreme one you see. Whereas I
had learned from other work on guided weapons that people did that what you did is
you – that was a variable, and you varied that to actually find out where the most
critical area was, because that’s what the defence would actually do.
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What difference did computers make to your work at first? When you first started
using them in the 1950s?

It enabled us to do things you couldn’t do otherwise. I mean it’s like, immediately
after the war, aerodynamics, supersonic aerodynamics, was all about linearised
theory, because you could reduce that to mathematics, you know, you come up with
formula, and things like that. My – one of the many parallel interests in my career
was the lift of simple shaped bodies, you know, like cones, followed by cylinders
[ph]. At one stage I did the – collected all the wind tunnel data I could find from the
world, put it together, produced some correlation charts for design purposes, because
we were running a handbook of supersonic data at the time for industry, effectively.
Hmmm, and the problem with bodies is that when they got away from parallel flows
as it were, they shed vortices off the side, and these vortices themselves interacted
with the wings and tail planes and so on, and were very non-linear with incidence. So
it was important to understand. First of all to understand what actually was
happening. It’s very similar to the aircraft problem with delta wings, you know, the
trouble is delta wing at incidence sheds these huge vortices off the wing tips, and so
on, and you have to understand that to understand how the plane is going to fly, and
how to handle. And particularly how it was like when it’s flying slowly to land,
relatively slowly I should say [laughs]. Yeah. To solve that sort of problem. So I had
to delve through the theory relevant to that, and I discovered that the theory ended up
with the finite part of infinite integrals, yeah. Mathematician’s joke I would have
thought. But it was quite right, you know, you ended up with an integral, which you
couldn’t evaluate really but you could fiddle to find the bit that mattered [laughs]. I
rather enjoyed, you know, those early days with that sort of thing. Hmmm, we did
actually end up solving good enough, that is, for engineering purposes, how to
calculate the lift of bodies at reasonably large incidents, to have wings and fins on that
had gaps at the – where it meets the body because they were all moving surfaces, and
so on. I wouldn’t like to have to repeat all that work now, ‘cause it’s not the way it’s
done anymore by people. But remember, as I say, most design work in industry was
done in those days slide rules of various sorts, lots of charts, lot of these charts were
generated by what I would call engineering approximations, you know. You have a
few data points and a very clever French curve, things like that. That was the best fit
that you could make. Which just meant that designs were a bit conservative.
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[1:18:49]

We then learned from our friend like John Cook in structures department that the
structures people had this problem that you always built an example, a prototype, to
test the strength, but you didn’t know whether it was a strong or weak specimen of
that design. So their problem was testing a range, a set of these things to actually find
out what the spreading behaviour was. And then come up with the idea of nominal
strength, hmmm, ultimate strength, but also guaranteed strength. In other words you
tended to assume that if you did one test, it was a strong example, and therefore you
had proven to yourself that guarantee some level below that, eighty-five percent or
something like that, you know, was in fact the one that you could rely on. It meant,
hmmm, I remember going with John to Hamburg to visit the German group on
ELDO, they built – were building the third stage for Europa, you see. And the lead
designer there was a professor of theoretical mechanics at the local university, rather
theoretical. And we couldn’t get through to him the business of these design factors,
you know, the factor you had to put on it and things like that, you know. And in the
end John lent across the table, picked him up by the collar, lifted him up and said,
‘Look, sunshine, you do it my way.’ [Laughs] The whole room burst out laughing,
we just weren’t getting the message through, you know, about how do actually …
Because people – in that sort of time, we’re talking about, oh, ‘64 I suppose, didn’t
think in that sort of way. You did in the UK because you had to, because we had
weapons, you know, but the European countries who didn’t have advanced aircraft
industries at that time, you know, didn’t think that way. Hmmm … things have got –
obviously got better over the years.

[1:21:38]

I remember when we – when I first started we had – there was a committee running at
the RAE about modelling enemy air defences, it was called, and all it was was a group
of people who were doing system studies would meet every two or three months, to
say, ‘Is there any breakthrough in the way you’re thinking about it? What sort of
database are you assuming for things,’ and so on. Hmmm, and we used to say in
those days, ‘We know the reliability with guided weapons is not very high.’ Now that
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ends to mean, you say, I’ll take it as point five, but it was then decided that point five
looks too suspicious as a number, we’ll take point four seven [laughs].

Suspicious to whom?

Oh, to people making presentations to actually [laughs]. The argument being always
that you had to fire two, you know, to get a reasonable chance of a kill. That is not
exactly true, because even with firing two at point five, you only got a quarter chance
of missing still. Hmmm, so it didn’t long – I mean
[Closed between 1:23:00 – 1:24:08]
Now I would think that the next generation of weapons and so on, in general, the
reliability won’t be much higher, because there isn’t the same pressure on weapon
design at the moment. You know, for the last ten or fifteen years, there really has
been not a new generation of technology in that sense. But carbon fibres, and carbon
fibre structures and things like that, although they are – they will fail, they do seem to
be tougher all round really. When they do fail, they fail in a horrendous sort of way
[both laugh]. There’s something about that sort of thing I think.

[1:24:59]

We’ve covered quite a sway of your career span there, I was just wondering for a
moment that obviously you’ve got a lot of development in computing in this period as
well. What sort of difference do developments in computing make to the way that
you’re going about your work?

Well I didn’t actually finish the computing story, did I? When we got into the ‘70s,
there were prime computers with a common mainframe type computer, which was not
the main establishment computer anymore, but you’d have one at the wind tunnel for
processing data, we had in our area for doing – everybody doing their own little
calculations. It was like having a super PC, except that PCs didn’t appear until ‘75.
We came out with Chevaline in the ‘80s, suddenly realising that people had PCs and
people were programming in basic things of that sort, know you. They didn’t have an
impact. It had an enormous impact from there onwards, in my case the impact was
that just gave me, hmmm, one of the early Amstrad machines for my word processing.
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The typing pool got fed up with the amount of paper I could produce, so I was left to
produce it for myself. And I worked my way through a 396, 496, hmmm, then I
bought one for myself, a tiny machine as they were in those days, Windows 97.
Hmmm, I’ve got a laptop Vista, Vista Home of course, not the full business. And I’m
now looking for a Windows 7 machine, because I’ve got the stage now where I’ve got
a lot of film editing I want to do. I don’t have access to the web at the moment. I’ve
got so many things to try and squeeze in to do I don’t want another toy, to be quite
honest. It’s all very well my family saying, ‘Oh, it’s so much easier to keep in contact
with you.’ And I think, ‘Bugger that,’ you know, ‘If you don’t want to come and see
me, I don’t want to talk to you.’ [both laugh]

You mentioned –

We used … once PCs were available, everybody got one, you know, that’s the way
work was done. Hmmm, some workstations for people that had heavy work to do,
some of the IBM machines. We had IBM machines, desktop, which were more
powerful than the Prime had been. In fact, they were more powerful than the
machines we had in 1960s, mainframe ones.

What – as computers got more powerful, were you finding you could do things you
couldn’t do before with them? Or was it …

Yeah. Yes, yeah.

Such as?

… Well, back in the ‘50s, if you wanted to fire a missile into the sea, you had to
provide the range for the calculation trajectory. The recovery vehicle would go and
sit on your estimated splash point, and as far as I know they never got splashed. It
would take a woman a week to do the calculation, that’s the good ones, would take a
week to do the calculation. By the time we go around now to the late ‘70s, everybody
could do decent trajectory calculations for complicated things, like launching satellites
and so on, themselves. We had a man, Jim Scott, a friend of mine, who specialised in
booster trajectories, you know, optimising, launching, hmmm, payloads into orbit, and
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things of that sort. And he had a little specialised desk machine which sort of a cross
between a proper computer, and the old fashioned mechanical ones, hmmm, because
it had a paper output and so on. He had a database of all the missiles that were – that
he knew of, and so on, and therefore was very good at guessing what we could
actually do in any particular circumstance. That’s flexibility, all the work on
countermeasure ejection was supported by a lot of simulation work to try and
understand it. Because no matter how well you fitted something in the tube, it had to
be loose enough to be able to slide out, right, which meant it could rattle. And by
that, you know, bang the way down there. And that – you couldn’t really observe that
experimentally, satisfactorily. You had to sort out what were the dominant
parameters and so on, by calculating.

[1:30:50]

Talking to firms, we had a company in Winchester who unfortunately called
themselves The Strawberry Flavoured Company, now there had been a development
in, hmmm … Artificial Intelligence called Vanilla Flavoured, an American
development, and so on. And these were really trying to exploit the same sort of
thing. And I ran a contract with them on rapid prototyping. It’s if you define the
problem properly, how quickly could you actually get some answers, as it were, on
the problem. And we chose as the demonstration for this, hmmm, the break-up of
satellites, because we know that all the satellites that are dead, have a string of debris
associated with them. If you observe the string of debris, does it tell you how it broke
up? Now, did it break up by internal explosion, or by detonation, or gas blowing off,
you know, what does it tell you? They all end up with a different characteristic, and
they programmed in like twenty-four hours a way of looking at that, so you can
actually say, you know, look at a cloud threat object, not threat object, you know,
objects in an orbit, and actually say, that is the result of something or other happening.
A very good demonstration, it was all done – and I think done in lisp, which is not a
notably fast way of doing things. It’s all right for this sort of exercise, in other words,
how could you get a rapid prototype going, but if you wanted a fast calculation to be
done, say for in service use, you don’t do it in these sort of languages. You – well
you do what the others have done, which is translate it into basic code, or Fortran or
something like that. ‘Cause I found the switching of programming languages over the
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years not – not confusing but irritating. But a lot of people got very used to using
Fortran, and very happy to use Fortran, you know, the trouble is it wasn’t object
orientated, and therefore we got stuck with C++, and derivatives of things like that.
But our friends at Aldermaston wrote the relevant bits you wanted for Fortran to get it
back into that, erm ,which pleased some of my staff anyhow [both laugh].

Did some – what difference did it make when you started programming in Mercury
Autocode, compared to working in binary and machine code?

[1:33:58]

You could tackle – we could tackle more complicated programmes, because it had, in
effect, a bigger store, and was faster. And we’d learned the lessons from the early
work as well. So we were actually able to ask more difficult questions. Nothing
compared to the problems, I think, that the warhead people had, you know. I think the
Aldermaston people had to face up to the most difficult physics problems that were
being solved at the time, particularly in the ‘60s.

Hmm.

It was such that initially the only models they had were one dimensional models, they
started off by saying everything has to be spherical, spherical coordinate system, and
therefore that what they call 1D calculations. And we were like that back in ‘62, ‘63,
we were still stuck with that, because we hadn’t got a better computer in which to – it
took us till ‘68, yeah ‘68, by the time we actually had two dimensional calculations
that’s actually symmetric modelling. Hmmm … the components still tended, at that
stage, to be more or less spherical.
[Closed between 1:35:33-1:36:48]
You then have to worry about the three dimensionality of it, the turbulence and things
of that sort, and that starts putting up the calculation difficulties enormously. The
algorithms that they developed for solving the equations are somewhat clever, hmmm,
and the development of an algorithm source, try it this way, try it that way, try it
another way, until you actually find which way it works quicker, or best, or most
accurately, and so on. It’s from all late ‘70s onwards there’s been a huge
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development in the algorithms for how structures work, weapons work, and for
aerodynamics work, were able to solve problems numerically which we could only do
experimentally before. And when I say solve problems, if you’re launching a missile
out of a silo, you know, once the missile has not quite symmetrically in the hole, the
flow is asymmetric of course, and therefore the missile gets pushed to one side or the
other. It’s not a naturally centring type of situation. Hmmm, we can do those sums
now, we’ve been able to do it say for the last twenty-five years or so, that’s the first
problem. Flow over fancy shaped bodies, you know, like multi-flares and things like
that, the flow around the corners of the body at instance can separate, and for many
years, certainly through the ‘70s, you couldn’t do calculations on that, you had to go
to wind tunnels to actually see what the limitations are. Again, that can be solved, and
it’s solved in a fascinating way, rather than sort of the traditional way which is sort of
saying, ‘Well I’ve got the bow shock, what’s the flow behind it, and what’s the body
you get out from there.’ Hmmm, you say, ‘I have a body stationary, in air that’s
stationary, and then all of a sudden I move the body forward,’ you know, and we have
this time dependent flow building up to a steady state over the body. And that’s the
way to do it, you know. Something nobody in the early days thought that – because
you didn’t have the computing power to do it before, well not when the days when
you did it graphically, and things of that sort, you know. The idea of aerodynamic
control by actually having a flap as distinct from wings, and so on, you know, that can
be solved now with a separated flow around the body, or putting a little jet squirting in
which disrupts the flow locally and has a pressure build up on the body locally, and so
on. We can do that now. Some of that was actually done, oh, in the ‘90s actually.
But I would say that once the aerodynamicists who are people who could recognise
the problem, didn’t now how to solve it to start with, but had spent a lifetime working
towards it, you know.

[1:40:25]

One of the problems like a company like FGE, Flow Gravity Experiments, who
offered services, algorithm development and so on, for people, was you developed an
algorithm by saying, ‘We’ll work out this particular way of doing it for this contract,’
and then looking for another contract on somewhat possibly similar field to develop
the algorithms a bit further, to get more clever to do it. Hmmm, we still haven’t
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solved the problem of turbulence I might say, we might have done it more or less for
low speed flows, but not for hypersonic flows yet. I’m not to say – several times in
my career I thought we were close to doing it, but it doesn’t work out like that, there’s
still something we miss. But it’s like last – the last issue of New Scientist, which was
talking about random matrix theories. You know, here’s a exotic thought in a way,
but it’s basically saying if you have a lot of data, hmmm, like the National Health
Service gets on people, you know, lots of data, lots of parameters. You’ll find
correlations in the data that aren’t there, they aren’t real, you know. It’s the nature of
data to throw those up. And when I say random matrices, the theory of matrices
which all the numbers in the matrix are random, they’re not actually representing real
data [laughs]. It gives you a way of measuring the credibility of what you find,
correlations you find, and things of that sort. Which when you come to do system
studies for battles and things of that sort, you know, it’s exactly your problem. You
need to know whether in fact what you find is credible or not, now that was something
which I’m afraid computers cured people of, you know. People tend to believe the
numbers that come out, you know, because they’re accurately calculated to umpteen
decimal places, and so on. Whereas in the old days it was sort of if you – I can
remember people I worked with in the early mainframe days, who do a mainframe
calculation, would do a back of envelope calculation, and in their head would try and
sort out where the decimal point was, sort of thing. They were rather like they used to
do with a slide rule, you know, constantly checking and checking to see in fact
whether it was a credible answer. Whereas too often nowadays, it seems to me people
don’t check on whether it’s credible or not.

Shall we take a break at that point?

I’m going to have a …

End of Track 4
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[Track 5]

Yeah, it was quite common in the ‘50s for people to go for, in effect, training at
Farnborough. You could join the civil service as … I can’t even think of the word,
what we used to call ourselves then. It wasn’t temporary, it was … perhaps the word
will come back to me. You joined it as something or other, and you had till you were
twenty-eight before you had to decide whether you were making a permanent – make
your post permanent, right. But it wasn’t called temporary. And I like many people
thought I’d come to Farnborough really, you get the leading edge of technology, and
then go off to an aircraft firm, as I suppose quite a lot of the RAE people did. It was
the normal way of how the firms themselves kept up to touch – up to date with what
was going on, and that brought in people that knew the names and what was going on
at Farnborough and so on. Good sort of way of doing it. Unfortunately for me the
aircraft industry in the Southampton area was disappearing, you know, Supermarine
which I would have joined, became Vicker Supermarine before the war, it’s design
effort had gone to Hursley, where IBM are now, and then down to a place near
Swindon, which is where my uncle worked during the war, hmmm, and then was
amalgamated with Weybridge. And oddly enough the TSR2, which we all think of as
a BAC aircraft, had started with the Supermarine team, it was their idea of what a, you
know, strike aircraft would be like. It was worked up by Supermarine, then developed
along with Vickers, and then combined with … English Electric I suppose, yeah, it
must have been English Electric, because they – it was BAC who did Blue Water and
so on, yeah. But it was all moving. And by the time I reached twenty-eight, the firms
were at Hatfield, Stevenage, and Weybridge, and places like that, you know, so I was
happy to stay at Farnborough. It was also fairly – fairly high pressure at Farnborough,
there was never enough people to do the jobs. You know, they believed in everybody
having to provide 110 per cent, as it were, you know. Also it wasn’t rigid, you know.
When I think back on it, I can see how some divisions – project orientated places, you
know, you could be stuck for six to ten years in a particular field. But on the whole,
hmmm, if you were a structural man, an aerodynamicist, one of those more like
supporting at things like that, you were dabbling in lots of fields simultaneously, you
know. I can’t really – my first few years at Farnborough is I can’t say I was working
just on Blue Streak, for example, you know. Hmmm, I’ve tried describing a bit of it,
work on bodies, and the vortices flows, you know, the non-linear theories of that.
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Boundary layers over conical bodies, ogive bodies, and things like that, and where the
problems were going to be, which was initially being done for The Handbook of
Supersonic Aerodynamics for the design of guided weapons, which is what the section
I joined main responsibility was, and why it was doing aerodynamic tests at Larkhill
and Aberporth, and so on. From which people like Frank Hazel was responsible for
the developing of Skylark, and so on. And the other people became, you know, the
origins of the team for the Blue Streak re-entry head, things of that sort, you know.
We all grew out of that. But again, I was reading a lot on the aerodynamic theory,
particularly linearised supersonic theory to actually get to know what in fact was
available, and what could be done. Partly because of the handbook I was then –
became a member of the driving committee of the Engineering Science’s Data Unit at
the Royal Air Society, which kept me busy till ‘66, or ‘67, attending the monthly
meetings. Yeah. So the sort of data sheets, basic data, was one thing that ran through
which was supported my involvement with flow field calculations.

[05:52]

I went to the States in ‘62 for six weeks when we bought some flow field codes from
General Applied Science’s labs on Long Island. It was the US recommended these
people as being the best people for calculating the flow fields around arbitrary bodies,
calculating wakes, and the observables you’d get from these things. A most
interesting visit in many ways, from a social point of view as much as anything else.
But we bought these codes, which turned out to be boxes of punch cards that only run
on a CDC machine at East Kilbride. So we had to go up and do our calculation at
East Kilbride when it was something difficult to do. But even that was fun because
we were all stuck in the local hotel, whose idea of breakfast consisted of giving you a
plate of porridge, a wee dram of whiskey, and as many kippers as you could eat
[laughs]. A bit weird. It was never like that when we went up to Faslane for the
Polaris yard and things like that. But, yeah, we did things, we did the calculations.
The trouble is when we did the flight trials in Australia, and tried to compare them,
they didn’t compare.

Why?
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Because we got the chemistry wrong. We – all the chemical reactions that occurred in
the airflow and things like this, we’d taken the best data available from labs, but labs
didn’t somehow match reality. In particular, we designed the experiments, the Dazzle
experiments, so that there was a, I think, about 4,000 foot separation between the
components re-entered, because that was way longer than the estimate of the length of
wake that would appear. And when we had the first flight, the wake was two or three
times longer than the space we had available. You know, the recombination rates for
the things, you know, quite low temperatures, near room temperatures, and so on, are
very much longer than lab work had suggested, you know. Hmmm, we proved that
the flight trials were correct because we went to Delco, which is at Santa Monica in
California, who have a ballistic range that the gun that fires small models down a
vacuum tank, right. And you observe the same sort of thing that you can observe with
a radar at the same frequencies and so on, and we found exactly the same results; that
spheres fired on Black Knight had the same characteristics as spheres fired down this
vacuum range. It surprised the Americans as well, you know, because as I say they’d
recommended a state of the art, and they thought they’d got it right, and so on. Which
went to show that on the whole the observations by the Americans of their trials on
the Atlantic missile range were not as reliable as they thought. One of the – the
problem is that, hmmm, when you’re looking at passive trials, ones you haven’t
designed yourself, but you take a window of opportunity of observe somebody else’s
work, you know, you don’t really know enough about what they’re doing and why,
and therefore your interpretation is not as accurate as you’d like to think it was.

[09:45]

It wasn’t the first time we had that problem, because in the 1980s we did some – when
we were doing our in-service DASO [Demonstration And Shake-down Operation] of
Polaris, we let the Americans use various ground and air-based sensors on …you
know, used – I suppose for intelligence purposes, I never know quite what they did
with them. But they came over and looked at our flights, and came up with
conclusions. I had this delightful thing of a meeting at Wright-Patterson of the
American analysts, each with his own instrument, come to talk to us about what
they’d deduced about what we’d done. Their job, it was like a blind test, they were
allowed to – they were told where to look, and then they asked a question, ‘What are
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you looking at?’ You see, and they all carried on confident they had the answer, you
know. And time after time on the day that the presentation we had to say, ‘No, it’s
not like that.’ [laughs] It’s because they made silly assumptions, like they thought
everything they saw was the same, whereas it wasn’t, you know. Each flight was
different, then you think, ‘Well, you know, that’s a funny assumption to make.’ But it
only reflected on the assumptions that were being made, as far as I could see, in US
industry about the work that they were doing.

So did you observe US trials a lot?

We never – no, we never observed anybody. We were on American range, it was
Americans were observing us on contract. We paid boats to go out and look up at
what we were doing, and things of that sort, you know. We paid the three-foot
telescope, iTech to look, we paid for the radars, RCA to do the analysis, and things of
that sort. You don’t get anything free out of the Americans, mate. This special
relationship means that they’ll help us as long as we pay [both laugh]. There’s a lot to
be said about the special relationship I might say, and our experiences of it, and that’s
probably another area covered by security [laughs]. The one thing we don’t want to
do is close the special relationship off [both laugh]. I’ve never been terribly
impressed by the Americans, I have to say that. The difficulty is that the good
companies over there have their best men looking for the next contract, they’re the
people who do the studies and the proposals, and things like that, you know. And
they started work on the project when they get the contract, ‘cause they’re looking for
the next job, and so on. The next thing is if anybody is successful over there, they
build up a little empire, and get removed from the detail work themselves, you know.
So the good people are actually managers, become managers, rather than actually
doing the job. The bigger firms like Lockheeds, the pyramid is so large that even
when the UK is like buying a weapon system, or paying for major work on like
Chevaline revision, and so on, we didn’t actually interface into the senior
management of Lockheeds at all, you know. There was a working level, which we
had were – who were supporting us with the original Polaris in service, you know.
And we didn’t really need to go higher up the chain for the improvements for the
Chevaline, because they had all under their control. And in fact it was staffed by
people who didn’t want to work on a big project anyhow, you know. Lockheeds I
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think we were – we had the fourth team, there was Hubble, there was Trident, there
was, hmmm, one of the SDI interceptors, and so on, all running ahead of us. That’s
not to say that there was anything wrong with the staff that Lockheeds put on our job,
you know, they just found the people who actually liked to work on a smaller job, and
so on. So we had a problem with our headquarters manager [Frank] Panton, you
know – no, not we had a problem, he created a problem. Quite rightly he was a bit
put out by the fact that he wasn’t talking to senior staff at Lockheeds at all, you know.
Now bearing in mind that on Chevaline, Aldermaston talked to DOE, Department of
Energy, and Department of Defence, they were used to working with the government
departments. They were not used to working with big American companies, and so
on. And I found myself doing a much more of a liaison with Lockheeds that I would
have expected on a project, you know. I had an annual conference with the Lockheed
people to explain what the UK had done in the last year, and things like this, and so
on. And I got a lot of people from the US Navy come along to my meeting, because
they were used to running projects, and they couldn’t cope with the psychology of
actually being a contractor and helping somebody else do something. It was sort of,
ah, that sort of way. But the end result of large pyramids is first of all you end with
very large staffs at bottom level, working level, with specialists. In other words,
you’d have a specialist who’d work for one component, you know, or in Lockheed’s
case they had a man who was a specialist in conversion relating imperial system to
metric system, you know. Now I can understand why they need it, because there was
conditioned to work in imperial units, you know, and working – trying to work across
[phone rings], if you want to go from imperial units to metric you have to tighten up
the tolerances, and when you come back the other way, tighten up tolerances again.
Except it then gets so tight it’s impossible to do. And we had to find all the sort of
compromises on that way. The big firms also don’t have a large people – large
numbers of people with high-level clearances. So if you’ve got sensitive things going
on, you do have problems with working with them as well. The end result is that the
American approach is that you can’t talk about anything until you’re told you can, and
when you’re told you can, you say everything. You know, it’s sort of all or nothing
type approach. And I’m sure we the Brits exploit that, you know. You get at them.

[17:27]
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There were always things like, you may know – you can pretend to know more than
you actually really do, you know. And in certainly a conversation you can lead
somebody on and so on. I remember in my case it was – I went to visit a major who
was at Cranwell as a lecturer, who’d been in charge of a Minuteman silo complex,
you know. And we just sat down one afternoon and asked him questions about
Minuteman. Now, we knew a reasonable amount about it ourselves, you know, but I
think the man assumed we knew all the rest as well. Fascinating. We actually got the
sort of guidance out of him that we wanted, which wasn’t anything to do with
particular technologies, I might say, it was just sort of a general understanding of the
philosophy. So I’m left convinced at that working level it’s possible to run rings
around the Americans.

How would you compare this American way of working with the British equivalent?

Well, the engineering philosophy is different. The drawing standard is different to
start with, you know. You get a set of drawings for something from the Americans,
and you have to go to the drawing office and get them translated into the English way
of doing it to actually be able to find your way round it properly.

What was the difference? Like how are two drawings so different?

Well, you obviously don’t know anything about protocols on how you lay out threedimensional drawings, and things like that. Hmmm, interfaces between firms, or
things like that, you know, it tends to in the States to go down on one big drawing, no
matter how long it is. I might say, you get a big fat roll to represent the electrical
interfaces on the drawing, and so. We just don’t do it that sort of way. You know, the
culture is different. When Sperrys, Sperry Univac, want to do – or wanted when they
existed that is, wanted to introduce a new device in this country. The team from
Bracknell would go to Phoenix, in Arizona, for up to six months to actually get to
really understand what it was they were having to deal with, to translate it, in other
words, from the American engineering culture, into English engineering culture. And
this is why Anglicisation of American devices and vice versa doesn’t work very well.
The worst example was the Canberra, which the Americans bought copies – made
copies of as a high altitude spy plane and so on. And the original drawings, set of the
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drawings, were etched onto aluminium plates and sent over from English Electric, so
that they were exactly right when they set about producing their set of drawings in
languages that the American engineering industry could understand. And that’s why
putting a Rolls Royce engine into American airplanes, like we did with Phantom,
doesn’t work that well. In fact, I think in the end the Phantom with the Rolls Royce
engine was the worst version of the Phantom that was ever produced. You know,
with nuclear weapons, it’s even worse, because then the device depends on the purity
of the materials, you know. With plutonium, plutonium isn’t just 238, or 239, it’s also
240. 240 is a poison, you don’t want much of that, you don’t want any of it actually,
but you can’t get rid of it. So it all depends, you know, on what sort of nuclear power
you’re actually using to produce the basic plutonium, and what you can then do to
purify it. It’s not as bad as trying to get, er, uranium, you know, 235 away from 238,
but it’s in the same class, right. Now that’s just one material, the fissile materials, all
the other materials, steels, coatings, and things like this, you know, one, the factory
does not make it like another factory. No matter how they try, they don’t do it. It’s a
bit like I was discussing with you about beers, you all start with the same ingredients,
but you all produce a different product, it seems to me [laughs].

[22:51]

See, Anglicisation is not that easy. Added to that, in the UK you have to get past the
Ordnance Board, or whatever the organisation is now called, I think it has changed its
name. But the Ordnance Board just didn’t like certain things. First of all it didn’t like
things using components that hadn’t been thoroughly developed. Hmm, one of the
things we used on Chevaline were E type fuse heads, now these are used in the mining
industry for blasting devices and so on, by the billion, right. But nobody had actually
done a formal development and proving of the reliability, the safety, and things like
that of the device. So here we were introducing something which was commonly
used in rocketry, so to set off small motor and things of that sort, and the Ordnance
Board said, ‘Well where’s the evidence for this particular device?’ Now, it’s like
connectors, they take longer to prove to be useful than in fact projects last, you can’t
start and say, ‘Oh, I want so and so for this particular project.’ You had to say, ‘No,
I’m going to do the best I can with a family of connectors that already exist.’ Identify
was is it I really need, and hopefully the next project coming along with benefit from
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it. Which usually means that at the end of a project you say it could have been done
better if you got so and so devices, you know, and nobody actually spends the money.
E type fuse heads and our connector family we used were not improved for the next
project. We – unfortunate. What we did works – worked, you know, and is good
enough, but it doesn’t actually meet the requirement. The Ordnance Board didn’t like
the propellant in the second stage of Polaris, but we accepted it on what they called
the Grandfather Rule. Somebody else is using it, it works all right, and therefore we
can get – we’ll get by with it. But the next problem was the Ordnance Board when
asking about safety, and all sorts of things there. The Americans provided
information as they had it, but what they can’t provide is the cultural background
which gives them the confidence that their safety information is sufficient. The
Ordnance Board said, ‘But we don’t have a background to this, we don’t have a
background to this, we don’t really know,’ you know. When Sperry were trying to
produce a bleed device, a safety device for the system, the Ordnance Board’s first
reaction says, ‘What is the history of the company with safety devices?’ The answer
is none, end of story, you see, as far as they were concerned. Another one is the
explosive used in some American warheads. We had an accident with it in this
country, and the Ordnance Board said to avoid this all explosives in future will have
to undergo a certain test to show in fact it’s safe under those working conditions. So
there are things that you can’t use in this country because the Ordnance Board won’t
have them. The Americans don’t think there’s a problem, or don’t think particular
things are a real problem, therefore they don’t care. But you see as the Ordnance
Board chairman said to me once, he said, ‘I am responsible to the Queen and not to
the project,’ [laughs]. Well, you see the French have an attitude that the project
management is responsible for safety, which is actually intellectually a very good
idea. They have, of course, blown up two Ordnance depots. [Laughs] It all depends
on which you care about, you see.

[27:36]

When it comes to safety, we have – establishments have their own safety committee,
you know, concerned with the project when it leaves the door, as it were, is safe
enough. You have the, er, Ordnance Board, which they wish you to usually to deliver
something to a depot. You have depot or magazine safety committees, who allow you
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to actually assemble and do things like that. A submarine safety committee, enables
you to put something in the sub, and so on. You know, multilayer. In fact, safety is
one of the things which we’re paranoid about I suppose, ‘cause nobody wants an
accident. I mean, nobody wants an accident with nuclear devices anyhow, quite
honestly, but you don’t want it with anything, you know, you get a factory blow itself
up or catch fire, and so on, a hell of a lot of questions are asked. So people are very –
not very conservative, but you know, a lot of effort goes into it. Unfortunately for
projects, each committee has its own requirements, and there’s never been a way of
having on presentation that satisfies everybody, because they all have different needs,
and different questions.

This all sounds quite bureaucratic.

It has to be. Who pays when there’s an accident, you see? Who’s responsible for
when it goes wrong? It matters to the company whether it’s them or government
[laughs]. Which is why the rocket industry which, you know, deals with vulnerable
things, and so on, has things like packaging for devices, has to survive a fire – in a fire
for thirty minutes. You know, it’s just unfortunate that you’re carrying your store
along and unfortunately you’re hit by a train, or unfortunately a petrol tanker, you
know, explodes all over you, or something of that sort. And you actually do, you put
it in its crate, and you put it inside a big tin can with fuel, and set light to it, and let it
burn for half an hour, and then pull it out to see what you’ve done. It only has to be
safe but not necessarily serviceable, but it’s important that it’s safe, you know,
whatever it is, and so on. Hmmm, there’s firm Air-Logs over at Aldershot, who will
specialise in that sort of thing, handling equipment and that, robust handling
equipment, you know, things didn’t bend, things didn’t fall off, and so on. It was
tough. They painted them all yellow, so they were all known as yellow perils
[laughs].

[31:00]

When did you actually first become involved with rocketry?

I grew up that way, I think really.
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I mean actually at the RAE.

At the RAE?

Hmm.

Well, I trained in aero-elasticity, and I thought I’d end up with a job in aircraft at
Farnborough. But when I arrived I was interviewed on my first day by the deputy
director who said, very sorry, they’d rather I move into guided weapons department,
because we’ve got some serious aero-elastic problems with missiles. Because the
wings were tapered, and so on, they actually didn’t get enough strength out near the
corners, and the corners were curling up, these curls up made the things fly all over
the place. Corner divergence it was. And what they had was anemogram where you
could make some measurements and actually whether it was acceptable or not, and I
know I ended up on one job, er, the team that had gone down to fire one of our
rockets, had dropped it, and bent the wing. And I went down with my boss and I had
a mallet, and my job was to bang on this fin until it was actually straight enough and
so on. It was all rather good fun. It has to be good fun because you have to live
through it, as it were. It’s no use worrying about things, you do the best you can, as
seriously as you can as a professional, as it were, you know. But you laugh at the
idiocy of the whole thing [laughs]. Yeah, I was put in this aerodynamics section
because of my structural background as it were. And they thought I’d be an asset, and
I suppose I should have been, but unfortunately it was just at the time when it was all
being broken up to staff Blue Streak, so it was sort of, what could I do. Well I was
interested in the flow field issues, so that was a natural input to heat transfer issues.
And I was interested in boundary layer theory, all that was a good background for
wondering about aerodynamic heating. So it was sort of – my first job was to be
secretary of – there were four panels set up for Blue Streak, internal. There was the
re-entry panel, the materials panel, the guidance control panel, and the Black Knight
programme. I was secretary to the aerodynamics panel. I was assistant secretary to
the materials panel, which meant my immediate boss who was the secretary gave me
all the work to do. Hmmm, I attended the Black Knight panel because of the
experiments we were trying to design for Black Knight to support Blue Streak. I
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didn’t go to the guidance control, but I was being exposed to three panels as secretary,
in effect writing up the minutes and things like that, I was very aware of the policy
issues, you know. In other words, I had exposure to the senior level of what was
going on, in away that juniors didn’t normally get.

What was your experience of that?

It benefited me for the rest of my career I think, you know. You actually learned that
it was a trade off between politics and technology, and so on. You also realised the
minutes recorded not what the man said, nor what the man intended to say, but what
he would have said when he’d read your minutes [both laugh]. You know, I laugh
now at it, ‘cause I went to a dinner a few years back and sat with people from the
Cabinet Office, and we had a long conversation that evening about how – I had
recently gone to the Cabinet Office’s historical group, and therefore was quite
intrigued by how it all happened, you know. And what these two neighbours said to
me, they said, ‘Well, quite honestly the cabinet runs by sub-committees, the whole
cabinet seldom meets, and cabinet mutual responsibility is a result of all that.’ But he
said, ‘Very often,’ they said, ‘When the people leave the cabinet meeting, subcommittee meeting, they have no idea what they’ve decided in detail.’ You know,
they have lots of discussions and things like that, and they rely on the secretariat to
actually find, as it were, the themes they’d actually agreed, what had been agreed, and
what still needed about. Ministers and other members are given a few days, a week,
or something like that, of which to comment on the minutes, the draft minutes, before
in fact they’re promulgated. It seems a very sensible way because, you know, as far
as I could tell some of these could get very heated, go on a long time, and people tend
to forget where they’d started.

[36:52]

Hmm. What do these Blue Streak panels actually do then?

Well … papers are either requested, sent down from ministers to read about it a bit
more widely, or they have to generate proposals themselves. But normally it’s done
on the basis of a two-page document, or at most three pages if it’s really important.
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Which is all the ones I’ve seen, I’ve only seen ones relevant to my own topics, I might
say. But all I’ve seen are all extremely well written, you know, well expressed and
things like that. Whoever writes them understands what they’re writing about. The
limitation is that they try to encapsulate concepts and ideas, and so on, and phrases.
And I know they do that because when I’ve talked to ministers like Heseltine or
Owen, they’ve got them. I can recognise the phrase [laughs], you know, they way
they seized on it, they way something is in there. But normally – it’s normal to offer
two options, the solutions, as it were, that’s the way to do it, one of which is
recommended. So they tend – well, they can end up with a big fat folder for a day’s
meeting. So you can’t spend a lot of time on anything really.

Hmm. So what sort of technical matters would be discussed at these panels? Could
you give me just a flavour of it?

Well on Chevaline, hmmm, say two pages; current status, effectiveness estimates,
hmmm, high-level stuff, you know. What was believed by the support, you know, the
infrastructure, to be the important elements or issues of the time, and so on. In my
limited experience to say it all seems very fair done, it all seems quite … I didn’t see,
in the things I’d been involved in, biases, right. The bias that exists in the Ministry is
the one that the people that control the money, on the whole, when they got delegated
authority, controlled the work that was done. And if you’re looking for research work
and say, it would be a good idea to do some studies on this, that, or the other, you
know, if it doesn’t fit the man in London’s ideas of what he wants to do next, you
don’t get it. And when we’re talking about sums like £10k only, to do something or
other, which you know will benefit our general understanding in the field, you know,
it can be very irritating.

Hmm [break in recording. No we’re not yet, sShall we start?

Right, yeah.

[39:58]
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One of the sort of jobs we get – I got involved in, I think I mentioned the RAF
prototyping, you know, and the satellite thing which was just to demonstrate it could
be done, it didn’t get followed up by anybody really. I got, you know, you do these
things which you think are actually – you’re preparing a way for something or other.
Now this next job I want to talk about was done with Stevenage. The – it was noted
that the Russians had an awful lot of anti-aircraft guns deployed, thick masses of them
all over the place, all capable of attacking things fairly – aircraft fairly high up in the
air. Which is why of course airplanes had to fly 40,000 to 50,000 feet to get above
what the flack could be. It – we were then briefed by MSTS from Stanmore about
laser-guided shells. What they had done is they’d taken a normal sort of anti-aircraft
shell, as it were, but put on fins which the fins were on a dish – not a dish, a collar,
free to rotate. So that under normal flight, it really had no effect on the aerodynamics
of it at all, it just flew straight along. But if you told it to, erm, seize, it would stop in
a position that you wanted, and you’d have a capability then deviating, guiding it, in
other words, so that you could fly in a laser field, as it were, and shift – divert the
shell into air collision course, or something or other. Now obviously its use, it’s an
expensive store of course, its use was they were thinking of against aircraft or against
guided weapons that are actually manoeuvring. But my concern was what would
happen for the ballistic vehicle. For the ballistic vehicle in many ways is very
predictable, you know, that’s why it’s called ballistic, you know, it’s just falling
down, and things like that. So the question was, could you put a shell of this sort, a
guidable shell, into an ordinary anti-aircraft gun? So that you could update its
capability without being aware of it visibly, and so on. So we went to Stanmore – not
Stanmore, to Stevenage, a company there, hmmm, to see whether they had some sort
of background interest in it. You say, well let’s see whether – what you can do with
that. The problem was in the end how – when you saw the start of re-entry of a reentry vehicle, how predictable was its future trajectory? Now to start with of course it
slows down very gradually, so it ought to be fairly predictable. So the question was in
the end to examine, was the time it takes to fire the shell up, you know, how uncertain
would you be where the re-entry vehicle would be, so how much manoeuvre did you
want? It was a very interesting exercise; it showed at the end that it wasn’t quite
predictable enough. Partly because it was in a battle, it wouldn’t be clear viewing
conditions, the atmosphere would be disturbed and things of that, which is another
area we had to explore in due course. But an ordinary gun wouldn’t – guided missile,
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wouldn’t quite do it, which is a relief. But if you could boost the gun up a bit more,
from two kilometres out into three kilometres a second, you know, it was on. So I
went to Fort Halstead to talk to the gun people about development and things like that.
And I was shown some guns that could actually reach that sort of speed, but they
didn’t look like conventional guns. They were either electro-magnetically boosted, or
had little rockets in the front end, or something or other. They were different, you
know. So you could tell whether in fact such a device had been done.

What time period was this?

Hmm?

What time period was this?

It must have been somewhere in the ‘80s. Yeah. Because I was at – by that time I
was senior consultant in ballistic missiles, and defence against them. So I had a much
freer hand, and I had a superintendent, hmmm, Bill Lester, who actually organised the
finance for these ideas, and so on, you know, I didn’t really – I only had one staff over
this period, Terry Butler. Hmmm … but the, as I say, the gun people were developing
and so on. Now that reflects back on when you see it’s like the future about – future
of ballistic missiles what can you do?

[46:13]

The other thing about Chevaline, or the Polaris warhead, is that it spent the last half a
minute of flight falling vertically, so high subsonic speed, like point nine. Hmmm,
that makes it very vulnerable, which I think is last ditch. And you thought, well we
thought anyhow, well what about that? Gunnery, or guided weapons? You know,
Sea Dart for example. Now an enquiry on that showed that the – you couldn’t engage
a vertically falling object with a conventional guided weapon, ‘cause the radar was
not geared to move in the right direction at the right sort of time. The mods to the
frigate to enable you to do it were not great, they were designed at the RAE, and we
put forward a proposal to attempt an intercept with Sea Dart in the Atlantic missile
range, one of our frigates to go out and have a go at one of our DASO firings. I’m
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told the proposal was stopped by Mrs. Thatcher personally, because the thought that a
successful intercept would raise – let the cat amongst the pigeons, every guided
missile could then become an ABM. The ABM treaties would be meaningless, all
sorts of complications. And they didn’t want to know. [Laughs] It was sad really.
We ended up firing a, er, earlier missile at – a Lance fired from Benbecula, and we
got within a few feet of it, in fact it did very well, it was not expected to be very
successful. But SDI brought over one of their airplanes to actually observe what
happened, you know. The problem always is what’s the database, you know, what is
the proof of a Lance look like? You know, what does the signature of it look like?
And therefore, what is it we’re trying to engage and so on. And the tests that were
done were very satisfactory in that sense. Although we didn’t actually get an impact,
but then we weren’t really expecting it, we hit a bit of luck. But the reason I mention
these things is that they are how you build up your understanding, you’re thinking
about it, so that you know the limitations of what you can do. The sort of thing that
irritated me about the way the system worked, is that when the SDI came in with these
IR sensors to look at things, you realised that when you first detect something coming
at you, it’s only a – it’s sub-pixel in size, right. So you can’t do much if you want to
get an image, you know, you’re not going to do anything until you’ve got an image.
So I wanted to say, ‘Well, let’s assume simple situations, like the device is a pure
cone, and if it’s a pure cone of constant temperature all over it, you can write the
analytical solution of what you can see as it goes round coning motion,’ and things
like that, you know. And therefore you can come up with a – a theoretical signature
that you’re looking at, and you can start to analyse the shape of that signature to see if
you can deduce what the motion is, and what the cone angle is, you know, things
there. It’s the sort of thing designed for neural networks, you can train a neural
network and then use it to work its way around that, and say, God, that must be a so
and so, so and so. Hmmm, and having done that for something very simple, like a
cone, you can then go a round nose cone, a biconic or triconic. You can say, let’s
make the surfaces of each bit different material, and so on, you know with different
characteristics and so on, until you can find how complicated you have to make it so
that you can’t do the analysis. Because if you wanted to hit – fly hit to kill, you can
do it, you find that if you use hi-fidelity modelling, know – you know, as it were, both
the target and the interceptor’s characteristics properly, you know, you can show that
you can hit to kill. The problem is when you don’t really know, you know, and if you
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can work out something about the body shape, size, or its motion, you improve your
chances of intercepting. So we wanted – I wanted people to follow this through, but
again I couldn’t get the £10k out from somebody to actually say.

[51:50]

And yet if you’re in the business designing counter-measures, as I was, and so on, you
know, the one thing you want to know is how clever do you have to be in the design,
you see. I’d already, erm, done two exercises where one of them was if you match the
characteristics in your penaid – your decoy, to re-entry body, to a factor of two, or
half, whatever way you like to think of it, you know. What’s the problem? There are
many things that you can’t deduce to a factor of two within that, factor of three if
you’re lucky on mass and things like that. Unfortunately when we actually did all the
sums you found you had to match the radar cross section to a factor – well to better
like, you’ve got to be twenty-five percent or even better match, for you not to be sure
that you can distinguish, you know, do the discrimination. We did another one where
we had a countered-nose, in effect in an asymmetry on one family, but not on the
other, what did you do? And you had to get again very accurate on that, because that
would easily have shown up in all the signatures. Hmmm, another one was in fact the
matching the principal axis – not … The ratio of the principal axis of inertia, because
that determines coning motion, and again we found that had to be matched to within
better than ten percent. Now if you’re designing an aggressor, designing countermeasures to attack your defence, as it were, or attack you when you’ve got the
defence, the one thing you need to know is how well you have to design things. It’s
important. So it’s important that the threat designer has – models a defence, and
defence thinking, right. And when I say it like that, the lesson is Engima. You know,
during the war the Germans were convinced you couldn’t break their code, and we
were happily at the end reading them all. Because we had a determination, we had to
break them, you know, whereas they just had the – they were convinced it couldn’t be
done. And it worried me, it still worries me, that in this country people take this
attitude, you know, they don’t work away at using the latest tools, which show you
what you can and can’t do. The firm that we saw, I mentioned to you about the
Strawberry Flavoured Company at Winchester, one of their successes was that they
were asked to look at the problem at Heathrow where they were convinced, the
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authorities were convinced, that there was a gang working to steal from luggage,
either stealing the luggage itself or things from out of luggage, and so on. What they
did, the company did here, is they took the records of movements of staff in
particular, you know, clocking on, clocking off, what they were working, and things
like that, and tried to correlate that with the losses. And what they discovered at the
end of a six-month study was that there are two gangs working, and they were able to
not to pinpoint the individuals, but to actually say, where to look. And in the end the
gangs were broken as a result of it.

[55:54]

Now this again was using artificial intelligence tricks. Now artificial intelligence is
actually not artificial, it’s actually just algorithms that you know that sort of work, but
lots of them, you know, so you can actually constrict the solution space, you know. If
you’re talking about discrimination when it comes to, er, ballistic missiles, it’s like
saying, well, warheads can only be a certain size, the bodies can’t be too small, can’t
be too big, they can’t – because they’re made of fissile material, they have certain
initial characteristics and so on, inertia ones, which limits what motions they can be
seen to have, and things of that sort. And although each one of these limitations is
rather vague, if you can come up with six to eight of them, you know, you start – it’s
like if you look at something from one point of view, you say, it’s in that family. And
then you move around and look it over and say, no, it’s in that bit of the family. Then
you look at another point of view and you get a tighter view of it, in multidimensional
space. And it works quite well, we actually had a package called AIDA, A-I-D-A,
Artificial Intelligence Discrimination Algorithm, which got the Americans quite
interested, which Data Sciences did for me. Which exploited that, simple crude
models but if you apply enough of these things there, you start to get some sense.
When the battle model is really – you threw enough objects at a defence to overwhelm
it, any trick that actually were halves the number of objects you have to worry about,
changes the vessel, you know, from something which does that you can’t win, into
something you’ve got a good chance of defending yourself.

What does artificial intelligence –
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These are – I say, these are the forward looking up things which, as far as I’m
concerned, was doing, ‘80s into the early ‘90s. Never got anywhere. Why did they
never get anywhere? When you read a book like this, no-one would bloody well
worry about it, these sort of topics by then, because in fact by the late ‘80s, the
Russian leadership who had four leaders die in two and a half years, Brezhnev, and so
on, you know, it changed. We got Gorbachev and so on, you know, who was trying
to play a different game. And the Americans were easing off themselves, and as I say,
it’s only by reading that that I actually now understand why in some of my career
there was incredible pressure to do something by a certain date. And other bits, it
was, ‘Yeah, you carry on doing that Roy, keep yourself happy.’ [both laugh]

Can you give me some examples?

Well, we’re running these sort of things now, you know, these are the sort of things. I
would – I say, there were many things. In the end one of our problems is, all the way
through, that the UK is in for minimum deterrent, things like that. Now minimum
deterrent is vulnerable to any small improvements to the defence, once there is a
defence there in the first place, you know. I mean, you’re not vulnerable to a defence
that you haven’t – that you don’t have. I mean, you don’t need penaids against let’s
say Iran, or North Korea, because they don’t have a defence system. You don’t need
clever submarines because they don’t have sensors across the bottom of the Indian
Ocean tracking you, and things of that sort. You know. But you do against the
Russians.

[1:00:25]

Hmm. Talked about building up this idea of what your opponent can do when you’re
designing counter-measure systems …

Understanding, funnily enough, this book says, and I believe, it that it was certain UK
intelligence derived documents which changed the American ideas about what the
Russians were up to, and also spotted when the Russians were changing their
approaches to things, and so on. Now that’s not the impression that I’ve ever got
[laughs], you know. But we changed on how we handle the intelligence anyhow;
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before 1970 intelligence meant they gathered the basic raw information, and the
translation of that information to something to design against, was the job of the
establishments. We had a library in the RAE of, erm, I suppose middle level
intelligence data, which people could go in and work on, and so on, to decide what
was the actual performance characteristics of Russian systems, whether it’s aircraft or
missiles, and so on. Hmmm, certain bits of the RAE’s job anyhow. So when we had
a project like HR169, we defined what we thought the Russian defence was going to
be like, and so on. Come 1970 they built up the team in London much better, and
they were much able to interpret the information better. I think also on the American
side, they did much more analysis in the – within the government sites, government
establishments, and so on. So they were encouraged to work off – play off against
each other in that way.

What sort of intelligence materials did you have?

[Closed between 1:02:21-1:02:58]
That gives you a clue about what’s happening. There are all sorts of weird ways of
gathering information like, erm, when we were looking for titanium for lightened
components on Chevaline, we bought raw – not raw titanium, scrap titanium from the
Russians, right, you know. And that would be components and missiles, and things of
that sort. You couldn’t – we thought … if we ate at, hmmm … can’t think of the
name, fish place?

MD: Fish place?

Yeah.

MD: Which fish place?

[End of Track 5]
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[Track 6]

… as it were. I got together some of the reference documents, I produced a document
which was, erm, all the references I could find of British rocketry in the, er, literature,
that’s the magazines and journals being held by the Royal Air Society’s library for
1945 around to 1975. You know, that being as far as I’m concerned, it was the key
period in which we actually – actually had rocket engines, and so on. And it went – it
covered everything from the work we did on German rockets, and so on, exhibitions,
and things of that sort. It isn’t extracts in the sense that, hmmm, you know, I
extracted material, it just was a, here’s the reference, you can work your way through
the stuff. Mind you, you still have to find a library that holds things, erm, so the
Royal Air Society’s library and the Royal Military College at Shrivenham’s library
are good sources. And there are probably other ones where you can get some of the
coverage. Unfortunately, all the RAE’s documents went down to Boscombe Down,
and the trouble with Boscombe Down is in fact accessing it at all. They only allow
people who work for, hmmm – QinetiQ, they only allow people to have electronic
access, you know, you request and you get a print, and so on, an image sent back to
you. There’s no sort of going down and digging your way around, which is why I did
what I did. Hmmm, I’ve got lists of all the titles of reports, working papers, that we
wrote on certain projects, that’s the way I – it’s an idea which started with my friend
Pete Crawley when they were doing ABM studies in the late ‘50s of – when you go to
a meeting, if you’ve got something to say, produce a working paper, because then it’s
all written up with no vetting, you know, because it’s tabled for a discussion, you see.
So it doesn’t have to be vetted, except perhaps for politics, you know. I used to have
one or two people who would keep making political statements, adverse political
statements I might say, you know. In other words, you say, ‘Don’t rock the boat like
that.’ You know, we can – we get on better without such remarks. And for
Chevaline, for example, we had well over 1,000 such working papers produced, as
well as the minutes of the meeting, you know, many committee meetings, and so on.
So it was very well documented in that sense. Hmm, for the Blue Streak period the
head of guided – the librarian for guided weapons department produced a list of all the
documents that had been printed for guided weapons department, so you had a chance
there. And one of the master lists I’ve got is all the – a list of all the documents
published relevant to Blue Streak, and Black Knight for that matter, you know, for the
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rocketry side of it, and so on. I had the opportunity to do these things, hmmm, and
other people outside don’t have that opportunity, you know. No doubt at the National
Archive you could put together a list of what was published, but I doubt if you’ll find
it a complete list, you know. The way documents get to the National Archive is a bit
curious, you send documents and files to Hayes, the store at Hayes, where they’re
reviewed, and if I say there’s a pantechnicon goes in each day full of files, and
reports, and about a pantechnicon comes out each day full of stuff being thrown away,
you know. Quite obviously I’ve forgotten how many miles of shelves there are at
Hayes, but it’s an enormous collection, and the vast majority of it you don’t want.
Hmmm, when I was working through the back store at Farnborough, my last job, it
was – I would say there was 127 four-drawer cabinets full of documents up to secret
level, you know, what did you want to preserve out of that lot? Bearing in mind they
weren’t the – people had already gone through their own document holding and this is
the bit they weren’t prepared to, hmmm, they didn’t have room for but, you know,
[inaud] didn’t matter. And there wasn’t a lot in that which I thought of as historical.
So often, you know, you are on projects, you’ve got a contract with a company to
make something or other, and all the meetings and files, and things like this, it’s all
administration costs, and things of that sort, you know. But not really historical, no
sort of detailed accounts of the hardware, or details of the trials that you’ve done, and
things of that sort, that all got covered at high level. So very often these files are just
confidential, and in the end, because of the storage problem, most of these that I was
handling, went through this industrial shredder. I’ve done what I can, as it were,
within reason to try and preserve some of these things. In terms of what I’ve got,
locally, erm, I was able to save in the end I suppose a couple of cratefuls of
documents and files. Hmmm, mostly I think ones that I’d like to do a bit more work
with, you know. I had the policy file on WE177 for a while, a couple of files on the
nuclear hardening work that we did for Chevaline in conjunction with the Americans.
Hmmm, a file on the ABM policy statement, on the ABM test vehicle that we were
building early ‘60s, and things of that sort. You know, there aren’t many which I
thought of as very significant, so I don’t have a great deal of material. What I’ve got
a great deal of material is which I’ve written myself about things, you know, I was
involved in. Hmmm … but there are – yeah, there are things like with Chevaline, we
used to have this – write an annual report on the aerodynamic work, and that was
important to me because we at Farnborough knew what we were doing, and how to do
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it, and we got on with it. And nobody interfered with – nobody queried it for the
project, nobody interfered with what we did, and we produced results, and so on. And
a very creditable exercise for which we got no credit at all because nobody knew
about it. Or nobody went round making a song and dance about it, we just sort of got
on with it.

[08:00]

I suppose that’s a characteristic of the establishments, you know. Hmmm, they expect
to do things, and they get on and do things as it were. Nobody else is going to do it
for them, so you have to do it yourself. It didn’t occur to us, ‘Let’s go to the
Americans and ask them to do some tests, or some calculations,’ and things like that.
We knew jolly well we could do it ourselves. And I suppose also you find that if you
do it yourself, you’ve got a bargaining chip, you know, the many channels of
exchange with the US, you know, and it’s always worthwhile having done some work
that you can exchange, you know. You get your own sort of insights and things like
that. The thing I said before that one of the great things about the establishment is
that people will get a bee in their bonnet about a topic, and they, er, will see moving
from one project to another as just a way of pushing along their interest, you know. If
it’s like computational fluid dynamics, hmmm, the improvement comes by just better
algorithms, you know, so you have to compute the flow field on one job, and things
like that, and say, ‘Could I have done better? Yes, if I do this, that, and the other.’
But you can’t do it on the old project because that’s over, you have to move – try it
when the next project comes along in a similar sort of field, you then introduce it into
that and you move along. And, erm …

What was your particular …

We’ve got that idea into one or two companies in this country as well. They look for
contracts around – like Fluid Gravity Experiments Limited, they’re a company with
about a dozen people, and really they’re providing software for designers in effect.
Hmmm, but the – no matter how much the company’s out there that they write it for
tries to restrict it, as it were, sort of saying, ‘Well you’re doing it for us, it’s copyright,
therefore you can’t use it again.’ There’s always a different algorithm, a different
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way of doing it, as it were. So they’ve got another version of it anyhow, never have
that sort of problem. But they are fortunate, you see the FGE had ourselves, that’s
Farnborough, Aldermaston, EASA, several people on the continent, as well as
Americans, all of which wanted these skills at some stage or other. And, erm, there’s
a good manager who was able to keep picking up the right sort of contracts and keep
them going. At the moment I think the company has moved up to somewhere in
Scotland, because the owner – it was a company started by somebody at the
University of Surrey at Guildford, you know, hmmm, as an offshoot I think of the sort
of space orientated group, you know, doing satellites. Anyhow they’ve done a good
job, a good job.

What –

[11:37]

I went around all the museums to check on what hardware was available, and so on,
so you often find in my papers lists of where you’ll find examples still of the bits of
hardware. Hmmm, that arose – really came because for Chevaline the Admiral
release wrote to museums and said, ‘Do you want some hardware?’ he released
hardware to the last places built standard, and he’d forgot to ask permission, you
know. The technology transfer people were a bit upset, because nobody written the
necessary paper that says what you can or can’t learn from the hardware when you see
it, you know. I know there’s considerable differences of opinion on that, it could have
been a worthwhile exercise to have done the job properly, and get a wide agreement
of what it was. The end result is that some places got hardware, which are in their
reserve store, or like Duxford it’s all stuck away, or Cosford it’s all covered up, as it
were, got all its outer skins on and things of that sort. So you can’t actually see any of
the details. So what actually is a clever bit of engineering that people could admire,
you can’t admire, you know, and so on. And people like Miles at Reading, Woodley,
Miles Air Museum, it’s – they made lots of components so they’ve got the front-end
of Chevaline, all the bits spread out so you can admire them, you know, the things
they did. And the – oh, that’s because the company wasn’t Miles that did the work,
Miles became, erm, ML Aviation at White Waltham, the staff moved onto that, and so
on. And they solved some most interesting questions, fancy hinges, things you
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wanted something to splay out, and what they did was actually sort of say, ‘Ah, if you
rotate it about this funny angle, you can do it in one booth [ph], instead of two,’ and
things of that sort. They were mechanical engineers, and mechanical engineers are
hard to come by, in a sense of people who make mechanisms. Yeah.

[14:17]

Still, I wanted to talk about Blue Streak [coughs], because Blue Streak is – the
importance of Blue Streak is not that it didn’t get into service, but it was the
groundbreaking project, where we recognised the problems that had to be solved, and
did our first attempt at solving all the issues. And as a result of that, when it was
cancelled as a weapon, we had this background of basic knowledge which we could
carry forward for the next twenty years, you know. That was really where we got the
wherewithal to actually do the trials that we did do later on, and so on. The first
exercise in 50 – in November ‘53, RAE was asked to look at some of the feasibility
issues of building a large ballistic missile. I haven’t actually found any policy
statement about why we were asked at that stage, although presumably Duncan
Sandys was already trying to negotiation research agreements with the Americans.
And in the spring of ‘54, he signed a research programme sharing on ballistic missiles
with the Americans – and also on ballistic missiles, and also on antiballistic missile
work. Everybody seemed to be aware of the first contract, first agreement, but not the
second one. But that is a result of the work that had been done at Farnborough. I
presume elsewhere there must have been some on the pre-feasibility of issues like,
hmmm, what heating there was going to be during re-entry, what were the loads and
dynamic pressure going to be on re-entry, should we make the booster out of steel,
stainless steel, or titanium, or something of that sort, what were the choices available.
The problem was that the ballistic missile was – we’re talking about ‘53, ‘54, at that
stage we thought we were delivering the atomic bomb, you know, the single stage
warhead. In ‘54, ‘55, the government decided we’d build H bombs as everybody else
was having them, the Aldermaston at that stage had no idea when it was decided to
make one what it was going to look like, Kate Pyne talks about this, this period. And,
erm, Aldermaston came up with two concepts. One was a single stage weapon
boosted, now that is you have a – as I tried to describe before, the warhead consists of
a hollow sphere of plutonium, in effect, a pit it was called, obviously somebody’s got
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a sense of humour. And you tried to compress this in a spherical way, and if you
imagine it being compressed, because as it gets closer to the centre there’s less and
less volume, you know, it crashes in itself there, and forms up to not really a sphere,
but it all crunches up to something like a sphere anyhow. [Coughs] It doesn’t actually
behave the way you might imagine it to, because of a phenomena called Taylor
instability, in other words you try to accelerate things like that, the front doesn’t stay
smooth, it starts to crinkle, you know. And to drive it in you put explosives round the
outside, right.
[Closed between 18:48 – 19:09]
And that is not simple, you know, it doesn’t take much thought, as it were, to realise
that when you were talking about explosive, which is moving, and compressing, and
doing all that, and everything about it is temperature dependent, you know, it’s all bit
of a mess, they all tried to get it right. And they’re talking about getting it right to the
odd millimetre or better, you know, to compress. Well, what you can do is that when
you have something basic like that, you can put extra layers in on the outside and
inside. And also you find that if you insert tritium, that’s what you call boosting it, at
the moment of ultimate compression, you know, you can get a much more enhanced
bang, ‘cause tritium’s got lots and lots of spare neutrons in it.

[20:07]

So we had a warhead design, multi-layer design, called Orange Herald. And I know
one of the things I did early on, was to do a study of could we put Orange Herald in a
spherical re-entry body where you just – it was actually – the best material for us was
a high purity iron, 99.99 per cent pure iron, hard core iron it was. Hmmm, and you
put a constant thickness of iron all over it, and not worried about which way up it
came into the atmosphere, you know. In other words, you could have a centre of
gravity at the middle of it, you know, and it could spin, do what it liked, and things
like that, you know, and it was doable. Spherical re-entry vehicles were used by the
Russians, particularly for their first man flights, you know, there was more or less just
that. The Americans with Mercury and Apollo, used in effect not a whole sphere, just
a segment at the front of the sphere, hmmm, and had enough stability in the design, or
on board, a stabilisation system, to keep it pointing the right way. Because what we
found, we had a six-inch gun at Orford Ness firing down a so-called ballistic range.
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Now ballistic range you fired it past a whole lot of cameras, and you fire it through
baked cardboard sheets. Baked cardboard has no strength whatsoever, you know, so
if it’s hit by a model goes through it, you know, just punches a very clean hole exactly
the shape of the body going through. And the first trials we did was to fire these
spheres down it. And that’s when we discovered a phenomena called auto-rotation,
you know. Hmmm, when we went and read the literature, we discovered Eiffel who
dropped spheres down from his tower, right, hmmm, he had found the same problem,
the things fly in a spiral path, because unfortunately when you’ve got a smooth shape
like a sphere, there’s no way on it that he boundary layer – the viscose layer around
the body knows where to separate. And naturally, of course, there’s a history so it
lags behind, and this lagging behind drives the motion of the body, so that if it’s
spinning it does that [demonstrates]. It wasn’t funny because in spinning – in doing
this it went through some of the cameras. [Laughs] Bang, bang, bang, bang, oh dear, it
was funny. Mind you, if I say that was funny, the six-inch guns whip, you know.
You see the barrels straight up like that because it bends slightly, droops is the right
word, very slightly, you know, and when you fire it, the gas shoots up there,
pressurising the whole thing, and it straightens just slightly, yeah. But the end result
is it flips the shell, or whatever, up a bit, right. And to protect things we were firing
through a hole in an armoured plate, you know, the gun was lined up to fire through.
The models that we were firing had cost as much as a Mini to build, now I know it
was about 325 pounds in those days, but still a Mini. And every time you hit the
armoured plate, you thought, oh my God, that’s another huge chunk of money.
Bearing in mind my annual salary was about 500 pounds, you know, it was sort of
every time anything went wrong, it was sort of that’s another year’s salary gone.
[Laughs] But we found if you aimed at a particular point we marked on the plate
underneath the hole, as it were, aimed at that, you whipped it through, nicely through,
and so on. And we used to vary the propellant, because we tried to vary the speed
from Mach numbers like four, down to transonic. The problem with transonic is the
propellant that you put in the gun was so little that there were occasions where the
sphere had come out of it’s sabot, and rolled out the barrel, and falls out the end. And
the problem was as much going along to a meeting, and saying this with a straight
face, [laughs] because you knew the whole hall would end up with hoots of laughter
at your misfortune. [Laughs] Nobody used to complain, you know. I mean, it’s the
way things was in those days.
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[25:21]

I was – the first thing I was given on Blue Streak, I was asked to be the secretary of
the aerodynamics panel, I was told that my boss, my immediate boss, would be the
secretary of the materials panel, and I was therefore appointed deputy secretary and
given all the work. There were two other RAE panels, hmmm, one was on guidance
control which I had nothing to do with, the other one was on Black Knight, which I
was involved in the design of experiments, so I had to attend that. So I was attending
three out of four panels, and therefore hearing the policy and things like that from the
top. Now I was saying about the vehicle, we had in mind initially, we thought the
warhead would be about 10,000 pounds, we had in mind a vehicle about the size of
Thor with a single engine. It was said that if we ended up having to have two engines
rather than one it would delay the project by one or two years, because nobody had
actually built a missile with two engines up to then, you know. How do you actually
get the two engines to have the same thrust level, and things of that sort, without just
doing it by having a pipe between the combustion chambers, you know, all sorts of
things. Everybody thought, yeah, it could be done probably but with difficulty, you
know. Similarly nobody wanted to have a two-stage missile, because again nobody
had ever flown a liquid propellant two-stage vehicle. Atlas had three engines of
which two burnt to start with, and then got thrown away, and the central one carried
on burning. But it was the same tank, as it were, all the way through. ‘Cause nobody
knew how did you ignite the second stage when you’re already flying, you know?
Nobody thought, you know, you burn the first stage, separate the second, and then
you try to light up something which was actually in freefall. How do you get the
propellant to go in to the tube that you to do, and so on. So nobody had really done it,
nobody thought that it’s impossible, but nobody actually had done it. So it was sort of
like one, two years probably, delay while the problems were sorted out. So when
Aldermaston were pressed and say, what’s the size and weight of your H bomb? You
know, they didn’t really know. But they said, ‘Well probably 4,500 pounds, and
given time probably only 2,500 pounds,’ you see. The difference of course is it – for
the heavier one we’d have to have two engines on Blue Streak, and for the lighter one,
one. The man who had to make the decision was CGWL, you know, a controller of
guided weapons and electronics in London. The Ministry starts with the permanent
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sec, and the controllers I think are the grade twos. Director generals are grade three,
directors are grade fours, or is that grade fives? A director is grade five, I was a grade
five for twenty years, yeah. Director generals, four, controllers – there was enough
controllers flew but that’s grade twos I think. Yeah, we had controller aircraft,
controller guided weapons, and controller something else.

[29:37]

One of things that’s missing in all these histories is the sort of timelines. I think we’re
all aware of somebody – whoever was the prime minister, you know, and probably
without too much trouble you can find out who was the minister of aviation
production, minister of supply, minister of technology, Ministry of Defence, and so
on. And with a little more trouble you might be able to decide who the chief scientific
advisers were, you know. Below that level, the chief civil servants, who really
determined most things, and did the advice to ministers and that, they’re hard to track
down. I failed. I tried to do it from the RAE and it really was an impossible job. I
assume that somewhere or other there’s probably an annual list published [laughs],
you know, and I presume the same thing would be true for the States. We all know
who the presidents were, but who were the secretaries of state, secretary of defence,
secretary of energy, and so on, the people who actually decided what to do, you know,
timeline. It would be very nice if some historian would actually do that for us, you
know. The reason I say that is that when I was looking – I mentioned this last time …

The Great Cold War by Gordon S Barrass.

That is a very good history of the interaction between the United States and Soviet
Russia over the years, and as far as I can see, I mean, I believe it, believe it, you
know. It matches exactly the way I understood things were going. And also I can
understand from that why sometimes like we were being pressed hard, and why other
times people did seem to worry too much, you know. In other words the pressure is
on at certain times, and so on, as the politics had changed.

What was the pressure like at the start of the Blue Streak days?
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[31:58]

Yeah. Well, the trouble with Blue Streak is that we had the – we sent a technical
mission. Now I said to you, I used to love this, the word mission, you know, it gave
the impression of going into the back woods somewhere, you know. And as far as the
RAE was concerned, when you sent a team to the States, bearing in mind they were
travelling around the States probably by train, you know, or DC3, you know, in other
words, you really struggled to get around there, they disappeared from view for weeks
or months, you know. And might disappear because, you know, it was not natural to
phone across and have a long phone conversation with the States, in those days that
was difficult to do, and not cheap, and so on, you know. And people would come
back with a notebook like that [demonstrates], you know, absolutely full of notes from
discussions and things of that sort. They went over on the Blue Streak side of it, and
they talked to the Convair about their early thoughts on Atlas. And in that time, like
‘54, Atlas was not the Atlas that we – final design that we’ve got – they got to. Now
this was the previous version of it, a somewhat larger, much … cruder missile, as it
were. They had built, hmmm, two versions of Atlas in the X series of planes, NASA
had, which were stepping stones towards the final design. I think the final design was
DEF, you know, D E and F, A B C were these early steps towards … [Pause –
interruption] Yes, Marguerite? As I was saying, Viking, and Red Stone, and
Vanguard, the initial satellite launcher that the US Navy were doing, hmmm, these
were all relatively primitive rockets that they’d made, and they really didn’t help us
very much, you know, despite … I’m only pressing this because I think there’s a myth
about the UK was dependent on US technology, you know. Hmmm, Atlas was going
to be guided by three radars, triangulating on the missile flying up and so on, and
controlled from the ground by radio. It took Bert Longdon, who’s one of our guided
weapons people, to show that the atmospheric disturbances that naturally exist were
almost going to swamp that system. In other words, you couldn’t get the accuracy of
impact prediction that you needed to – if you want to control the missile to get within,
let’s say, five miles I think it was, over 5,000, you need a quality of positioning and
navigation, as it were, you couldn’t achieve with three radars. Now, when you stop to
think about three radars, I mean if we’d gone to the silo, sixty-four silos spread around
England, right, and we’d had these three big radars, something like Droitwich or
Daventry, or somewhere in the country like that, the most vulnerable thing would
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have been the radars, not the missiles. You know, it really wasn’t the central way of
looking at it at all. Hmmm … the common thing was the rocket engine, because the
Americans after the war had upgraded the V2 engine for their Navaho cruise missile.
And that was the North American aviation engine which was adapted for – you know,
Rolls Royce got it from NAA, and it was used for Thor, and for Atlas, and other
things, you know, it was the motor at the time. Hmmm, it wasn’t – the way Rolls
Royce – Rolls Royce went and got an exchange contract with the company, although
Rolls Royce had no background of rockets whatsoever, no engineering capability.
But they were supported by the Ministry who really thought you need a first class
company like that to do the work. And basically they – they bought four, five,
engines from the States to test fire, which they did at Westcott. And the designers, of
which I talked to you, one is a prof at Cambridge, whose name I’ve forgotten of
course, they just took it apart and resigned it all, you know, and produced a somewhat
superior engine. What upset Rolls Royce is that when they told the Americans about
what they had done, and how much better it all was, and so on, much more flexible,
you can vary the thrust level a bit, and all sorts of things you could do, that the
Americans weren’t the slightest bit interested, ‘cause they don’t work the same way as
this country does, you know. Americans work to contracts, the contract is quite clear
what it is you have to do, and what you have to deliver, you know. And they’re not
interested in anything else, you know. If in fact in the end the contract is not quite
right, in a sense, you all could have done something else a bit better, that would be the
follow up contract, you know. It’s not like the UK work saying, ‘Hey, you know, I
could do this better,’ you talk to your boss, or talk to, sorry, the person who’s placed
the contract, and you get the contract in that way. Which is why, of course, in the UK
contracts overrun and over cost, things like that, because they’re forever doing part
two, or part three, of the same contract, you know. Oh, we have a long history in that,
we had a guided weapon called CTV series five, which turned out to be three, if not
four, families of missiles for different experimental purposes. One was a simple
control test vehicle. CTV two was the aerodynamic heating test vehicle that we flew
down at Aberporth, at Mach numbers of four, five. CTV five, series three, turned out
to be Skylark, and so on, which was a huge rocket. But it’s because if you wanted to
get on with something quickly you actually have to use existing money, you know.
So the existing research contract which was fairly loosely worded was the way you
actually moved along. It’s just the English way of doing things, I’m afraid.
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[39:45]

Hmmm, Blue Streak was defined – as I say, we made the decision to have two
engines, it was defined properly in 1956, at which stage the contract was in place for
de Havilland propellers as the system authority, and they sub-contracted the basic
vehicle to de Havilland Aircraft. So we’re talking about Stevenage, Luton, and places
like that were actually built facilities. And the first the public knew about them, about
these contracts, was in fact the building of test sites at these places. In particular,
there was one built at Luton close to a main road, which when it was all cancelled was
just pushed over and became the local corporation tip, you know, for refuse and so
and so. If you want to know where some of the facilities are, they’re deeply buried at
Luton, [laughs] and so on. There was really no problem – de Havilland Aircraft, by
the way, of course, had been the comet disaster, so everybody was looking for what –
can we keep this big firm going on? And it was realised that the first stage tank was
about the size of the comet fuselage, so it would be ideal. Hmmm, they had brought
in staff from Hawkers, and other companies like that to do it, because that’s what the
friends I have were doing. And there was no real – essentially no real problem with
the tanks, and things, you know. The engines of course was a matter of getting the
engine at Westcott, at the test site [inaud] site at Westcott, and Farwick [ph] and so
on. At that stage the guidance and the control problem was solved because somebody
at MIT came up with what – a man called Lambert, with Lambert Guidance, which is
a rather clever way of in effect flying so that you kept the time of flight constant, the
time from take off to impact, you know. If you said, ‘I want that to be constant, but I
don’t mind what you fly, as long as I get to there the right time,’ you didn’t have to
worry about the fact that the earth was rotating and the target itself would move out
the way, you know. In other words, if you go for the same time, you’ll always going
to arrive when the target gets there, and so on. Hmmm, all very clever really. It came
as quite a surprise to our people, because Schirmacher and his staff were busy looking
at all sorts of clever ways of doing it. And we thought of targeting like the artillery
way of doing things, in other words, with artillery you actually do a basic simple
calculation, and then have a lot of charts to make mods to the impact coordinate,
depending on which direction you’re facing, what your latitude and longitude is, and
things of that sort. Because the earth gravity field has all sorts of harmonics, or you
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can look at it another way, it’s got all sorts of lumps around which make anomalies.
The earth actually isn’t a sphere anyhow, it’s an ovoid. It’s rotating, hmmm, the
atmosphere is blowing round, you know, being dragged around with it. There were
all sorts of things that was there which have minor effects, which in those days were
best done by perturbations of the basic calculation, rather than trying to do it in one
big calculation, as we do nowadays. Today computing power is such on a little chip
you can do what a two stacker room [ph] of people at one stage to do over several
days. Hmmm … thank goodness I have to say for that.

[44:03]

Yeah. So in many ways the problems – the real problems identified were, one, the
desire, RAE’s desire, to get it launched from a silo, and the problem of course of reentry, you know, what exactly [coughs] was going to happen during re-entry. The silo
one was solved by first of all we went to Westcott and they made a very small scale
model, in plastic, very – a fiftieth, sixtieth, something quite small, lab size model.
And showed that you could fire the things in the tube, the plume would go round,
things like that. They then built a one-sixth scale model of this on its side, of which
the bits are laying around at Westcott at the moment, because they’re bits of concrete
that are too large to move, or recover in one way or another. And that demonstrated,
yes, that in fact, yeah, you could design something which the vehicle and things like
this would work, and things like that. The direction of the forces involved in the tube
were not the way we expected, you know. You thought if you have the tube and you
fire the motor down, that some how the thing would make it move up, but no, it sunk
down and moved the other way. You know, not quite what we wanted, expected I
should say. But it didn’t take long to do simple fluid dynamic analysis to show, yes, it
actually – if you stop to think a bit more to start with, you’d have got it right, you
know. Unfortunately the problem with silo launching was where did you put the
silos, and a lot of effort went into that. As I say, they dug the first one at Duxford, or
started it at Duxford, to discover the water table was fifteen feet down, and 130-foot
hole was going to be very difficult to do in that part of the world. It’s flat, it’s a fens
basically, isn’t it? You know, that was the problem. They then were going to build –
that was K1. The second prototype, K11, was going to be Upavon in Wiltshire, at
which stage the Home Office threw its hands in horror and say, ‘It is a requirement
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that all launch points are down wind of any city.’ You know, they didn’t want you
launching things over London, or over the Midlands, things like that, you know.
There was no point in thinking about digging holes in the ground at Snowdonia, and
so on. So an examination was done at places like what about caisson that you moor
on the Goodwin Sands, you know, and things like that. Well, it’s an old German
wartime thought again, and so on. So at cancellation nobody had solved the problem
of where will we put these silos. The second problem was if the Russians had made a
determined attempt to attack each of these silos, and so on, the collateral damage in
England, where everything is so close together, would have been fantastic, we would
have lost the Midlands as well as London. And this is the effect of sixty-four
megatons being dropped, you know. There could have been even more, hmmm, the
sixty-four was just one, there maybe two, three, or four attempts against each silo.
Hmmm … we had dealt with some of the problems of hardening the missile in its silo
against neighbouring bursts, it was meant to survive a one megaton ground burst one
mile away, you know, in which the silo would have moved two or three feet from the
ground bite – ground shock, and so on. And the radiation would have been high, so
the whole launcher was encased in a steel tube, a Faraday cage basically. Hmmm, all
the problems of nuclear hardening were recognised for Blue Streak, but often quite a
few of the solutions didn’t appear for another ten or fifteen years, and so on, you
know. Just because you sort of knew. But that’s why I say we found – we found this
– we found the technology, as it were, that we’re going to have to understand to solve
problems on which we then carried on from, from there onwards.

[49:11]

When it come to re-entry, the first question was, you know, how much deceleration
was there in re-entering, that’s when we began to realise it’s like seventy or eighty G
deceleration. That’s not large, you’re talking about something of a warhead 2,500
pounds decelerating, so it’s a few tonnes, a tonne weight, so seventy tonnes, holding
up seventy tonnes is no problem. There’s an intellectual problem though that when
you’re coming into the atmosphere, and the drag is the pressure’s distribution over the
surface, you know, how’s that load transmitted to the warhead, how do you do a stress
calculation, yeah, because there’s no fixed point on the body. And I can remember
many an argument in those days trying to get people to think about the problem in the
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right way, so I got the right answer. And things like if it’s a cone, what’s the buckling
load on a cone? You see, we were all used to tubes, that stand up like vertically, and
there’s a certain load upon which the thing bends, buckles, as it were, and the same
thing is true of cones, you see. The theory wasn’t well developed, and so on, and
people didn’t really know how to think about it. All these issues had to be solved, and
so on. On the whole, the heating during re-entry would be not too severe as long as
the physics or mechanisms weren’t unexpected. The trouble is, you see, that if you hit
the air fast enough you dissociate the gases, that’s the oxygen and nitrogen, and you
possibly ionise them a bit. And when the gases – atoms recombine, they release
energy, and you didn’t know whether in fact the surface of the re-entry vehicle would
have the catalytic effect of releasing a lot of energy on the surface. So you’d have
excessive heating, and things like that. It was the RAE’s idea that it ought to be
ablative material, in other words, the best way of dealing with a heating problem is to
use the heat to burn off the surface. The alternative pursued by the Americans was
heat sinks, that is you can have, in their case, a layer of copper and so on, or shorter
ranges like Blue Streak, a layer of either pure iron or beryllium, which absorbed the
heat. Then of course you’ve got the heat in this heat shield, and you want to stop it
soaking its way through to the warhead, you know. So you transfer the problem from,
‘What do I do with this heat in there,’ into, ‘How can I insulate the inside?’ And that
was beginning to be rather difficult. And the solution they started off with, and a heat
sink is like a cup and saucer, the warhead was a somewhat spherical thing behind a
cap, it does look a bit like a cup and saucer, and so on. And now we found with those
sort of designs or any of these blunt ones, the problem what I said earlier on about
auto-rotation was different and yet the same. If you got to like twenty degrees with
your cup, as it were, but it started with your saucer, and so on there, it would continue
then, it flipped over, it was unstable, and would roll away. And when we dropped
some from a high altitude barrage balloon at Larkhill, when they started going off,
they went away at like forty-five degrees, there was no question of sort of just
smearing around, it sort of drifted away. Really not a credible solution at all. Hmmm
… I can remember Dietrich Kucheman who sat on the committee sitting there and
saying, ‘I told you so, I told you so.’ About these problems were having, you know.
He didn’t want us to go along that sort of route at all, and quite rightly so.

[53:50]
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Then the problem was … the first thing is that we had these spheres, which on the
whole proved to be fairly groundless. The next thing is how did you rank materials?
You know, how do you tell … like, quite obviously when we talk about ablative
materials, what do you do, you’ve got phenolic resin, and you reinforced it with
something or other. Now reinforcement that could be asbestos fibres, glass fibres,
quartz fibres, nylon, and things like that, you know. Now, you could do it either as
flock, in other words, all loose bits which somehow you just stirred in, right. Or you
could make the reinforcement up as tape [phone ringing], and wrap it around,
immersing it in phenolic and curing it. Or you could layer it up in something even
stronger, you know, get it the way you like. But how did you actually judge the
relative performance, you see? That’s what I mean by ranking it. So the first thing
we did was to get hold of a rocket motor at Westcott, small one, about this sort of size,
about eight inches. And we built – made endless cones with like three-inch base
diameter, about eight inches long, in each of these materials, and stuck it in the rocket
motor, and see how long it survived. I mean, the first one is, does it last longer than
the previous lot, and so on. Now phenolic resin, you do the mix, you cure it under
pressure and temperature, you know. Now you have to say, well, more pressure,
higher curer temperature, you know, what are the parameters that determines what is
best, and so on. So there was a lot of firing to sort these things out. On the whole, the
obvious was the answer that, yes, the basic reinforcement lasts to a higher temperature
is a better performer. The best performance is quartz, quartz fibre, you know.
Ordinary glass, glass has got the flux in it, and so on, not so good. Asbestos, not so
good again, but in those days the asbestos material, called trade name Durestos, you
know, was freely available, very good insulator, very cheap, I might say, you know,
so we were going down this route of this perfectly adequate and cheap. Now of
course you can’t make the stuff, because of the asbestos, it’s prohibited. That was sad
because we were going to make the, erm, dummies for Chevaline for trials and so on
out of Durestos, thinking we’d save ourselves an enormous amount of money, and so
on. Because the Chevaline re-entry body is made up with three dimensional quartz,
the quartz is made up into threads, and then you lay it like that [demonstrates], then
like that, and then you push the three dimensional bits down between the things. So
…
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Can you describe that for the tape, please?

Yes, let’s try and see. Hmmm, you would layer – the threads you layer in parallel
lines, with gaps between the threads, right. Then you’d layer across the top of that a
similar pattern at right angles to it, and then they’d be the gaps you could see down
through between the two layers, and you put three – third layer down there, so you
had a three-dimensional weave. Then you fill that weave with the phenolic resin, and
then you’ve got a very tough material, and when I say tough, really tough, because of
the quartz being so tough. The phenolic – there are many resins, epoxy resins, I think
most people are familiar with, and so on. Phenolic is the one that survives best at high
temperature, and as you heat it up you drive off the volatiles and then you’re left with
a charred layer, and the char layer is quite substantial, and it still has strength. So it
was looking for something which is adequate and cheap in the end. With Blue Streak
re-entry vehicle, by the time we got to that decision, the warhead was one of the
granite series, the British warhead, as we were going to have for Yellow Sun and Blue
Steel, you know. Quite large, and it was a re-entry body would have been like eight
foot diameter, quite large, and so on. And the only way we could make up the heat
shield was in planks, you know, you couldn’t make one, there was just no way you
could make this – big rings in that sort of size at that time. So we built a planked
model for flying on Black Knight. Oh, that’s the other thing, I said about rocket
motors, we used plasma jets which were coming in in those days, that’s a way of just
getting a very hot jet. We also put specimens around the base of the re-entry vehicle
experiments on Black Knight. You have a ring of stub specimens. Again just for
comparative purposes, you know, which ablated more than the others, and so on. So
that you ended up with some evidence you could put in front of people, and actually
say, ‘We’re going this one because you can see how it compares with all the others.’

[59:55]

We flew this one with planks, BK09, unfortunately for us, hmmm, we also have tried
putting a gauge in the nose of it, which would measure ablation. And this failed. And
the high pressure gases were getting in the front, and these planks were torn off in
little bits, little squares. Bits perhaps two or three inches square broke off, because we
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recovered the vehicle in buckets, bits, it broke up fairly early on re-entry. Hmmm,
there maybe other reasons for it, a problem with it.

[1:00:42]

Hmmm … it comes back to the – with Black Knight, the experiments, hmmm …
everything we did we gained the information we wanted, but not quite the way we
intended. Because things would go wrong, you know. It’s – it seems like a very early
experiment, we came up with a double cone, I think the front nose was at like sixty
degrees semi-angle, and a stainless steel backing cone to it, to put the nose piece at as
high thermal environment as we could generate, right. We flew the first one, and we
were trying to measure ablation, and we had a beta active, radio active, gauge. Now
beta active, that’s electrons, you know, you can handle it, it’s not a hazard at all.
Unfortunately in Australia the Woomera range safety officer said, ‘It’s radio active, I
have to steam clean it.’ So he got the recovered bit, and despite all the protestations,
he actually used a steam cleaner to remove all the char, everything, until it was clean,
you know, when I say clean, no radioactivity visible at all. So we didn’t actually get
other than the total depth, we didn’t actually get the fine detail that we had expected.
So the next time we flew a repeat of that, we had the idea of putting a parachute in the
re-entry vehicle so that when you got down to low altitude, it would snatch this
forward cone back into the main body, and be protected, in other words, they’d get the
message. That’s where we discovered that the main stage would run down the
vehicle, and it shunted up the back of the vehicle. The parachute was deployed going
up out of the atmosphere, and when it re-entered twenty minutes later, it was flying in
a flat spin horizontally, and so on, and didn’t – and of course it had already pulled its
nose back and so on, you know. That was a bit of a disaster in that sense. And the
next one, the – the BK07, which had a hemispherical nose, simple, we had decided to
remove the main stage away but putting a bonker and pushing it over, and as it came
around this was – experiment was separated, it didn’t separate cleanly because
something failed in the system. So it was still there when main stage come round, and
the main stage hit it three times. One, enough to tumble it over, second hit to stop it
tumbling, and the third hit to spin it up. So it actually re-entered at exactly the way it
was intended to do by accident [laughs]. Yeah. These anecdotes … That’s the way it
was.
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What do you learn when things go wrong?

More than you ever learn if things work, that’s the thing we find, you know. The
secret of flight trials is you ask simple questions, and expect simple answers, you
know. No doubt you can ask – you can ask clever questions when you’ve got a fair
old experience in what you’re doing, right. Hmmm … as I say, we solved the
problem.

[1:04:39]

The other thing in parallel, I mentioned the ABM studies being led by Malvern who
were responsible for radars and things of that sort, and they were the ones who
realised that in fact the problem with a ballistic missile was the possibility of decoys.
If you carried decoys, you could overwhelm any defence, because you’d obviously
carry more lightweight decoys than a defence could possible have ABMs to intercept.
So we this running issue. Couldn’t solve the problem of how do you actually tell the
difference between decoys and things like this, but we had no experimental data and
no ability to calculate the sort of detail that would be required to give you confidence
that you could do it. So Blue Streak had got itself cancelled. The other reason about
Blue Streak being cancelled, I’ve mentioned the silos, I mentioned the placing, the
collateral damage, and the fact that how do you launch under attack? How do you get
the message to launch when under attack, when only the prime minister can give you
the message? You know, how do you actually contact the prime minister? In the end
that sort of problem was solved by the Americans by having a flying control centre,
but at that point in 1960 the UK had no capability to produce an aircraft that would do
that, particularly as it takes you twelve aeroplanes to have one in the air continuously.
You know, literally having that as a – it’s like continuously having a sub at sea, you
know, you need four subs to have one at sea, you know. One forgets the logistics of
it.

[1:06:34]

Well, Blue Streak got cancelled in ‘60.
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Before we move on from Blue Streak, I’ve actually got quite a few follow up questions.

Yeah.

I was noticed – throughout this history of Blue Streak, you always mention we, I’m
wondering who we is in this case.

[Pause] It’s an interesting question, who is we? I mean, I naturally talk of we because
I see all these things as team – team done, you know. Hmmm … let’s try and think,
hmmm … the trajectories and re-entry behaviour, that’s dynamic behaviour, was first
of all done by Stan Green, and his assistant was Harry Cuming, C-u-m-i-n-g. Harry
ended up as a professor of mathematics at Hull, soon afterwards. Stan Green had
worked for Hawkers, but was rather mathematically inclined, and those two look for
analytical solutions to problems before they look for computational ones. That was
the mood of the days, and so on. On the re-entry heating and choice of materials, and
things like this, Ian Petey and I worked together. On the flow field side of it, which is
an important input, that was Pete Herbert and myself. Packaging, that’s trying to put
things into the space available, I started some of that and then it was Jim Scott. The
actual decoy work was done by Byron Davies, because I inherited his papers when he
moved on. That was all the six, that was all there was in that particular section.

[1:09:03]

On Black Knight, the vehicle – the man in charge of vehicles was Les Parkin.
Hmmm, the designer of instrumentation and things like that, that went inside, was
Derrick Dalton. The design of the re-entry experiments was Ralph Ulrich, who was
our token German, and very good. And he had a chief draughtsman in the drawing
office who did the detail work. And then we had people like Jim Sedgwick, Harry
Jagger, Frank Knot, who organised the ordnance factories and other contractors to
make the bits, and then assembled them, the experiments and did the tests, and so on.
It varied. Only a handful of people there were.

It sounds a very small group of people to be working on something this important.
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Yeah, well, let me say that small group of people are all dead [laughs].

Is it just them, or are there sort of, you know, lab assistants, technicians,
draughtsmen, and those sort of people too?

Well [sighs], all my Durestos bits we wanted were made for us, you got a drawing
office produced a drawing, as it were, and we went the ordnance factory at Patricroft,
which is think is somewhere Lancashire way, not that I’m sure any more where it is
[laughs], because it doesn’t exist anymore. They would make up the bit and deliver it,
you know. And then we’d have our own assembly area in a building called F1E. We
have a proper numbering system for the RAE building and F1E doesn’t fit within the
proper numbering system, so I don’t understand it, if you know what I mean. And
you talk to the foreman, and a couple of riggers, hmmm, and between you you’d
actually assemble it, as it were. When we built the first satellite for Black Arrow, one
man got all these bits and pieces together and built it himself, you know. Hmmm,
now …

Who was that?

Randy Pearce was the man who did that. Now that man has a – has a funny
background. He came to work at Farnborough because he wanted to do his job and
his wife wouldn’t move from down from Stevenage. After several years of working
at RAE, she decided at last she was persuaded to come down, and they got – he’d got
a bungalow over in Farnborough. And she hadn’t been there long when she went into
the garage, and she ran out of the garage screaming. She’d seen a body hanging in the
garage. They went in and there was – of course there was nothing there. But she
couldn’t be reconciled to it. Enquiry, locally, said that somebody had committed
suicide in the garage by hanging himself a few years earlier [laughs], and she just
went straight back home, and never lived with him again [laughs]. Really was unfair
[laughs].

[1:13:08]
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You mentioned you had a German working there as well.

But you see the way the RAE was set up, is there are lots of little companies around,
some of them no more than workshop and a garage, you know, providing specialist
services. You know, when you – if somebody was quite happy to make something,
one a week, sort of thing, you know, so they got that sort of employment. The sort of
people who found enough employment by other local industry, the establishment, or
more than one establishment, and so on like that. On – I was going to say that this is a
good example of this. When Blue Streak was cancelled, there was this review by Dr
Penney, who had been the director of Malvern, of the ABM work, and he’d concluded
that there were three things wrong. One, is that the radar at that time, which were dish
operator radars, were inadequate of the ABM job. The computers are nowhere near
capable of doing anything in real time, again back in the days when we’re still talking
about Ferranti Mercury sort of level. And what’s more we didn’t know what we were
looking for. So they recommended supporting some flight experiments. So for
economies sake, the Ministry agreed with the Americans we do joint test programme
at Woomera, using Black Knight vehicle, using the technology being developed for
Blue Streak and so on. In other words, state of the art that we could of of things, to
try and make some detailed measurements of re-entry observations. The American
contribution was a big radar produced by Stanford Research Institute, which had two
frequencies, that’s I think two meter wavelength and five meter wavelength, quite low
frequency, 150 megacycles and fifty-five megacycles, which were quite low
frequencies as radars go, and so on. It was an eighty-six foot diameter dish, you
know, a big one. Now that in itself is an interesting effect on history, because
Stanford is on the south side of San Francisco, their test site’s on the ridge between
there and the sea, at Half Moon Bay, and it turned out they could only – well, the
problem number one is that they bought the transmitter valve from a catalogue, and
the catalogue was wrong, right. When they put the radar together and operated it, the
valve would blow, you see. So the little time before it would realise that in fact what
was wrong was the spec in the catalogue, you know, because nobody had ever had
one before, as they’d never built one before, right. When they did get operating, it
was then to discover that those frequencies, they were the same frequencies of the
local television station [laughs], and you couldn’t run the radar without interfering
with commercial radio – commercial television, I should say. So they were actually
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left, they could only run in the small hours of the morning, like between two am and
five am [laughs]. Not surprisingly they were two years late in delivery, they were
threatened by ARPA to be listed as, you know, not fit for government contracts, and
things of that sort. You know, real, real fuss. From my point of view, I was at RAE,
you know, attached to this exercise, Dazzle, without too much to do, so what I had
done is I borrowed a load of … can’t think of the word for them now. Spools of … in
those days, the long torn torch [ph] was you photographed things and you ended up
with a long spool of film. Why can’t I think of the word? [Pause] Oh God. The thing
is, I was able to spend a portion of my time at work actually reading micro … I got
myself a microfilm reader – yes, microfilms, yes, microfilms [laughs], oh dear, oh
dear. A microfilm reader, and so on, and I was able in spare moments to read all these
folk dancers’ material, and so on. I built up my basic database of material on Morris
Dancing, and so on, you know. It was the two years in which I did most of my
fundamental research, because you know, the rest was – it wasn’t hard pressure, you
know. As I say, that’s really influenced my career enormously, that particular bit.
But you see, the radar, the US also supplied two destroyer mountings, gun mountings,
you know, the bits where you put the gun on which can twirl around quickly and
things of that sort, on which to put all the optical equipment. You see, they’d lent us
the – Americans had been doing what we call observation target of opportunities,
things were flown down the Atlantic missile range, they’d take pictures of whatever
bits of equipment they had available, right. That was so successful they started reentry measurements programme with upgrades on all the equipment, so the gaslight
equipment was passed to Australia to see well what could we see in Australia.
Bearing in mind that we were a desert range rather than an ocean range and therefore
the viewing was very clear, I say, Australia gets very dry, and so on. And gaslight
observations of early Black Knight trials showed that in fact, yes, we get some good
pictures of wakes and things, and the behaviour and so on. Hard to analyse because
the gaslight equivalent was not very good.

[1:20:30]

But the Australians at the range, which was Dr. Crosby and Peter Moran were the key
people, they thought they could do so much better, so they got together some long
focal length telescope, twenty-four – it can’t be twenty-four inches, twenty-four feet, a
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very long telescope, things like this, you know. Telescopes, spectrographs, all, you
know, things where you get high quality pictures. It was fascinating in a sense
because the problem was, well, you fire this missile up, and you have to wait for it to
come down, where’s it going to come down? How quickly can you acquire it? And
how well can you track it? You know, so we had to do a number of experiments
where we used other equipment on the range, to actually see how well could you do
that, you know, how do the operators perform, and things like that. Er, that was very
instructive to people there as well. So they got together this quality optical
equipment, that’s the Australian contribution. The Canadians were involved as well,
because they had a ballistic range at CARDI, at which Gerry Bull, the man who for –
in Gulf war one was building this huge gun for the – so the Iraqis could fire at Tel
Aviv, and so on. He had pioneered the use of rocket boosted shells basically fired
from a big gun, picking up on where the Germans had got to on the V3, and the big
long range guns which were used during the war. Which reminds me, yes, I’ve got –
there’s a book to get, yeah, advertised recently. It’s an interesting sort of topic, he had
done a number of firings from somewhere in the West Indies, to high altitude, you
know. The gun becomes the first stage, as long as you don’t mind your experiment
being pushed about 200 G, you know, a real sort of bang up the backside, and so on.
The trouble with big guns is that to go a long range, you need a lot of propellant in it,
and it scars the barrel, so you don’t fire an awful lot of number of times before your
barrel is unusable, you know. Hmmm, that was what’s wrong with the cross channel
guns that were used during the last war. And the Germans had some big guns that
they used to bombard Sevastopol and so on, against the Russians.

Is Gerald Bull someone you worked with personally?

Yeah. Well the whole technology is incredible. If you go down to Fort Nelson,
they’ve got some bits that were stocked for the final gun as it were, because only the
prototype got put together. You can see the quality of the work. The quality
engineering is very high compared with, for example, with what you do for oilrigs and
so on, which is what they pretended it was [laughs]. Don’t listen to the man who
gives you a talk about it, because he doesn’t know what he’s talking about in my
opinion.
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No?

No, he obviously has never seen a drawing of what the – what the shell looked like
with its rocket engine in it, and things of that sort, you know. But it would have been
made to work, it just needed time, and so on. Hmmm, John Harlow who’s the man at
– was at Westcott, President of British Interplanetary Society at the moment, he was
the man sent out by the UN to go and look at the guns, and make up his mind on how
credible it all was. Yeah, John Harlow.

[1:24:38]

As I said, the Dazzle programme, when I proposed anyhow was to say, we’ve done all
this sort of research on aerodynamics of GW20, which was not the final design we got
for Blue Streak, but an interim design, a straightforward cone with a rounded
backend. And we’d make it in a series of standard materials which we understood,
i.e., we’d make some of copper, ‘cause they didn’t ablate the tool, they’d melt
eventually, you know, and fail in that way, but it wasn’t at low altitude that we care,
we wanted to see what it was like when it started re-entry. Spheres and cones. Then
we’d make one of PTFE, that’s Teflon, because that sublimed at low temperature, and
would dump a lot of material into the wake but you wouldn’t actually have it
dominated by the brightness of the ablation of the surface, because the temperature
would be low. Another one out of Durestos because that’s what would have been our
class of material. And finally one out of glass fused silica, hmmm, a glass which
melted at quite high temperature, and one where all the observables would be on the
body. And somehow we sold this is, hmmm, about eight experiments, a handful of
experiments. And say, it gives you some idea if you do it of whether the designer of
the re-entry vehicle has got real control over what you can see, or whether what you
see is just a function of the size of something of other, the body, and there’s nothing
you can do about it. Because if you’re looking for discriminates at high altitude, you
wanted something which is more or less independent of the design. So we set about
doing it, and this is a good example. The fused silicate one, which is the one I was
most pleased with, hmmm, this isn’t something reinforced by glass fibre, it was
actually just purely glass, right, fused quartz. We went to a firm in Newcastle, who
made glass things for scientific purposes out of fused silica, which in other words they
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had a – there’s a carbon rod which was the heating element. And they’d used that
with a high purity sand, which we bought from France, and they would melt the sand,
right, and then pour it off into a sand mould, you know, literally thing in the sand on
the ground. And you’d end up with the shape you wanted covered with what we
called crud, rough material on the outside, and so on. We gave them 100 pounds to
get the contract going, yeah. When I say 100 pounds, we just thought we’re talking
about several thousand pounds’ exercise, we thought, you know. But we were in a
hurry so we gave them something so the contract could be placed, and they could start
doing it, and so on. And they made us I suppose enough bits for five re-entry bodies
in the end. When the contract was all over, we went back to them to tell them how
successful the trial was, and so on, and they said, oh they were so pleased it’d been so
helpful, they said, what do they do with the rest of their money, they hadn’t spent 100
pounds [laughs]. Remember seeing glass blowers and things like that, you know,
that’s all it was, you know, really …

What did they know about what they were actually designing this thing for?

Oh, nothing to start with, they weren’t told beforehand what it was, you know. They
were told afterwards about it. Hmmm, we discovered – the first thing we discovered
when we tried assembling it, the first thing was to machine the crud off in the
workshop, and we had this diamond, hmmm, faced tools to machine it off, right. And
we started to find the material coming in in the morning to work on it, it was sitting on
the lathe cracked, you see. So I remember we had this meeting in the workshop,
standing around saying, ‘Well, can’t be sabotage, you know, and it can’t be somebody
blundering around, you know, what on earth is going on?’ And as we stood there,
there was this ‘bang’, and it shattered in front of us [laughs]. Nobody was near it. So
we went and consulted materials people, yes, glass goes stress relieve itself,
particularly many hours after you machine it. [Laughs] Alright, so we learned the
lesson, you know. You cut it a bit more slowly, you cool – you did all the right sort
of things, and so on. Then they advised us, well you can’t have glass to glass
interfaces, you can’t assembly it all glass to glass, you know. So we had to come up
with asbestos felt layers between it, a little bit of give and things like that, you know.
So getting it assembled was a chore, it really was a painful messy business, and so on.
But we finally got it all together, it looked all right, and so on, with the help of a few
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phone calls, and er, meetings, and things of that sort, you know. A real sort of … like
I always imagine work during the last war was like, you know, you just got on with it,
with whoever was prepared to help, and things like that.

[1:31:24]

The Durestos one was easy, ‘cause we’d done that, but when I say easy, we put I think
it was twelve percent carbon black mixed in with the thing like this, because one of
the things that another stream I’m coming to, is in fact what was the start of Stealth,
right. The third one, material, was the PTFE. Now that was interesting. We went to
ICI about it, and they said, ‘You want something which is sixteen inches diameter,
nobody has ever made PTFE blocks that big before.’ He said, ‘You sure you
wouldn’t like us to come and be involved.’ Because they desperately wanted to know
what went on, you see. So they came down and we were in the furnace, we made
these moulds up to put the stuff in there, and we found that with a bit of practice that
the bulking factor, that’s that amount of extra you had to put in to do it, was like thirty
percent more than the little tiny components. In other words, in the massive block it
didn’t behave like it did in a small. So we were all – all sorts of people came in, were
fascinated by all this. Then of course came the game, we got these cylinders and we
were trying to machine a cone out of it, you see. You put it into the machine to start
cutting, and of course it’s PTFE, it doesn’t like being cut, it moves out of the way, you
can see it move [laughs], busy trying to carve bits off and it wasn’t coming off at all.
It really was funny, you know. [Coughs] The thermal expansion of this was such that
the normal room temperatures were such, you know, during the day, that it sometimes
looked perfect, and other times it looked like a Christmas tree, the way the relative
expansions of it, and so on. Oh, coming back to that fused silica one, hmmm, when
we flew the first few experiments before we got to the silica one, we realised that
really we’d been very clever in actually we had designed the observables away, we
weren’t actually getting the information that we’d like to have had. So when we got
to the silica one, we said, ‘Well, there’s no point in having a pointed nose, we’re
going to have to have a blunt nose, and the only way we can do it is to get a bit of
heavy metal,’ you know, tungsten alloy. Tungsten alloy, we got it then said, ‘Now
how do we get some screw threads into tungsten?’ We didn’t have any tools at
Farnborough, which would have enabled us to make any holes, you couldn’t drill a
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hole into tungsten with what we had available, and things like that, you know. In the
end it was going back to the people who make the material who lent us a, hmmm, tool
which would in effect a hand tool that you could screw a thread in. We’d tried things
like electronic abrasion to see if we could actually manufacture a screw thread, really
it was not on. But we were – on a Saturday morning in the forge, you put this
tungsten into the furnace until it glowed red hot. And as soon as it was glowing red
hot, you then got this tool to drive in the thread, and so on, until it got so – we had to
get it so hard to turn, you had to put it back in to warm up. Again the contractor of the
material came along to see what we were up to and give us advice, because they were
fascinated by what we were doing. And when I say this, they came along for nothing,
you know, it was all part of, oh, there’s something special going on at Farnborough,
let’s see what’s going on.

[1:35:39]

Yeah. Hmmm … the other aspect of it is that Malvern had realised that the danger
with re-entry vehicles was the fact the inclusion of decoys, and the realisation that you
can actually reduce the signature, that’s the radar cross section, of the re-entry vehicle,
so designing decoys was simpler, and they could be lighter as well. And they asked
Grant Dawson who was a man currently living in Winchester but running in those
days a radar measurement range at, erm, Amborough Court on the north of
Farnborough, to make some measurements and things like this. And he came up with
the idea, he understood radar cross sections as it were, he understood that what you
wanted
[Closed between 1:36:35 – 1:37:02]
Now interestingly that spoilt the aerodynamics of the body, that was my part of the
job, as it were, but for very low radar cross section, right. That’s again, the silo work,
the low radar cross section shapes, were the improvement engines, they were all
things which we gave back to the – gave to the Americans as our side of the bargain
about sharing research, you know. It wasn’t a one-way flow of technology from
America to us, it was a two-way flow. Except the UK didn’t – doesn’t trumpet it,
right, whereas the Americans certainly trumpeted what they contributed, particularly
as the people who say – the people who contributed, not the people who received.
You know. But I say, the whole Dazzle programme, as far as I’m concerned, was
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done by little companies, little teams, and so on, all working together in a very fruitful
sort of way. I exploited the other approach later on when we built the Falstaff vehicle
to support Chevaline, the same basic companies who had – knew what they had to do
as it were, what was required, and got on with the job because we were doing it for
Britain, you know. Yes, it was very much that. Anybody who thought, you know –
started to moan, was just dumped, you know. We only were concerned with actually
people who’d get on with the job because we didn’t have the time, we didn’t have the
money, it was just sort of like that.

Do you want to take a short break?

Yeah, we stop now for a moment.

End of Track 6
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[Track 7]

Okay.

Yeah. It’s we in the connective sense of responsibility as with cabinet, you know.
Hmmm … I think we all – all the people I work with we all thought ourselves as part
of a team [blows nose], you know, and you didn’t – anybody who actually started
saying, ‘What’s in it for me,’ you know and things of that sort got ostracised. There
are certain individuals who found it very hard going at Farnborough. Phil Acass was
a good example, he was a major in the army before he came to Farnborough and he
brought his army attitude with him, you know, and people couldn’t get on with it. We
all used to like … you met somebody you wanted to speak to in the corridor, you
stopped in the corridor and you had your meeting there in the corridor, and so on.
You – if anybody asked for advice you gave as honest advice as you could, on the
spot. You know, you’re part of the Farnborough team. It’s the way Farnborough
worked. Each establishment had its own culture, hmmm, it was often hard for the
establishments to work together. We didn’t have a problem working with Fort
Halstead, because I think on the whole they were aimed at the army, we were aimed at
the RAF. And as a result there’s very few clashes. Fort Halstead were some of the
early, erm, people to get into advance aerodynamic issues. They – there’s a large –
there’s whole side of my career I’ve forgotten about again [laughs]. They built a – a
shock tunnel, which was like a shock tube only with an expansion reach and things
like that, which we kept alive from when it was built – when I say we, the RAE, and
the jobs I was doing, we managed to keep their man Bailey alive – active, supporting
us for many, many years all the way through to about 1918, and so on. Because he
had a unique facility, capability to do things. And when I say unique, hmmm …
unlike most wind tunnels where you stick a model in the flow, and you measure the
forces on the bottle, what he did is that he had his lightweight models, which was
suspended on a thread. And when the shockwave came down there, it broke the
thread and the model just lifted away, or blew away. So you can measure the drag
lifts, and things like that, on it immediately, just by taking photographs and so on, you
know. And you could get pictures of the flow field around it at the same time. You
could get information in a quicker turnaround from him than you could anybody else.
The other thing we could do with his facility is you could put a small rocket motor in
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simulating the four jets of the Polaris motor, right. And you could then explore how
the jets interacted. Because the problem with four plumes is that, at low altitude, yes,
there were four plumes, but at high altitude they’d all expanded and all mixed
together. And you had this very complex structure, which you had to understand, and
so on. And we used him to do it. The chap who ran it was a very nice man, hmmm,
he was Scottish. He was in the local Caledonian society. And I remember seeing him
dancing in the Scottish team at the Royal Albert Hall [laughs], amongst other things.
That was one facility. They built a ballistic range indoor in a vacuum chamber – in a
big vacuum chamber where they could fire things at like Mach ten. And we brought
in instruments from people like, hmmm, Malvern, various IR sensors covering
different ranges, and so on, to actually see what the temperature was down the wakes
and things of that sort, to help us understand what we were seeing in Project Dazzle.
We also had a big chamber about the size of this room of which they could get
plasmas – generate a plasma in it to simulate the ionosphere, because one of the other
things that we were concerned with was detection of launch of ballistic missile
through their flights of ionosphere. Because as the plume expanded enormously at
high altitude, particularly at the – in going through the ionospheric sphere layers, this
expanded plumes, snow played its way through the ionosphere punching holes in it.
So you can have an over horizon radar, you’re getting reflections back, you got these
multi-bounce, but off of the holes in the atmosphere, so you could actually see what
there were.

[05:57]

And we had a particular big radar, over horizon radar, built at, hmmm … it must be
Orford Ness, yes, Orford Ness, I remember. That didn’t last very long. The reason
was it was very good in detecting Russian trains [laughs], you see. Very low
frequency, so it reflected off the ionosphere, so you get this skipping around there,
right, and it detects movement of large objects, you know, the Doppler effect, and so
on, yeah. Of course large objects are trains [laughs]. The other thing these things did
is that you’d have a transmitter and receiver at both ends, so that we were going off
from here to Japan and back. You know, you were you were sort of doing it all the
way round. Those are the sort of things that were done at the peak of the Cold War,
because any way of detecting what was happening seemed worthwhile. The trouble
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with the ionospheric reflections is that at dawn there’s a – there’s a step comes around
in it. So that for a few hours of the day you can’t detect anything, because the
ionosphere – well it’s the difference between night and day, you know. In other
words, sort of when you get the transition somehow it drops down and you don’t get
the reflections, something like that. So it’s not a satisfactory way. But it’s the sort of
thing that you do, or did, then because you got some information out of it, you know,
you got some confidence. And you also had the feeling that the other side didn’t
really know what you were getting out of it, and therefore it helped make them
cautious.

Hmm,

If you go up near Bedford, there’s still some weird bits of equipment on hills, or so
on, around – you’re wondering what on earth a circular fence, a huge circular, does
for you, and so on, yeah. I tend to forget those sort of things. They’re – you get … I
was dragged in on things like this because, you know, you just have this reputation of
having a background in issues related to ballistic missiles, and so on. So they tend to
sort of try it on you.

It sounds a very sort of, hmmm, environment where you could be doing anything.
Would that be …?

Like universities in my opinion. Universities are full of small departments. You
know, you have a prof, senior lecturer, or reader, you know, a few handful of people
and so on, who are recognised experts of something or other, or in a field, or
something of that sort. So they become consultants. The BBC calls on them and all
that sort of thing, you know. Yes, it’s much – establishments were like that. I think
ex – the war time influence, where there was no constraint really on money and things
of that sort, hmmm, no sort of management reporting things that restrained people, as
we got from 1960 onwards, where the – once Lighthill became director at RAE, and
we invented this system of cost codes, it was actually discovered how much it actually
cost to do things, you know. Before it was just paid for out of various votes, you
know. But not … not in a managed sort of way, you know. People have ideas of
work to do, you discussed it with your boss or the head of the department as it were,
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and if it was something within your budget, or something you see you had to pay for,
you got on with it. You know, no – you didn’t have to account for things in those
early days.

What was the change under Lighthill?

Now, it doesn’t – the establishments like that don’t exist. You know, it’s all been
reorganised in way. Something like, we have we DSTL and we have QinetiQ, and so
on, you know. QinetiQ is very much run like an industry, high tech industry of
course, you know, but it’s all managed. And you lose things in that, you know, it’s
very difficult to see where the imagination gets into it.

[10:56]

… How do you actually work with other establishments? Was there a formal
mechanism there, or was it informal?

[Sighs] On the whole, working tended to be the classic committee, you know. You
visit somebody to chat, particularly if you’re trying to get something of the ground, as
it were. And if it was – only involved two or three people, that’s all it would be, you
meet informally. On the whole, things tended to need a slightly wider audience, so
you had to have a – events in your diary, so you effectively came to a committee with
notes, er, issue. I know Chevaline got mad. There was so much that the
establishments were involved in that we ended up having to issue a calendar, and all
the committees met on a six and seven week cycle. And you had to have a calendar
because you couldn’t afford to have meetings clash in that sense, you know. Hmmm,
but the advantage of the committee structure was that you could get the people
actually doing a particular field of testing, for example, will come together and plan
things together. You knew they were actually meeting and planning, and therefore
there was progress. And they could send you a little note saying, ‘Yes, we’ve had this
meeting. We’ve reached a milestone,’ whatever it is, things like that, you know. And
I thought on the whole, at the lower level anyhow, it was a more efficient use of
people’s time. They didn’t – the great tendencies could be that when you start
involving industry, and a fair number of people doing a particular range of trials, and
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so on, they could spend a lot of time meeting and chatting. Now, informal meetings
tend to drift on somewhat, and so on, and get dominated by having an excellent lunch
[laughs], and things of that sort. So …

[13:28]

Could you talk me through –

Hmm?

Could you talk me through the progress of your actual work during the Blue Streak
period?

No. No.

No?

Why should I talk to anybody?

I’m interested. I’m just trying to get a sense of what you’re doing in this period, you
know. This ultimately is a sort of career life story. I’m interested in the sort of
particular parts that you were working in within this larger structure you’ve
described.

It was quite easy, there was not enough time to get everything done. Hmmm, it was
usually for people to be occupied 110 per cent, 120 per cent, of their time if you see
what I mean. We were understaffed always, and so on. Hmmm, deliberately so. You
try to capture the enthusiasts. It’s where the saying comes from, if you want
something done, find somebody who is busy, you know. The person who seemed to
have time to spare is usually useless [laughs]. But – I don’t know how you find it is,
but I still find the way you make progress is that you have lots of balls in the air, as it
were, you know. And when a thought strikes you, you sit down and scribble some
notes, or write on a bit of paper on that, and you’re very productive, as long as you
have enough balls in the air. You know. Sitting down there and actually saying, and
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– I’ve got a problem, and I’ve got to sort it out now, doesn’t lend itself to making fast
progress, because if your mind’s blank, your mind’s blank, and that’s it [both laugh].

I’m just very interested in the fact that you said you were working on the re-entry
choice of material, the choice of materials for re-entry body, and flow field
calculations, and packaging. And it just seems an awful lot of things to be working
on. Like you said, it’s a lot of balls to juggle.

Yes, but they’re all – in some ways they’re all aspects of the same thing. I didn’t
mention the analogue computer. Harold Robinson designed an electronic system [ph]
of heat conducting, one dimensional heat reduction. And I had a staff of three as well
as myself operating this. And we were using that to estimate the aerodynamic heating
to bodies, that’s the pulse and the heat conduction into the surfaces, and so on. And
that includes really the insulation needed from the inside, and whatever other details
we actually wanted to put into it, you know. It enabled us to do enough calculations
that you get a feel for what the problem is, and what – what you had to concentrate
on. Hmmm, and it was very much we, because whichever one of the four of us was
available actually got on with it.

What was a typical day’s work like in those periods then, the sort of late ‘50s?

[16:58]

The thing about the late ‘50s, the ‘50s, is that first of all nobody was allowed to bring
a car into the establishment. And what’s more, bicycles, there were bicycles – endless
bicycle sheds outside each gate, you know. So there was no – you could get around
the establishment, because there was a bus service basically, or you walked, you
know, the main part was all in simple walking distance. It was a higgledy-piggledy
establishment because buildings were put where there was space, not necessarily
where it was logical, you know. Buildings got put up where you couldn’t walk
between them, at corners [laughs], all sorts of oddities like that, you know. Rather as
if it had been all put up in a hurry during the war, which is exactly what had
happened, you know. And we had, erm, the main building, the director’s building,
was the original office block for the establishment, when it was a balloon factory.
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Behind it, the next two buildings were actually ex-balloon hangars, or ship hangars,
and so on. That’s where we had printing department and so on. We had extensive
workshops of various sorts, besides the wind tunnels which were all over in one
corner [coughs], the structural test facilities. Yeah, it was all – each thing was put in
its best place that was left, as it were. Hmmm, it was not built on the basis of a
planned development. After the war it was intended to start the national aeronautical
establishment at Bedford, er … Bedford, Thurrock. I can’t remember the actual name
of the place. But the first thing they built at Bedford was the longest runway in the
country. Because aircraft were getting bigger and heavier, you needed a really tough
runway, very long. Because that’s what they thought was going to be need in the long
term. It didn’t turn out like that because jet aircrafts just had more engine power, you
know, so they could get off very fast, or could accelerate faster, and so on. And we
built some major new wind tunnels up at Bedford, and it had been the intention really
to take all the aerodynamic work to Bedford, leaving, let’s say, navy and guided
weapons work at Farnborough, that sort of thing. But it didn’t happen you know.
Bedford was not a – in some ways a good choice. I think just the area, hmmm, area of
Bedford, was not well supported with facilities and housing, and things of that sort
after the war. [Pause] But as I say that’s the, erm, aeronautical research place,
commercial one. That grew up in the same area in Bedford. And that was quite – we
used that because it had a Mach seven leg to their wind tunnel, which we made good
use of.

Mach seven leg?

The trouble with facilities in the UK is that the list seemed quite long until you
actually try to do a project, then you found, you know, you were a bit hard pressed to
get things. Because very often these facilities were more like prototypes than the real
thing, you know, they weren’t big enough to do what you wanted and so on. Hmmm,
I really – production size hypersonic wind tunnel was what the country’s always
needed, and was never had. And now it doesn’t have a capability in that field at all.
It was bad enough with Chevaline that we had to go to people like Imperial College to
use their facility under a code name, and so on, you know. But we had used
university – we used Southampton. Hmmm … what was the other one? Oxford, in
Oxford. The Oxford Engineering Lab for things.
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[22:00]

Because sometimes we’d throw up problems – I said earlier about the four jets for
Polaris. There were four engines on Black Knight, which also had the same sort of
problem, we had reverse flow up the back. The first time when we found we had
reverse flow, we had heating we didn’t expect. But it all had pressurisation inside.
And that pressurisation, just a PSI across something three-foot diameter, itself was
worthwhile for us having. And we designed that capability into the Black Arrow
stages to exploit that phenomena. But the problem was, what the hell was happening,
you know. So in the end after quite a few years, the Oxford Engineering Lab did a
very detailed survey of a model of, in effect, the Black Knight back end of how the
plumes interacted, and how quickly it did it. You see, one of the problems we had
always is that you got four jets to start with, and yet very soon after the – about one or
two diameters downstream, it behaved like it was just a single mix jet. And you
couldn’t – we couldn’t see how on earth that mixing could occur so quickly how it
did, you know. It’s actually due to vorticity, the – not turbulence, but the fact that the
things were – yeah, had a very strong mixing influence going on. And they sorted it
out, not only sorted it out in the sense of experimentally, but actually were able to
calculate it, that’s the trick. You know, in other words, do you understand it well
enough to be able to predict it, which is what they did. But that was achieved …
perhaps fifteen years after the problem was first recognised [laughs].

What difference does actually being – knowing how the problem actually works?

Oh, you have confidence, confidence in what you’re doing. If you don’t really
understand, you know it works but you don’t really understand, then you’re
constrained to doing exactly the same thing again, you know. You don’t know if
you’re near an optimum or what. If you do understand then you got some idea of
what you can do, what you can exploit.

You mention Black Knight there a moment ago as well, and we haven’t really talked
about that much. I was wondering where that fits into this.
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[24:48]

Well, we were given – when the contracts for Blue Streak were placed, the RAE was
given responsibility for contract for a test vehicle. Harold Robinson, who had been
my boss briefly in 1953, hmmm, he set down to design a test vehicle. He looked at
doing it with solid propellants, and decided that was a waste of time. We wanted to
get something which looked like a mini Blue Streak in features, fuel – liquid fuel and
so on, er, uncomplicated guidance, and things like that, you know, [inaud], didn’t
want something that flew up and came down, and so on, which had the potential for
exploitation. [Sighs] We knew that Saunders Roe had built two rockets, propelled
interceptors; one, a demonstrator, and then it was building a serious one for sell to the
Navy and to the Germans, and so on. I know it got cancelled. It got cancelled when
there was twelve in the last stages of construction. It really is incredible when you
think that you spend the money, as it were, and then they cancel it and don’t actually
get the benefit of a few extra weeks of work to actually fly the things, you know, and
get some background. The TSR2 was another good example of that, you know. I
know the TSR2 in the end should have been cancelled far earlier than it was. It was a
plane, a wonderful plane, which actually we didn’t have a need for. And people kept
trying to invent needs for it, you know, as a fighter, as a strike aircraft, as this, that,
and the other. That basically the Soviet defences spread across Europe made it
useless, you know. You couldn’t – unless you flew at Mach three to Mach four, you
couldn’t evade anything, you know. And that’s why Tornado has got a limited range,
because, you know, it wasn’t going anywhere, very far you know, it was really for
third world problems, and so on. Hmmm, that caused us all sorts of problems in the
1980s, because you couldn’t attach anything to the Tornado, it wasn’t big enough to
carry a rocket under the wings, and things like that, you know.

[27:38]

When we came round to Skybolt, and we were sort of talking putting Skybolt under
each wing, a Vulcan and, hmmm, Victor, the first thing the company did was say,
‘Hey, you know, this is – you’re not playing the right game, you want to carry four or
six, or even eight Skybolts in one go.’ They were quite right, that was the way to do
it. And the most sensible scheme would have been a VC10 carrying – developed to
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carry six or eight Skybolts, and so on. But the RAF saw Skybolts only as an interim
measure, you see, because by then we already convinced we were going to end up
with Polaris in due course. And therefore what they wanted to see was something
which kept the V Bombers alive, you know. We had the V bombers, let’s use them,
you know, let’s not build another generation of something of that sort, you know. So
you can find the books full of schemes as it were, but there was no real incentive for
the government to go down these sort of routes. Well I’ve mentioned Skybolt.
Skybolt was interesting. The RAE’s role really was how did you fit it to the aircraft,
and how did you get the weapon’s control system into the aircraft? You know, what’s
forgotten is that you don’t just hang a store on a plane, you’ve got to have something
inside the airplane that enables you to do things like drop it, ignite it, and things of
that sort, you know, weapons control. And bearing in mind that the crew in the
aircraft already have lots of things to do, it’s another burden on them. It was
particularly bad when it came to Tornado when there’s only pilot to do everything.
The last thing he needs is yet another task to actually use the weapon, and so on.
Hmmm … we were seriously – there were two problems with the Skybolt. One is that
the Americans had not come out with a warhead design which was light enough, you
know. Normally it was meant to be 1,000 mile range, but in fact with the warhead
that they – it was practical for was going to be like 700 miles. Now already 700 miles
is not enough. You already had the – the V bombers would have to penetrate it, at
low altitude too. Yes, Marguerite?

[Coughing]

Skybolt, there was this first problem about whether the range was right. The UK,
Aldermaston that is, had set out doing a range of warhead designs. I’ve got the details
in a notebook somewhere or other about the names – there’s a whole sort of two
barrelled family of names covering these two dimensional spreads. As far as I can
see, hmmm, there were only small variations in the dimensions of the warhead, and so
on. But they were trying to look for an – the first time trying to optimise a warhead,
and they came up with some very good ideas of what the warhead should look like,
improvements and so on, which were reflected both in WE177 and the design of the
Polaris warhead which they got to do afterwards instead, right. The Skybolt still had
the problem that it couldn’t carry – it wasn’t carrying decoys in the American’s – in
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American design, but the RAE was pressing hard to actually have a decoy suite
carried. In other words, a section added that covered decoys using the Blue Streak
technology that had been developed, and so on, and I’ve got a paper somewhere
which gives details of what the proposal would be. It would have been very little
advance over Blue Streak, hmmm, but then you see we hadn’t really got to that stage
of Blue Streak either. We would have actually continued doing experiments for Black
Knight on that way, and we certainly had proposals on the type of experiments we
wanted to do. Unfortunately the Black Knight programme tended to be kicked
around. In other words, what people wanted us to do would changed faster than we
actually did it, you know. There was several times when we came up with a proposal
for a decoy related experiment, but we never actually got round to flying it, you know,
because the needs had changed in the meantime.

Hmm.

[32:52]

My contributions to Black Knight was things like, I was pulled in the first time we
had this base flow problem, and thermal behaviour in the back, thermal things like
that, you know, where we had to go round and actually decide how much thermal
protection we had to put on the cables and pipe work and things of that sort. I was
involved in, I say, the experiment design. On the whole, I was more available for
people to consult than my boss was, as it were, you know, and as a result doing most
of the sums, as it were, or being responsible for most of the sums, many people came
in and chatted to me anyhow. So I tended to be the key person in that side of things

Hmm. What sort of …?

And how we interpreted it altogether, and sort of pulled it all together, and so on. The
RAF took an interest in Skybolt from 1958 when it had started. And the Navy had
taken an interest in Polaris, and had an office in the US Navy’s office in Crystal City
in Washington. No, strictly speaking it wasn’t Washington, was it? Across the road
… in DC anyhow, keeping tabs on what was going on, right. I suppose for obvious
sort of reasons, you know, just to keep in touch and so on. The – on Polaris were
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being fed the summary trial sheet for each of the firings, A1 and A2, [coughs] and so
on. So when we came round to the cancellation of Skybolt, which any intelligent
person would have expected to have happened anyhow, so on, we thought – NASA, it
was always with NASA, it was a high level meeting, that in fact we were being – we
were going to buy the Polaris A2. And the technical team that went over it in early
‘73 to get the technical details, went with schemes for systems based on a single reentry vehicle on top of A2 like system. And that’s where these two models of the
conical round base came from. They were just part of the schemes that we put
forward at the time. When we learned that A2 was being phased out and A3 was
actually in active preparation – bit taken aback by that and what it all meant. And the
problem turned out to be of course there wasn’t the length available in the subs,
hmmm, the subway designing systems as it were, to get it in. And there was nothing
we could do about it because we were buying, or we intended to buy, the launch tubes
set area from the Americans. So you were stuck with the size and things like that.
You couldn’t actually extend it and so on, which is what one had hoped for. And the
second stage couldn’t be thrust terminated and therefore it had to – the re-entry
vehicle had to be flown off at an angle, right. And I’ve got a scheme somewhere
which shows a Stealth re-entry vehicle canted over, so it can be fired off in angle at
the time, and so on. And although Lockheed looked at it for us, did an engineering
study, it was basically a no-go. It was not the way that we could do. We were stuck
with A3.

[37:07]

Hmmm, the other thing about Polaris that I knew about, I’m not sure how widely it
was known, but we got Lockheeds to do a scheme, a study for us, er, for Polaris with
the copy of the US warhead, with a UK warhead, or both designs with a UK specified
set of penaids with it. Hmmm, why it was done like that, I think must have been
political reasons. Because, first of all, we knew we couldn’t design – we couldn’t
copy the US warhead.
[Closed between 37:53-38:00]
And as we were totally responsible for safety and reliability and performance, you
could only do what you could do. You couldn’t actually say, ‘Let’s take a design –
somebody else’s design and trust that we’ … because with nuclear materials it isn’t
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the same, you know. You don’t get the same isotope mix if you make the material
compared to what the Americans make. In fact, quite often, with the materials,
special materials you can’t even get it the same batch, so the same characteristics, in
different batches, you know. It – particularly, you worry about P240, which is
basically a poison as far as plutonium is concern, compared with 239. The mix is
different and so on. So you have to have a base – a good understanding of what the
hell you’re doing, yeah, and a good calculation capability to actually show what the
effect is. So that you can actually say I’m going to get the following differences as a
result of the fact that you can’t actually match it quite, right. The Anglicisation of
warhead, like we did with Red Snow, hmmm, and as we did for doing – anglicise it
for Polaris, that was a UK design based, I say, on the way we got from Skybolt and
W177, hmmm, were great achievements because we managed to do – get the same
capability in the same size and weight and centre of gravity, you know. Now that is a
much more difficult matching something in that sense, it’s much more difficult than in
fact doing it from scratch. We would have – with Red Snow it caused so much
trouble to try and anglicise it that we could have actually improved the warhead
design that we’d used in the grapple fires to … you have to understand that every
nuclear – in atmosphere nuclear test was an incredibly conservative design.
Conservative in a scientific sense I suppose [laughs], is the thing for engineering. It
was all incredibly sophisticated, the whole things, you know. Hmmm, but all the
same, it had to work. You know what I mean, that’s what I mean by conservative,
you know. No sense of cutting it down. Given the two years it took us to anglicise
Red Snow, we could have actually though halved the weight of the device that we
tested at Christmas Island, we could have done it, and it would have been hours within
what we knew, what we were doing properly, you know. Anglicisation was a … the
warhead for Polaris, I say, was a number of clever ideas, but effectively it had to be
smaller than we would have liked. Now the problem is we have a requirement about
single point safe. Therefore if you have multiple detonators, if one of them
inadvertently goes there mustn’t be a yield, right. Now, as you make warheads small
in diameter, you need more plutonium, right, to make it work at all. And there comes
a stage when you get suspicious of whether you’re single point safe. And in Polaris
case, it was – we had to have mechanical safing, in other words the hole in the middle,
the hole inside the pit as it were, was filled with this – in effect these steel balls. To
start with, you had to empty out before you flew as it were, you know. A little bit
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complicated but it works, and so on. Over the years we got better at it of course,
better at it, no longer steel balls but very light weight plastic – no, not plastic, ceramic
and so on. It’s all clever safety. The whole business of safety dominates the design of
these things, and so on. So there we are with Polaris anyhow, had difficulty. Hmmm
… as soon as it was quite clear that, yes, we had to do a UK warhead, we couldn’t
copy the US warhead because in effect the Ordnance Board would not accept the
explosive that the Americans used. They were – as I say, you could accept it but
under the Grandfather Rule, as it were. In other words, Americans used it and hadn’t
had the trouble and therefore you could live with it. But the Ordnance Board took the
attitude that the Americans could never present us but the information that gave us the
confidence that they had, because our engineering culture is different and our
background is different. You couldn’t actually see why the Americans were so
confident, you know. Now that maybe that the way they handled things, and did
things in their factories, and so on, were sufficiently different that they couldn’t see
where the risk that we saw could come from in their situation, but our Ordnance
Board could see in ours, and so on.

[43:59]

So immediately it started – oh, before the technical visit, immediately after NASA, we
did a study at the RAE, dated the 3rd of January ‘63 which I have a print of, of what
could the UK do? You know, what – if the UK had to do it on its own, what could it
offer to do? It concluded that to match Polaris as a missile with solid propellant
motors, of which I have to say the Americans have been saying to us since 1958, we
should just switch to large solid propellants, they are viable, we must do it. They
were switching to Minuteman, their Polaris, it worked and therefore they knew it
could be done and so on. The UK didn’t have that background, and was loathed to go
down that route at that point in time. The Treasury started cutting back on money for
Blue Streak development, because they heard the message and they could see
nugatory expenditure coming up, and so on. We in the RAE had already thought of,
what about using Blue Streak as a satellite launcher, so its other possible uses and
things like that. So I won’t say there was a conflict of interests, but there was no
clarity of which way the future would go.
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Hmm.

But the preferred solution was to take the Black Knight technology, build a larger
vehicle, which would have been more Black Arrow like in size, which you could store
propellant for a year in a silo. So we ended up with sort of saying that UK technology
with silos, you know, bringing back the old questions that we have about the reason
why we didn’t want Blue Streak in the first place, and so on. Particularly when it was
always known the submarine at sea was probably the best way to go. But the estimate
for a Polaris missile, not the submarine but the Polaris missile, replacement in the UK
was over twice the cost of anything else that the UK could do. And that included a
UK equivalent of Skybolt, you know, or a large cruise missile and so on. In other
words, we looked at these. That’s a paper I suppose I need to make available to
people. It’s available at the National Archive, I’m told. Still, the first thing after the
technical visit which was led by Jerry Lyons and Harold Robinson, who’d done this
study, was to write to the Secretary of State … not the Minister of Defence, because
we were still technology in those days, write up to London anyhow, very seriously
and say, ‘A Polaris has been bought. It’s not been bought with a decoy suite, it really
won’t do the job because the Russians are building an ABM system,’ which we had
details already of the deployment around Tallinn in the Baltic Gulf. We must do this,
that, and the other. So we got – we were given a sum of money to do a, I suppose you
call it a pre-feasibility study, called HR169. We had got some work – had work
already done for us by Lockheeds looking at various aspects of things. And this
scheme that we came up with had a fixed installation of decoys at the front end, kept
the original three bodies, but made in the spaces, made decoys. Hmmm, that was
sufficiently good to be given more money for a feasibility study, and that went to –
through the year’s feasibility, and a year’s project definition, HR169. So I ended up
with a big fat document which was – the company ESAMS was founded to do the job,
to coordinate, you know, do the systems work for us, and prepare the proposals.
General Electric designed some of the decoys. ESAMS designed another, and so on.
And we got as far as lab demonstrations of all the things that we were intending to do.
Which is what project definition is, you know, in other words you come up with
drawings, a plan, a cost plan, and lab examples of the very special things you had to
build. I can remember certainly seeing the decoys folded up and then unfolded, and
the way things were going to do.
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[49:15]

Unfortunately at that time, the Soviets changed their tactics and switched from inatmospheric interceptors to an out of atmosphere interceptor. Hmmm … when the
photographs were taken of the Soviet ABM test vehicle being pulled through Red
Square, the air attaché took photographs of it all, illegally of course, calibrated the
size against the size of stones which had already been measured in Red Square, and so
on. And we recognised that the – up the boost were four Griffin motors clustered
together, you could see from the tyres where the centre of gravity was, right. You
could see we had a tapered vehicle, and then they showed a test firing on Moscow
television of the ABM test vehicle, and we could see it was a double cone and things
like that. So we had a good idea of the type of vehicle it was. And as soon as you
started doing simple performance calculations done by Lieutenant Commander
Ashmore for us, for me really, it was quite clear this was a slow vehicle that would fly
a long way. And it was no longer a high acceleration in-atmosphere thing, it was
something for defending against something before it re-entered. The size of the
vehicle was such that it had to be a megaton plus warhead, you know, what does
megatons mean? Well we’d already thought of radiation out of the atmosphere, like
seventy five percent of a bang outside the atmosphere is in x-rays. Of course, there’s
no blast wave or things like that. It’s just radiation. Hmmm … Aldermaston started
looking at what did that mean for their design, they got dead worried. The warheads
wouldn’t cope with absorbing that sort of energy, sort of levels at all. So they had to
think of a different design. We tried asking – we – you know, the UK tried asking
formerly of the States about things, and the question was phrased in the wrong way,
and the Americans just refused and said, ‘No, we can’t, by the Senate’s requirement,
you cannot tell you anything other than a question framed in terms of Polaris, you
know. We can answer questions about Polaris. But we can’t answer questions in
general technology and issues like that.’ So there was a – it didn’t help that Solly
Zuckerman, the chief science advisor of the government, was anti the next generation
of nuclear weapons as well. He thought the scientists were just doing it for the sake
of having something to do, and so on. He wasn’t very keen. I must say, his visit
reports that I have seen are very good. So he did his job properly. But it did put a
hiccup in 1944 – sorry, ’64, for a year or two. #
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[52:38]

The Americans realised that we have a problem – you know, what the UK problem
was. And in 1946, sorry 1967, in April, they invited senior people over, Vic Macklen,
Fred East and Newley from Aldermaston, the director, Deputy Director level, as it
were, to be briefed on Antelope, where the Americans had done a quick fix to Polaris.
They decided against it, but had the bits made – bits had already been made, you
know. The American style, things like improvements, was you build – you either
build everything – do everything to the point where you could actually build it and use
it, or to actually build it and put it in a warehouse ready to use if you had to, you
know. Really, it’s incredible when you think back, but that’s the way people were at
the time. Hmmm, we were seeing that the Antelope vehicles in its test programmes at
the stage – mind you, so was Polaris A3. And we were having problems. There were
things that were being thrown up by A3, which we hadn’t any inkling of before, and
so on. But still, the Antelope was being test flown and so on. A more technical group
– they sent the view foils over of a presentation to us in June, and we had a follow up
presentation or something like that. Now already Macklen had set up committee in
‘67 to see what are the options, you know, what could we do, because HR169 was
dead as it were. We’d recognised that, we’d even put a line to say that in the project
definition report, and say, ‘Great idea, it may be useful but it’s already obsolete.’
Hmmm, the sub committee said what were the options. So we had a six month study
led by Peter Jones at Aldermaston because neither Fred East or another RAE man,
who would have been both well suited to run the project, both had other postings to go
to which they preferred to do. So, hmmm, we did a six-month study. And the way it
was done, as we sat down in the meeting, come up with agenda, what do you want to
put in this report, you do this and you do that, you know, and we’ll all meet when it’s
fit and ready to edit the bits together, and we’ll make a report, right. No great
discussion of what the issues were, and things like that, hmmm, but it was a fair
statement of what the problem was, and the sort of the things that would have to be
done. We were then given a two-year task to look at options and come up – when I
say look at options, to compare cost, relative cost, and relative performance. The idea
is what could you get for the buck, you know, much money did you have to spend.
And we’d looked at a range from doing nothing, to hardening the re-entry bodies, to
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separating the re-entry bodies in a space much more, to carrying decoys in a separate
package, or integrating it all. Or even to having six small re-entry bodies each with its
own string of decoys. I have to say that was more … I’m glad we didn’t go down that
route, because later studies showed that it could never have worked, you know. We’d
never have done what was intended. Because there’s lots of things we didn’t know
that early on, and so on. But that’s how – in ‘69 a paper went out, a fat document,
covering the intelligence work [phone ringing], in other words, the assessment of the
Russian vehicle and radars and how the system might work, and the sort of defensive
coverage. Hmmm, physics problems went with it. What a new warhead design have
to be. What the delivery system would look like, and so on. Several volumes in other
words. And that was considered, hmmm, in effect by the cabinet, because what came
back to the Macklen committee was the response not only from the Treasury, but the
Ministry of Ag and Fish, and all the other departments; what would be the impact on
the government as it were, and its policies, of actually introducing a Polaris
improvement programme, you know. Hmmm, a fascinating read. Now there are
several copies of that around, I think the National Archive has got some of the
background papers. It’s interesting anyhow to see, you know – things like the
treasury, it sort of said the treasury’s job is that ministers agree a budget, and their
problem is to keep within the budget, you know. If you want to spend more money on
this, what are you giving up? And things like that, you know. And the treasury saw
their responsibility is to avoid new expenditure. In other words, they won’t let you
spend money which they think is going to be wasted, and when you stop to think of it,
that is the treasury’s job isn’t it? How bloody irritating it can be. [Laughs]. You
know, and there are people who actually will moan about Britain and space, and
things like that, and say, ‘It’s all the treasury’s fault that we’re not doing it,’ and so
on. But it’s the treasury doing its job. Now I suggest, hmmm, we got our subs sorted
up to Polaris …

[End of Track 7]
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[Track 8]

Yeah.

Right, before lunch, we were talking about the Blue Streak to Polaris period.

Well, eventually through HR169 for the Polaris work, right. And we’d left it to
actually say that for Polaris improvements, we’d done a, in effect, a two-year proper
study of what the options were. Now, we’d been offered Antelope, there was a
problem with the American proposal is that it was a –
[Closed between 00:36-00:46]
hmmm, and a load decoys of which the designs of those decoys went way back to the
penaid’s suite’s design for A3,A2,A1. Every American system, you see, had a penaid
suite design for it, even if they weren’t actually deployed, and so on. They were very
similar, the American proposals, very similar to the ones that we had proposed for
HR169, which themselves went back to Blue Streak days in terms of concepts,
hmmm, and, for that matter, design hardware. The only difference is we hadn’t
actually flown individual ones, whereas the Americans had up to a point. The US
Senate had put a bar on exchanging any information about decoys, whether they were
research tests or otherwise. You know, they were just a black item. So they said they
would be very happy to do work for us to our specifications. We had to write them
what it is we wanted, and of course the problems in the UK with it not having pursued
its own research programme was not in a position to write down at that stage what it
required. Now when it – we go to the mid-‘60s and it was quite clear that the Soviet
defence system was going to be exoatmosphere, the problem was that the kill radius
[Closed between 02:22-02:44]
These were the problems with in fact, hmmm – the Russians had really upped the ante
against ballistic missiles, they made every ballistic missile up to that point obsolete.
They all had to be nuclear hardened, against x-rays, and so on. The trouble with xrays is that they get deposited in material in no time at all, the speed of light, near
enough, you know. Then the materials all decide, hey, I should be thicker, I should be
fatter, you know, because I’ve got all this extra energy. So they suddenly expand
[coughs], and it’s this expansion, the shockwaves, that travel through and reflect.
First of all, they reflect from every surface as a tension wave, they reflect back. And
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the tension wave is always the worse, because that really spools off material, and it
will rattle to and fro. The other problem is, of course, that the x-rays were absorbed
preferentially by the higher Z materials. So the higher atomic weight, uranium,
plutonium, and so on, you know, absorb it strongly, so you get shattering around
inside. Perhaps you don’t appreciate that plutonium has a very complicated, erm,
phase structure. In other words, if it raises like in its purest state, fifteen degrees, it
phase changes to something which actually is larger than it was originally, you know.
In other words, if it gets slightly warmer, it changes to something larger which of
course is destructive, right. The problem can be solved, and is, by making alloys of
the plutonium, or uranium, with other materials to – it shifts where the phase
boundaries are. So you can get it less sensitive to that. But early warheads like the
one in Red Beard were subject to things like that, problems over temperatures. And
even with Polaris and Chevaline, the temperature limitations in storage are quite
severe. Now in a submarine it’s not too bad, because you can sail her in and keep the
launch tubes at more or less a constant temperature, you don’t get large deviations.
Whereas if you are flying it around on an aeroplane, you get problems. The most
difficult thing with the aircraft was when we were trying to sort out the environments
– that’s the environment test spec that you had to prove the store to, and so on, was to
realize that in fact, to the RAF, the problem was when you flew a mission, and
aborted it and came back, and then very soon refuelled and went back and did the
mission again. So in effect you were subjecting everything to twice the environment
that you originally thought of, you know. Hmmm … it’s so obvious when they
mention it to you, but at the time we hadn’t thought of it like that –

In –

[06:13]

And so on. So there we were, hmmm, at a – we had by ‘69 decided that these were
the options that were available, that the one that we finally went for seemed the most
credible one. I mean, physically in terms of the thoughts that we had later on where
we realized, you know, you had to refine the design somewhat, some of what looked
like good ideas, turned out not to be good ideas, that early days.
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How do you establish this credibility?

Credibility?

Of a design.

Well, it’s just very simple you start out – oh, at the time the Moscow defence system
looked like – they had cleared 128 sites – twice 64, yeah, 128 sites, yeah, and they’d
laid in – you could see the overhead photography showed you the development of the
– the communications around Moscow, round the E-ring of Moscow [defences]. And
you could see they’d refurbished what were the SA1 sites, I think it was the SA1 sites,
the original anti-aircraft missile sites, with extra comms, including I think fibre optics.
I think even at that stage it was fibre optics. Hmmm, they had improved these sites,
but they had made initial preparations in the sites in between usually, so you’re faced
with not only 128 missiles, but possibly 256. And there was room on another ring to
double that, so you might have 500, you know. But the thought then was to say, well,
alright, it’s all right having 250 or 500 ABMs, but how did you use them? Because
everyone – you couldn’t have them all going off at once, you know. Because every
time you let off a detonation exo, space, you have a blank area, you have black out,
right. Already, as far as IR sensors are concerned, you know, it’ll be – you can’t see
past it. And you can’t have too many bursts up there, and you can’t see what’s
coming, you know, sort of black out problem. So you think, well, there’s lots of
thoughts there. Now what we did see, hmmm, was about ‘62 the Russians did some
exo detonations, and they flew some SS4s in the sky at the same time, that’s their,
hmmm, 1,000 mileish range missile, hmmm, which was fully operational at that stage.
And they clearly were making measurements worried about what was the interaction
with electronics, and things of that sort. And what was done. Now what they had
done is that they had designed the Moscow system, and I say had designed in the
sense that they’d pour concrete as a basis, and things on that. They’d poured the
concrete for the big radar which we later on called doghouse, immediately behind the
city as far as the direction to the Americas were concerned. Now that first lot was
against the Americans, I thought, you know. But as a result of these upright tests
[ph], they moved the radar to the side. So that the radar was no longer looking
through the detonations, but actually had a chance of looking around some of them.
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So yes, we had the warning. The Americans did some trials themselves very quickly,
because there was going to be a test ban treaty almost immediately there. And one
has to recognize that the Americans and the Russians recognized the problem, but had
different trials which they’d measured on, you know. So they didn’t necessarily have
exactly the same view of what black out, and so on, what the problems were going to
be, you know, what the model was, and things of that sort. Hmmm, it tends to get
forgotten when you discuss these things to realise that the two countries don’t
necessarily start from the same point of view, the same database, and so on. So we
were seeing them though. The fortunate thing about overhead photography is that you
could see the radars being built.

Where’s this overhead photography actually come from?
Hmm?

Where’s this overhead photography actually come from by this point?

Hmmm, satellites. Which ones they were, I have no idea. I did know at one time, but
I think it’s in the literature, you can find out what was actually observing, things of
that sort. Er … it was all highly classified in those days, the satellite photography, but
they generated so much of it they actually had to lower the classification of the
photography so it could be – pictures could be analyzed, you know. And then of
course it became very convenient for the US senate, and so on, to actually show off
these pictures. And for several years, early ‘70s, they produced, America produced,
an annual report on what the Soviet defensive’s systems were, covering ABMs, antiaircraft missiles, tank ships, and things of that sort, you know, Soviet war capability.
It was, hmmm, yeah, that was quite interesting. But it did enable us to talk about
things in those days. Nowadays everybody knows, you know. Hmmm …

[12:04]

There were all sorts of little things the Russians did wrongly like they – by law they
were required to maintain a document, annual document, on all the radiating
structures they had, all the radars and their equivalent, and so on. Hmmm … as long
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as they – they were all experimental ones I should say, you know. So when
somebody started introducing their missile into service with its own radar, you noted
that the radar disappeared from the list of experimental radars. When also a missile
was being introduced that had a nuclear warhead, they did a series of acceptance trials
of the warhead. So you could identify the UGTs, which they were using to prove the
warhead, you know, ‘cause they fit – there’s a bureaucratic way of doing it, you
know, a fixed pattern that you could relate to. So you could say that’s the warhead for
so and so, from which you could deduce what the yield was, and things of that sort,
you know. Er … it’s a joke in a way, because they were supposed to be secure and
yet they weren’t, with that information. And what’s more, we had the same foolish
sort of approaches to things, you know, you never seem to get people to actually look
thoroughly through everything, that to say, you know, what can you do? So there we
were coming up the late ‘60s with the Labour government, and the Labour
government with lots of its members anti-nuclear warheads, nuclear systems and so
on. Wilson had declared we wouldn’t develop another nuclear system, meaning a
fresh one, so implying that we were going to stay with Polaris, and Polaris
improvements had been good enough, which quite honestly they were. We’d already
turned up our nose at C3, Poseidon. Poseidon was the first of the [mic noise]
independent targetable vehicles, you know. With all our problems of being the first,
you know. It was twice recalled from service and reworked, tripling its cost, I might
say. The re-entry bodies very – made very small, which we said would be a mistake,
at least I said it would be a mistake, because nearly all the problems we have during
re-entry are compounded the smaller you make the body, you know. Er, the – the
greater the tolerance needed, the worse the interaction between the symmetries and
things like that, in terms of the dynamic motion. It wasn’t a terribly accurate system,
because too many of them went off the target for one reason or another. The nose tip
kept fracturing to start with, and things like that. Our navy was very interested in
Poseidon, because they knew when they got it, they didn’t care about the cost,
because buying American didn’t come out of their budget, you know. Improving
something that they already had came out of their budget, and when you’re sort of
frigates, and destroyers, and so on, you know, you get fussy about worrying about a
fleet were it – four subs meant eight cruise, eight cruise is eight cruisers you didn’t
have instead, you know. It reduced their navy’s capability very significantly,
introducing the Polaris, right. So not all of the navy was pleased to actually run the
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deterrent. So there were those people who saw Poseidon as, they didn’t care what its
problems was, they would be solved by the US Navy, you know, they were – the
Americans would pour the money into it, they just have to take – do what they were
told. Certainly the introduction of the original Polaris into service was done within a
day of the estimate, within cost estimate, proving yet again if you know what it is
you’re trying to do, you can get the predictions right, you know. It’s the things you
didn’t know you didn’t know which cost you money and timescale –

Hmm.

You know. Or alternatively, the fact that somebody keeps changing the requirement,
so in fact you keep starting over again, and over again, and all that start up costs and
so on.

[16:55]

What sort of working relationship do you actually have with the navy in this period
when you were working with Polaris?

I thought we were quite good at working level. By working level, up to like my
grade, you know, running a division – as a division leader, hmmm, our opposite – my
opposite numbers at Bath, for example, were all good. They was not only very good
people, you know, the work and so on, but we all worked well together. I didn’t find
a problem working with the navy. There was a problem of the navy working with the
air force, or with the army, and the inter-services problem not only existed in that
period, it still exists. It happens in any country, it happened in Russia, it happened in
the United States, and so on. Inter-departmental – inter-service problems. The
Canadians tried to solve it by just having just one service, and be done with it. And
there’s talk now of the UK thinking about it. I can’t believe that chiefs of staff will
ever allow it. Because the army role, each service has a different role, right. Hmmm
… we were slow in the last war to go into cooperation between the air force and the
army, but by the time we got to D-Day I think it was there. And of course the D-Day
invasion was a real three services exercise, you know. And we had Mountbatten after
the war who really promulgated the ways of doing inter-service activity. That doesn’t
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stop there being, er, problems. I think the problems as much come over budget, you
know, who gets what? You know, because everybody likes – navy wants a few more
frigates, and the RAF wants a few more aeroplanes. And none of the services actually
have as many forces – as much equipment as in fact they think they ought to have.
And I suspect most of us agree [laughs]. It all depends on what role you have. There
was the impact of not having services East of Suez, for example. You know, the
withdrawal from Australia, and the withdrawal from Singapore, and so on. The
giving up of India, the withdrawal from Aden, from Cyprus, and so on, you know, all
had real impacts with it. But there were probably, in retrospect, all justified. It may
not have seemed the right thing at the time, or a bit premature, but we didn’t have new
battles and fights over these, [coughs] so it’s worked out all right.

[19:55]

So all these things, the political judgement behind these things work out all right. In
1970, the minister of defence had this problem with the other cabinet ministers. And
Macklen wrote to say how it looks from his point of view that the easy way is to do a
two-year study, which we’ll call for the sake of convenience, feasibility and project
definition, although two years was not enough, you know. So that after the next
election, whoever’s actually running the government then, could have it – you know,
could be discussed in parliament and sorted it out. And that was a perfectly
acceptable solution to the Labour party, just as well because we got Heath back, you
know, and he was all concerned with trying to get into bed with the French, and
Europe, and so on. So in November 1970, we started what we call feasibility study,
which was, let’s take all the options that we’ve considered and identify for every
problem two solutions, which we then get rough costs for, and then define in the
second year, [yawns] project definition year, which of the two solutions we’d adopt.
Let’s get a detailed cost program, get a network set up for management, and be ready
to start seriously. We went to industry in the feasibility year for a six months’ study
on the navigation and control outside of the penaid carrier, which was defined as
manoeuvring body in space. Because they weren’t told officially what it was for, you
know, it was a general study. One looked at – Sperry’s looked at a strapped down
system, which was a coming thing – way of doing things. The sensor was – the
accelerant and gyros were fixed to the platform and rotated with it, as it were.
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Hmmm, they also were looking at a purely digital system. I suppose Sperry’s were
really looking at edge of state of the art way of doing things, you know, they were
[inaud]. Marconi’s had the other one, and say well, we want them. They looked at a
more traditional thing, so they were taking the inertial platform, same size platform
that had been designed in for Buccaneer, and so on. You know, in other words, what
you say, the route that we knew would work. Sperry’s were much more creative in
their proposals, clearly a good understanding of what they were doing, and therefore
they were awarded the contract, of the best thing. That’s the smallest and lightest
system, it looked very promising. Huntings has been given a contract earlier on by
DAWD, that’s Direct Atomic Weapon Development, it was Jimmy Harrison in those
days. Hmmm … they had come up with the idea of saying, it’s going to be subject to
high radiation environment. Let’s look at the implications of fluidics which is a nonelectrical way, logical programming and so on, hmmm, to see whether there’s
promise, you know, in that. So they were given this contract to, in effect, take a
simplified model of what Polaris was, and see what the limitations were going to be,
you know, what could you do, and so on.

[23:59]

It quickly descended into a packaging problem, because we were volume limited, you
know, what could you get into – in one [ph]? [coughs] And we concluded that if we
replaced one re-entry body by a packaged carrier penaid, like Antelope was, there was
no way that we could get the sort of penaids that we were thinking of packed. There
just wasn’t enough volume in that, and so on, within the limitations of what
Aldermaston could do. Up until ‘68 we were working on something called Super
Antelope, which was really taking HR169 ideas, updating them to be suitable, fitting
them to an exo system, now again it’s exo system, hmmm, and so on. And I wasn’t
allowed any money to place contracts in industry. Now the RAE always works with
industry, it does not have huge drawing offices or workshops of its own. Aldermaston
is a factory that actually does research, as it were. RAE does research and
development which is then followed up by in industry. And I wasn’t allowed any
money to think about flight trials with using a contractor, to think of about decoy
design of the contractor, or anything, right. I was able to get this fluidics contract
modified a bit so that they were – a few people at Huntings were looking at how to
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package things suitable to go on Polaris. That was a bit of a cheat, as it were. And I
also was loaned a middle management man, Jim Simmons, to come and work for me
in isolation from Huntings, wasn’t allowed to talk to Huntings. No indication had to
appear in public, you know, that we were doing anything. Now was a much because
the Americans and Russians were talking to each other seriously about ABM
limitations, with the prospect that one solution could be at zero – zero solution, which
is exactly what the UK wanted. You know, in other words, the best class
improvement is not having to do anything, because there’s nothing to worry about,
you know. So all what was done was within Macklen’s budget, which was basically
money at Aldermaston, and a small amount of money that the RAE was able to put in
to its research budget in those days. So I couldn’t do it, so I had to write to
Aldermaston in ‘68 and to say, we can’t do the penaid side at all, you know, over to
you. Which is just as well actually, ‘cause they came up with completely fresh ideas.
I had no – you know no problems with that at all, erm, but it was a good decision.
‘Cause basically they gave it to a man, Sid Barker, who as far as I could work out had
a background in submarine design, hulls and things of that sort, you know. And
[laughs] had really no preconceptions about what to do. So just started from first
principles and worked his way around to come up in the end with something which
was very viable, you know. But I am not sure we would have got to the point
ourselves, you know, that was good anyhow.

[27:38]

So there we were, in 1970 we did the feasibility study basically using Huntings to
help us decide how could we package things properly on the front end, came up with a
solution, conclusion, and actually said, well, the real problem is, hmmm, when we
talked to Lockheeds about could we make the nose fag [ph] a bit bigger to get more
volume,’ you know. It was there Huntings saying, ‘Well, this bit of our missile is
American, and we’ll have to do this according to the way the US navy does business,
and it will cost you so many thousands – hundreds of millions.’ Now the trials to do,
we saw the facility in San Francisco harbour with pop-up trials and things like that,
you know, oh my God, if this is what we’re going into, we’ll stay with what we’d got,
right, and try to find a way. So we concluded that the only thing, we had to use every
cubic inch, as it were, underneath the nose fairing that was available. And there was
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no way that could be two bodies and one extra body. We had to say, basically all that
volume will have to be for one body, that’s the penaid carrier, and the penaid carrier
itself will carry the – one of the re-entry bodies on it, right, so only one of the original
re-entry bodies stayed where it was, the other flew around. Somewhere or other I
actually have a thirty inch scale model of all that that I was given as my farewell
present. But I don’t know where to look for it at the moment. Hmmm, but you see
these things in the museums, you know, there’s a number of these on display, and so
on. So we concluded that would have to be it. And as it was studied more by the
systems at Aldermaston, and checked by, in effect, myself at RAE, we came up with
the conclusion about what would have to be done, you know. And there were lots of
fiddly things we had to do. One thing was to decide that penaid packages had to be
fired off as fast as we could. Now when I say as fast as we could, when you fire one,
you can’t fire the next one until the plume of that first one was out the way, you
know. So the best we could do is fire it at five second, which is if you’ve ever seen
the Russian Stalin, whatever they called them, rockets, you know, launched from the
back of lorries, [mic noise] or the landing craft off D-Day, which fire rockets to shore,
they were fired at that sort of rate, you know, [whoosh] all went, you know, in a few
seconds.

Why the need to get them out so quickly? .

Well … I think it all comes part of, if you take a long time over it, it’s easier to sort
out which a decoy is from which are REBs, you know, as a discrimination problem
really, you had to cater that. That’s another thing people forget, you see, is that you
don’t actually … you sit there with a missile, with warheads, and you think, I don’t
design decoys, hmmm, to match what I’ve got, as it were. You have to think of it as a
total system, you know, what is it, how do you get at it. And I suppose we all have in
our mind the terrible German mistake over Enigma. They thought they’d done
something which is impenetrable, you know, and it wasn’t, you know. And every
time they came back to look, and said, ‘Could we have broken the codes?’ They
concluded, no, impossible. But we had, you know. In other words, they never – you
never have, if you’re the designer of it, you never have the motivation to break it,
which is what you’ve got to do. You know, you got to somehow end up with a red
team attitude, and fight, keep going at it, and going at it, and so on. And that even
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includes when you’re in service, you know. Hmmm, I think when we were doing the
system evaluations, you know, performance and capability, of Chevaline, we were
using the state of the art attitudes to calculations, you know. We were doing the best
that could be done at the time. But once you’ve got it into service, by ‘82, people’s
ability to think about things had not stopped. You know, and more modern statistical
techniques, and system approaches to things, were – had been improving all the time,
but the projects switch off, you know, there’s no investment of money, and getting
people thinking about challenging, and so on. They don’t want to know that it’s no
good [laughs], if you see what I mean. You know, you could understand it and so on.
But it’s not the way to do it. [Coughs] You need a systems group all the time who are
asking simple little questions. When I say simple, things that don’t require massive
computing to solve, you know, not expensive ones, you know, but where there’s a few
people thinking about it, and how you can apply modern approaches.

[33:10]

And there’s no doubt that some of the algorithmic approaches to modern thinking,
like for example, if you make lots of measurements you start trying to correlate them.
In fact, the whole point of the AIDA, the Artificial Intelligence Discrimination
Algorithm by Data Sciences, was that you looked at lots of features of what you could
see, and try to find out of they correlate so that you could actually tell which features
are peculiar to re-entry bodies, and which features are peculiar to the penaids, you see.
This is because when you design things, you on the whole don’t design … well, they
don’t live through exactly the same environment. For example, you put the re-entry
bodies on the front of your missile, you fly them up the missile, you take the nose
faring off, and still expose the re-entry bodies to the little bit of atmosphere as you
leave, right. So there’ll be hotspots around the body, you know, symmetry and so on.
The decoys, or other countermeasures, you put into a can, fold it up, you know, and
then you shoot them out, and then in space you unfold them. So they’re unfolded and
they’re crinkled, because they’ve been folded up, right. They’re not thermally hot,
there are no hotspots, you know, for all these things it could be different, you know.
Hmmm, and the most typical one is that the missiles having flown that way, and
you’ve got the decoys out. The decoys are basically orientated facing ninety degrees
to them, you know, unless you do something about it, and so on. I mean, you can do
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– you can solve all these problems, as long as you recognise them in the first place,
you know. Hmmm, but if you try to sort out patterns and things of that sort, you want
something like a neural network to actually say … you’ve trained this network to
recognise particular behaviours, right, you know, and you find it. Er …

When does –

There’s a whole new range of mathematics called random matrices, which is based on
the fact that, if you – the theory of matrices in which numbers in the matrices are
random numbers, as it were, come up with some very queer results, all very
fundamental to nature somehow, and so on, you know. They enable you to make a
measurement to say – sorry, that when you’re looking for correlations between
features, that in fact you’re bound to throw up some correlations which are spurious.
And it gives you a handle on saying at what level you can believe the correlations, and
which level you got to say, now this is potentially a random one, you know. And if
you’re designing decoys to match something or other, you know, however you want
it, and so on, you know, you need such tools because your problem is how well do
you actually have to design something, you know. The best example I can remember
is that, hmmm, the angular motion, that’s the coning motion bodies get into, is a
function of the ratio of the pitch to roll inertias of the body, you know, the inertia
ratio. You have to match these within like ten percent, if you are not to be able to use
the measurement of that inertia ratio as a discriminant, you know. And you – it’s
fairly easy to do, to apply. Most of the discriminant that we worried about and took
what measures we could to minimise them, we understood in more recent years that
the Soviets had also thought of them, and were actually trying to implement some of
them into the software of their system, you know. So we were quite right to actually
fuss about these sort of – what on the whole were minor features, but the only way
you could do it. Overall during Chevaline I think we flew over 500 decoys in trials,
and got 500 sets of radar data on them, you know. We’re the only people in the world
who have flown a large number of decoys, and looked at them. Now we have the
database, so if you want to look, how do you decide on what’s the best threshold to
take for making decisions, and things like this, we have a database, which we haven’t
exploited, you know. In other words, we don’t really know, and now it’ll be too late,
because unfortunately data formats keeps changing over the years. We’ve got a
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database where you could actually say, this is the best that can be done, both for our
own thinking, let alone about Russian or American thinking, and so on. But there we
were anyway.

[38:49]

1970 we did this feasibility study and decided what it was we wanted to do. Next
year, the project definition was meant to choose between them, but by then we
discovered that some of our choices were not acceptable. The first choice is that
Aldermaston, looking at the re-entry body – there were two ways you can actually
design the re-entry body. One is that you can make it so tough that the shocks that
you get there, when you absorb the neutrons and x-rays, don’t break it apart. Or the
other thing is you can make it transparent, so that the radiation goes through. And
what we had, the familiarity was using Beryllium, which as being a low atomic
number material didn’t absorb x-rays very easily [mic noise], and therefore in
principle you can have something that was tough, well not tough in that sense but
something which was transparent really, you know, not a problem. Hmmm, it turned
out from our trials that we couldn’t make a body in Beryllium as tough as we liked to
survive enough energy – at high enough x-ray energy level. And that’s because the
problem in the end, it was a mixture, it was a sort of a trade off. If you had to meet
the Moscow criterion, which is really – if there was a bolt from the blue when you
were not expecting it, you had to have one – you need to have one back – minimum,
one sub on station, and on this one sub with it’s sixteen missiles, you had to be able to
threaten enough damage to Moscow alone, you know, for that to be a credible
deterrent.
[Closed between 40:51- 44:02]
But it was quite unacceptable to the Labour government to think – and for that matter
the next Conservative government, to actually think of the extra submarine. We had
bought – when we bought the things from the States for our subs, we had bought all
the things that we needed for the extra sub. It had been intended to be five subs, in
other words. But the Labour government decided four would be enough, hmmm,
overriding all the complaints by the navy. The French built five, the Americans
would have built five, but only the Brits would buy four. It meant the navy could take
no risk at all, because the whole deterrent, if you lost one sub for any reason, you
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didn’t have enough to keep yourself going with one sub, at least one sub on the station
all the time. The navy didn’t like the fact that it was that thin thread, as it were, by
which it all held up.

[Closed between 45:04-45:53]

When is this?

All in the early ‘90s, right. Now, it also coincided – early ‘90s, I say, ran out the –
we’d had problems with the main stage, so we’d replaced the main stage motors, and
so on, which was a bit of a fiddle, and so on. Hmmm … and of course, the hull life,
you ran out of hull life. One of the problems about operating a sub continuously with
a nuclear reactor is that the hull becomes slightly radioactive, not enough to upset the
sailors on board, but enough so it was still used for the hull, can’t be used in iron
bedsteads. And, you know, you can’t sleep on it for eight hours a day, every day, as it
were. That’s why the retired nuclear submarines, nuclear powered submarines, sit in
a line outside at Rosyth with people wondering what to do with the hulls. All you can
do with that you wait, you know, until such time as it cools down. It’s not a hazard,
but, you know, health and safety doesn’t allow you to do anything with them, and so
on. The government couldn’t make up its mind, whichever colour of government it
was, about what it wanted to do.

[47:29]

The head of the navy were fighting for Poseidon, or anything but Polaris, because
they were worried about the impact their budget, you know. As I said before, as I
understood it, if you buy American the government pays for it, if you modify
something you’ve got the navy pays for it, you know, because they suffering over the
budget particularly. Read any story about the development of destroyers and frigates
since the war, and you find a continuing battle with loses of numbers, and so on.
When the – the comparable losses of function, that’s actually what irritates people,
you know, you’re still expected to do the job with less hardware, you know. Hmmm
… well, they’ve been quite successful, but you know it’s stressful to the people
involved. So we started, we did I say a feasibility, made our project, did our project
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definition report there, and then we were sort of told to start as if we were going to
completion, but being funded for six months at a time. Now Sperry’s, who’d had a
bad time with the cancellations at Blue Streak, they had major investment in Blue
Streak which almost ruined the firm, were incredibly cautious. Tinker Barns said, ‘I
am not going to build up my team as rapidly as I can, because I’ve been through this
once before,’ you know, ‘and I shall take reasonable speed,’ so on. Huntings, they
had got involved – we got them involved, I remember, Freddie speaking in ‘67 and
saying, ‘Huntings are the size firm to make a replica of Antelope,’ or the UK version
of Antelope that you want. And that was quite true in those days. Initially the
thought was – it would cost about 125 million to do the project, well within the
capacity of the industry that we were involved in. By the time we got to 1970, we
were talking about 250 million, it doubled, you see. By the time we finished project
definition we were perhaps it’s going to be like 400 million. Once you got down to
the fine detail of what you had to design, and fitting in the trials programme, all
development, and so on, in that run, yes, it more or less doubled again. Then of
course 1970s, three day week, twenty-five percent inflation per year, petrol going up
from four gallons to the pound to a pound a gallon, you know, all that, er, rigmarole.
It’s hardly surprising that technical inflation was considerably higher than the average
inflation as issued by the treasury. People are Huntings just couldn’t buy materials
and so on. The delays in delivery were incredible compared to what they’d been in
the ‘60s, you know. In other words, you had to, as it were, get there with your money
and everything right before somebody would even buy the raw materials in to start
making what you wanted, you know. There were delays and things like this, it’s true.
Tremendous effort was made, and so on, on the whole the costs in terms of man-years
of effort was kept within control, you know. If something had to be modified, you
didn’t make another unit and redo the trial, you’d learned delivery of what you got,
and so on. [Mic noise] Funnily enough, Public Accounts Committee of parliament,
criticized that for being badly managed, and yet if you listened to what we’d actually
gone through, we were actually superbly managed for what we managed, which
compared with some other projects, other projects like some of the aircraft ones,
suffered because they couldn’t find solutions to their problems. We were very
fortunate, the great thing about Aldermaston is a factory, you know, it actually dealt
with it, did its own bit, as it were, you know. Huntings, because of their involvement
with the nuclear warhead and things like this, again were a bit isolated from the world
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at large in some ways, that group of companies [ph]. So again we were actually better
served than I think most other military projects were.

[52:22]

The technical problems for Chevaline, hmmm, most of them had got recognised early
on. The re-entry body was not a problem, because we knew … oh, first of all the
Americans during project definition year offered us – first of all they offered us
3DQPs, three dimensional fibre material, which Avco had developed, and was quite –
was unsuitable for American missiles. Because at the stagnation point it would crush;
the material wouldn’t survive the loads during re-entry on an ICBM, and things like
that. It just wasn’t tough enough. But with our sort of more tubbier shape, and so on,
yes, and a lower speed, it was quite beneficial for us, and what’s more the materials
inherently tough, and could actually survive the much higher radiation levels to the
other American available materials, and so on. And inspired Aldermaston into
various carbon carbon weaves, and so on, as well. There’s another generation of
materials they developed which we hadn’t used, but still possibly there to produce
something very tough, which in terms of designing things tough enough to survive
impacts from SDI type systems and so on, it may be the answer still. We’ll talk about
that later on. Hmmm … we didn’t actually have to do particular flight trials on the
materials, we could wait for the systems integration trials to show that the design of
the re-entry body was going to be satisfactory.

What’s the difference?

Hmmm …

Between the different types of trials?

[Sighs] … Development comes in two phases. One is the development of
components and sub- assemblies, you know, like let’s say the operating of fusing
device, the … whatever it is … individual bits as it were. Integration’s putting it
together on a missile and flying it as a system, right. Development trials, as I define
them, are done by a contractor within a particular company against a set of interfaces,
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against a set of target masses, and things of that sort. In other words … if
requirements had been written – I mean, I wrote the RAE’s areas performance
requirement, you know, what is it you needed of the system and so on, and we took
that to contractors, and actually say, ‘Here’s the overall guide, now you’ll have to
write your spec as the design authority to be consistent with the overall one, you
know, you define what it is you want there, and we’ll agree it with your – discuss it
and agree with it,’ and so on. Hmmm … the CRDA, that’s Aldermaston, wrote a top
level systems criteria, they called it, in other words the things you’d like the system to
be able to do, goals, I think would be a modern terminology for it, what was are the
goals that you aimed for. And what we were expected to do when you went – got to
in service, you say, ‘How well have we achieved these?’ And in the areas where you
couldn’t quite achieve it, what had you achieved? And what was the impact of not
achieving it? And so on. Hmmm, it didn’t work out like that of course, because
everything else shuffles around a bit, you know. But the trick was that you kept
senior people fully informed each quarter, as it were, of you where you were, what
you thought the current performance estimate was, you know, what’s the capability
going to be.

[56:46]

Hmmm, in ‘72, the Americans and the Russians agreed on the ABM treaty to limit
themselves to 100 launchers, and two defended areas. 100 was a gift, you know,
‘cause we had been worried about 128 or 256, you know, where it would have been
really tough to do. But I say, using a battle model you found that the defence couldn’t
use 250 warheads, you know, you just couldn’t get them in in time, you know because
[coughs] one of the problems, if you let a bang off, your own defence missiles have
got to be fifty or sixty miles from it, you know. Because you can’t harden an active
system, you can harden like a warhead or penaids to that level, because it’s not doing
anything when exposed to the x-rays. A missile that’s under guidance control for
electronics, and the electronics picks up stray radiation, EMP, and things of that sort
very easily. So you’ve got a much [inaud]. So there’s a limit to what your defence
can actually do. And you can see they agreed on 100 because many, not much more
than 100, actually was useless, you know, you couldn’t exploit them there. And there
was no point having a battle and you end up with weapons left at the end because, you
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know, that’s just expense wasted. But 100 was within the capability we saw of
actually achieving. So that’s why we were happy to go down that route. The
government was only funding us on short-term, you know, drip feeding it, and so on.
While they argued in London about what other things they could do, particularly
favoured for two years was a system called Stag. Hmmm, we had M – a range of
other things. But this was to buy the Poseidon booster and put the UK design of reentry vehicles and, erm, penaid packages on top, and so on. The attraction to the
Ministry was that in fact all the real engineering work would now be done by
Lockheeds, or the integration would be done by the Americans, and so on. In other
words it would be, from a UK point of view, a low risk group, expensive though, you
know, and there were certain –the prime ministers on the whole were not keen on that,
you know. So there was this sort of endless battle going on with the – on the sixth
floor of the main building between the senior – you know, the admirals, and the
ministers, and so on –

How –

Which we only got rumours of at the establishment, but it didn’t half sap morale. You
know, people think, well, you know, why are we doing all this? Why are we bloody
killing ourselves, you know, for something rather which it seems that people didn’t
really want. It got to the stage in ‘74 where the minister, in terms of the letters he’d
written anyhow, had got fed up with the navy’s attitude and decided after consultation
the only way out of it was actually to give the project, lock, stock, and barrel, to the
navy, and tell them to get on with it. Not give them a choice, you know, just get on
with it, which he did. Hmmm, they got Fred East, who would have been running it if
he didn’t – hadn’t actually seen himself as going off defence college and heading for
a, you know, good job in headquarters after that. He was then the director of the Fort
Halstead, and he was brought in to be the chief weapons system engineer for the navy,
working directly for the admiral, to run it. And he did a review of the project, and
things like that, and I have to say his review said there really wasn’t any problems,
you know, we well understood what the issues were, we were doing it, we were a bit
understaffed all round, which we knew anyhow. [Coughs] What was wrong, and
what he couldn’t admit to, is that the navy at Foxhill had not staffed the project up to
the extent they were expected to. They were asked to do certain things, in particular
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to worry about – I’m not even sure right at the start whether they were actually asked
to run the flight trials. But it became understood after a while that they would – the
interface with the Americans, particularly US navy and Lockheeds, and therefore they
would be responsible for anything involved in the organisation, right, which meant
that they would then be responsible for the flight trials of Polaris. Now, the man
whose funeral we’ve got next week, he had done the original discussions with
Lockheeds on what flight trials we’d need, we did that at Farnborough, you see, in the
days before the navy had got really onboard with this. Then the RAE only did the
trials in Australia, you know. It was much as much as we could do to run the trials in
Australia, and all the backing that you needed to do anyhow for that.

[1:02:32]

And when I say backing, we had to get a UK assembly and a test area, which we put
in to a warehouse in Farnborough. In fact what is now Asda’s car park [laughs] as an
area where all the front ends were brought in and assembled and tested, and so on, and
then shipped out to Australia or to the States, and so on. Hmmm, that was fun. I
remember sitting in the warehouse and people actually sitting with me, saying, ‘Well,
we’ve got to have a place like this, what about this one?’ You know, and it was sort
of, hmmm, let’s think, we were behind Bracknell’s woods yard, and so on. You
know, we were tucked right in the middle of an industrial area really. You thought,
‘Oh, well.’ [Coughs] Everybody’s aware that Huntings own the site, they’ll never
know what the hell’s going on in a place like this. It looked big enough, there was
arguments about who was in charge, and the answer is, ‘Well, it’s Huntings’ building,
so they have to have a senior man in charge. I am going to put a man in to be overall
charge on behalf of RAE. And you can bring in a man from BAE at Filton, because
they’re going to look after sending the hardware out to the States, hmmm … oh, what
do you call them, not test beds [tuts]. We had to build a number of front ends which
were dummy front ends, which were models, you know, full scale, were out best first
scale versions of what the thing would look like. Design aids, that’s right, design aids
we called them, and so on. So I found myself with three people, each thinking he was
in charge, you know. The man I had put in, MAC Powell, had done a very good job
in Australia on the Europa. He was given the job of keeping the four nations involved
with the Europa vehicle, happy. Because ELDO had turned round and said to RAE,
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‘When it’s on the launching pad, it’s only the RAE bit,’ that’s the British bit, ‘which
is functioning and therefore you must take total responsibility for the vehicle.’
[laughs] You know, it’s not an attitude we had expected to meet, but Mac had a way
with dealing with people, calming them down, and getting to corporate. It’s nothing
to do with technical gifts, you know, I’m not even sure if he really understood what he
was doing. You know, he didn’t have to, he just had to make sure people got on with
each other. And that’s why I specially brought him into the UK assembling test area
despite protests, I might say, from some of my own staff who didn’t like the thought
of bringing somebody else in. But he did very good job on keeping pressures down
and things like that, you know. That’s as important as anything else, really. In the
assembly test area, erm, up until the thing went into service, every front end that we
flew, one way or the other, or for that matter, quite a few of those where more than
one contractor was involved in a trial, those trial hardwares were also done through
there. And that worked very well. In the end I had to set up a reference facility,
which defined a site where a complete set of service hardware was maintained,
available for inspection, and available for trying out any mods in service, and so on.
And that was done at Airlogs in Aldershot, in one of their warehouses down one of
the back lanes, right behind the gasometer in Aldershot, and so on. Again I rather
liked that because nobody suspected anything of significance in Aldershot [both
laugh], and so on. At the working level, all the companies, you know, there was no
argument, no … no overlap really. Everybody knew what their job was, and what
they had to do, and got on with it. [Coughs]

[1:07:28]

Yeah, it does seem a lot of different companies, not just companies as well, research
organizations, it’s ...

Oh, no, no, no. Lots of small – well, medium sized companies or little companies
were involved, and so on. We didn’t – but when I say about the Navy’s oversight at
Bath, [coughs] Fred East brought in 500 people from BAE at Filton to staff up the
flight trials authority, which was actually to run the trials at Cape Canaveral, or Cape
Kennedy, you know. It just hadn’t really been thought of. Neither, I would say, had
the navy thought about what it wanted in service, you know. Well … first of all they
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had to design the extra work areas at Coulport, because instead of having a simple
booster and a simple re-entry, you know, warheads as it were, they had a complicated
series involving electronics, and all sorts of other things, which they had to work up.
And bearing in mind that most of the people at Coulport had grown up in the hills of
southern Scotland, you know, they were not mechanically minded, I think is the way
the chief engineer there, they had grown up chasing sheep across the Dales [laughs].
A serious issue, you know, Coulport was there to process something or other to well
defined procedures. And here we were with the navy involved, having saying to
them, saying, ‘Well, you know, we’re not going to tell you what the procedures are,
you have to come up with them yourself, you know. You have to work how you’re
going to do it, how you’re going to interface things, how you’re going to assemble it,’
things like that. ‘Our job was to get the clearances for all the hardware, so that we can
deliver it to you, right. It’s your job then to get all the procedures for assembly, and
check out at Coulport cleared.’ Now of course the assembly and test area in
Farnborough was really the prototype for all that, they are working it all out. But it
had to be introduced to completely new organization. And, er, it had got quite frantic
towards the end. One of the reasons was that the treasury delayed starting the
building work at Coulport to the last possible moment, you know, ‘cause the treasury
had doubts about it reaching service, because of the drip feeding and other ministerial
reviews, and things like this. They saw it as a loser, you see. Hmmm … we had
people, somebody like Roy Harmer was almost permanently up there for a couple of
years, and everybody else was shunning up and down, up and down. I think Steve
Metcalf when he went down to Bath, he was up at Coulport at least once a week, you
know, fly into Glasgow, drive around to the base and sort things out, trying to keep
the things going. That’s, as I say, where the navy didn’t believe it would have to do
it, and therefore didn’t put the effort into getting things flowing the way they should
have done.

Hmm.

[1:10:58]

That wasn’t the only problem. The next technical problem from my point, there were
two … well more than two really, radiation hardening was all in the end a – we had –
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because of the radiation environment that came from the battle – the first bodies
arriving over Moscow, would start a battle, and the radiation from that battle would
affect the missiles still coming, right, and it’s that battle ahead scenario that
determined what we had to do. It’s not too severe environment, but it wasn’t the same
environment as space sphericals, right, the balance of the components were different.
Hmmm … of a 136 components, I think there was something like seven were actually
going to be sensitive to radiation issue. Once one understood what mattered, and you
could select, right. The ones that we had to select from – we did lots of trials in test
facilities like Linac, which gave them bursts of radiation, you could see like that. And
from that we worked out that you could discover whether in fact you had a problem or
not by just looking at the mast of the ship in the first place. Latch up was the big
problem, or going to be the problem, where in fact you could actually change the state
of the device and get it stuck in this changed state. There were certain things you
shouldn’t do, we found out what it was we shouldn’t do. We invented – when I say
we, John Flood, with my help, created a three-stage process for accepting something.
The first stage is to describe what a component was, sub-assembly was, what the
content, how it was meant to work, and things of that sort. Hmmm, if that contained
elements you thought were likely to be radiation sensitive, you have a phase two,
which was a series of assessments and measurements and so on like that. And out of
those that didn’t last through that, you had a phase three, which went into much more
detailed work on it. Hmmm, we set up – I had to request help, and I was given help
by – through the Americans, twelve Americans, who came over for regular quarterly
meetings who were state of the art experts. Bearing in mind, the Americans, although
they were worried about hardening, had not ever designed a weapon system from
scratch to be hard, or test programme. So they were learning as we were, but they had
access to the wider US thinking on components, and things of that sort. And between
us, Sperry’s doing the real work, you see, for both of us, we were able to actually get
an agreed position. And it worked quite well, because in the end we had test facilities
at Farnborough where you could test things on a small scale, some big facilities at
Aldermaston, where you could test the whole thing as well, er, and some facilities in
the States, which we made use of. Typically one at Phoenix, Aurora, and so on.
Hmmm, and when we got to these, there was never any – we never had a problem,
you know.
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[1:14:43]

It’s the UK’s – when we went to American facilities, the Americans usually said to us,
they said, ‘We are very impressed by the way your team was briefed and organized to
do the job. They came in knowing what they were going to do and did it, and left.’
They said, ‘So unlike American firms who come in, then try to find it what they’re
going to do, you know, learn on the job as it were, and struggle a bit with all sorts of
problems, and finally have to give up,’ type thing. You know, erm, it’s the way the
US suck it and see, and the UK can’t afford failures, so the UK does much more
preparation, many more tests, many more calculations, before we try things. It’s true
for undergrounds tests as well. You know, the UK does far fewer than the Americans
ever did, and so on, for the same reason, you know. We didn’t have to have lots of
tests because we had much higher confidence from the work done beforehand. That’s
paid off in a number of ways since, I might say, particularly since we’ve had the
complete test ban treaty, you know. The UK doesn’t need much in the way of new
facilities, as it were, the Americans do, you know. Our people are much better
organized at that.

Hmm.

So the radiation side the problem was that it took sometime getting it going. We were
last bit of the project to actually complete its work. Fortunately for us, we had
confidence that the final system tests and so on, would show it all right, and they did.
Didn’t require any late mods, or in service changes to it. Hmmm … now being able
to launch the countermeasure packages was another problem. Because in the end,
there’s a trade off, you see, how hard you could make the re-entry vehicle with its
warhead determined how far apart all the other objects in the threat cloud had to be.
The harder you could make the warhead, as it were, assembly, the closer everything
else could be. You couldn’t eject things with little rocket motors to more of a certain
angle of accuracy, you know, because you had this two phenomena of misalignment
of the thrust alignment of centre of gravity, the odd thous made a difference to
behaviour. You were lucky, that and the fact that you were launching from a platform
that was oscillating itself, you’ve got tip off, and so on. You were lucky if you could
get to within somewhere between two and five degrees semi-angle position cone, you
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see, which meant that if you wanted the threat to be like 100 miles long when you
over the target area. Chances are you couldn’t fire decoys to go much further,
because they weren’t going to fall on the target, you know, they were falling too wide
of that. So there’s a limit to how long you could make them, which was determined
by the hardness, and so on, you know. But then you had, ‘Well, how do I actually
keep down to this high accuracy, relatively high accuracy, of ejecting.’ I had no
access to all the wartime work that had been done on launching from tubes. If I’d
known not what the Germans and the British had done during the war, at least I would
have been encouraged [laughs], to know it could be done, you know. We really set
down from scratch, came up with the – started from the equation of motion, and said,
this is what we appear to have to reach in terms of alignment. Some of the alignment
is that, in the end, you make up a device, the thing you got on the tube – some of it’s
loose, some of it’s folded up, and things like that. So you want it dynamically
balanced, you want the centre of gravity along the centre of the thrust line of the
motors, erm, and that means you put it into a machine that rotates everything, and you
can see what the unbalance force is, and you put plasticine on, as it were, to discover
how ballast you need to carry on, and things like that. So it’s a mixture of experiment
and a bit of calculation to get a balanced unit, you know.

[1:19:39]

Hmmm … it wasn’t helped that the motor was made by Westcott, some of the
countermeasures were made by Aldermaston, some made by a contractor, the can in
which the whole things went in, made of frangible glass, were made in America. The
pyrotechnic chain was made by RARDE, and things like this, you know. And you
had to put this all together, dynamically balanced, you know, get everything balanced.
It was not an easy job.

How do you manage that many companies doing different things, research
establishments, services, it sounds incredibly complex? How do you manage it?

The design is lead by somebody, in this case Alec Lear, who had a clear idea what
he’s trying to do. Some of it’s the support – see the trouble about Westcott, it was not
a contractor [mic noise], it was an establishment, you know. RARDE [ph] is an
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establishment, you know, you don’t talk to them like you do to a contractor, you
know. It’s – you talk to them as equals, and you’ve got to get them on your side, and
things like that, you know. So yeah, talking, committee, and things of that sort, and
the fact that it was doing it for Britain. I joke about it now, you know, but I mean it
actually was a serious element, that people actually all thought that they were doing
something for the country as well. Yeah, that was difficulty. The other problem was
it had to work in very high vacuum, i.e. in space, and a zero G. You can’t produce
zero G, or very high vacuum, on the ground, you know. You could do your best, we
could get highish vacuum, when I say highish, equivalent to 100,000 feet, or
sometimes 200,000 feet. You had a space chamber in Farnborough, you know, meant
to simulate that which had huge, hmmm … where they fluorescent tubes? Simulating
sunlight, and things like that, inside this big spherical chamber. And you could put
hardware in and expose it to the environment, and see how you thought it is going to
behave, and so on. You could do that. You could only get zero G by dropping
something. Now the Americans were very good, somebody said to us ‘You ought to
hire our zero G aircraft.’ Because they had an aeroplane that could do bunks, and you
get thirty second of zero G as the plane did that [demonstrates], you know, like that. I
have talked to people who actually went on the trials, and when I say it was a sore
trial on their stomachs [laughs]. Some of the films of what they did, and so on was
quite hilarious, because you can get somewhat disoriented. That started because that
was the atmospheric pressure. Then we were told at NASA Langley in Cleveland
Ohio, they’d taking a mineshaft and converted it into a vacuum chamber. That was a
500-foot tall vacuum chamber where you could drop things. And after we did a few
drops, Aldermaston designed, with an American contractor, a little gas gun, I suppose
you call it; it would fire things up before they fell back again. So we had 500 feet up
and back down. So we’ve got five, six seconds testing. We also, of course, in
Australia, fired them from Skylarks, and from Falstaff, on board of which we had
cameras, which could actually follow what was happening. Having said that, you
couldn’t fly the real thing in Australia, because the real thing when you launched it,
you waited for up to a minute before you made the thing, hmmm, franged the case and
made it all erect, assemble itself, as it were. Because it still would in the atmosphere
when you at shorter ranges, when you launch the penaid packages, missiles, you
know, you had to wait to get out of the atmosphere before you could do it, otherwise it
wouldn’t fall – appear to fall before and on the target. So we had to have things,
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special fused devices, which went off within fractions of a second of being launched.
So the camera on board could actually see it before it disappeared into the great
distance, and so on. Hmmm … yeah, none of these things was completely
satisfactory, is the way to put it. But the combination of all of it built up the
confidence in the end. And the only time we actually was sure of it is when we tried to
fire a full load of countermeasures on an anti-missile range, and they actually all
appeared to be there, right. Er, yeah, that was basic when it came to it. In the end, I
say, we flew about 500 of them, er, so we had good confidence that we’d got a
solution to the problem that worked.

[1:25:40]

But in the meantime, we were trying to develop the ejection processes in a tall
chamber, I think 120 feet tall chamber, at Aldermaston, which was the old Van de
Graaff machine. We put the decoys and packages in these, a launcher at the top and
fired them down, and you hit the bottom before we had gone very far, as it were. So
you couldn’t have rocket motors that actually burned for the full length that you
wanted, you know, you had a very close, fairly close in ones there. But at least we got
to the stage of saying, ‘If you hit the sides of the tank it wasn’t accurate enough, if it
hit the bottom it was,’ you know. It was as simple criteria as that, and we were firing
there trying to refine the system, er, how tight a tolerance could you have in the tube,
and still get out without too much loss of velocity, and so on. We found a close fit
was the best solution, right, to all the problems. And some of these, they got rather – I
know we dumbbell type things, you know, step – step in the middle, like a dumbbell,
you know, with the running surfaces at either end, and so on. That seemed to be a
good idea. The easiest and the lightest solution to doing it, which is one we came up
to start with, didn’t work very well. It was very unfortunate for us because the first
time we designed the penetration aid character – carrier, we got well within the mass
budget, and from there it was downhill, yeah, because it was too floppy, as I say, the
decoy tubes didn’t work very well. All sorts of things weren’t very good. And we
had to bring in a new designer to go over everything to make it more robust to meet
the requirement, and the mass started to grow up, and that was a fundamental
problem. You see, the trouble was, as I said, the threat was a series of compromises,
where you had to have a certain hardness you could achieve it on, which determined
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the mass of the re-entry body, and its warhead. It also determined what the size and
weight of all the countermeasure packages were going to be, and what was left over
was not enough mass, you know, for what else we had to do. So, hmmm, we went
through all sorts of mass saving exercises like making things out of titanium where we
could, rocket – rocket casings were made of titanium, the electronics unit casing was
made of titanium, and things like that. Hmmm, the launch tubes for the penaids
packages were made of carbon fibre. The first use of carbon fibre in the British
weapon system, I might say. That was our structures department at RAE said carbon
fibres, it’s very straight, very round, very tough, and very light, you’ll do that, you
know. Huntings were – had been working with Messerschmitts in Germany to get a
particular light alloy version of it, very thin board, would have done the job, but I
think the name Messerschmitt didn’t go down too well in London [laughs] … and so
on.

[1:29:30]

Did working with all these new materials for the first time cause any teething
troubles?

Yeah, I had a chart at one time showing that seventy percent of the front end were
things that didn’t exist at the start of the project. Like the carbon fibre, like some of
the base frame on which the other thing was mounted, in end was made out of a very
new aluminium alloy that was particularly tough in torsion, you know, had a very
high modulus in torsion. Hmmm, ideal for what we wanted, but it was so new it
didn’t even have a reference number, you know. We were hot from the press. I
suspect we are actually the first user of this particular material. We used Kevlar on
the blast shield over the top of things, and so on. Hmmm, the original requirement for
the Navy said use off the shelf materials, which is why I had to point out the fact, you
know, that you couldn’t solve the problems – yeah couldn’t solve them without going
into new exotic materials, which is not surprisingly when you’re talking about cutting
edge technology. But launching – hardening the electronics, launching the penaid
packages, hmmm, the gas dynamics was a problem with characterisation where really
– it was incredibly sensitive to small changes in geometry, not surprising, I suppose.
Also – it was also sensitive to the fact that we didn’t think about relative timescales.
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The hull separation process, which took like quarter of a second, and so on, you know,
and you think, ‘Oh, quarter of a second, that’s no time at all,’ you know [laughs].
And you thought, ‘Well, all the flow from the plumes and things like this must be all
unsteady.’ But the answer was, no, that’s not quite true, the gas flows in space,
anyhow, were much faster than that, and the right way of testing it, is quasi-static,
actually you set everything up in a fixed, and then fire your rocket motor. And then
the bit in the middle of the flow, flow time, where everything was steady, that was a
true measure of what conditions were at that moment. And we set about doing
dynamic models, where we actually at the scale model of the whole thing, Foulness,
the chamber, with a ram that represented the pushing of the second stage motor, and
everything came off. And it was a third scale, so I think the timing was run third
scale, three times as fast as the real thing, yeah, and so on. So we did these tests at
Foulness to get some idea what they were. The problem was, by the time you defined
the model to make – to do the test at Foulness, and by the time you got round to
getting data, the model you’ve used no longer represented the detailed geometry of
your current design, you know. So you couldn’t get an early look at what the actual
flight hardware was going to tell you. You can get into the right sort of street, and
that’s how you had to do it, you know. You just said, ‘Well, I’ll take the data from
there, and I’ll fly – try to make the first flight trial insensitive. And then I’ll take what
I measure from the first trial to improve the model, both the model for the next round
of tests at Foulness,’ and so on. We even built a full-scale separation trial rig at
Aldermaston in another big round chamber, erm, to develop clearances problems, you
know, trying to get things to separate without having collisions. And we did those in
field notes, and there exists some compilation films of those trials. That again was
absolutely essential for confidence, as much as anything else. They were more like
what I call admiral trials, persuade people. I think – admiral trials are things like, you
can’t explore all the variables, like if you drop the missile on the quayside, you know,
and it topples over, it could do that in enormous number of ways, right. All you can
do is you do one demonstration to show that you can explain the demonstration, and
use that, erm, that understanding to save all the other combinations and circumstances,
are going to be acceptable, or not, as the case might be. We call those admirals trials,
because it’s the admiral comes along and actually stands there and admires it, [laughs]
and so on. Yeah.
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Shall we take a short break as this card is getting …

Yeah, take a break.

[End of Track 8]
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[Track 9]

Yeah. At the time during a project, of course, there’s a hell of a lot going on which
takes a lot of effort just to keep the tabs on what you’re doing. Certainly at my level,
you know, hmmm, there’s a lot you needed to know what’s going on, you could be
asked questions any moment about a wide range of things.

What level was this by this point?

Oh, it was superintendent, the head of a division, hmmm, all through the ‘70s. The
trick was, to my mind, clarity of thought. You sorted out in your own mind what it
really was you were doing, and what were the really important elements, you had to
do that. You weren’t staffed to chase every thought, you know, you had to get it right,
you had to concentrate on those things that really mattered, and so on. And you had
to know what – where the trade-offs could be as a result of that, which is why,
hmmm, when things got defined I still carried on worrying about things to try and find
the simple way of looking at it. I supposed that was part of my schooling, consisted
of – I remember a physics teacher we had, a Welshman who, er, he would explain a
bit of physics to you, and if you didn’t really grasp it, he would explain it to you
another way. And then if that still didn’t work he’d try a third way, keep on until he
find which way you could understand it by. And therefore grasp the idea of looking at
it from various points of view till you find the one that actually you could grasp best
which would help you to understand it. And this is why some of the things that I’ve
written, let’s say about Chevaline, er, ten to fifty years after the whole thing was in
service, you know. I’d actually got it quite clear what the problem was and how to
look at it. Anybody who worries about this issue of exchange ratio, how many decoys
should you have, would it be better if with Poseidon we replace – thought about it as
having a limited number of the warheads but lots of decoys. In other words, a bit
more like Chevaline, and things like that sort, or do that for Trident 1. Hmmm, how
to do the sums, you know, and make up your own mind. Having said that, it all can
be done easily on a spreadsheet, but historians aren’t very good at their spreadsheets,
is all I can say. You know, they want it all done for them, you know. And I – I object
to that. If historians actually want to make judgements, they had to do their own
bloody sums to do it [laughs]. Yeah. When I look back at Chevaline I don’t see that
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it’s a great wonder, you know, straightforward jobs as it turned out to – when you
look back at it, straightforward jobs and so on, yeah, some of it was a struggle to get
the trials done and things of that sort. But it was steady development and so on.
Hmmm, [sighs] some of it was tricky. The things like underwater shock, you know.
[Closed between 03:58-04:25]
Whether that’s a realistic environment or not, I don’t know, because the people I’ve
talked to about it didn’t know either. You know, as far as an element of guesswork,
you know, it sort of – you announce it as, where is the capability of retaliation? Or
they could always have a ballistic missile ready to re-target and fire against you, as
you’re going to be like 1,500 miles or so away from the nearest missile, it’s 20
minutes flight time, you know. Or there may have been aircraft not that far away, but
it may have to fly 200 or 300 miles to get to you. It would take that sort of time as
well. And you shouldn’t have a surface ship in the area because you’re supposed to
monitor the sea to make sure you can’t – you aren’t that close to something or other.

[00:05:22]

I know that matters because one of the studies I was involved in was the SS – no, the
SAN6, which is a missile of the SA10 family adapted for use on ships. But if you’re
within, let’s say, ten or twenty miles of the launch point of the Polaris missile, you can
fire the missile and catch the Polaris on its way up, because it takes off at such low G
to start with, and so on, you know. It crawls up until it’s transonic, you know. So it’s
going at a fairly predictable trajectory, at not too high a speed, and a missile that can
fly a Mach three or four, you know, has got a good chance at getting at it, you know.
So yes, you don’t launch when you’ve got another surface ship that’s close, and so on.
You are watching also to make sure there aren’t aircraft in your immediate vicinity,
and so on. All of which is all part of the way you operate the system. Yeah, yeah,
still let’s try and move on a bit.

What does the head of division actually do?

Hmm?

What does a head of division actually do? Or what’s your job spec, role?
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Normally, a division of the RAE would contain a number of sections anything
between eight and a dozen. Each area a specialist of the particular field, like an aero
department, helicopters, aero free flight, wind tunnels, things of that sort. And the
head of department would make sure he’s got the staff, the resources, the budgets, and
things of that sort. On a project, particularly a project like Chevaline, it isn’t always
like that. It was responding to a specific project. I actually had a finance officer who
collected together quarterly bills to put forth the quarterly estimate of what the RAE
had cost, facilities had cost, industry had cost, and so on. In other words, all of the
costs that went to the projects from our area, hmmm … administrator to look after
people, and things of that sort. The cost man provided my estimates of budget needs.
You know, future estimates things like that, so that side I didn’t have to worry about
which is normal. I didn’t have to worry about future programme, because we were
working to defined project programme. But I then had twice the quarter to go along
to the progress meetings to actually first of all agree what went into the next run of the
PERT, and also when it run to agree on what the remedial action was going to be.
Because we never managed to get a good run where everything looked all healthy,
there was always some problem or other. Early days the problems were just the
mistakes going in, you know, rubbish in, rubbish out. In the later days it was all
getting immaterial [ph], we had an almighty bow wave of activity that should have
been done and wasn’t, and clearly didn’t have the resources to catch up. But PERT
was ill used on Chevaline, hmmm, it was not used to set-up alternative actions where
you were in problems, or where you are in potential problems. It was too big to
monitor too many of the things which were near – weren’t on the critical path but
close to it. You know, you couldn’t find from the data presented to me, what actually
was beginning to come – you know, to signal up they had problems.

[09:54]

What actually is PERT?

Hmm?

What actually is PERT?
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It’s saying, to do the following job I have to do XYZ, and so on, right? And to do
these I have to link it in with certain other activities, things like that. So it’s a logic
network with each link been given the minimum, hmmm – allocated the minimum
time you thought necessary to do it. It’s a judgement as much as anything else about
how the project will work, right? But it allows you to set dates and say, ‘I want
deliveries of hardware from you to match these dates to hold the programme,’ and
things of that sort. Also you can say, ‘I can’t, like, do first flight trial without having
completed the following range trials to a relevant built standard of hardware,’ and so
on. So a sort of logic come logistics programme.

This is a computer program then, or paper based?

Oh yes, it runs usually on the – usually on a big computer. Yeah. It’s a very useful
tool. What you normally expect, or the management of it, is that the critical path, you
know, what’s the one that’s holding up everything, like that? So that’s the one you
pay attention to so that you give yourself a bit more freedom for use. The abuse of
when you learn that somebody else is on the critical path, and you say, ‘Well they’re
driving the project by a few weeks, I’ll use those few weeks for myself to solve my
problems.’ You see, and you suddenly discover that, yeah, they solved their problem
and then you’re on their critical path, and things of that sort. Hmmm, you have to
break it down into packages, which are were independent. In the end we went the
American style of choosing some cardinal data to say, ‘We will do this trial on such a
date, but there’s a flight trial, or a ground trial, or a submission,’ and say, ‘You will
achieve it.’ You went to whatever length there, and you didn’t do things to hold – you
know, to hold you up. You met these dates regardless. Hmmm, I can remember one
PERT run where they were sitting there at senior level saying, ‘What can I do to
recover this flight trial?’ A man came in and said, ‘Don’t worry, we’ve just done it.’
[Laughs]. You know, because in the last three months before a flight trial, in
particular, you don’t pay any attention to that sort of thing, you just leave the local
management to recover the things as best they can, to do the right sort of
compromises.

When did PERT actually come into this as a management tool?
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Management tool, about 1960. We used it first on WE177, and it was invaluable.
You actually got people for the first time to address a total project. All the things that
went into it, project for there, so senior management in particular didn’t forget –
hadn’t forgotten anything, or couldn’t claim to have forgotten anything.

[00:13:05]

[laughs] Your division is this Chevaline Division, or is this guided weapons or ...?

Hmmm, we started off in 1967 as WE6, that’s weapons department six, group D,
section two. Right? And then we build up to be … we were still in WE6 during the
late ‘60s, and we were only a sub-set of the – what had been armaments department,
hmmm, arming and fusings divisions, as it were, W6. Then for feasibility we became
WE7, and then, erm, we were still building up the team for Chevaline at that time
[phone rings], then the other bit, the work for George Hicks, became WE8, and I
became WE7 entirely. We were entirely devoted to Chevaline [phone rings]. Within
two years, or three years – two years, WE7, er, we were completely reorganized.
They broke weapons department up into attack weapons, defensive weapon – no, air
armaments – yeah, we were air armaments. Now what does that mean the other lot
were? I think that was defensive weapons. We were formed into a department of four
divisions, two of which were devoted to Chevaline, and two of which – the other two
were devoted to other airborne stores, weapon systems, right. So we were AA3 and 4
I think, and Norman Blight came in to look after flight trials as it was picking up,
developing. That was beyond my capability, dealing with it. Hmmm, a bit later my
division was again split because I was engineering and systems, and I got the systems’
division, and, erm, George Munns came in to look after the engineering division.
Now George Munns arrived at the time of the integration work, and so on. I’d done –
finished the development work and, er, the systems side was all about performance,
you know, the trials analysis and what did it tell us about system performances, and so
like this. So regardless of all that I ended up with the difficult division, and so on. In
1980 I had a special – I had a promotion review, and was appointed a special merit
promotion, Grade 5 DCSO, and I was that until, hmmm … well I suppose I was that
until the end of that grade existing. In effect when I was sixty, when I thought I was
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retiring, I – they said, no, you’re not retiring, right? But what they did is that they
paid me my – I then got my pension, right, which paid part of my salary. So that they
were only paying out of their budget, hmmm, as it were, the bit above my pension.
Now I’d had thirty-nine years working at the RAE at that stage, and I was only
allowed forty eightieths for pension at that stage. So I couldn’t have done much
better, you see. But at that point we became DRA and then DERA, which the terms
of employment was slightly different from the basic civil service. So in fact, full time
work counted full time towards my pension in that stage. So I got confused about
pay. Once I was sixty-three, I was employed for two years half time – basically three
days a week instead of five, where I got paid three fifths of my salary, of what my
salary would had been, but, hmmm, as far as pension rights were concerned it counted
as full time. You know, in other words, each year I got another increment to my
pension. Now that was very acceptable to me, because I was told when coming up to
sixty, they said basically your pension that you get is never quite enough to live to the
standard you’ve been living. You know, you need to increase your pay by another
fifteen to twenty percent if you want to maintain that. That’s having – you know, it
got your mortgage paid off and things like this. Having said that, my mortgage for
this house was only £5,000, you see, because 1967, you know, when houses weren’t
that expensive. I mean, this house new was only under £7,000. But I’d had a house
for nine years, and I was able to transfer the mortgages over, well, endowment
policies as it were. In the days when – I got an endowment policy going when I was
twenty-one, couldn’t use it for my first house, but used it for the second house, but
when it matured in sixty, it did exactly what endowment policies was supposed to do,
it paid for the house purchase. It had a with profits, it had a healthy big profit, you
know, we really made money out of it, and so on. There’s no longer an option
available.

Hmm. Why didn’t they let you retire?

Because my field was running down, they promised for several years that, you know,
somebody would come in and work for me who’d pick up the area, the field. And
they realized that in fact, yes, it wasn’t going to be a high priority area.

[20:30]
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And I can – I could do all that was necessary to be done [both laugh]. So – and then
we were running through the SDI period with the Americans, and, er, I became the
sort of the British guru the Americans like to consult. So I did lots of trips to the
States and things like that. Probably it worked quite well for them. In ‘93, I’d been in
… is that forty years? It’s always – I get difficult to do these sums nowadays. ‘33,
‘93 – actually I was sixty, that’s right, yeah. We were involved with a AGARD study.
AGARD 28 on ballistic missile defence possibilities against threats in the Middle
East, from Libya around to Iran and Iraq, and so on, what could we do? And the man,
my then boss, Steve Metcalf, should have been in charge but he went down – a
serious illness, the consequence of some of the work he’d done. He’d had a spell
being responsible for flight trials at Cape Kennedy, our Polaris trials. Had had a
health problem, had been given him a massive dose of steroids, hmmm, somehow he
got – they were addictive – he had to be kept on these, and they furred up his inside
system. He ended up to have a triple bypass, and so on. So he was automatically
retired on that. So I was left running the UK input to this AGARD study, which was,
hmmm … defining what a series of scenarios, a dozen to twenty scenarios, of
potential problems for which we then had to say what were the vehicles in use, you
know. In other words, existing vehicles like the Chinese one, CC something or other,
hmmm, or specially built ones with a particular range to reach certain targets. What
sort of thing would you – if launching from Benghazi what missile did you need to
reach London, something like that, you know. So with the man from Huntings we
designed vehicles, the sort of thing that these countries might build, define for them
what the warhead and penaid programme might be that go with it. So it comes to say,
these other countries saying, ‘Well these are scenarios, a war over so and so between
this country and that, or a general attack.’ I mean, things like from Benghazi you fly
over Rome, Paris, and London, you know, you have to – in other words you have to
have a system that decides on which current place is under attack, and so on, and so
on, you know, erm, things like that. And the idea was to have a quick study of seeing
missile with without penaids, what would it do, and what could you do? What was
involved in coordinating various countries’ response to it? Hmmm, then putting in
penaids, what would it do, what were the options that you had available, and so on?
Always with these sorts of studies, the countries had tackled the first bit seriously,
never did the second part, you know. We never got really, what was the consequence
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of having penaids, basically because most people couldn’t see their way round it, you
know. Hmmm, if you hadn’t worked in the field I don’t think you’d grasp the
philosophy [laugh], you know, it gets a much more difficult issue. So … yeah, in
many ways I took the lead through most of those meetings. Although, you know, it
wasn’t the – the UK’s problem about it, and so on. Hmmm –

Meetings with whom?

We did make – we did make a final report, and so on, of the work we’d actually done
because it was finite in terms of time and money that we were allowed to spend. The
Americans made us think of it – they did a – they provided a document called the
Capstone style, which listed the way the Americans wanted us to think about penaids,
and so on. That was a useful way of, hmmm, classifying things anyhow. And I know
the paper I wrote was about credibility of these concepts, and what they were used for,
and things of that sort. Nobody asked. The French sort of – all the French did to me
was actually say, yes, they’d read what I’d written and they agreed with me. No input
at all. You know nothing useful, as far as I was concerned. I didn’t get anything out
of that particular study. Hmmm, it was then combined by Chris Morton at
Farnborough with previous AGARD study, and some work done in the UK industry,
that led to a UK pre-feasibility study, which did exactly the same thing. Headquarters
set a number of scenarios, which I criticized for them. They got some work done, er,
it got people – companies up to speed. It didn’t actually address the issue of what was
the consequence of carrying penaids, and so on. So we were no further forward, and
so on. And yet that study was wound into a general report as well. So we had like
three exercises around the one. Hmmm … and the only conclusion was we weren’t
going to do anything about it, you know, it's always negative. It’s like all the ABM
studies that were done in the ‘60s, after the UK programme was cancelled, every time
they started it you said that, hmmm, a ballistic missile with HE warhead was never
accurate enough to actually be a threat. And if you actually used a nuclear warhead or
weapon of mass destruction, you go with a deterrent. So there was nothing to do.

[27:40]
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It was only when GPS appeared, you started to say, ah, well now if I start delivering
things really accurately, you know, what difference does it make? The Gulf war
where actually you could see people firing at television guided missiles actually into
doorways, and things of that sort, began to appreciate what it meant. Hmmm, in my
area people started thinking in terms of, you know, low nuclear weapons instead of
having 100 or 200 kilotons, what could I do with ten or five, if I can drop it exactly
where I want it? You know, five kilotons is still a bloody big bang [laughs], all I can
say, you know. It does demolish the area somewhat around it.

Hmm. We’ve talked quite a bit about warhead technology in the course of our little
chats, I was wondering how much did you need to know at the time about what was in
the front end of the missile itself? Was it something you could treat as a just, you
know, a black box thing that would work, or did you have to worry about what was
happening inside it at all?

For most purposes I think – I actually was aware, in broad terms, was a design of all
the UK warheads. I’d had access to the, hmmm, museum of such designs at
Aldermaston, hmmm, and of course I knew the interface drawings for the re-entry
vehicle, and things of that sort. And, as I say, my background went back as far as the
original mark one warhead. It’s as much because I knew the people involved at
Aldermaston, you know, if other words, the actual engineers doing it, sort of thing.
And therefore you end up discussing your mutual problems. I can’t think of anything
that I was involved in which had a real influence on Aldermaston. You had to tell
them they were doing things wrongly occasionally. Trying to get the Chevaline reentry body mass dynamically balanced, you know. Aldermaston, what they did is
they got the warhead, they got – their idea was you hold the warhead and got that
right, and put the shell around it, and we kept having to say to them, ‘But, no, it’s the
shell that matters. You’ve got to get the warhead exactly central to the shell,’ you
know [laughs]. It’s the same thing, but you have to think about it a different way
[laughs].

How –

This showed you get orientated different ways, that’s all.
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Hmm.

[31:03]

Trident – better say something about Trident. Oh, with Chevaline, you know, there
are one or two things to say about Chevaline. Once the navy defined what it wanted
in terms of documentation in service and things like that, we were told by the
acceptance captain, a man who was appointed to, as it were, accept the weapon
system by the operator. And he chose, or the navy chose to do it, by a sort of
questionnaire. It was sort of whatever – the questions were like, what evidence is
there that so and so and so and so has met? You know, things of that sort. The idea
being that, hmmm, you could have these short questions at top level with short
answers, supported by a second or third level, of much more detail, all of which were
supported by the reports from establishments and contractors, you know. You were in
a high – a pyramidic hierarchy of documents where you could start at the top. The
admiral could read the top ones, you know. And you could trace it down when you
wanted it, down to all the data. So with luck – not more – by organisation I suppose,
it was all accessible, that was the way of doing it. And I must say I rather like the
draft questionnaire. So we said we would also approach approval the same way.
Now what that meant for us is that four years before we had to make an approval
submission, we listed the things that we actually wanted to see in terms of whether it
was a question or requirement and so. And the first thing we did, that first time, was
between Rex Chase and myself, we wrote our best understanding at the time what the
answer would be. And each year we revise both questionnaire and our draft of what
we thought the answer was, so we could reflect the development of understanding.
The important thing was that senior people saw this early on, and are not going to be
surprised at either the answers or the quality of the information. You know, early on
when there’s time to do something about it we could get people to actually tell us.
Unfortunately, you see, in the nuclear side, there was a habit about – it’s a black box, I
don’t have to explain it to you, you know. So you could discover there was an
approval submission submitted for which you had no idea what the content was, or
what they said, or what the limitations were. You know, unless you were very senior.
And I wasn’t prepared to have that happen to us. So, I said – I went – I thought the no
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risk route of actually making sure very early on, on the project [yawns] that people
knew what we were doing. You could declare where the voids were going to be, or
whether you thought information was going to change your views at the time, or
where the additional information would come from, what flight trials, and things of
that sort. You know, if you’re forewarned there’s no problem. But when somebody
sort of tells you when you’re making – written the approval submission, he says, ‘I
want the following document for use in service, it’s all – we got upset and sort of said,
you know, ‘If you’d spoken three or four years beforehand, you know, or at the start
of the project, we would have been accumulating material for the draft all the way
through the project.’ When you prepare safety submissions and things like that, you
write it with thinking that I’m going to use that for such and such later on, and so on.
And therefore it’s, in the end, effort wasting, and put timescale pressure on people. It
wasn’t very satisfactory really. But that questionnaire type I thought was a great
success. Rex has used it for Martel beforehand as a way – he had done the Martel
approval submission. So again it was supporting somebody’s previous expertise.

Sorry Rex who, sorry?

[35:57]

[Yawns] Trident was not a problem because Trident basically – they came back
saying that Trident 1, C4, with eight re-entry vehicles, the first thing I pointed out is
that eight re-entry vehicles…
[Closed between 36:19 - 38:10]
Hmmm … we were going through those exercises to see what could be done when it
was realised that [yawns] buying Trident 1 was not the right answer. It’ll be like
buying Polaris A2. You need to buy the one that’s actually being made now because
that’s the one that will be available when you want – you got the sub ready to deploy
it. So they switched over to Trident 2. That then brought real problems as far as we
were concerned because Trident 2 had not been properly defined. There was still the
argument about what the UK should be given in the way of independent targeting
capability. It wasn’t at all clear whether the UK would ever be given access [yawns]
to the re-entry vehicle, a mark four re-entry vehicle. So we were looking at – the UK
were looking at giving them what they called the clear deck option, which is in effect
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the missile minus the front end. What could we do in terms of re-entry vehicle
ourselves, and so on? We were given the – an American company over at Green
County California to help us explore a design of a re-entry vehicle to match the mark
four, but in UK available materials. Hmmm … the company was very good. We did
it through a JOWOG route; JOWOG 26 Alpha, UK money of course. They did – they
were good at doing the, er, vulnerability calculations on a re-entry shell. Because we
knew – although we could make 3DQP shell, it had to have a graphite nose piece and
so on, and the join was particularly difficult with whiplash, and so on, acts, behaviour.
So, erm, we provided that, so the UK, Aldermaston, provided designs to them for
them to do the calculations for us really, and help us refine the design. We were
involved from Farnborough because it had also other issues, and so on, on, er,
behaviour and performance. So I went along to all the meetings. We got them – the
company, American company, did tell us about what happened when flying through
dust and debris, you know, erosion and things. What it was like to fly through
weather, and what was the state of the art – the calculation mistakes, and things like
that. All of which, you know, I wrote up these things and led us to – then able to
understand when the Americans finally said, you know, ‘We’ll sell you the shells for
the mark four in carbon, erm, tape wrapped carbon material.’

[42:02]

[Closed between 42:03-56:59]

[56:59]
Because when you work on a project you get too committed to the official line. You
know, you tend to believe it as it where, yeah. So that moving on, hmmm, let me see,
I said National Penaid Programme, yeah. We – that’s REA and Aldermaston, both
shared this programme, with designs, either there were new thoughts or there were
developments in what we already gone through. They involved us in coming up with
some possible flight trials, erm, of doing things. Very conveniently we were doing
that when the SDI work broke, and we were able to talk to the Americans about things
that could be done. ‘Cause we actually had a background which wasn’t just the inservice system on Chevaline, but other, you know, wider thoughts on what we had to
do, and why, and so on. Unfortunately for me the money available for the Penaid
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Programme was being reduced each year. The programme was monitored by
Aldermaston, so it was the RAE programme that was reduced faster than the
Aldermaston one, you know, inter-establishment rivalry type thing. Hmmm, they
manoeuvred is out of a contract we were running with BAE at Filton. Hmmm … it
suited Aldermaston to get the sums done that they thought they wanted. They were
quite prepared to sacrifice the fact that we could tap all the expertise on guided
weapons available in RAE. And we were actually doing – running this contract with
BAE in full consultation with other people. And that was all lost, and it didn’t take
very long for that contract to fall apart because Aldermaston didn’t know enough
about the right question to ask of a contractor of that sort. Hmmm … yeah, so the
Penaid Programme [inaud] it, but then of course the SDI work had come along. And I
supposed that’s what I’ll talk about next …

[End of Track 9]
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[Track 10]

Yeah. I did a workshop with Heseltine and others on the UK's contribution to SDI
and its subsequent national defence programme, and so on. [Sighs] Two colleagues,
one from Aldermaston, one from Farnborough, hmmm, went on an early briefing on
SDI. I mean obviously there'd been briefings at the politician level, you know, but not
sort of technical content, and the – Collin – Collin – no, the RAE man had come out
of – was the second – was a man in Maurice Deller's division, which was in those
days in space department, and it was sort of trying to think ahead department. It had a
space battle model going, work going on at Culham and things of that sort, you know,
hmmm, really that sort of area. And he went with a man from Aldermaston who for a
while had run the systems division and that were assessment project performance, but
was really a laser type man, you know, directed energy type systems, and so on.
Collin Allingham, that's right, Allingham was that one. So the other one was Mac
something or other, perhaps that will come to me as well [laughs]. You always think
of it when you're not trying to think directly of it. They went over and the end result
of that, they came back with briefings about the sort of technical credibility of what
they'd heard. So a technical mission was set up. And there were, let me see, ten or
twelve of us, I don't remember, it was enough to fill a minibus. I know 'cause I had to
drive this minibus. It's the only time I've ever driven a large number of people
around, and so on. We did thirteen companies and establishments in ten days, so,
erm, we very often had breakfast when we arrived at the company, you know, we
were like on the doorstep at seven am and so on. And lunch was spent eating
sandwiches as you drove to another site, another factory, or something like that.

Where was this, Britain, or …?

In the States, in the States, yes. It was hectic to say the least of it. We went to places
like Lawrence Livermore, erm, to Sandia, Lockheeds, Martin Marietta, GE. Yeah, a
good run around of people, and so on. Hmmm … I think we were actually …

[03:54]
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You see we had – before we went, the first thing we got together in the UK was what
has it got – the UK got to offer? And the people who'd been identified to go were sent
around various sites to see what we could cobble together, you know, what is it in fact
would be of interest? I know my contribution was six things that I thought were
sensible. Hmmm … I can't remember what they are now either, you know. It is a few
years ago. But I do know we had offers from Culham about power sources for
directed energy weapons, you know, very good proposals and so on. Er [sighs]
Penaid work, yeah. Something from Malvern – oh, that was the – they'd had a rather
clever dual frequency radar, multipurpose sort of radar that's transportable and could
go from range to range, and things like that. Whatever it was, all six items got picked
up by SDI in due course, and so on. Hmmm …

What sort of time period is this?

A series of meetings, committees, were set up called score groups, which were on the
lines of the Johogs [ph] on the atomic side of it, which were specialised areas, for
obvious reasons the RAE were picking in the architecture and countermeasures side
of things. Malvern was to do with sensors. The Admiralty research place at Bath on
artificial intelligence, in systems, because we had HMS Marlborough, which was a
prototype of that sort of thing, but with lots of men in the loop, because with a ship
you don't have to think too quickly ahead, you know, so you can do things by hand,
which otherwise you had to have a machine there to do the linkages, and so on.
Somewhere I have a paper were I wrote for a conference at Portsdown, hmmm, what
you have to do, why you had – it all has to be automatic, and so on, why it had to be
artificial intelligence, and so on. Hmmm … yeah. Most of the exchanges were just
that, the UK did work which the US funded and we told them what the US were, they
tended to tell us about what the comparable other work was. Neither the – none of the
services in the States talked to the SDI people, ‘cause they all said, ‘SDI’s concerned
with what third world countries can do, not what advanced countries can do.’ Despite
the fact that I suppose SDI started as a way of defeating the Russians, and so on, it
very quickly lost that flavour, and so on. Hmmm … the biggest triumph from my
point of view was we went on another visit to Lawrence Livermore to talk about
Brilliant Pebbles, the idea of lots of – hundreds of orbiting satellites all of which when
you saw a missile being launched, the system of deciding which was closest to
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intercept, so that that particular one told everybody else the one I’m going for it, and
went for it, and thinks like that. We dealt with that, the battle model at Farnborough,
we were very concerned that the UK Trident could be negated by the Americans if
they wished using this system, so with a degree of – real degree of effort, we came up
with the way of beating Brilliant Pebbles. And I had the pleasure of making that
presentation to the director of the American scheme, and Brilliant Pebbles
disappeared within two months [both laugh]. He went back and asked and said,
‘Were they right?’ Yes, we were right, you know.

Is this one of those questions I can’t ask how you did it?

No. I’ve forgotten [both laugh]. I’ve got some charts still, and I don’t understand
them anymore. [both laugh]

[09:04]

Yeah, what I did in my last few years never grabbed me the same way as all the work
up to the end of Chevaline had, you know. Trident – I could see I was running –
being run downhill, you know. I had things to do but they weren’t – hadn’t the same
urgency, you know. In other words, I felt some of them, if I didn’t do it at all they
wouldn’t affect anything, you know. I think I got to the stage where, hmmm, if I
didn’t like it, other people said, ‘All right, that’s it, we don’t like it.’ If I liked
something that didn’t necessarily mean it got accepted, you know. I was being used
in a – just in that particular way. You know, I was never very – not too happy about it
and so on. In some ways though, you know, the thing about special merit, is you’ve
got much more freedom about what you do, you know, you can self-initiate in a way I
couldn’t do a bit lower down, which is why some of the things I’ve talked to you
about, you know, Strawberry Flavour Company, the Artificial Intelligence
Discrimination Algorithm, er, background modelling, that’s going to the States to see
if we could get models of the backgrounds of what sensors would see, you know. An
IR senior does not see objects, it actually sees contrast, you know, and you have to
therefore, if you’re going to want to worry about what’s the thermal image of a reentry body, you need to know against what background. Are you seeing it against the
sky? Are you seeing it against the ground?
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[Closed between 10:51-13:34]
What actually happens and so on, you know? It started to look like a big job and you
couldn’t get somebody at Aldermaston to do – give you advice on how to do it, you
were sort of beginning to get to the situation you’ve got a big job for somebody to do,
you know, and you couldn’t persuade anybody, I couldn’t persuade anybody, that I
ought to do something. That’s when I began to realise what my position was, you
know. I was there to do the things that people wanted me to do, you know, but I
wasn’t there to spend their money [both laugh]. You see. But that is – like the thing I
said about cirrus, one thing about weather, you know, no real answer without actually
a bit more work being done, but they do – I as a scientist come engineer, raised
concerns about them, I feel they ought to be nailed down somehow or other. Not
necessarily believing that I’ve got – well there is a real problem, what I am convinced
of is that we haven’t actually got a real answer yet, and we need to do more work to
seeing whether in fact there is an issue, or is not. [Coughs] And if there is an issue,
then in fact we should be thinking about how to design the problem out, in the same
as I say about penaids, the issue with penaids is not can you have them? You can
have them, but you want to know how well do you have to design them, how complex
have they got to be, and therefore you ought to go do the system exercises and say, the
spec requires – for penaid will require it to do this, that, and the other, to a certain
standard, so in fact you have confidence that you can use it and it will work. Which is
exactly what the offence, you know, and third world countries, if it’s going down that
route, will think of itself, you know. It has to find a route through penaids which it
has confidence will work, and by that it means it’s going to present a problem to the
defence first time in usage, which it’ll be hard for the defence to learn how to beat it
in the timescale available, you know. I believe defence has to be in a learning
situation, in other words, the first thing that comes over, you analyse it like hell, in
real time, so that you can reflect on the next one that’s coming over not long after, you
know. You learn as best you can on how to operate the system. If it means you find
that there’s a deficiency in your hardware, then there’s nothing you can do about it in
the timescale, you know.

[16:32]
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Hmmm, the Patriot firings in the first Gulf war, because the missile broke up because
of the extra range it was flying, it broke up and that threw the Patriot system because
it was designed to attack the largest object. So it attacked the tankage it had broken
off from the warhead, not the warhead, right. That could be solved – was solved by
the defence in three days, which is the pace the Gulf war went, that was real time, as it
were. But when they actually recovered the hardware, they discovered the fragments
were all down the tankage and not in the warhead, and so on, because the way the
fusing system worked, it was reacting to the front end of the missile, right, but it took
time and the fragments didn’t hit the front of the missile, they hit further back, and
that required a redesign of the fusing, the last fusing system, on what caused it to start.
It had to start further away detonating, and so on. Now that took several months to
solve, so that’s not real time, you know. But you have to do the work to actually
understand what the problem is, because you have to come up with – you have to
offer a solution, I don’t say you have to have a solution, you know, you didn’t have
what it is you’re doing, otherwise they run around – the politicians run around and
panic. Or they – they slash out in all directions, let’s get rid of him, sack him, you
know, abandon doing that particular job, and things like that.

How much does politics actually affects the job you do, or did?

At my level, as a division lead or above, the politics is the game you’re playing, yeah.
It’s all politics really. You have to deal with headquarters, you’re the one who deals
with headquarters, you – looking at it another way, a division head is the head of a
little pyramid in the establishment, is one way of looking at him, but he’s actually the
bottom layer of headquarters, you know. In other words, all the headquarters, they
focus on him, that doesn’t get further down the system. [Coughs]

Hmm.

It’s the natural transition, because from head of division you go to head of
department, or up to DG, director in London, or you transfer to an AD up in London,
and so on, an assistant director, which is the same level grade five – not, grade six, in
the Ministry. Puts you on the same level as your head of division here, or you’re an
assistant director in London, and so on. It’s the transition, in London you play the
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politics game of course, which is all what it’s about. I had expected to spend a
reasonable part of my career in London, and never did. So all the things I was going
to do in London I never did in my life, you know. We went to I think one theatrical
performance and one show at the Old Vic and that was about all in all these things,
you know. Thinking I’d have a generous ten or fifteen years up in London to cope
with all these things. So many places, I’ve not been to London, or museums I’ve not
explored, which I’d love – had expected to do, and things of that sort. And now I
can’t do ‘cause I have a mobility problem.

Why didn’t it happen?

Hmm?

What didn’t you get posted?

I’ve no idea really. My career was not driven much by me, usually I was offered jobs
or directed into jobs, that turned out to be ideal for me at the time. So I’m not
complaining about my career. I was fortunate to be the right person in the right place,
at the right time for most things.

So you were head of a division during the Chevaline days?

Yes.

And that’s in service by ‘82.

Yeah.

What do you actually do then, do you remain there, or move somewhere else?

[21:16]

Well, hmmm, I was to have been replaced by Bill Lester running the division, and he
was two years late coming over, so I carried on running the division at the higher
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grade for a while, and then we worked very close together from there onwards, for
another ten years, anyhow. So although I had a secretary and one member of staff,
that’s Terry Butler, working directly for me, on the whole I was the technical director
of his division. He contained himself, he come from finance area, hmmm, he was not
particularly technically orientated, he wrote the annual technical report I am pleased
to say. On the whole he organised the contracts, and the staff, and the work, and
things of that sort, which is probably quite right for division labour. We did a lot of
travelling to meetings together, and we spent a lot of time having Ploughman’s and a
pint of beer at lunchtime in various pubs, and I think we tried all the pubs you could
imagine between Aldermaston and here [laughs] over the years, and so on. And I
remember the Fox and something or other, the Fox and Horn at Mortimer is the only
place where the only thing you could buy at the bar was a cold pork pie. The last
place left, what it used to be like when I was first come to work at Farnborough, when
that’s all you could get in a pub [laughs]. I think it’s a whole book I could write about
the travelling and the anecdotes, and eating around the world, it’s the sort of thing,
you know, it lends itself to anecdotes of course.

Hmm.

[23:20]

Let me say, the SDI things over half my 134 trips to the States were to do with SDI. It
was bad enough working on ELDO where the visits – the meetings were every three
weeks, you know, meetings in Washington every three weeks was really pushing it,
you know. Hmmm … they weren’t necessarily all that long. Some of them were – I
went to all sorts of places, somebody had invited the Americans, went to Huntsville a
fair bit. I travelled with the – my opposite number from Huntsville down to Georgia
to see the Pave Paws radar at Georgia. I’ve got a picture of that somehow. We drove
down, spending overnight somewhere or other on the thing like that. I drew the line
at going to visit the Cobra Judy, which is a radar at the end of the Aleutians, because
you took one day to fly to San Francisco, another day to fly to Anchorage, and
another day to flew down the Aleutians to the end, but when you got to the end you
were in sight of Kamchatka [laughs], you know. The Aleutians are a very long chain,
just because they don’t look much on the map, it’s because that bit of the map is
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always rather small. How you feeling? [Pause – break in recording] A mental
weakness but after the Trident thing were over, we’re talking about now the mid ‘80s
or so. I say, there was this intense work on the Aldermaston potential re-entry vehicle
design, hmmm, the work on the warhead [muted between 25:36-25:37] for a Trident,
hmmm, again anglicising a design. This time – by this time – for Chevaline we went
back to the – we, Aldermaston, went back to the warhead design – the – not – the
warhead design for the American Polaris, which we couldn’t match back in ‘63, you
know, we couldn’t do it, we didn’t have the … capability of computing
[Closed between 26:14 - 26:21]
We went back because we had the capability by the late ‘60s of doing that type of
design. But it was not a copy of the Americans, other than the broad concept of
actually saying, how you can do this by this clever three-dimensional design, you
know. It was all done UK wise. Trident, hmmm, yeah, it was another design…
[Closed between 26:50-27:04]
Erm, we knew much more about, in the end, the American design [cough], the
problem was actually translating all of that back into what we could make in the UK.
Sometimes the Americans, you see, they’re going to make warheads by the hundreds,
if not thousands, they can build a dedicated factory, that factory can contain – develop
processors which we couldn’t match. You can’t do it, you know, we’re in effect a
cottage industry, and so on, hmmm, and therefore we had to find alternative coatings,
or alternative interfaces between materials. Because all these nuclear materials are
unpleasant, you know, they’re unpleasant not only to touch and handle, as it were, but
they don’t like each other, you know. So trying to get satisfactory assemblies and
things like this, is difficult, and if you can’t match the way the US do it, you know,
you have to find a solution for yourself. And it was quite pleasing to develop
something which had the same performance as the American design, or within the
same weight and centre of gravity. I know when we got into the mark four design in
detail [coughs], we at Farnborough, myself and Tony Walsthorn, said that the
asymmetry that’s built into the warhead, you will regret, you know. And we said, you
can design out with a bit of ballast and so on, and the system – the political systems
that’s there wouldn’t budge, you know. But the Americans had thought of it too, and
they come back and say, we’re going to put a mod into the system, you’ll have to
adopt it if you want to follow us, you know, which did exactly what Tony and I said
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you should do. [Coughs] We were sort of quite pleased about that, to be vindicated
anyhow.

[29:20]

[Closed between 29:20 - 31:21]
Not a very scientific basis really, it’s all terribly crude modelling. The penaid
programme, SDI, and getting involved with these AGARD studies, that took me up to
1993, by which time I was sixty. Then the next things were, erm, there were things
I’d been involved in which the RAE, we were DERA by then, wanted written up, so
the next year or two a fair bit of my time was either divided between going to the
States or trying to provide write ups to work that had been going on for several years,
and so on, which I seem to achieved to people’s satisfaction. It clashed with the move
from the old buildings in Farnborough across to the new area at Cody side. And I
managed to get myself an office in an outbuilding tucked away from the rest. So I
didn’t get too involved in all the new arrangements, and so on, because I was seeing
myself as clearing up things. I spoke to my then boss, Chris Morton, who was
somebody I’d recruited in the early ‘70s [laughs], he was in charge of the weapons
field in DERA, in sort of saying, hey, I’d like a chance to read some of the old files,
and things like that, and that’s when I was given the job of going through the – all the
documents that we mustered, had to be mustered, and see if I could produce
classifications, return to originator the things that we no longer needed, and so on.
And reclassify documents according to the current security guides. And we’d done a
number of studies, hmmm, TD127, and 1244, on theatre weapons under code words,
one was, erm … don’t matter anyhow. TD127 was a replacement of WE177, it was
just another free fall bomb, could we upgrade it? And the answer is, it was still state
of the art, you know, we went through everything in fine detail about it to say, yes, the
original is still as good as we could do. So I think we updated the radar fuse a bit, and
improved – because technology had moved on a bit, we improved that, and so on. But
on the whole we had to give it a clean bill of health and say, yes, it’s actually very
good. The future theatre nuclear weapon, as I say, that’s 1244, was looking for a
replacement, stand-off weaponish sort of thing, you know, adapt a missile, and could
we carry a missile on Tornado. It got a bit like trying to carry Blue Water on TSR2,
you know, the basic vehicle, the aircraft, wasn’t big enough, you know. The
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Tornado’s got low wings and a space underneath it, when you took off, limited
volume available, you know. You couldn’t get the range, you couldn’t do anything
like that. We had a long exercise of trying to adapt existing missiles and so on, none
of them were satisfactory because the safety issue with nuclear weapons is much
tougher than ordinary weapons, it’s hard to reconcile, you need at least one more
environment to measure to arm things and so on. Nothing was very satisfactory. And
in the end, it didn’t come anywhere. It’s not only unsatisfactory situation but you
couldn’t actually see the reason of wanting it in the first place.
[Closed between 35:43 – 36:42]

[36:42]

Then it was the end of Chevaline, you know, all right, disposing of Chevaline, that – I
love that bit because the first thing is all the penaid eject motors were all collected
together and piled in a heap at Plymouth, I don’t know why Plymouth really, and just
burnt, you know. Now you always think if you put rockets onto a bonfire, you know,
they’d be whizzing off all over the place, it doesn’t work like that at all [laughs]. No,
they do if you detonate them in the right sort of way, but, hmmm, no, if you just put
them on a bonfire at low temperatures, and so on, it’s boring to say the least. Hmmm,
we put to contract to industry the idea of collecting – breaking the thing down and
collecting things or just done disposal [ph]. BAE at Filton came up with a recovery
programme where it was all – the hardware was broken down to basic materials and
you recovered the titanium and things of that sort, you know, once having taken all
the pyrotechnic devices off, that is. But, hmmm, it wasn’t worth it, the value of what
you recovered was not worth the cost doing it, really. Airlog, our Aldershot firm, you
know, they looked at it from a quite different point of view, the said, ‘We have access
to a car crusher in North London, all we’ll do is we’ll crush it up into a cubic foot
block, and then you can put that into a furnace and melt it down, you know, and you’ll
get yourself this block, in effect an alloy, which you can do what you like with.’ And
of course that was cheap, crush the existing, all you had to do is ship the thing. The
hardware was delivered to Wittering – RAF at Wittering, which is a long term store of
things of that sort, and they just took them one at a time, you know, all sixty of them
in the end, down there to this car crusher. And unfortunately the buggers never kept
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one, you know. I’d love to have had one block this sort of size in a museum to say,
that’s what remains of it, you know, but they all were melted down.

How did it feel to have fifteen years work crushed into a little cube?

Great [laughs]. You know, we say there saying, well that was a value for money
while it lasted. No, we think we did – those who were deeply involved, probably
something like the chief designers in the firm and so on, all felt they’d done a good
job, and all thought that, you know, value for money, we’d actually done very well.
Both the looking at the engineering, the fact that in service there’d been no serious
problems at all, require mods or extra trials, and things of that sort. But you see
Chevaline never went away while it was in service, as far as I was concerned, every
year we had to review the database for the battle model, we had to review the progress
on the post design services, and things of that sort, to find out what the problems
were, or not, as it were. Yeah, and that went out to, as I say... but it wasn’t until the
last pack had been crushed, as it were, you say, ‘Well that’s the end of it.’ It wasn’t of
course, there was examples being refurbished for the museums, and so on, and all the
problems that that caused. And I say, we went around here taking photographs of all
the hardware and writing reports on where it all was, and what state this was and what
you could get out of it, and things of that sort. And like talking to you, you know,
Chevaline hasn’t gone away, you know, hmmm, though it’s getting a bit thin on the
ground.

[41:20]

Hmmm … yeah. So when I was disposing of documents at Farnborough, it was a
matter of going around to various groups and actually saying, ‘These documents I’ve
got, you know, the policy files, and things like that, how relevant are they?’ you
know, ‘Would we do things that same way now?’ and so on. So I prepared a series of
reports on – in effect on the archive, most of which said the people had moved on so
far in these areas, you know, that it’s no – what we’ve got on file is no longer relevant
technically, it’s historical material. So I sent the key things up to, in effect, the old
War Office in London, where QinetiQ didn’t want the stuff, because that had been
formed, you had to be – with QinetiQ being a firm you have to pay them to store
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things, you know, if you want it, and also pay them – somebody to actually keep their
eyes on it, so for relevance. They didn’t want to know, so I talked to the records
manager, and say, ‘We sent it up to London,’ and it turned out that the store they were
in had asbestos insulation and so on, so it’s no longer accessible. Hmmm, it’s in a
store with other government department material, which is being accessed as far as
possible with great difficulty, you have to dress up and things of that sort, you know.
So as far as I’m concerned, lots of the films, and lots of the documents that went with
it, these things are no longer accessible although – what it meant at Aldermaston on
this, is that they had to go around the establishment to try and discover where
Aldermaston’s copies of various documents and studies like 1244 had gone, so that
they could build up an archive, so we had some, hmmm, documentation around that
area of work. Yeah. That’s sort of runs through the career I think, things that I
wanted to say, or do I? I don’t know. Hmmm … there’s lots to be said about all the
things really. Probably the best thing is to say call it a day at that, and you can
come…

[End of Track 10]
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[Track 11]

Security issues really.

Hmmm hmm.

Yeah. I’m trying to think where we’d got to now [laughs].

Can we start at the start again, actually, if that would be all right?

What did you say to start with? I was saying –

You said you’d had –

That we got a visit from headquarters.

Yes.

You know, hmmm, they were very … the first point they were making is that a lot of
what I could say is in fact not particularly sensitive, except when I say it, you know.
In their opinion when I say things there’s a degree of authority about it that it doesn’t
occur with other people, you know. I am well known, at least I am to the French, I
know that for certain, because my sister-in-law’s daughter applied for a job with
French security, and the question was, do you have any – you know, what about your
relatives, what do they do? So she had to admit to having, you know, being a whole
lot of English relatives. Who? Roy Dommett, oh yes, he has there. And I know her
father, Claude, asked me, he said, he was shown my CV, as it were, by the French, to
say did he agree with it? You know, and of course he had no idea, you know. So he
asked me, he said, ‘Is it true that you did this, that, and the other?’ Ticking it off, I
said, ‘Yes, yes, yes.’ Very good. The reason is as much you see with AGARD study
of AA27, I think it was 27, where I led for the UK side because the UK leader went
down with ill health, and therefore I took the, er, key role, particularly with regard to
performance and countermeasures side of things, and so on.
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What was AGARD 27, sorry?

Hmm?

What was AGARD 27, sorry?

It’s a study of ABM capability, or possibilities, for Europe – or for AGARD country,
NATO countries, and so on. With a Huntings man, we had to evolve I think about a
score of scenarios of things that could – things to worry about, and so on. Almost all
of them were concerned with the threat for the Middle East in one-way or the other.
Hmmm, they were meant to be illustrative, not a real problems, but of the technical
problems we’d have to look at. So one of these was actually the possibility of Libya
attacking Chad, because it’s the only scenario where the radar at Fylingdales couldn’t
see what was going on, you know, everything else was attacking Europe, you see,
Fylingdales gets to see things near their peak, altitude and so on. There were
interesting things like if you launched at Benghazi you could fly over Rome, Paris,
and London, you know, you only have to look at a map to see it’s more or less in a
line, you see. So at early launch from Libya you don’t know who’s being threatened
type problem, you see, you know. Hmmm, difficulties of attacking Turkey and things
of that sort, you know. It was all – oh, yeah, and Egypt attacking Gibraltar. Now
very unlikely, you see, but you know, from where do you actually – from a technical
point of view, where do you see it, you know, what can you track, what can you do,
what are the problems, as it were, they’re facing up to. And hopefully by addressing a
number of scenarios which had not necessarily have any credibility, but you identify
all the technical issues that the study has to actually address, you know, what can you
do? Hmmm, yeah. And that was a ‘92 to ‘93 period, hmmm, as a study. It was very
interesting in the sense that we got countries like Italy and Germany, or at least their
representatives, up to speed with thinking about the problems.

[05:00]

The previous study had been, hmmm, a year or two before, had really been about the
Russians moving a lot of short-range missiles into Yugoslavia, and attacking Italy,
you know. Now that’s fascinating because of course it isn’t an in-depth thing,
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because Italy being like that, and Yugoslavia being like that, you know, it’s a sort of
wide, you know, the coverage problem, defence problem, is quite difficult.

So long borders to defend along, you mean?

Oh, yes. Yeah. Hmmm, and it’s these sort of studies which show the near
impossibility of doing anything sensible, you know. Europe was carved up into little
bits, and somehow these don’t make things work together somehow very well. In fact
Yugoslavia’s now even smaller bits, so it was actually difficult to see how – it doesn’t
apply anymore.

Right.

The difficulty always with these AGARD type studies is that you get up to speed
thinking about it, but they never have enough time and money to worry about the
really serious questions, you know, like, hmmm, if the people are using relatively
modest range missiles, what’s the value of them putting decoys on them or not? You
know, we never got round to addressing that, you know, we were more what was the
problem. The problem always turned out to be what sort of defence missiles did you
want, and where could you put them to protect yourself against even the simplest of
threats, you know. And that was where we all came to a halt. Yeah, we thought
about that to show that there was a real difficulty in the problem anyhow, without
worrying about the next generation of threat.

Okay. And this was one of the things that they were worried about technical detail
of?

That represents the sort of thing. Another sort of thing I’d been involved with, which
throws this up, was in the first Gulf war. Hmmm, the Iraqis had fired a number of
Scuds, and they were very clever, they did what the Russians told them to do, they hid
under bridges and things like that, you know. So that although you could pick up an
indication that a raid was being prepared, you could fly around and not see anything.
Hmmm, when I say not see anything, they got after a while to realise that the trailer
would leave marks in the sand, you know, show that it had been under the bridge, you
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know, but you couldn’t tell whether it was under the bridge then or not, you know.
There was the same problem in the wartime with the V2, you know, it’s all very well,
and so on, you could fly around, you know, you may even see the V2 being prepared
on the ground, you know, you could attack it then, but on the whole you could only
ever see where it had been, and so on, you know. The best way of dealing with the
V2 was actually to attack the railway lines, to stop missiles being delivered, you
know. With Iraq that really wasn’t an option, and so on, but the Iraqis had taken –
cannibalised some of their missiles to get extra material, that’s aerospace quality
materials, to extend the size of the tanks of some of the Scuds. So I think they
cannibalised about a third of them to increase the range, right, to produce a missile
they called Al Hussain, believe it or not, you know. Now the difficulty was in doing
that, yes, it increased the range, but now the missile flew out of the atmosphere, you
know. Hmmm, at the sort of range of the Scud, or the V2, you know, which had fins,
as it flies through the atmosphere, the atmosphere density is sufficient to weathercock
it, so that the thing actually was stable, always pointing in the direction in which it
was flying along its trajectory, you know. Yes, stable is the right word for it, you
know. But when the density drops off, then the restoring force is not enough at the
moment, putting it back is not enough, so it stays in the attitude it was as it was
climbing, you see. The trouble with Al Hussain is again it flew up out of the
atmosphere at that angle, stayed at that angle, so when it re-entered a minute or so
later, it was broad side on, or could be broad side on, you know, and about half of
them broke up, right. Now the Iraqis didn’t intend that, and during the conflict they
did their level best to strengthen the missile to try and overcome this problem, because
one of the difficulties about breaking up; it doesn’t never land where you intended it
to, right. But from the Americans’ point of view, who had deployed parachute
rockets, ABMs, in Israel, you know, they were firing at these things and they first
realised they were attacking the wrong bit, not the warhead bit, where it broke up, not
the warhead, but they were attacking the tankage. So the first thing we had to do was
to change the system so that it detected the first bit that came, rather than the biggest
bit, you know. Now you’ve got to appreciate that the Patriot was designed to go
against aircraft, and was actually organised to attack where the pilot is on the whole,
which is about half way down the biggest bit, you can appreciate it when you think
about air vents, right. But in this case we had to sort of go for the front bit. When we
started, we collectively, were looking at the recovered bits, and so on, you realised
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that it was the empty tanks that were all scattered with holes, right. In other words,
although we were detecting the front end – well Patriot was detecting the front end,
and attacking that – sorry, using that to start off the warhead, the fragments actually
never hit the front bit, they hit the bit that followed behind. So the Americans had to
rush and say, ‘Well, how do we detect and things like this, the timing’s all wrong.’
They had to come up with another way of detecting, which, hmmm, I suppose you
call that fusing, yeah, the fusing part of it. Armings is the bit of being ready to go and
fusing it is the bit that what sets it off, right. The attacking the – from attacking the
main bit to attacking the nose bit, was a three-day exercise by the Americans going
through all the formal procedures, working twenty-four hours a day, that was very
clever of them, you know, I don’t think we could do anything like that. But the
business of changing the – how much further away you had to be to detect it to get a
bang off, so that when you detonated it you were where you wanted to be rather than
past it, that took them a bit longer to do. But the thing is, although there are people
saying, well, in the first Gulf war, we weren’t – the West weren’t very good at
shooting down these things. The answer is, we are now. In other words, the problems
were recognised, the analysis was done, and within a few weeks things had been
solved, and so on. Hmmm, I was always amused because after the war going to the
States and listening to what the hawks and the doves were saying about the lessons
from the war, I think as I’ve said to you before, that the puzzle always is why the
people wanted to say that the Iraqis weren’t very far advanced at anything, you know,
and therefore you couldn’t – other countries couldn’t learn anything from them, you
know. And yet, us, who were struggling with the realities of it thought, my God, how
good they are, you know. Hmmm, well, like the nuclear warhead, you know, they
were given the design by the Pakistani, who’d got it from the Chinese, who
presumably had got it from the Russians in the first place, who got it via Fuchs and
May and so on, from the Americans, you know.

And so this sort of security – this sort of issue is one of the security topics that the
MOD are worried about?

[14:29]
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Oh yeah. But that’s why security is at all, you know. You can’t really tell where your
leakage is going to be. I was very worried, I started to say that, hmmm, some years
ago now, I’d just retired, and with my colleague Steve Metcalf, we got a contract to
review the gradings, security gradings, of what we call legacy products, all those
projects, in other words, that was no longer in service. And it was a, what, £6,000 or
£7,000 job. I know as far as I was concerned it was several months’ work with lots of
analysis and so on. Raising a lot of issues, you know, that had to be followed up with
people, and things like that, and try and sort it out. And we made a recommendation.
The recommendation, which I firmly believe was sound, in other words, the two of us
had actually worked on these jobs so we actually knew what the background was,
tended to get overruled by Security Committee who just wanted to be a bit more …
conservative about it, that’s a nice way of putting it. You know, didn’t want to make
too much out of the whole thing, they tended to stay with the over grading as an easy
way out. But it’s not surprising because that’s the way people are. Well …

Would you mind discussing some of the –

This is what makes London very concerned about me.

Right.

It’s the fact that I’m recognised as an authoritative voice, and therefore anything I say
in this area has an authority which is not given to academics, or to the historians.
Unfortunately, that’s the way it is. Hmmm …

MD: Tom was going to ask you a question.

That was actually the question I was going to ask, so …

[Laughs]

MD: I know he hadn’t heard you because you spoke quietly …

Would you mind talking a little bit more about …
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What he did anyhow, is he made it quite clear to me that the one area of Chevaline,
and for that matter previous projects, which I couldn’t talk about freely, was to do
with the countermeasures, you know, which is a wide-ranging topic actually.
[Closed between 17:15-17:40]
There are all sorts of dodges that are possible for people – or to operate a system, and
so on, hmmm, which yeah, we had a large team were actually worried about that.
And I’m quite amused because many of things we worried about, the Americans just
laughed at the thought, you know, surely you’re not taking that sort of thing
seriously? Until later on talking to the Russians discovered they were taking it
seriously, they were actually going to implement some of these possibilities, that’s
what they’ve said publicly. They were actually in the process of implementing, that’s
right, yeah, when their systems … they had problems with the Moscow defence
because they had the odd fire in the radar, you know. Well you have to think of some
of these buildings, hmmm … you know what the London County Council’s building
is on the Southbank like? You haven’t looked across the river from Charing Cross?
Oh. Well, it’s a big block, twelve stories high, you know, along a bank, by Waterloo,
and so on, that’s about the size of a radar like Doghouse. You know, it’s not trivial, in
other words, you know, it’s large. But you see if you’re throwing out a radar beam to
go 3,000 miles to reflect on something back from the size of a filing cabinet, you
know, yes, you need a lot of power, right, and because we’re talking about
wavelengths of the order, half a metre to a metre long, antenna are large, everything is
large, as well as the power being large, and so on, you know. Hmmm, so, yeah, it –
yeah …

[19:42]

Are there any other …

So that’s one side of it. The other thing is I have been cheerfully writing remarks
about Trident, because I was around from the time Mason made the decision – sorry,
recommendation to the prime minister that we should buy Trident, you know, and Mrs
Thatcher opted – asked to buy Trident 1, which was the C4, which would have been
very nice, because it could be retrofitted into existing subs. So that to do that we
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would have built another generation of the same sub, rather than the big ones that we
ended up.
[Closed between 20:25 – 20:52]
With C4 you can’t quite, you have to move the goal posts about what you want to do.
That’s never been a problem for London, but moving goal posts is – the easiest thing
of politics is just write down the words on a bit of paper, hmmm, and there was a
problem. Oh, that reminds me, hmmm, today’s paper is all about who pays for
Trident? Right, now I should have discussed with you before, I think I have, about
the arguments that went on between the navy and headquarters, and PE, that is the
Ministry, Procurement Executive, about what should we actually replace Polaris with.
They wanted to buy Poseidon, and we thought improving Polaris was the best bet,
right. Now you’ll find in reading about the Trident stories that when the government
buys a new weapon system, it’s paid for by the government, not by the service, right.
So the navy thought it bought Poseidon, that wouldn’t cost them anything, whereas
buying Polaris improvements was going to cost them half a billion. Now that’s quite
important when you’re hard pressed to buy, build frigates and destroyers, you know,
you don’t want to … the navy have a long history since the war of decreasing size of
force, which hasn’t stopped yet by the way, you know, it’s still getting smaller and
smaller. But that’s come to a head now, because the treasury are sort of saying,
you’ve got to pay for some of Trident out of the budget, you know. And you think,
well, yeah, that’s not been the way it’s done before, you know. But that fact has been
missing in the media discussions of it all over the years, you know, where does the
money come from? It was funny because right in the middle of the Chevaline
development, headquarters were firmly of the opinion that the right way forward was
to – now when I say headquarters, I mean the navy part of it, that the right way
forward was to take the bits that we developed, for countermeasures and warheads,
and put them into buying the American missile, best of both worlds, you see. We’ve
got we’d already developed on top of something that somebody else paid for, yeah.
But still that’s the way it is. I talked to the official historian, hmmm, Matthew Jones,
and so on, recently as well, he’s got a real problem because despite the Public Record
Act which says you preserve everything done using government money, you find that
the navy got rid of all of it’s documentation, once replaced it with another system,
because they have no more filing cabinets than they had before, if you see what I
mean [laughs]. Headquarters gets rid of everything, and particularly the treasury, all
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the treasury records apparently are soaking wet, somehow or other they weren’t stored
properly, so they’re impossible to read, and so on, yeah.

Have you had anything to do with the official history of Chevaline that’s being
written?

Well, I’ve given him lots of material, including a small collection sensitive material.
When I say that – when I say sensitive, I don’t mean highly classified, but, hmmm,
lowly classified but classified, and so on, so he can understand it. Because you write
unclassified document if you don’t understand the technology issues, you can’t
understand policy statements until you understand what the technology limitations are
behind the policy statements. Now the National Archive policy for acquiring
documents is that they want administration costs and policy, and the technology –
technology issues are the job of collecting of the specialist museums, which don’t
have any money to collect this material. The National Archive, at least they’ve got a
system and money that pays for everything, you know, and a big store back at Hayes
where MOD material which is – which is sensitive is stored until it’s releasable.

[25:56]

Now that, until it’s releasable it was quite an issue, because back in the late ‘50s,
when work was being done towards Blue Streak, it was realised by the system study
people at Malvern that you needed to lower the signature of all the objects that were
going to be tracked by defensive system. So a man, Grant Dawson, who lives down at
Winchester still, he was given the job coming up with what were low radar cross
sections for re-entry vehicles and missiles. But I suppose it started with the Vbombers, the first, because V-bombers were actually gave large signatures, partly
because you could look into the, erm, engines, fronts of the engines, and the turbine
whirling around gave you fascinating signatures, and so on. Hmmm, he was asked
firstly how you could actually reduce the signature of aircraft, but he was rapidly
moved on to how do we reduce the – which is one of my wooden models that I
showed you before, why they’ve got long pointed nose and curved back end, you
know, it’s all to make the forward reflection as low as possible. Hmmm, because
somebody inadvertently said that was the beginning of Stealth, the magic word Stealth
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meant that he couldn’t actually ever talk about what he – publicly about what he’d
done, right. Oh, he did a lecture tour of the Americans at the – 1960 explaining to
American establishments and companies, you know, what the principles were and
things like that, you know. He started the Americans down that sort of route. And
now all the theory and so on appears in radar handbooks, you know, publicly
available stuff, you know. But he was never allowed to actually claim the benefit
from it. I’ve at last, after many years of battling been told, if I tell headquarters what
the numbers are of the reports, they will instruct Hayes to release those relevant
documents to the National Archive, you know, with their next batch of research, so in
fact the man at last might get some credit for what he did. Now that’s fifty years on,
you know [laughs].

[28:30]

Well that’s the problem you see. Hmmm, did I tell you about on – when we were
doing the Black Knight programme and got into Dazzle in the – in the early ‘60s, one
of the things we wanted to do was to get the re-entry experiments into the atmosphere
without actually being contaminated by all the other bits that come with it. So we
arranged for things – first of all we arranged for the velocity stage to push it down into
the atmosphere, but instead of just separating a re-entry vehicle we put it on a little
sabot with four little motors on the back which blew it off, so it was well ahead of this
end coming down [ph]. And then the sabot itself is restrained with a nylon – nylon
lanyard, held back, and we were very clever, hmmm, we all knew that you could have
undrawn nylon which you could stretch without it being elastic, undrawn nylon in
effect just stretches, literally just stretches, yeah. I used to have a hank of it spare and
I used it for tug of wars at parties, you know, you could get two lots of eight people
who would get hold of this and march away from each other, stretching it. Then you
could see the realisation on everybody’s face that now if they let go, it’ll go twang, so
they were all scared to let go, and I would go up and cut it with a pair of scissors
[laughs]. You know, no spring in it whatsoever.

MD: Have we still got some upstairs in the roof?

I don’t know, I’d like – I’d like to think so, but I haven’t seen it for ages.
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MD: Well you haven’t been up … [laughs]

Well perhaps we have then. But still it was fun. The thing was that we were using
that and the first flight, it didn’t work, you know, the whole lanyard system didn’t
work, it all came as a big of a mess. We did many more trials on the ground at
Farnborough, at Larkhill, and so on, trying to see what was wrong, and there’s
nothing we could find. Oh, we had – there were two things that were possible, one is
that the little rocket motors on the sabot themselves, the plume in space spreads a lot,
so you might have had a thermal environment to nylon, so we replaced the first twelve
feet or so with a steel wire, and we put Durestos beads over that as well to protect the
wire, so it couldn’t be that. Hmmm, the next possibility was in fact we were uncoiling
the nylon rope out of its container too fast, we hadn’t realised, you know, it’s one of
the things you don’t know, you didn’t know you didn’t know, that, hmmm, if you pull
out something, uncoil in effect, uncoil, there comes a speed at which in fact it breaks,
it just the way the stress waves go down the thing, you can get it broken, right. So we
took the best advice and demonstrated that that couldn’t be our problem, right. Then
casually talking to a chemist about nylon, the chap said, ‘You do realise that nylon has
attached water molecules to it.’ And you say, ‘Well, what do you mean?’ He said,
‘Well, nylon feels always a bit slippery,’ and things like that you know. ‘What does
that mean?’ He says, ‘Well, you know, if you put it in a high vacuum, this water
sublimes off, and as it comes off, of course, it’s vaporising, therefore it cools the thing
that’s left behind.’ And he said, ‘What will happen if you put nylon, any old nylon,
into space is it’ll go brittle, it’ll cool down and go brittle.’ So that was what was
happening to us.

Where did you meet the chemist?

Well … our solution was easy, you see, all we did was seal the box it was in, and keep
the atmosphere in it. So that although it was in space for up to twenty minutes, you
know, it didn’t cool down. But, the people who actually used nylon lanyards and a
nylon parachute, was Beagle 2, and Beagle 2, less than six months from their flight,
had to abandon the parachute system that they had designed, and design a new one.
But Pullinger, Professor Pullinger when asked said they didn’t have time to do
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environment tests, so they never exposed the material for anything like a realistic
time, and bear in mind it was in space for a year or two, let alone minutes, and so on.
Hmmm, I have to say the chief engineer, Atrium, was not at all pleased for the
suggestion, and they basically dismissed me by saying, ‘Ah, we didn’t know that.’
Because we were a classified project, the end result, I don’t think we did actually
make a great fuss about the experience of doing it, you know. There’s nothing
classified about our experience, but, you know, you don’t have the opportunity to
speak about it otherwise. Because let’s say you don’t speak about it on the whole
because it’s not a disaster, but you know it was not one of the … things you’re proud
of [laughs].

MD: Do you want anymore or are you going to wait for lunc?

Hmmm, I was going to suggest a short break actually.

You’re welcome to have as many biscuits as you like.

Just pop this off for a second.

Otherwise they’ll be here when you come next time [both laugh].

[End of Track 11]
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[Track 12]

Yeah …

You were saying about the RAE’s working …

You’re going to have to understand how the RAE worked. On the whole individuals
were – became experts in a particular field, you know, and therefore everybody came
and talked to you if that – if their problem involved your field, you know. The work I
did on Blue Streak, a range of topics, but on the whole I became the specialist in
aerodynamic heating, you know, because I had an – an analogue computer enabled me
to look at in-depth thermal conduction. Hmmm, I’d looked at all the theories and so
on, and come up with working procedures to do the calculation. I basically had been
responsible for a research memorandum of the Aeronautical Research Council
defining how to do it, therefore an authoritative statement, and so on. And therefore
most people came and talked to me about thermal problems and so on, like, hmmm,
with WE177 bomb, people came along to chat to me about saying, ‘Well, we’re
carrying the bomb in this Buccaneer, you know, the bomb bay is next door to the jet
influxes, you know, therefore there must surely be a big thermal environment. You
know, are – should we be worried about it?’ type thing, you know. It went back to the
– the very first nuclear weapon, Blue Danube, by the time I joined the RAE they were
having the problem of dropping it from the Valiant, the fact the flow in the cavity was
the other way round and things like that, you know. But there weren’t many people
around who were, what we call, high speed aerodynamicists who actually worried
about flow at transonic or supersonic speeds, you know. There was a small group of
us in guided weapons department, in fact the section I joined – if I say that at Bristol
University my job, the staff, Professor Collar and Professor Pugsley, had started their
career working on the R101 airship, the design of that using matrix theory. In other
words they invented a new way of doing structural calculations. If you read Nevil
Shute’s books you’ll realise quite what that meant, he is the one who actually had to
do the sums, and so on. They during the war had worked on aeronastic problems with
aircraft, hmmm, the Typhoon they had a problem with a fluttering tail, it sort of did
that [demonstrates].
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Could you describe that for the sound?

[Laughs] Well, the tail plane, that’s the elevators, rotated one way and the rudder, the
vertical bit, rotated counter way to it, in other words, it fluttered around. Also they
realised that with other aircraft that there was a problem of the – when the flow
separated over the wing, towards the back of the wing, the force caused the whole
thing to judder, so we had a buffeting problem, and so on. And my course at Bristol,
in the final year anyhow, made a lot of aeronastic problems, tortional instability of
wings, and things of that sort. So I – my prof arranged for me to have a eight weeks
at the RAE as a vacational student, working – hmmm, I was allocated to guided
weapons department, and I worked for Howard Robinson for that period, where he
was measuring the vibration that occurred on launching missiles at Larkhill by
training – you couldn’t – the telemetry in those days was not good enough to get high
– high frequency vibration measurements. So he was trailing a cluster of wires, eight
to a dozen wires. And the job I had, you know, over this period, was actually to
measure out these 300-yard long bundles of cables, I was given – you had to believe
it. You know how you get your great big wooden drums with wire round, anyhow, I
was given a dozen of these [laughs]. I was seen to be outside on the main road, the
main road to the RAE that is, you know, pushing this up the pavement, unrolling it
and cutting it to length, and then pushing another one back down and getting the – and
then tying all the cables up in front of everybody, I might say, you know. It was all
fun. Then I had to do design and build the test equipment and things like that, all very
simple stuff, suitable for a student I might say. But the importance of it all was that I
got on well with Howard Robinson and, er, when I came back to the RAE he was
quite keen to get me involved with the things he was doing, which by then was in fact
the Black Knight test rocket. Hmmm, when I … basically there was a report on my
performance, you know, what did they think of me, and I spent reasonable amount of
time in the RAE library and things like that, I did all the right things that people
thought, you know, I ought to be a good recruit.

[06:10]

What were the right things to do?
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Hmmm … I was interested in everything, you know. I would sit and talk to people in
other offices about what they were doing, and things of that sort, you know. I had a
wider interest than what I was just involved, which is the right … if you want to do
well, in the civil service anyhow, you have to convince people that you’re not just
suitable for your job, but you’re suitable for the next job up the chain, you know, you
have that wider interest, and so on, that matters.

MD: Did you know that when you started talking to people?

No, they didn’t tell me that, I was just nosy, or inquisitive as they say. Hmmm, they
put it in a report, and I had a nice little letter saying, ‘Come up to the headquarters in
London for an interview.’ So I turned up with this letter at the right building having,
as it were, skipped lectures, to do so, to find that when I got to Shell Mex House, they
weren’t organised for me. I was kept on hold for half a day, and then I was ushered
into a room with one interviewer, who apologised and said very sorry, you know,
they’d forgotten to tell me that the, er, board wasn’t going to be in after all that day,
you know. One of the first times I – well, it was the first time in my career it
happened, not the last, and so on. So they gave me – this one man sat and chatted to
me for all the afternoon. That was again very interesting because he was quite
knowledgeable about things, so I could ask good questions, and so on, and talked
about things.

What did you actually talk about –

But he offered – everything, aircraft, the Supermarine’s aircraft, and guided weapons
and things of that sort. I couldn’t deduce afterwards, thinking now about it, quite
what he saw my future was to be, but I suspect he was just actually trying to discover
how wide my interests were, other things – you know, what did I read in the – go the
department, engineering department’s library to read in, and things of that sort, what
did I think of the reports I’d read, and things like that, you know. And therefore I had
a letter anyhow, saying that as long as I got a decent degree, yeah, there’s a job for me
at Farnborough. So next year I got a first, I had to wait a few days because I wasn’t
twenty-one [laughs], before I could get it, as it were. Came up to the RAE and the
first thing they did was they took me to see the deputy director, who apologised, and
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said, ‘I had expected you to be recruited by the right bit of structures department,’
‘cause of my background, and so on, structure and aerolasticity, but there was a real
problem over in guided weapons department, would I, you know, they want me to go
and work in guided weapons department. And the problem they had at that stage was
that they were flying guided weapons with a rectangular wings and fins, and if you
made the wing a bit too thin, the corners of the wing curled up, called corner
diversions. And, hmmm, there was a little chart, crude chart I might say, saying by
how straight things had to be. And almost one of the first jobs I had to do was they
dropped a missile, a test vehicle, down at Aberporth, and I was sent down with a
senior colleague to repair the damage. And he read the nomogram, and I had the
mallet banging this wing back into shape [laughs]. Incredibly crude I might say, you
know, but that’s the way things were.

What was your office actually like?

Hmm?

What was your office actually like, or where did you work at Farnborough?

[10:17]

The office to start with it was a two-bay office, it included the path of the corridor
through to the lift, right, and there were thirteen of us, so there was hardly room to
move around, right. We were all aerodynamicists in one way or the other, we were all
interactive with each other, very good way, and so on. The basic task of the section
was preparing a handbook of supersonic aerodynamic data applicable to guided
weapons. Hmmm, it became a book about that sort of thickness, two and a half inches
thick, which those people who actually held a copy had for the rest of their life, as it
were, you know. It really put together all the theoretical, all the empirical data, wind
tunnel data, and things like that, that we could lay our hands on. My contribution to
that was a number of things. One is basic flow over cones and bodies, which is one of
the reasons why I ended up later on Blue Streak being concerned with the heat
transfer, because that concerned the – you needed to know what was the local flow
over the body, and so on. Hmmm, I was particularly interested in the flow and loads
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over bodies, cylinders, cones, and things of that sort, and I did get a large collection of
wind tunnel data together, which I analysed, I got – I have somewhere the original
charts I prepared, and so on, you know. It’s – at the same time the Royal Air Society
was involved – had an engineering side to the data unit running, which solved data
sheets on aerodynamic structures, and things of that sort, and my boss, the head of the
section, Ken Weaver, was a member of that committee, and I used to cover for him on
a number of committee meetings, and later when he down to Shrivenham I actually
took his place, and so on, hmmm … getting this basic data.

[12:35]

Because [sighs] even to study the re-entry vehicle for Blue Streak, it was all about
what data do you assume for the materials, you know. How do you calculate the heat
transfer, you know, in other words it’s all how do you do it type questions. Hmmm,
interpreting that back as a design, that was the easy bit, and so on. Although I did the
first round – see all these things rolled in together, you know. Erm, the sides, as I say,
this flow field business, and the lift on bodies. The lift on bodies because I was
involved with Ted Phythian who was working wing body interference, in other words,
these rectangular wings, particularly the ones which moved all in one piece. By
moving all in one piece, there was a gap between the wing and the fuselage, you
know, the body, you know, and flow could get through that, and so on. And that was
very difficult to handle theoretically, so it was a combination of linearised theory,
slender body theory, and more exact calculation where you could find them, and so
on. And – and all the weird things, like there’s an exact expression, mathematical
expression, for defining what the pressure coverage is on a body, right, in terms of the
flow, local flows and things like that. But if he takes the approximation of linearised
flow, which basically says a certain component for the flow are much larger than the
others, you know, you can simplify the equation, you see. But when you use the
simplified equation, it isn’t as accurate as the proper one, the full one. Why, is
something we never resolved, you know. I think it was just a coincidence or luck is
the best way of describing these things, and so on, you know. But you see the
engineering approach to things is what works best for you, right. You know, you
learn – when you’ve got wind tunnel data, you have a few scatter points, and you
label them with the parameter that go with them, and then you sit with your French
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curve and say, ‘Hmmm, what about putting the curve there, or perhaps there?’
[laughs], and you end up with a nice looking sharp wing with beautiful smooth
curves, you see, which isn’t based on these squares fit, or anything clever, you know,
because the data doesn’t allow for that. But you do that because you have to come up
with an answer, right. Having got an answer you then actually go out and test fly it.
Like if you have a missile which is long and thin, it’s got two strap on boosts on either
side, the flow over that body is messy, right. But if you’re going to try and design
something you’ve got to be able to do a calculation, you’ve got to actually say how
stable it was going to be, you know. You can’t flow it together and go out and fly it to
see if it was going to work or not, you know. You’ve got to be reasonable sure it
ought to work before you do it, because trials are expensive, you know. You’re using
a range for a day, and perhaps fifty or sixty people, things like that, you know, it
doesn’t come cheap. Hmmm …

How much prep work did –

So you do these things, and it’s all matter of judgement as much as anything else, you
know. You know the literature, you know how much you can trust certain theories,
sort of approach [ph] and things like that, and out of that you come up with a
judgement which you make and discuss with colleagues and so on, to actually say
what it really is. Hmmm, I ended up on – the Blue Streak had been started thinking
about it, when I was actually at the RAE as a vacational student, you know. Now I
know the people I talked to at that stage, none of them had actually written anything
by the time I chatted to people, but I was aware that some work and thinking was
beginning to go on, like should – Ralph Ulrich was looking at is it a good idea to use
titanium rather than stainless steel for the tanks, you know, was it lighter, you know,
was there a payoff, and that sort of thing. Another colleague, Ian Petey, and Stan …
Stan Green, had looked at the problem, they had a problem that when you fire a
missile up steeply at high acceleration, the missile turns out not to be stable as your
calculation would suggest. So they were trying to solve why did it behave – why did
they behave the way they did. And they discovered what they’d forgotten in the
equations was the fact that the density of the air was dropping off sharply, you know,
goes off by an order of magnitude at 50,000 feet, hmmm, Ulrich [Interviewee notes
that the man who first did it was Stan Green] when he put in the change of density up
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the trajectory, yes, that exactly explained why things, motion and missiles, were not as
damped as they ought to be, because the density of the air was dropping off so
rapidly. And then it was realised of course that when it comes – a body comes back in
the atmosphere, the opposite will happen, as the density builds up. Whatever the
motion was, it will quickly collapse into a very tight motion, you see. So they already
were beginning to think about the technical issues that went with a ballistic missile.

[18:37]

So when I arrived, I was not only allocated to worry about corner divergence, and
asked somebody else to worry about the vortices being fed by a body, which is one of
the reasons why [inaud] a cone cylinder body, you know, the vortices are being fed on
that would actually interfere with the flow over the wings, and other sort of wing body
interference problems. That was so fascinating because there was a well developed
theory for vortices, supersonic vortices, not necessarily in my geometry problem, you
know. But what fascinated me is that the mathematicians had come up with a solution
which was the finite part of an infinite integral, and I’ve never forgotten that phrase,
you know. Well, the integral had infinities in it, hmmm … singularities, you know, if
you’re a mathematician anyhow. Hmmm, it was divided with problems, but you
could find – a little trick was you could find a solution which actually was the
evaluation of the integral without actually having to worry about these singularities.
A very clever – I was very impressed [laughs] by all that, you know. And I was busy
doing that but at the same time, because it was Blue Streak going along, I was given
the job of being a secretary of two panels; the aerodynamics panel, and the materials
panel, which again absorbed a fair bit of time. Hmmm, and then I said, you know, it
was sort of, let’s do the calculations, here’s a staff of three to work for you, and things
like that, you know. So, yeah, and in typical RAE fashion I was being multitasked,
you know, we were doing a range of things really. One of the first jobs that I wrote
up was putting this spherical warhead into a sphere, because we knew that the
Russians had gone for spherical satellites, well more or less spherical, and manned
satellite. The Americans were thinking that things were – and we thought, well, a
sphere you can make it the right sort of thickness all the way round, doesn’t really
matter what its orientation, things like that, you know. What about doing that?
Particularly as the warhead was spherical to start with, Orange Herald. So, yeah, I did
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the study on that. That itself was a very interesting topic. One of the things I looked
up was Eiffel’s work of dropping spheres from the Eiffel Tower, you know. He found
that spheres didn’t fly straight, they fly in little spirals. Now what’s the wrong – was
wrong with the new football they used in the World Cup? It doesn’t fly in a straight
line, it flies [laughs] in a curve, that’s right. At this stage we had a ballistic range at
Orford Ness, that is a six inch gun had been bored smooth, that’s the rifling taken out
of it, and you launch the model, whatever shape you wanted, in a sabot, so that’s the
thing that filled the gun, as it were, and you fired down. You fired through an
armoured – hole through an armoured plate, because the other side of the armoured
plate was all this instrumentation, cameras, and baked cardboard plates. Baked
cardboard had no strength whatsoever, so as the model punched its way through it,
you got a perfect outline of the shape giving you an idea of what angle it went
through, and so on, you know, between that. And we did it in the late ‘50s, did a
number of trials to actually decide how stable various possible shapes were for the reentry vehicle. But the spheres weren’t stable, because the problem with a sphere is
you can’t tell where the flow is going to separate from, and it being – the separation
being dependent on viscosity, that’s the stickiness of it, if this body itself is moving,
the stickiness varies, you know. So in fact where it comes off is varying, right. And
of course, by the nature of it, it lags behind the motion, right. So you end up with a
thing which drives it basically to do a spiral motion, whether it was subsonic, low
speed like Eiffel had, subsonic or supersonic. And what happened down at Orford
Ness is that when we fired spheres, it actually did this [demonstrates] through all the
cameras. It was an expensive sort of trial to do. When I say expensive, the models
that we were flying were about £350 each to make, being small it had to be very
accurately made, which was the cost of a mini in those days, you know. It wasn’t
trivial. It was really [laughs] …

[24:00]

What was your actual job at this point, you know, where you a scientific officer,
junior scientific officer?

I was a scientific officer from 1954 to – to end of 1957, and in ‘58 I became a senior
scientific officer. I became a principle scientific officer in 1967. A SPSO, that’s a
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senior principle scientific officer, in 1972, and a deputy chief scientific officer,
DCSO, in 1982 [MD talking in background], or was it 1980? About then anyhow.
Yes, a good time to stop, yes.

[End of Track 12]
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[Track 13]

Yeah, working at the RAE, you know –

I notice you describe this sort of – this office with thirteen of you in, what was it
actually like working under those sorts of conditions?

Well, it was actually … it was fun because there was always somebody you could
consult, you know. When I say consult, somebody who actually knew what you were
talking about, you know, understood the words as it were. Hmmm … we had a
romance run on because we had Ted Phythian and his fiancé work together, she run
the computing, he directed her, and so on, so they’d sit side by side holding hands.
Each one – each having one hand doing the, touching the keyboard. It was priceless
in that sense, yeah. We had – we used to stop for tea breaks, morning and afternoon,
and we then play liar dice, you know, five dice type things with, er, Jack, Queen,
King, Ace, type thing. You fiddled and passed it on, and Ted said what it was, and
they had to believe you or not, as it were. Hmmm, it was just a way of doing it. And
on Thursdays, in those days, the Listener was being published, and the Listener
always had an interesting problem on Thursday. When I say a problem, you know, it
was not just a crossword, but you know, numerical puzzles, all sorts of quite difficult
things, and so on, you know. And it could take the combined resources of the thirteen
up to half an hour to an hour to actually break into some of these things [laughs]. The
other thing I remember is that in those days we had Brunsviga calculators, it was a
hand driven one. Brunsviga means they were liberated from the Germans at the end
of the war, right. But there again, er, it would be how many times could you turn the
handle in a minute type thing, you know. Hmmm … why – it’s the sort of thing that
RAF pilots used to do, as it were, you know, daft things and so on. You couldn’t put
smoky feet across the wall – the ceiling of the office because that was too high, it was
about fourteen or fifteen feet high in that particular building. The building is still
there, Q134 building. It’s been preserved by Slough Industries. It’s now got – the
Royal Air Society’s main library is now in it. Yeah, a useful building.

Can you actually describe what this office you were all in is like? So you walk in
through the door, what do you see?
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Desks, desks were about the size of this table, if you sort of like.

Quite a big kitchen table?

Eight by four, you know. And you had drawers down both sides for storing papers
and things like that, as a result of thirteen in a two-bay office, which is about – about
the size of this room anyhow. This is about twenty feet by twelve. Hmmm, you were
fairly packed, you know, you had to manoeuvre yourself around the furniture to get to
your seat and so on. But there were many cross activities. I worked for a while for a
man, erm, who he’d been in the services, he had a two-year degree, he was very good
at data analysis, all the tricks of the trade on how to fit curves to data, and things of
that sort. And he was doing some trials which I got involved with, sort of. But he
went down to, hmmm, the site in Dorset where we had an experimental reactor, I’ve
forgotten the name of the site now, but he did quite well there. He had the right sort
of approach. You see, it was an interesting section. Ken Weaver was the section
leader as a PSO, he ex-Cambridge mathematician, very astute. In those days
mathematicians weren’t people who did sums, they were people who actually did
mathematical analysis, you know, in the days before computers, you know.
Computing consisted of a desk calculator, if you were lucky, a mechanical one or an
electrically driven one, or you had a two foot slide rule, or you had one of these
cylinder ones which are three or four feet long, but you know, you just rotate the bits
and so on. Hmmm, so you could work to three decimal places – no, well three
significant figures I should say. And that’s more than enough accuracy for most of
the things that we actually were doing.

What is a typical – if there is such thing as a typical working day, what sort of
activities do you actually do on a day-to-day basis?

[05:36]

I can’t think there’s anything you’d say was a – there was no regular pattern, you
know. You got a job, hmmm, you certainly went to the RAE library and either read
or borrowed documents relevant to your new topic as it were. You sat and then for
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the necessary number of days went through the analysis to see that you actually knew
what you were reading, and so on. You know, it wasn’t just casual reading, this was
reading for serious application, if you see what I mean, yeah. And then you try and
do the analysis that you needed, and then try some numbers. If in fact you thought
you’d got somewhere, you put the job onto the computing pool, which is a room at the
end of the corridor full of women who actually could operate a computer, desk
computer, very fast compared to you, as it were, you know, and they did very good
jobs. But those where the days when to do a predicted trajectory for a firing at
Aberporth could take a woman a week of hard work, you know, it wasn’t a – you
know, computing by hand was not simple, you know. Doing flow field calculations
by successive approximations, hmmm – now what did we used to call that?
Relaxation technique, that’s right, yeah. That was always slow and depended on a lot
of judgement as well, you know, you started – after you’d been at it a day or two you
began to see where the sensitive bits were, and you could start to speed the calculation
up a bit, and so on. Hmmm, yeah.

MD: I can’t find my…

It was totally different in those days. Hmmm, those people doing trials would ever so
often would disappear with the hardware that had been prepared by the, erm,
preparation area, which for guided weapons, [inaud] guided weapons, was called F1E.

MD: See you later.

You probably talked to the foreman for a few minutes each day about how things
were going and so on, and when the vehicle was ready. Very often our aerodynamic
vehicles, which had the lowest priority at Aberporth, you used to tow it down
yourself. You used to drive the Land Rover down towing, you know, a trailer with
the missile or more stuck on the back.

Did you get any funny looks driving along the motorway, or was it covered over?

No, it’s before there were motorways, I might say. It was down the old A4, you
know, over the bridge over at Gloucester, and, hmmm, up through the Brecon, and
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across the hill to Llanbder. Oh, it was … out in the sticks, yeah, there was no fast way
round in those days, there’s no way of getting there by train for example. And
Aberporth itself is Australia without the sand [laughs]. You got the impression of
being nowhere, you know. Ireland was over there. There are things that you couldn’t
do in Aberporth because there was a slight risk of landing on Ireland. We couldn’t
fire Skylarks from Aberporth, ‘cause there a better than one in a million chance of
hitting Dublin, sort of thing. Hmmm, that was sad, because that would have made a
lot of difference to actually doing things.

How often were you actually – k

The other range we had was West Freugh, if you go up the bit of Scotland that starts
to stick out north of Carlisle, you know, West Freugh’s up along the beach there, nice
wide shallow sandy beaches. We used West Freugh a lot for dropping trials because
you could drop – fly over it and drop things, hmmm, and nobody else would disturb
it. The other place we used was Pendine, now near – in South Wales, near Tenby, just
a bit to the east of Tenby, and so on. Hmmm, yeah, interesting stories about Pendine
Sands. Pendine Sands is where some of the early attempts to land speed records were
on the beach. When you look at the beach, you just wonder, you really wonder how
on earth anybody could actually get up to fifty or sixty on it, because of the stones and
rubble and things of that sort. Presumably they had a gang out in the morning to
remove all the rubble, the rubbish, and so on.

[10:32]

We had a … a sled, that’s the best way, a sledge, a rail down which you had a rocket
driven sledge, and, erm, certainly in my time, towards the end, when things got up to
full speed, we had a vacuum chamber, so that something could actually shoot into the
vacuum chamber at high – relatively high speed, and so on. The sled went that way
and the vacuum chamber’s like that, and there was a sort of window you could fire
through.

So you’re actually shooting the rocket sled into the vacuum area?
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No, past it. It was whatever you had on the sled, you shot into, er, the thing, [inaud]
across it [ph]. The sled was first produced to – for work on impact fuses. Certainly
we did the Blue Streak impact fusers, that’s hitting the ground, work done on that, that
was done by, hmmm … ah … man who lives in Northfleet, his wife died recently,
yeah. No, it’ll come to me in a moment. Hmmm, yeah, that was funny, there’s a
story about that. On the whole with impact fusers you just – what you do, what we
did, was to shoot a replica of the front end of the store, whatever it was there, with its
fuses mounted in it, and you just fire it against the brick wall to simulate hard ground
rock, or whatever, you know. But usually it was against the brick wall. There came a
time when Aldermaston said that you can’t – ‘We can’t observe what’s happening in
the device itself when you’re rocketing along this on the sledge against a brick wall.
Would you mind firing the brick wall at stationary impact things?’ [laughs] So we
designed this brick wall to go down the sled to hit the device, you see. Obviously it
worked very well, they got quite exciting on what you could do with it and put
together a replica of the actual warhead on the end there. Now when I say replica, not
fissile material, you know. So what would be the plutonium bit would be made of
tungsten, you know, heavy metal, size things up [ph]. Still, the day it happened
anyhow, they put it down there, and they fired the wall, and when they went down to
look at the replica store, it had disappeared, disintegrated, bits had gone everywhere,
you know. We couldn’t find the bit that represented the pit, the implosion device, you
know. It was a few days later when, hmmm, my colleague, almost had his name then,
was walking … not Hollingsworth … I’ll think of it later. He was walking down the
range looking for his – doing something else to find two men of the ground staff
actually throwing this little ball around. It was grapefruit size, but somewhat heavier
than, hmmm, the weight for, what, shot putting, and so on. And they were tossing this
around, you know. So Bill said to them, ‘What you got there?’ They said, ‘We don’t
know,’ he said, ‘It’s very heavy, really odd, you know, you pick it up and try it.’ It’s
grapefruit size, you know, but – you sort of know when you pick up an iron ball,
cannon ball, how heavy it’s going to be, you know, and this would be two to three
times heavier for the same size. It comes as quite a shock, and so on. And all that
Bill says is, you know, ‘Oh, yeah, I could do with that, yeah, I’ve got a good use for
that.’ He walked away with it without telling them what it really was [laughs], of
course [both laugh].
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[15:23]

What do you actually get out of doing tests like this?

Sorry?

What do you actually get out of doing tests like this? What part do they actually serve
in the development process?

Oh, you’re … there’s always two stages, one is the – having got the idea, you have to
have a sort of proof of principle, exercise in other words; does the idea make sense?
So you do a test to show, yes, you grasp what the problem is, right. Then it’s a
development test and actually saying, now for the thing for real I want it to have a
certain capability, so I’ll design it properly, and you try it, right. And then when
you’re happy that you’ve got it right, you know, you then go into I suppose you would
call it an engineered version of it, and say, this is the final one, you know. And you
may have to do an admiral’s test, i.e., you demonstrate to somebody that in fact what
you’ve got is actually going to do the job you intended to do, you know. So in the
meantime you’ve done, oh, anything from four to a dozen shots, or something like
that, and you get some idea of the reliability of the hardware, and so on. You look at
when things don’t work quite the way you intended, why did they go wrong, you
know. Was it finger trouble? That’s meaning did somebody actually make a mistake
in doing it. Was it a design fault, something not thick enough, or strong enough, or
whatever? Or perhaps it didn’t work within the parameters you needed, and so on.
So, you know, you’d have to refine the design in one way or the other. Most things
were like that. You ended up with a sort of judgement of whether in fact you’ve done
a good job, an adequate job, or not, right. Certainly when we came to Chevaline and
launching the penaid packages, we had a tall chamber, the Van de Graaff machine
chamber at Aldermaston, to fire in, and we’d fire down from the top. Now, 120 foot
chamber doesn’t allow you to get much rocket, you know, so we were getting perhaps
a third to a quarter of the velocity that you really wanted in flight out of it. But you
quickly found out that if you hit the side, it wasn’t accurate enough. If you hit the
bottom, it was, you know, to how all the cleverness of measuring positions and fitting
the motion and things like that, a simple, where did it ring? You know, it hit the side
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of the chamber, and you heard it ring, and there was a distinct difference between the
side and the bottom [laughs], so you could judge. The problem was there that we
were taking photographs, it would take, oh, two or three months to read the
photographs, and convert them into a trajectory which you could analyse and things
like that to decide what was the cause of the problem, or cause of the accuracy, and so
on. And by then you were into the next phase or two with the programme now, so
you’re always lagging behind. And the problem is that when normally such a
programme would be unstable, unless you really had thought hard and applied your
engineering judgement, you know. And each time or other you say, but it has to be
like this, from the previous experience we have to get – you know, you deduce from
what you’re doing, and so on. An engineering judgement is common in doing
development work, you know, you get, er, not a feel, but a, hmmm … you develop,
yes, you develop an understanding, you know, of what’s going to go on, and so on.
When we were doing hardening of electronic chips and so on, there were all sorts of
issues that you have to worry about, but in the end you can start by saying, well I’ll
look at the mask at which it was made from, are there things were you can get latch
up, or lock up, and things of that sort. And after a while you began say, that’s – I
wouldn’t bother to test that one because it doesn’t look very good, layout and things
like that, you know, I only test the promising ones and so on. You get like that.
Experience in other words.

Just developing a feel for what you’re doing, without necessarily doing the sums?

That’s right, yeah.

[20:05]

Which is why when we got around to something like Chevaline, having worked out
way through Blue Streak and Black Knight trials, the Skybolt, HR169, and you know,
Polaris, and so on, yeah, a few of us were getting a feel for the issues and how they
interacted. But on the whole it’s the interaction of things that matter. By that I mean,
hmmm, you’ve got to have a protective heat shield, the heat shield’s got to fairly
lightweight, whatever you choose the material to be, that determines – the thickness
determines what happens during re-entry, in terms of ablation, what happens when it’s
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been attacked, and things of that sort. There’s no … single thing to worry about, it’s
always a multiple action and situation.

Sort of developing a system perspective almost then?

Exactly. Yeah. You look at it as a total. And you can’t divorce it, because the
heavier you made the warhead and the re-entry body, as it were, the bigger the booster
you want, or the shorter the range it will go, or something like that, which affects the
system performance. They’re all interactive in that sense.

When you start off –

I was saying about, you know, our early days and the cluster of people. People like
Frank Hazel were doing flight trials, aerodynamic flight trials for us, and Dave Childs.
Hmmm … Chapman, Frank Chapman, that’s right, that was the name of the chap I
was working for a while. Frank Chapman. It … these people get geared up to
actually the realities of flying something, which is why when the International
Geophysical Year came round, and Professor Massey said what about building a
sounding rocket, erm, King-Hele at Farnborough did some sums saying within the
technology that Westcott have got, we could get 100 pounds to 100 miles, sort of
thing, in a sounding rocket basis. It could be done. They said, all right, refine your
ideas. So Derrick Dalton, who’s now retired and living near Warwick, he did a much
better, you know, design calculation on what performance – the size of the motor in
effect. Hmmm, Westcott at that stage, the largest motor they could make was a
seventeen inch diameter motor, and they had produced a motor that had a three second
burning time called a Rook, hmmm, and shortened versions of Rook were Chaffinch,
Gosling, and Cuckoo, you know, different lengths of it, the same design. But as soon
as they did some sums and said, you know, ‘Three second burning time is no use
because you get all the velocity as you come off the launcher, and you really want to
delay the burning as long as possible.’ So Waltham Abbey looked at the propellant
issue and said if you add certain chemicals to slow the burning down, the specific
impulse drops, but the total performance, i.e., the height you actually reach, goes up.
And they defined a proper propellant for us. I think a drop in their size from about
240 down to 197, and so on.
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The what, sorry?

Hmm?

The what, sorry?

The specific impulse. It – it comes in seconds, I think it comes in pounds, seconds per
pound, which cancel out. Hmmm, it’s just a simple measure of the efficiency of the
propellant. So they produced a motor called the Raven, and the Raven with its casing
and nozzle went through a number of marks, I think we got to a mark eight or nine,
eight I think, eight eventually, slight improvements, and so on. Hmmm, they used to
make a lot of them and stack them up waiting to be used. But then Ted Phythian and I
got involved with the Skylark in more detail, we had – we knew it was going to be a
cone cylinder to start with, but had to have fins at the back. And that was a
combination of my work on cone cylinders to see how stable the body was, and then
Ted on trying to decide what was the optimum set of fins to carry at the back to get it
genuinely stable through its flight up to the atmosphere. Bearing in mind, it was still
burning when the atmospheric density was under a tenth of what it was on the ground.
So it had to be more stable than most, and so on. The mistake we made by agreement
was in fact saying, it’s more efficient to have a three fin vehicle than four fins, it’s
lighter, you see, the whole fin is lighter, you know. And what’s more as we were
riding on a launcher made for Bailey Bridge parts, three fins got away to the way
much better than four, as it were, you know. It all seemed to be a golden solution.
What we didn’t realise is that when you’ve got a body with these fins on, hmmm, fine,
when it gets near all burn, high up in the atmosphere, and it starts to veer to an angle,
then the interaction between the flow and the fins produces a rolling moment. And if
you’ve only got three fins, it’s quite a large rolling moment. So the missile – the first
few Skylarks we flew, went into big flat spins. Now that was undesirable if you
wanted to point at particular things in the sky, like the sun, the moon, or stars, and so
on. So unfortunately MDS [interviewee meant MSDS] had to design an attitude
stabilisation bay, a section about this long –
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About a foot long?

Which captured the motion – bout a foot or so, yeah. Which captured the motion and
pointed it in the direction you wanted it to go, and so on, you know. A typical
example of things you didn’t know you didn’t know. Where I’ve no idea how you
discover that you didn’t know it beforehand, you know, it was all outside of
anybody’s experience really. One of the consequences of this is that everybody
started worrying about their own guided weapons at high angles of incidence, you
know. ‘Cause sometimes when you were firing against a target often early guidance
laws [ph] was you point at the target, you know, so as the target flew by you follow it
round, and as you get very close you’ve got to put a lot of angle, you know, so you
could actually be at very high angles of incidence, and roll angle, so you could have
these cross coupling effects making it almost impossible to intercept and so on. Yeah,
so we started to worry about that.

[27:45]

How that was solved, [coughs] was the building of a huge analogue computer called
TRIDAC, three-dimensional analogue computer, TRIDAC, which was a big building.
All the full equations of motion were being simulated on an analogue basis, you could
use actual components from your missile rather than computing things, and so on, as
well, to see all these things. And I remember being involved with wind tunnel tests
on GPV [coughs], where we – in the supersonic wind tunnel at Borehill we sat for
days just with this missile model with fins in a wind tunnel at different angles, rolling
it around getting a database, and then plotting the database and actually trying to find
equations, pull out equations [ph], that fitted the actual measurements [ph], so you
could feed them into the analogue computer, you know. And that was the sort of
thing where, yeah, I got involved, I was an aerodynamicist, I understood what the
things were. I actually was busy with other problems but I was needed, you know,
they needed people with that sort of background for a while, so get involved.

You could drift quite easily from project to project then?
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Well, somebody just said to you, would you do so and so, and you didn’t argue, you
just got on with it. It was interesting, it was different, you know. Didn’t occur to you
to say, but I’ve got a job to do, you know. Because in fact the department had jobs to
do and this was one of them, you know, get things going.

Just pause …
Yes?
MD: Can I interrupt so … [break in recording]

[29:33]

Now when we started Blue Streak, the first real issue was what material – no, the first
issue was actually was it possible to have something which survived coming back into
the atmosphere, bearing in mind that nobody – we’re talking about 1964, yeah,
nobody had launched a satellite at this stage, nobody had really done anything. The
Americans put together a vehicle called Trailblazer, when I say Americans,
Lockheeds I suppose, to do some flight tests out of Wallops Island. And they flew a
number of model shapes, some basic ones like cone, pointed cones, or round nosed
cones, hemisphere. But also shapes that they were looking at at AVCO and GE for
real in service design, and so on. The Americans never showed us the data for the
proper design, but we didn’t – we didn’t want to know that, you don’t care about their
clever designs, what we wanted to know is what happened to the basic things where
you – where the theory should have worked, so that you then apply that to what you
wanted to do yourself. But that’s where it, as far as I’m concerned, grew up the –
hmmm, I went through all the available theories, I saw how the various approaches –
how they linked together, you know, what was the common feature. It was simple
things like the flow over a cone is a non-linear equation to solve, you see. But you
could solve it by a series solution for the shock wave to the body, right. Depending
on a number of terms you carried in your theories depended on the answer that you
got, right. And there were various approximations in the literature, right, and I was
able to show, you know, what degree of – by putting a common approach to all of
them, to actually say, yeah, this person’s solution is this stage, this person’s solution is
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another stage, and things of that sort. Similarly with these equations for the heat
transfer rate, I can show and say, yeah, starting with the basic equations, and making a
series of more sophisticated assumptions you can actually reproduce all these
equations, right. And what’s more some of these equations are much more
complicated than they need, then in fact you can say the theories work. So there were
corners you could cut, and things of that sort. So, yeah, we exploited all that. Hmmm
–

Can I ask you a quick question?

The question was then, you see, not only was level heating, what you didn’t know,
you didn’t know whether the flow was fast enough for it to be dissociated, did it
recombine in the flow, or did it recombine on the surface? Because on the surface,
recombination of the heat evolve, or recombination on the surface would get into the
body. If it was in the flow field, it had to be conducted through the gas to the body. It
could be a factor of two or three difference, you know. We were really worried about
recombination, because you could get non-catalytic surfaces, in chemical terms
anyhow, where you do have this serious problem. It didn’t take us long to be
convinced that in the air that wasn’t so, right. But you were worried about the choice
of materials, and you had a choice of two materials, one is make it out of a metal
which just soaked up the heat, so called heat sink solution. Or the other one was an
ablative material whereby ablating a material way, you threw the heat away that had
been absorbed down the wake, you didn’t carry it. \now the difference was that with
the heat sink, first of all you had to slow down high in the atmosphere, otherwise you
got too much heat, you know, none of the materials could absorb it, as it were. But
then you had this heating sitting in front of you, and you had to insulate your warhead
from this because it may have a minute or two for the heat to soak through the
insulating. And in those days the plutonium, which has endless phase changes, some
of them about like twelve or thirteen degrees above room temperature where
plutonium in its purest state expands ten to fifteen percent, you know. It reorders
itself, and if you expand something or other, it won’t work anymore, you know.
These are the sort of problems. It all got solved by going to alloys, and things of that
sort. But we were very worried, and it was very hard to design a heat sink solution
[coughs], and we did go down that route because the Lockheed, hmmm – no, Douglas
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Thor and the Atlas, Convair Atlas, all had a fairly flat heat shield, copper one,
suitable. Now, we ended up coming up with the thought, and say well, the heating
impulses are sort of like a bell curve, you know, it’s a bit like a Gaussian shape in
other words, you know, but if you treat it as a triangle, this is a rough approximation,
but you get the right peak as it were, you can show that there’s a finite amount of heat
you can put in in the time available into the body before the surface melts, you know.
Surface melts, another problem. What happens when you get copper up near the
melting temperature? Well, we put it – some copper cones into a rocket exhaust, and
copper goes all soft before it melts, and flows all over the place, it just goes [makes
sound] like that, right. Steel is nowhere near sort of silly, but it can catch alight, you
can set plain steels alight, you know. It would vary of course with the amount of
carbon in it, and amount of other things in it, and so on. What we concluded in the –
oh, beryllium would have been a good bet, but beryllium is hazardous, you know.
And the one thing you don’t really want to do is to fire a rocket motor against
beryllium and have bits of beryllium blown all down round, because then you have to
close the area off for years, you know, and so on. Or eventually in Chevaline days, in
the late ‘60s, we did do that at Foulness, we got an empty field, and had a small rocket
motor, and fired it against some beryllium specimens to see what happened. You then
– then the government said we want to make Foulness into Maplin Airport, so you’re
sat and thought, now, we’ve just buggered up a field, you know, made it toxic as it
were, you know, and now you tell us you’re going to develop it for something or other
[laughs], they didn’t of course. Hmmm, still I’ll come back to that in a moment. So
the metals. Copper didn’t work, copper was not an efficient thing for our level of heat
input. There’s a difference between – the heating, total heating, what goes like a cube
of the velocity at re-entry, and the difference between ICBM speeds, and Blue Streak
speeds, was almost an order of magnitude different in the amount of heat to be
absorbed, you know. Three or four inches of copper could do it, a nice shallow reentry, ours was less peak heating but much steeper curve, hmmm, couldn’t do it. We
ended up actually concluding that the right thing for the UK would have been what we
called Armco Iron, which was 99.99 per cent pure iron, far better than any of the, er,
steels, and things like that, in terms of its ability to absorb heat. Would have had a
finishing problem, how do you avoid it rusting, things like that, you know? Coats,
plastic coats, and things like this, you know, were all doable. Hmmm –
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What’s your –

We went through – we started off by saying, can we make a hemisphere, part of a
hemisphere, you know, that’s the sort of … a teacup phase I think we used to call it,
rather like the saucer, you know. Then we realised in fact that was not the efficient
way, it was much better to have a cone with a small rounded tip, and so on, you know
[inaud]. That’s when we started firing these down this range at Orford Ness, these
models of these things. And bearing in mind that the cost of a Mini every shot, right,
particularly when you discover the gun had whiplash, and if you wanted to get it
through the hole past the cameras, you had to aim it just below the hole in the gun – in
the plate, you know. You could just see the bottom of the hole, and then the whiplash
of the gun barrel doing that, you know, flung it through the hole.

[39:34]

It took several failures, as it were, to get through the hole to discover that. Hmmm …

Are you still an SO at this point?

The other thing we did was that we went to – we were suspicious about these blunt
shapes because of the experience with these spheres, right, and the literature. And we
had a balloon at Larkhill that we used to get up to about, hmmm, 8,000 to 10,000 feet,
a long way up. Now it used to disappear into the blue yonder, I can well believe it
was a couple of miles up. It was all sorts of problems anyhow. When you had the
balloon up, you couldn’t let an airplane fly over the range, you know, because it was a
hazard and things of that sort. But it had a platform from which you drop things, so
we used to put models of the re-entry, now these were fairly large models, this sort of
size [demonstrates], you know, like half size, four foot diameter, you know. And drop
these just to see what happened, because falling from that height they got up to
transonic, or if you weight it enough, supersonic, low supersonic speeds, like Barns
Wallis’ bombs, you know, if you make it heavy enough it goes faster, as it were. But
what we found was that if you got a disturbance, and tipped the thing off, you know,
erm, if you disturbed it enough, it didn’t fall down straight doing this, like a falling
petal, it would go and start rotating. I don’t know if you’ve ever dropped a ruler, you
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know, a long thin ruler, and you drop it and you can get it to spin, and it will – if
dropped it will spin away, but it doesn’t fall down, it rotates, and moves off the side,
called Magnus effect, you know, there’s a lateral force involved. And we found that
these bodies, when they got up to like twenty, twenty-five degrees, depending on the
velocity of doing it, would auto-rotate. The same problem as before, it’s just a
different flow separation on either side, and the hysteresis as it were occur [ph] just
enabled it to keep going, and so on. So we ended up with a series of charts to try and
define what was an acceptable shape, when I say acceptable, one you could live with
as it were, and what you couldn’t and things like that, you know. And we began to
find it was getting more and more difficult to actually find a design that you’d have
been satisfied with in service, you know, which had been robust against things that
could happen, and so on. Fortunately, at the same time, Harold Robinson, who I
mentioned before, who had come in – he was given the job of producing the test
vehicle, about test vehicle, he believed in the ablation route, you know. He said, ‘You
don’t want to carry the heat around with you,’ you know, ‘if you ablate the material,
as long as you carry enough of it, there always some to get you through the last little
bit, and you don’t have the insulation problem,’ you know. You have a packaging
problem, because the warhead at that stage being either – was either a sphere with
Orange Herald, or was a double sphere primary and secondary, so it was like … I
don’t know what you would call it, two half spheres of a cylinder, you know. Like
some medicine capsules type thing, you know. Like that. That would fit better into
this flat body, nose body, because you would have the flat nose, you would have the
warhead behind it, and there was a whole sort of conical bit behind that skimmed over
the warhead, which was not quite acceptable in terms of thermal heat input and things
of that sort, you know, no good. But when you come to this cone pointing the other
way, you know, then one half of the warhead you had to shove up the nose, you know,
and you thought, well, yeah, I end up with a very large body. The first design that we
came up with, which was a shape called GW20, which is what you’ll find in the
literature, both in Charlie Martin’s book about Blue Streak, and in the conference
about Blue Streak at the Royal Air Society, they showed this cone, right. The trouble
with the cone is that when you put the warhead in, and de Havilland aircraft – no, de
Havilland Propellers designed the re-entry vehicle, the full size one, you know, is that
to get the back on, you know, to get it stable and so on, this back bit started getting
very heavy, and it started getting very difficult. It was very difficult to get the – make
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the whole things stable around the sort of warhead designs we had. And the solution
was to carry like half a hundred weight of ballast in the front, you know, completed
wasted weight as it were, just to make sure that minimised the total weight of the
body. So we weren’t very happy with that. But by then the, hmmm, aerodynamicists
were beginning to say don’t stick with the cone, whatever you’re doing with cones,
because cones were the only thing which we could calculate easily. And say, well, go
for triconic, that’s a cone cylinder cone, and so on, because flow field calculation we
were getting a bit cleverer at it, and we could actually say, yes, these sort of things are
much more stable. There we had input from a Norwegian I think it was, who was
working with Lockheeds, who actually had realised that, erm, the bow shock that
forms in front of a blunt body, you lose efficiency in the flow field behind it, so that
the flare was not very good. But he found out really the theoretical way to calculate
the effectiveness of the flare imbedded in the flow, and from that we convinced
ourselves, yes, the triconic was the way. Hmmm, the low radar cross section stuff
with Grant Dawson said, you’ve got to sharpen the nose round the corners, I think, the
radius had to be like a meter corners, and so on, and curve out, but we could do it.
And both the range firing at Orford Ness showed it was reasonable, wind tunnel tests
showed it was reasonable, and we had two designs called GW21 and 22, which in fact
was the state of the art by the time the project got cancelled. But we were getting
there in terms of shape, and sort of size. At the same time in 1958 Aldermaston went
to talk to the Americans, because we’d got to a megaton detonation at Christmas
Island in three attempts. We got two shots, I think quarter and half megatons, and
then we got a multi-megaton yield. The Americans were somewhat taken aback that
we got there so quickly compared what they had. What …

[Inaud] technical problems. Hang on.

You understand.

[47:17]

But the materials one though was – again this was … it involved like three people.
There was Twiss, who was the brother of Twiss the pilot I think. Hmmm, he had a
lab assistant in chemistry department, and they were the plastics people, you know.
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They could make things which were either epoxy resin, or phenolic resin, reinforce
whatever you like. Hmmm, and the length of time for curing, or the pressure which
you cured it, would be able – they could judge. And in terms of making small
specimens to put into rocket exhaust at Westcott, you know, we’re talking about
something which is about three inches base diameter, six inches long, and so on, they
could do these while you waited almost, you know. So we got this rocket motor
going, I’ve forgotten the name of the site now, but going at Westcott anyhow, and we
had an endless procession of these models. We did the silly things, like we made
some out of bosal wood, they lasted less than half a second, you could tell because the
first frame the motor plume came on, the next frame on the cine film, it was gone
[laughs], sort of thing. We soaked wood, various sorts of wood, in oils and things like
that, hmmm, it was so quick to do that if you had a thought, no matter how silly, you
know, you’d try it. It cost you so little time and effort, you know, but you got the
evidence in front of your very eyes, as it were. Things like soaking graphite, which
was a good material, in the suitable sort of oil looked a good bet because you think,
well that’ll be like transferation cooling, you know, it would ooze out and so on,
things like that. Didn’t work like that, in fact any attempt to have fluid involved you
got local boiling, you know. When we design materials which were actually lumps –
trying to think of how to describe it now. You get a material which comes in lots of
little balls, and you compress it together, so it sintered it together so that the little
cavities and so on, and you pumped water out, attaching it to the main as we did at
one stage, erm, and so on. Yeah, we got local boiling that blew things, you know, the
steam generated, blew things apart, and so on. So what looked like a promising
concept doesn’t work, right, you know. But we quickly found that phenolic resin was
so much superior to all the other resins that were commonly available, so it was all
phenolic resin which when you heat up just chars, right, and the char after a while
what we can we break away. So you reinforce it, right. You reinforced it with all
sorts of things, nylon, fibreglass, hmmm, you name it, you know. The commercial
thing was called Durestos, which was phenolic reinforced with asbestos fibres. And
what we were using is what I would call flock, it was chopped fibres, they were about
an inch long, and you just stirred it all up in a pot, as it were, you know, flock, so that
these fibres were random orientated, you know. Cast that into your block, tested it,
and low and behold bloody good material. We – most of the Black Knight test
vehicles were made of this material –
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Where does –

Durestos, you see, was a commercial product. There was a firm, you know, that sold
it. It’s no longer viable I might say, you know, they’re not allowed to make it ‘cause
of the asbestos, you see. But at the time the Ordnance factory that make things for us,
and things of that sort, it was used – it was used in cars for brake linings, you know, it
was the great material at the time, and so on.

[51:49]

What’s your actual personal contribution in things we’ve been talking about in the
last …

I was secretary of the materials panel. I had to go and observe trials, I had to sort out
with the chemistry department what we made, and what things were destined, and
things like that. And I was running around doing all that, amongst these other things
that we were doing, like the heat – the heating calculations, and the advising the man
who was doing the packaging study, things like this. Talking to the ABM people
about what the target characteristics were like, and things like that, you know. You
had a finger in everything. I can only use the word we, you know, because I was part
of the team, as it were, you know, I couldn’t – if I can point to an individual and say,
he did so and so, then I’d do so. But on the whole it wasn’t like that, you know. Even
these material things, it was two people at Westcott fired the motor, but they didn’t
care too much about the results. Hmmm, I and one other actually carried things to
and fro, Twiss looked at it with us in trying to decide whether it was marginally
better, did it help to cure it under a pressure half a ton a square inch, or one ton a
square inch, things of that sort, you know. It didn’t really matter. The thing was we
couldn’t make – you couldn’t make the real – the full size thing out of one big bit of
Durestos, there was just no way that somebody had an eight foot diameter press, you
know. We had to come up with it, and in the end, hmmm, de Havilland Propellers
were actually going to make it in strips, planks, as it were, shape the plank along
there, and, er, fit it and so on. And we actually made a replica scale model for one of
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the Black Knight firings, BK09, in planks, construction, to see what will happen. And
that itself was a bit of a disaster, but I’ll tell you about …

I think –

I’ll tell you about the Black Knight experiments and their problems as a set later on.

I think we’ve actually talked about [inaud] already.

I may have told you something about them, yeah.

Yeah, yeah. I was wondering though, one question that occurred to me on talking
about the Black Knight experiments was did you actually get to go to Australia to
actually observe them?

[Pause] No. I went out on planning exercises, I talked to people in the
instrumentation and things like that, but I always felt that going out for a trial was a
waste of my time. VIP visits I don’t actually approve of, going out just to look at
something or other. Enormous number of people used to go out to the range at Cape
Canaveral to watch a Polaris trial. I tried to get each time the specialist in my team
who had worked closely on the problem that trial was meant to address, and the best I
could ever get was that if there’s a problem you have the man standing by to be sent
out, you know. All the VIPs, senior people, went out automatically, you know, and
sat there stood on the beach drinking and things like that, you know, making no
contribution whatsoever. And yet the man who I felt could have learned a lot from
going out, and could have been very helpful, not only if there were problems in
preparation, but if there were problems in doing the first time analysis, and so on, are
never allowed out. I felt a bit bitter about that, I tell you. Hmmm, with the ELDO
launcher, I went out to watch static firings to see that the whole thing went together,
but I never went to watch a launch. What’s the point, you stand there. I went out for
a Falstaff launch, you know, one of the latter, I think it was F5 I went out for. There
was a Skylark launch and a Falstaff launch close together, and I thought I could go out
for a couple of weeks and see both those, they’re both particularly interesting trials, it
would be nice to really to go out and encourage the people doing the trial, you know,
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saying the right things to people. That was always important, you know. Going out
and saying, come on lads, you’re doing well.

[56:16]

The Skylark launch, yeah, they gave me a commonwealth car, and I drove down to
the site where the special radar had been put. You drove down the range centre line
then turned right, and then drove for another forty miles, type thing.

This was at Woomera?

At Woomera, oh yeah, yes, yeah. Quite fun that. And you get there, there’s this – to
look at things we’d built two special radar, but there was Skynet issues and special
transmitters tuned to the wavelength that we were particularly interested in,
wavelengths I should say. And there was a man from Chelmsford operating it, that is
EMI at Chelmsford did the radars. Hmmm, that was another interesting exercise. I
went to the first planning mission to talk to them about what we wanted, then I left it
to the staff involved until we got round to getting towards delivery time, then I had to
go along and actually agree with them about the acceptance tests, you know, what
have they done, and things of that sort. As I say, I went out to Australia, there it was,
and, hmmm, we sat there and we could see in the far distance the Skylark being
launched, you know, up into the sky. So he was busy tracking everything, you know,
with the dish and so on, rather fun. And everything started to happen as planned, so
we thought, you know. We looked at it, there’s the threat cloud, spread, and did all
the things that we expected, and we were congratulating ourselves and then we said,
‘Oh, my God, it’s upside down.’ Because the Skylark has a device for lining up on
the sun, we didn’t realise it could line up on the sun not only that way, but the other
way, you know. It was possible two senses, you know, it could orientate up either
way. So, yes, it was the right orientation but upside down, so we didn’t lose any
information whatsoever, but it wasn’t quite the way we intended it to be [laughs]. It
was another one of the examples, you know, of the way things, hmmm – you can get
from a trial what you want, but not necessarily in the way you intended, yeah. The
Falstaff launch, it was off the launcher at three G, as it burnt propellant it accelerated
up to eight G. Now you have to understand that three G, three times the acceleration
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of gravity, how fast you pick up velocity, you know. It really – if you blinked solidly
you would have missed it type thing, and it really went fast, that’s all I can say. It just
disappeared from sight, made a hole in the sky and disappeared up it [laughs]. It’s the
only way I can put it really, you know. I think, well, I’ve come here and I’ve talked to
people, and so on, you know, about preparation and things like that, you know, there’s
no point in me staying any longer because, yes, somebody’s got to go and look for the
bits, and things like this, and recover everything, and pick up the tape recorder, and
the camera, and things like that. But the camera, the film, was not going to be
developed until it got back to RAE, so I’d have no idea whether the trial was
successful or not until I got back home. So as soon as it went off, off I went to
Adelaide and caught the plane home. No point in wasting my time just sitting around,
and so on.

[1:00:19]

What was Falstaff actually for?

Hmm?

What was Falstaff?

It’s a Stonechat motor , it’s a three foot diameter motor, the largest solid propellant
motor the UK’s ever produced, right. Hmmm, it was intended as the first stage of a
hypersonic test vehicle for aero department in the days when we all thought the
hypersonic airliner, something that got to Australia in four hours – you see, Dietrich
Küchemann who was responsible for the Concorde concept, had studied not just the
aircraft design, but the people part, and had realised that nobody – once the journeys
were all of four hours long, most people don’t like the journey. And that includes,
you know, the bit in the airports either end as well. So it would be very nice to fly the
Atlantic in two to three hours, you know, so that the first effort was let’s get a Mach
number of two, two point two, airplane to fly across the Atlantic. And he solved the
problem very neatly with what would be a very efficient design, integrated wing and
fuselage, unfortunately no windows. BAE, that’s the people at Filton, say you can’t
have an airplane without windows. Dietrich says, ‘But it spends all its time at 50,000
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feet, where the sky is black and the ground is blue, you can’t see anything, why do
you want windows?’ he said. It was their experience that passengers like windows,
and so on, you know. So they redesigned the plane. Now they redesigned the plane,
and they optimised it for fuel costs in the early ‘60s. When it was in service in the
early ‘70s, fuel costs had gone from – you won’t remember but you could buy four
gallons of petrol for a pound, and then it was one gallon per pound. It’s now two and
half to three pounds per gallon. You don’t realise how cheap it was to start with.
Still, it was – Concorde was optimised for wrong conditions, you know. If they’d
known what was going to happen it would have been a different airplane, right. Still
this is the phase in which they said to get to Australia in four hours, you’ve got to fly
at Mach number six, you know, what could we do for – how could we get to Mach six
to start doing it. Because the best aero department could do was something like Mach
three or Mach four, a vehicle called Jabiru they had at that stage, a three stage vehicle,
would do that for them. They wanted a somewhat bigger one to get a reasonable size
model that pushed along at Mach number six. They seriously looked at using Black
Knight in that sort of flat trajectory, what we’re talking about is flying up to about
50,000 to 60,000 feet to fly horizontally, you know, could be done. It would have
gone a long way up the Australian range of course with Black Knight. But – the
Hyperion it was called, would have been a three stage vehicle anyhow. They built the
first stage as a test flight, and were ready to test fly it in Australia when the project
was cancelled. So the man in charge, that’s Roy – Roy … [pause] no, it doesn’t come
to me. It’s going to come to me in a moment. He came over to me and actually said
would we like to sponsor this, you know, didn’t we have a use for it? Now, we at that
stage in planning for Chevaline, hmmm, had expected to use the Black Arrow
launcher, because at that point the proposed re-entry vehicle for Chevaline, or what
became Chevaline, would have been made of beryllium, we didn’t know how
beryllium eroded, and I’m going to come back to that and tell you. Hmmm, we
thought we’d have to do re-entry trials, and because of the problems of doing
beryllium on American ranges and so on, we thought we’d have to do it ourselves.
But if we took the first stage of Black Arrow, and the Waxwing upper stage, it would
be like a super Black Knight, except you could fly a full size body, a full size full
weight body. As far as testing the penaid carrier was concerned, the first two stages
of Black Arrow would have been ideal, we could have got the entire 1,000 kilograms
out of the atmosphere for fifteen minutes or so, would have been ideal. But the
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treasury were determined to kill Black Arrow, and we weren’t allowed. Basically we
were just told, ‘You can’t use Black Arrow. We’ve cancelled it, and it stays
cancelled.’ And that was it. Hmmm, and it was then at that point where this Falstaff
motor, Stonechat motor [ph] like that, appeared with an offer, and we looked at it and
said, ‘It won’t do the first job, but it could do the second job for us, it can give us ten
minutes out of the atmosphere’, and so on. So we got very interested. We
commissioned British Hovercraft, as they were then, at Cowes, that was the old
Saunders Roe, to, as it were, provide the bits needed to make it into a vehicle, to do all
the test equipment for the ground bunker, and things of that sort. We got MDS who –
at Frimley, who did the attitude stabilisation thing for Skylark, and say, we now want
one that’s twice as big to control the payload on the Falstaff vehicle, because it had a
forty second burning motor – burning time, and then a long coast time before we got
out in the atmosphere, you know, to do that. So the nose faring, for example, was a
copy of the design that we’d used, Saunders Roe had used for Black Arrow, which in
itself was the same shape as the one that we used on Polaris, because I brought the
data from Lockheeds to help them design it without doing lots of wind tunnel tests
again, and so on. Hmmm, it was a collaborative activity in a way which was typical
of the time, late ‘60s, first half of the ‘70s. The way UK firms where it was a national
project, you know, the deterrent. All the companies, management and workers, all
quite happy to buckle down and get on with it, you know. I don’t remember any real
arguing between companies as there is normally on projects, and so on. They all had
their bit, as it were, to do, they got on and did it, and they did it very well, you know.
Unfortunately all the films of the trials were deposited in the old War Office, which
itself is now covered with asbestos so you can’t access it. So we’ve actually lost
access to all the films of the trials, including a very good film of the construction of
the first one, showing, you know, how all the non-classified bits being put together in
the trial and so on. Would have been wonderful publicity for what the UK had done,
you know, and I’ve lost it, lost access to it. Nothing I can do.

[1:08:33]

You used an interesting phrase in the last interview, which was working for the RAE
was doing it for Britain.
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Yes, I thought so.

That just occurred to me, the sort of thing you’re talking about now seems quite
similar.

One – one of the things that was always amusing is that every year security came
round to do – renew the positive vetting of everybody, right. Hmmm, and as the
division leader, yes, it all started with me to talk about things; that could be quite
amusing, depending on what you got involved with in your private life. I went up to
Dudley once to spend a weekend with a Morris side there, Barley Morris, who were
very interesting. And they went out to dance that afternoon – Saturday afternoon, in
Dudley, as part of supporting a CND demonstration, you know. So there I was
standing with them, ready to dance at this demonstration, and the police inspector
came up and said, took one look at us and he said, ‘Morris Dancers, bugger off, you
know, go and dance in the bloody arcade, or something like that. I’ve got enough
problems without you lot.’ We went into this arcade and proceeded to dance to the
public. We had a great time. I’ve got films of the people, yeah. But it was rather fun.
But the next review, ‘What were you doing at the CND demonstration?’ [Laughs]
You know, of course I burst out laughing and they realised that, er, it’d even been
noticed, you know. But that was fun. Hmmm … yeah, I’m sidetracking myself,
aren’t I? Yeah?

[laughs] Doing it for Britain though, it just seemed such an evocative phrase, I was
wondering if you could just unpick it a little bit for me. Doing what for Britain, and
why?

Yeah. Hmmm, what I was going to say, remind me what I was leading to. The
security man used to worry, because he said, ‘There’s so many of your staff wear a
cross or other Christian emblem in their lapel.’ And he said – I thought, well, I’ve a
churchwarden, somebody who runs a youth club, and so on. I didn’t think it was
unusual, perhaps because I was a churchgoer myself, you know. I didn’t, but he
thought it odd, you know, he thought we might have a bunch of weirdoes or
something like that, which was enough to set bells ringing as far as he was concerned.
No, erm, it wasn’t like that. I had acquired for my division a number of what were
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then called senior experimental officers, that’s the experiment – experimental officer
is somebody that actually does the trials, things like that, you know, senior somebody
who’s been at it for perhaps fifteen or twenty years, and usually well grounded in all
the things. They were not favoured at RAE at the time, so I had no trouble in picking
up the best of those that were around, you know. I got a dozen of them in the end,
from different bits of the RAE. Why other people didn’t want them, I don’t know,
you know. Because these people were – what do you call … the real experts, expert
at mechanisms, and expert in gyros, things like that, you know. The reality of it, the
real thing, you see. And when you’re in a development programme for a project,
‘cause that’s the odd – the odd thing about Chevaline, is that we weren’t the R&D
authority, although that’s what we were called, you know. In other words, we weren’t
just doing the research and development task, we were actually managing the
contractors to do things, you know. We in end, the RAE, was given the responsibility
that normally would be delegated down to the contractor, the contractors were just
given contracts like jobbing contractors. It was a funny way of doing business, but
that’s the way – well, nuclear jobs were a bit like that. D Air Arm [Director of Air
Armaments] always run a lot of not big contracts, but lots of little contracts, and very
often the technique was that you did – what you did on one weapon, as it were, you
didn’t do the same thing with the same firm for the next one. You know, you moved
around the companies and so on. Security I suppose, or something like that. Hmmm
… yeah.

[1:13:18]

The – going back to beginning, the Blue Streak was the big deterrent. You could all
see – it looked like it was going to be invulnerable. All the people who did guided
weapons work Mach number two to three, couldn’t see how you could defend against
it, it all looked invulnerable, or at least going to be invulnerable for a long time,
bearing in mind in ten to fifteen years with guided weapons work we actually weren’t
very good at guided weapons, let alone at shooting down little objects hundreds of
miles away, and so on. Hmmm, the whole business of putting them in silos, and the
whole business that when it came to it that what killed Blue Streak was not actually
the technology problems, which were almost all solved, but the fact that first of all if
the Russians made a determined attack on the silos, hmmm, you’d actually wipe out a
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lot of Britain in doing so. ‘Cause the accuracy of megaton warheads in those days
was not very great, or – or where the Thors were in East Anglia, and up to Yorkshire,
and so on, you’d have taken out the Midlands and Yorkshire as well, with possibility
of London as well, you know. It was not a satisfactory solution. We didn’t know
where to put the silos because East Anglia was too waterlogged, hmmm, and all of the
alternative things were up wind of major cities, like Yorkshire Downs and so on. And
in the end there was no mechanism for the prime minister to tell people to launch
when under attack. We just didn’t have the technique, you know. In other words, it
hadn’t been thought through as a system, right. It had been thought through as a
device, as a delivery system, but not as a total operating system. And by that the
politicians hadn’t thought about it, the RAF hadn’t thought about it, and what’s more
the RAE hadn’t thought about it. But then we were too busy actually trying to solve
technical problems. But it’s what we did for Blue Streak was the groundwork that got
us through everything else. All that work we did on choice of re-entry materials and
things like that, is what got us through the next few projects. You didn’t have to
repeat all that experience, you’d had it. You know, you knew the comparative
performance of materials in various situations and so on, you knew how to do the
sums, and so on, you knew how to make the choices. So we were quite happy when
we learnt about how Polaris was done, we’d been quite happy when – happy when we
learned how Skybolt was being done, and when we had to solve new problems, when
it came to Chevaline, we were quite happy to say we could understand the re-entry
thermal part of that quite happily.

How did you feel when Blue Streak was cancelled?

One of the problems with that was beryllium, because beryllium was like tungsten.
What happened when you got near the melting temperature? Now I said copper was
bad, it flowed well below the melting temperature. Steel would bubble away and
catch light, and so on. All of the phenolics, resin bonded stuff there, would char and
the surface would glow of course because they were very hot carbon, you know. But
it would hold together because of the reinforcement and so on, you know. So we
understood all that, but we didn’t understand what happened to beryllium, or for that
matter heavy metal. Because nobody had ever tested them, and what’s more nobody
wanted to, you know, it’s toxic. In the end with the beryllium, when we got to
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Chevaline and we actually had to say, well, we’ve got to come up with a hardened
solution, and one way of having a hardened solution is to have a low impulse, in other
words, a low atomic number material where the x-rays go straight through it, you
know, like beryllium or carbon, you know. You had to face up to the question, what
happens to beryllium when it gets near the melting temperature? Right. Did it ablate,
did it sublime, like go to powder, and so on? We suspected that heavy metal,
tungsten, which we’d been using for ballast weights, that we thought that tungsten
went straight to the dust condition, you know sublime, it didn’t – it didn’t exactly
melt, it went to dust, you know. And we thought beryllium might do that. But you
then needed to know what it was going to do, because you had to know how the
interaction with the atmosphere was going to be, and that’s why in the end they –
Aldermaston ended up putting it in a field down at Foulness to actually get a feel for
what it really does. And the answer is it was a bit more like steel, you know, it did
melt and bubble a bit, and then blow away. You didn’t end up with a – a layer, a
molten layer on the surface, which if you reinforce phenolic resin with – not asbestos,
but with glass fibre – no fused silica, fused silica, right, it was gooey enough it could
sit there, you could see a layer forming and flowing on the surface, and so on.

[1:19:06]

None of that affects things. When you put, hmmm … what we finally decided to do,
3DQP, put into an underground test, the x-ray deposited in the material – first thing,
x-ray deposit in nano seconds …

What sort of underground test, sorry?

You did a hole in the Nevada Desert, and put a bomb down in, and then in the tunnel
leading up to the bomb you put your things at various distances from the bang, so you
let off a bang, and you sit there and measure the effects of this bang on your
equipment, right. The Americans did a whole series of underground tests with
different yields and different black body temperatures, you know, different
characteristics and things like this, of which we could buy space, shelf space, volume,
you know, we could put in our own things. It was all done very nicely, we turned up,
the UK – I didn’t, UK would turn up with its hardware. It would put it down the hole
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first and then the Americans would put their equipment, with their test specimens in
and so on, so we never knew what the Americans tested, you know. But we did it –
you started off by testing little flat plates in the materials you are thinking of, then
rings of it, because behaviour in rings is different from flat plates, and in the end full
scale or half scale test pieces showing the way things might behave, it worked quite
well really.

Can I ask you –

It just showed that our early ideas were not good enough, you know, we had to come
up with a better scheme.

When do you actually start working with the Americans?

With the Americans?

Hmm.

Hmmm … my first involvement was somewhere in 1957 when they came over for a
conference. You see in 1954 Duncan Sandys had signed an agreement with the
Americans to share research on ballistic missiles and antiballistic missiles. And we
had a conference in ‘57, just before the launch of Sputnik I might say, where we were
exchanging both ballistic missile – where we’d got to, and we were telling the
Americans pretty well what our Blue Streak missile was going to be like. We at RAE
had actually decided the size, two motors, and all that sort of thing, hmmm, with our
first ideas of what the re-entry vehicle might be. Americans came to talk to us about
Atlas, and Malvern talked about the ABM studies, RAE talked about the launch
vehicle that we were thinking of, and the various issues that went with it, including
the problem of decoys. Hmmm, and one of the sessions was about the assessment of
when the Russians would be in a similar state, and they were confident to say that the
Russians probably wouldn’t do a test till about ‘62, and wouldn’t have anything
deployed till like 1970, right. Within a couple of months they’d launched Sputnik,
and everybody was running around, ‘How my God, how can we speed up the
programme?’ The Americans speeded their programme up by just doubling the
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number of people working on it. Couldn’t do that in this country. All we could do
with our programme was to stack it together more tightly, so that we saved a year or
two, you know. So that the first flight would have been in ‘61 or – early ‘61 or late
‘60, rather than ‘62 or ‘63, and so on. We’d gone quite a long way by the time they
were cancelled, they were actually making the silo launcher in Australia, they were
actually building it, and there was a similar one had been being built at Spadeadam.
When I say, it was a silo, but it was actually on the side of a cliff, rather than a hole in
the ground, so it’s not quite the same, but operationally it would have been the
equivalent.

Where you surprised when Sputnik was launched?

Hmm?

Where you surprised when Sputnik went up?

Was I surprised? No. I was quite interested. We used to go out and sit in the garden
and watch it go overhead, because the tables were put in the Daily Telegraph each day
of the actual flight pattern, you could see the light reflect on it. We went up to
Greenwich with the kids and talked to the curator there, and we’d seen it, we the
whole family had seen the Sputnik fly over, and he hadn’t seen it at all, because of the
haze at Greenwich, and so on. So he was quite fascinated when we told him what it
looked like, and so on. And in those days, of course, the various earlier satellites
would come over and you could see them fly in and out of the earth’s shadow, so they
were alight and then disappeared, and so on. No, erm, I had been interested in science
fiction since a teenager, hmmm, I had been buying Astounding science fiction
magazine since I was fifteen. Used to have to go to a rather down – downtown bit of
Southampton to get one, I have to say, in those days. I was fascinated by the V2 and
had all sorts of ideas about staging clusters of V2s to actually launch things. I joined
the British Interplanetary Society as a student – a student member, as undergraduate,
and so on. Hmmm, and read their early papers about minimum sized satellites and
things like that. And I have to say the – the schemes published in the very early ‘50s
were remarkable like what actually we ended up with with Black Arrow, right, in
terms of size and performance, and so on. So, yes, I was – I was expecting it, you
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know. It didn’t occur to me that the Soviets somehow had leapt ahead, and I was a bit
surprised at how everybody’s reactions appeared to be. You know, I thought why are
they so surprised, why are they so upset? But then senior people were so intense
about the – the missile gap, aircraft gap, and all things, and so on, at the time.

[1:26:28]

I didn’t learn about the U2 properly until I was briefed into intelligence in the early
‘60s, where part of the briefing was about the U2 missions and the sort of photographs
they’d gathered to actually give you some idea. And you very quickly realised that
the high quality that you can get from a space based sensor, because there’s no
atmosphere immediately in front of it to distort things. Yes, you can see motorcars on
the ground, you can even see people, incredibly small, you know, but you can.

Hmm. Did you continue reading sci-fi when you were actually building rockets?

Yeah, yeah. We had a collection – well we have a collection of books, Science
Fiction Book Club that started publishing just after I got married I think. And I’ve got
a complete set, two bookcases full, before they run out. Really science fiction of the
old sort stopped being published, it got too much like science fantasy rather than
science as it were, er, so I gave up bothering even to get the magazines anymore.

What did you like about reading science fiction?

Well, it was – you take – you guess a better future where you define something that’s
different, you know. You basically make an assumption that society’s different
because of, sort of things like that. Something had changed, or a whole lot could have
changed, you know, but the funnier ones were ones where they postulated a small
change or small improvement, you know, and what did all that mean, you know? And
some of these were, hmmm … well they covered things that in those days, were
we’ve got the web, and things of that sort, artificial intelligence, and so on. It’s sort of
there although one of the things that upset me in my latter years, is that I worked with
Data Sciences on this Artificial Intelligence Discrimination and Algorithm work
which was very successful, we’ve sold it to the Americans, or at least Dave Sloggit
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sold it to the Americans. He’s a man who understood how to work with the
Americans, you’re in the UK so you sat on the telephone every evening talking for
two or three hours to your opposite numbers in the States, you know. You got
involved, if you couldn’t see them face to face you kept on being involved. We sold
the idea, they funded it, they put an American firm up to parallel our development,
you know, so they ran the case themselves, and run their own examples. It was
employed at White Sands to look at [inaud] re-entries, and in the end DERA
developed it to use with Flyingdales, you know, as a way of analysing what’s being
thrown at us, and so on. Because very often when you see a missile being flown
there’s all sorts of junk and other bits and pieces. Flyingdales could track when the
French fired into the North Atlantic, as they did from Bordeaux, or further up the
coast, yeah, we could track most of that, flight in space anyhow. In fact there was a
stage when we were telling the French what we saw ‘cause they couldn’t see it, they
didn’t have the same wavelengths and so on, you know, and it was rather important
for them to have to know what it was, what was going on. Yeah.

[1:30:35]

Can we go back for one moment to science fiction, because I’m just wondering, you
know, is there any way that that inspires you in the work that you’re doing, which is
on rockets, which are quite sci-fi like?

What was I really doing? All sorts of things, is the best I can say. That continued up
until 1960. [Pause]

Sorry?

You see, you had to answer questions like how pointed a nose did the Blue Streak reentry vehicle have to have, you know. Did you have to round it off, or could it be
sharp, type thing? In other words, do you just make it, or did you have to do
something or other? Hmmm, did it matter? So that’s did it affect the radar cross
section, did it affect survival of the nose? Did it in fact have thermal shock problems,
and what it was, and you had to address all these with different people, and come back
and actually say, probably not [laughs]. All that business of transpiration cooling, you
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know, in other words, getting out fluid out through, er, sintered material, yeah. That
ran for a couple of years or so, hmmm, to get things going. I also was involved with
the design and interpretation of flight data for the Black Knight trials, you know, the
very first round, BK04, had a round nose cone, generously blunted I might say.
Harold Robinson basically designed it, but the question is he said, look, what’s wrong
with this? So we sat in his office, you know, and sort of went through and actually
what he decided to do for thermal protection and things like that. And basically say,
yeah, if we don’t understand it and it’s much worse than we thought, you know, you’ll
still get data back. It turned out of course it was an incredible conservative design,
there was so much thermal insulation that in fact no heat soaks through to the inside,
and things of that sort, you know. But that’s all part of the learning process.

Did your duties change when you were actually promoted to a senior scientific officer
in 1958?

Not at all. No. Just I think my boss paid less attention to what I was doing than he
had before, which was not very much.

[1:33:20]

I mean, when we came to the cancellation, it was an incredibly slack time, because
although we’d immediate agreed with the Americans the Dazzle programme, the
Americans were going to supply this big radar, the SIR radar, unfortunately they had
problems, right, they were two years late. Now, when I say unfortunately they had
problems, there were two fundamental problems. One is that they were on the – their
test site was on the ridge behind San Francisco, right, and they were working at the
same frequency as the local television company, so you couldn’t start tests till about
two o’clock in the morning, and then only if the weather was fine. And the second
thing is that they were buying the transmitter valve from a catalogue, and the
catalogue was inaccurate, so every time they got a valve delivered, after a short time,
it blew itself, you know, so they weren’t getting anywhere. Hmmm, the ARPA
organisation got to the stage of threatening to blacklist the Stanford Research Institute
if they didn’t actually do better, and so on, you know. The end result was the radar
was a bit rushed out there, it was not as good as it should have been. Adequate for the
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Dazzle work but when they wanted to do a follow up programme, Sparta, the
Americans had to refurbish, i.e., improve as it were, a number of the bits to get it to
point better in the direction it was pointed at, and so on. And get some of the
fuzziness out of the signal, it was all very funny really. Added to that, it could
produce data faster than you could record it on a computer in those days. So they had
to design a unit which you could dump … it was a twin unit, and you poured the data
in one side, up to the – you fill the hard device, and then pour it into the next one,
while they then processed, that’s put all the markers and signals into it and things like
that, so you could actually store it onto a tape that you could actually read, you know.
Hmmm, I’ve forgotten the name of the unit, but I do know I sat on a beach outside
Adelaide on a deck chair, a crate of beer, under a umbrella, and a stack of the manuals
to read, and I was left there for the day. Yeah, and there was nothing else for me to do
but to read these manuals and make notes [laughs]. In a good Australian style I have
to say, yeah, I rather enjoyed it all.

What was actually the purpose of the Dazzle trials?

When – when in 1960 – 1960, there was a review of the ABM work that was being
lead by Malvern, there were three fundamental errors where we didn’t know. One
was there was not the computing power available to actually do the job. Secondly, the
radars which were in those days were dish aerials, couldn’t do the job. And thirdly,
we didn’t know what we were looking for anyhow. So problems were solved, the
computing problems was solved, first of all IBM had got to a computer called
STRETCH by about then, hmmm, yeah, I think ‘62 was STRETCH. And therefore
began to see that a big computer was possible. Aldermaston remained in the forefront
of computing power in this country, and I think still are. They and the Met Office at
Bracknell are the two major needs, and so on. Hmmm, but – now we knew the
Russians were in the same street with big computers anyhow. The radar problem was
solved by in fact the invention of the phased array, where you actually switch to being
around electronically, rather than by moving a dish. The trouble with a dish is if you
were looking at one thing, you weren’t looking at another, you know. With a phase to
ray [ph], you can master scan, quickly very quickly by comparison, and you can track
everything. I suppose when it comes to it, you can’t control more than thirty or forty
engagements at once, you know, but having thirty ABMs in the air and looking at
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several hundred objects in the sky, is within the capability of the Moscow radars, or
any modern radio – radar, it has the same job, you know. But what to observe, what
actually happens during re-entry, what’s observable when, that was very difficult.
The Dazzle programme, what we said to the Americans then, I was the first proposer
of what they should be doing, let’s take the state of the art of the Blue Streak design,
that’s the nice pointed cone, easy to do flow field calculation on, of which we already
had a database of aerodynamic data, we’d done all the wind tunnels types, and flight
trials, and things of the sort, you know. So we actually knew what we were doing.
And making it of four or five basic materials, which we know have different
characteristics. One will say, let’s make one out of fused silica, which we know will
work, up to a point that is, but it will melt and flow. Made another one out of PTFE,
Teflon in other words, where we knew it would sublime at quite low temperatures, so
there’ll be a massive outflow of material into the wake, and so on. We make one out
of Durestos loaded with carbon black, so it would be radar absorbent at much higher
frequencies, but it will be very messy. The products of ablation will be very dirty,
was basically the idea. And then we’d make some out of copper, so that there were no
interaction with the surface, you know. So it was a sort of, here we are, a series of
experiments, at re-entry speeds comparable to what other countries might fly their
missiles at, and so on, and we can actually see what were the observables. The
answer was there were observables, all far too low in the atmosphere to be of any use.
To try – to try and see something above 100,000 feet, which after all is, hmmm,
twenty miles, you know, that’s the atmospheric density is one hundredth of the
ground, density anyhow, by there which you can discriminate between decoys and reentry vehicles and other countermeasures and so on, was extremely difficult. You
know, it didn’t take much effort to, what I call, have designer control, in other works,
what the defence could see is what the design of the offence wanted you to see, not
anything useful to help me do discrimination.

Hmmm hmm.

So that put an end to in atmosphere discrimination and hence ABMs. Basically to say
that, you know, it can’t be done. There is no way. It was a negative answer, but let’s
say it was a cheap answer because it did save you spending a lot of money.
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[1:41:31]

The Americans’ response was to build in the late ‘60s, early ‘70s, instead of Sprint
they developed LOWADS, a low altitude interceptor, which was very high
acceleration. I remember they did HIBEX, which is a missile which could reach
8,000 feet a second in one second, out of the silo. Now I said about Falstaff being
fast, but this was bloody marvellous, you know. Watch this, and the – they blew the
lid off the silo, I think not because they had to blow it off, but I think it was just for
dramatic effect, you know, bang and things like this, and [makes whooshing noise] – I
once watched a launch of a sounding rocket at Fort Churchill on Hudson Bay, hmmm,
this because it was flown over the winter, had an enclosed launcher, and when the
thing came out of the launcher, the cloud was only a few hundred feet above the
launcher when I was there, you know. And you hardly had time to see this missile, as
it were, because the gap was only like a couple of hundred feet, you know, a few
lengths of missile really. That was quite – another reason why I couldn’t be bothered
to go and watch other flights, I thought, you know, I’ve come all this way for that, less
than a fraction of a second as it were, you know. Yeah.

I’m going to have to change this –

You don’t have the time to – I’ve never had the time to waste like that, you know. If
you get a jolly in, if you went over you had to fly it on a Friday on the RAF from
Brize Norton to Washington. So you ended up in Washington about lunchtime,
‘cause of the time difference, right, so you had half of Friday, Saturday and Sunday.
Americans tended to say the meeting starts on Tuesday because they’re not prepared
to travel in their own time, they were all insisted – during most of my time they
insisted on travelling on Monday and going back on Friday, type thing, you know.
They wouldn’t travel in their own time. So you’d have, hmmm, a long weekend
available. And if the meeting was in Washington, you could often have most of, er,
Monday in that area as well. I found that if you arrived at Dulles, hired a car, drove
off into the Shenandoah Valley, that’s away from Washington, you know, you could
spend a weekend there driving around and you could actually, hmmm, compared to
the subsistence in Washington, as it were, where you wouldn’t have had a car any
thing like, you know, you actually could save money. Yeah, you could cover the cost
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of really three nights, or even four nights. Friday, Saturday, Sunday, Monday, yeah,
you could get four nights subsistence out of it, and the car hire covered and so on, all
the meals, you know, and being a tourist and so on. Yeah. But you see, the
alternative was to actually sit on your backside in Washington and drink, you know.
Now what you don’t understand is that American beer is limited to three and a half
percent alcohol, and although I have tried with friends on a number of time to see how
much beer I could drink, you know, whether you can get drunk on American beer, it
ain’t possible. You get to a steady state, you know, where you’re losing it as fast as
you can pour it in, as it were. In other words – and of course the Americans
deliberately do – you know, the Americans sell it past the law to make sure you
couldn’t binge drink, you know. Americans – to Americans a can of beer is a
refreshing drink having come home from a hot day of travelling or in the office, and
things like that, you know, it’s a refreshment. It’s not actually getting plastered. You
got wine for that, and so on. But when you come to Christmas, and Christmas hours,
you’ve got these wonderful flavoured beers still three and a half percent, nothing like
the Belgium beers or English beers and things like that. And the difference between
three and a half and four and a half percent alcohol is significant, I can assure you.

Did you enjoy working with the Americans [laughs], despite the terrible beer?

[1:46:40]

[Laughs] Oh, no, there was some very good beers. Coors, not the Coors they make in
Orton, but the Coors that they make near Denver, which is real rocky mountain water,
things like that. I don’t understand with beer, why it’s the water that makes it so
different – it so different. They made beer on the Isle of Weight, at Ventnor, with
beer – water that comes out of St. Boniface Down, you know, and it’s awful, you
know, and I don’t understand why. Why does beer from Burton taste so good, you
know, what’s odd about the Trent compared with the Ouze [laughs], and so on, I don’t
understand it, as it were. No, working with Americans, we had conversations with the
Americans from quite early in the ‘50s, because this collaborative business and so on.
I was not directly involved with the ‘58 agreement, but I knew the Aldermaston
people who went for the discussions, and they came back from the discussions with
the Americans about warheads saying, ‘There’s nothing the Americans knew that
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Aldermaston hadn’t thought of.’ And vice versa. Oh, the Americans were surprised
what Aldermaston knew about, you know. But Aldermaston didn’t have anything,
they didn’t know either. The difference was the Americans had done many more
calculations and many more in-atmosphere tests, and therefore had experience to back
them up, back their views up and so on. Hmmm, but the end result of that was the
decision to scrap the UK warhead, granite series, now this was an ultra conservative
design, and it wouldn’t have taken them very long to actually whittle away the size
and the mass of the UK warhead, right. But the Americans offered us a design, what
became Red Snow. Having said that, we had to Anglicise it because, hmmm, first of
all the Ordnance Board didn’t like the high energy explosive material, by British
standards it was unacceptable, in fact to be quite honest there was an accident in the
UK which lead to – I can’t remember if it was an injury or death now, but there was a
serious accident, as far as the Ordnance Board were concerned, with this explosive.
So it is barred. It always was – the end result was that the UK equivalent, and so on,
was a bit bigger. And therefore the UK warhead would not fit into the US design free
fall bomb shell, you know. So we couldn’t fit it in, couldn’t buy the shell, and they
decided to fit the bomb into the Yellow Sun warhead, which was quite large. That
was large actually, did take the original very conservative UK design, and so on.

[1:50:00]

It also, erm, was decided would go into Blue Steel. Now at the, erm, Rolls Royce
museum at Derby, they’ve got a Blue Steel, a demonstration one, which windows cut
all over it, all labelled with things, and so on. And they’ve got this little tiny warhead,
you know, this sort of size, in a bay, you know, a huge bay, and so on, which could
contain, they’ve got enough room, for half a dozen of them, and so on. You just – it’s
worth going to see it if you see what I mean, to realise what the impact was, right.
The trouble with Blue Steel, hmmm, that’s another again overlap, aerodynamic
problem, consulted on a number of issues on that. It was designed by what was then
armaments department, and having come up with a clear idea of what we wanted a
stand-off weapon to look like, because it had four controls, canard controls, which
were unusual in those days, which is why it was an aerodynamic question, as it were.
Four of the five people who were responsible for the design, went to AVCO – not
AVCO, went to AVRO to work on it, including the leader of the whole study, the
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chairman of the study, from armaments department, became the head, chief designer,
at AVRO for the vehicle, and so on. It’s got to be realised, in other words, that
AVRO really had it – the design imposed on them, and what’s more that the design
team imposed on them, and so on. The disadvantage is that the inertial navigation
system, which was – which my friend, erm, Gwillim Roberts, who is also a Morris
dancer, was the project officer for, that responsibility stayed at RAE, and the
contractor that did the IN systems was Elliots. But the state of the art of IN
equipment at the – when they were trying to finalise the design, was such that it could
fly 100 nautical miles accurately enough. Bearing in mind it wasn’t just an IN system
on the Blue Steel, it was an IN system in the carrier aircraft as well, you know. You
had to – the airplane had to know where it was, and where it was going, had to know
what it was doing when it dropped the Blue Steel, and told the Blue Steel where it
was, and where it was going, so the Blue Steel to get to the thing. During the
development time, which was seven or eight years in the end, erm, the state of the art
in inertial navigation equipment gone up by an order of magnitude, you know. We
could have replaced the design system by one that would have coped with 1,000
miles, except of course we weren’t carrying the propellant in the Blue Steel, and so
on. Yeah. Gwillim had terrible troubles with that.

You said you – did aerodynamics work –

Well [sighs] – it was obsolete by the time it got into service, is the basic problem, you
know. And then the difficulty was keeping the company to keep the technology
going, you know, to keep this obsolete equipment – obsolescent equipment
operational, and so on. We went into a mark two, which had ram jets and flowed at
Mach four, and thinks like that, and there were endless discussions on what the layout,
optimum layout, should be. That would have been a very efficient job, but the Soviet
defensive systems got quite capable of intercepting things that fly at Mach numbers of
three or four. Like TSR2, you know, TSR2 consisted of an airplane, wonderful
capability airplane, the problem was the finding a mission for it. Bearing in mind
what the Soviet defences had growned up [ph], you know. The RAF tried very hard
to find a use for it, and failed, you know. I suspect the same thing is going to happen
with these big aircraft carriers.
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Guess we’ll see in the next few weeks.

Well what the aircraft carriers is costing us, is in fact – they desperately need at
Fareham a tramway system that links Fareham and Gosport to Portsmouth. It would
have to go under the harbour entrance through a tunnel, but because of the size of the
aircraft carriers, the Admiralty is having to dredge out the bottom of the channel to let
the boats in and out, and that is where the tunnel would be. So the Admiralty says,
no, not on your nelly are you going to have a tunnel under our harbour mouth, so there
is no tramway. You only have to go down to Explosion by car to realise how
congested Fareham and Gosport are at any time of the day, let alone at rush hour, rush
hour you can almost forget trying to go up and down the main road. And the worst
thing about is the old railway line that exists between Fareham and Gosport main
station is still there, it’s been preserved as a cycle track, you know, because everybody
expected it to be a tramway, it was always intended to be. It’s just the government,
funny attitude, because in the present attitude environment there’s no chance of
schemes of that sort. Ask anybody at Sheffield, Nottingham, Manchester, about – or
Croydon, you know, extending the tramway system, they all desperately want it
because these tramway systems work very well, they are comfortable and pleasant in
my opinion, having visited them, as it were, you know. But, no, not, er … no
funding. Sad, isn’t it?

They’re actually extended the one at the bottom of my road, but I was going to say,
shall we take a break for a cup of tea?

God, it’s half past four already.

[End of Track 13]
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[Track 14]

Right. When Blue Streak was cancelled, hmmm, we stopped a number of the
proposed flight experiments, you know. We’d got to a point of actually trying to
design an experiment where we flew a re-entry body and a decoy alongside each other
to compare them, to see what actually happen during re-entry. So our minds were full
of, well, observable issues. We’d arranged for the Americans to bring their gaslight
equipment to look at some of our Black Knight flights which were looking at re-entry
material issues and so on. Hmmm –

Gaslight was the radar equipment, yeah?

Gaslight, no.

Sorry.

Optical equipment, yeah. The Americans had – use – got sensors that they had
available, they went down the range to see – to look at some of their flight trials from
Ascension Island and decided there were something there. They were quite keen to
come to Woomera because much clearer sky, and therefore get a much better view.
The observations – they showed you the sea wakes, you could do thing. You couldn’t
– that equipment wasn’t good enough to make real measurements. So the Dazzle
proposal, as I say, was the various materials and so on, they were going to supply first
of all this big SRI radar, which had radar wavelengths of one and five metres. So it
was a very long wavelength radar. Erm, the reason for the long wavelength is that the
electronic densities we expected to observe were getting fairly low densities, and
therefore you needed a radar frequency that reacts to that. Which this is what we did
of course. Hmmm, the first problem was making estimates for what we expected the
flow to be, and there was a company on Long Island, General Applied Science –
Applied Science Laboratory, GASL, run by a man called Ferri and R Vaglio Lauren
was his scientist, who had a suite of computer codes which calculated flow fields,
then from the flow fields a chemical, er … chemical what? You calculated chemical
rates, and you got the chemistry distribution of the chemical components, and so on.
And we had a model, he developed a model for the mixing in a wake, which nobody
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else had. So the treasury bought a copy of the code, computer code which was on
punch cards, for a few thousand pounds. And I with two others, from the maths
department, and an aerodynamicist Brian Wood, who went on to become professor of
volcanology in Christchurch in New Zealand. We went over and spent six weeks with
this firm learning to use the programme, and so on. It turned out it was on the CDC
computer of which the only one in the UK was, hmmm, at the New Town, East
Kilbride, you know. So to use it we had to commute up and down for East Kilbride.
Still, we were there. We booked in to a motel to start with, within a few days
somebody offers us a flat in their house so we moved to that, ‘cause we’d save a lot of
money, the three of us in this flat. Find a local restaurant, a real character who used to
go shooting deer in the winter, and he had a fridge with dozen or so deer hanging up.
When I mean deer, you know, the great big reindeer size things, you know, and so on.
Yeah. And it was sort of, he looked over and say, ‘Well, what would you like to eat
tomorrow, lads,’ type thing, you know. You say, ‘Well, I fancy so and so, and so and
so.’ ‘Yeah, I’ll organize it,’ type thing, you know and so on. And you discovered that
being up in Long Island you could walk back to our flat drunk, because there was
actually a hedge that you could hold onto to walk along the side. That’s so unusual
for America I might say, and so on. We used to go in to New York at the weekends.
I can remember walking around Harlem, you know, and seeing the dirt and the broken
windows and things like this. But bearing in mind I was wearing a dirty old blue Mac
and a beret, I think nobody dare approach me and so on.

[05:15]

Yeah, lots, lots of little stories anyhow. So the thing was now, we got – we got these
codes. The maths – Brian Woods was a mathematician, he actually solved
outstanding problems by inner and outer expansions, I remember that bit because
there was a singularity in the way most people approached the problem, and he was
able to turn the problem inside out, as it were, and find the solution. Did a lot for his
reputation I might say. Still, we got back home, we start running this code. Going up
to East Kilbride. We had to stay in a local, hmmm … it wasn’t exactly a hotel,
boarding house I suppose, next to the site. It was fascinating. I have to mention this
because basically you got down for breakfast, and you were given a plate of porridge
whether you want it or not, right. But it came with a dram of whiskey, and then as
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many kippers as you could eat. They put two kippers in front of you, you ate those
two kippers, so another two would come in, you know, and shoved in front of you, not
asking you, you know. Take your plate away because you’d eaten it, and put another
one, until you stopped eating them [laughs]. Weird lot, the Scots. Yeah. Hmmm, we
did our sums, anyhow, and things like this, things like that. When we did the flight
trials, that’s the important bit, the first one was a sphere, copper sphere thingy, there’s
the reference number, you know, we all believed we could do flow field sums around
spheres. We were naïve of course, you see. We should have learned from Blue
Streak that spheres are not the easiest thing to understand. But, erm,– I told you about
there’s a sabot to keep things in place there. We had done these sums and said the
wakes are going to be about 1,200 feet long, so we’ll make sure that the body and the
sabot are like 3,000 feet apart when that hit the atmosphere. The wakes, if anything,
were more like 10,000 feet long. Completely wrong. The recombination rate for
electrons at low – low temperatures and low densities is far longer than the lab tests
had suggested to us. The lab tests were wrong in other words, you know. We hadn’t
got to low enough densities, and things of that sort. There were flaws in what had
been done. So we found things like that. The important thing is that we went to
Delco – when I say we, I went to Delco, which had a ballistic range with a big
vacuum chamber where they fired things, a bit like Orford Ness but down a vacuum
chamber. And they were firing spheres under conditions to match our flight
observations. And low and behold what they saw in their range matched what we
found in flight. It was just that the models that we were using, or the computer was
using, were wrong. You know, the database was wrong. That was an important
factor. The next bit was that the speeds we were coming at, which was like 18,000
feet a second, were not fast enough for things to actually to be very visible at high –
high altitudes you know. In particular the copper bodies, you couldn’t see a thing,
you know. Or you could track the copper, is it were, you know, bit no flow field
effect and things like that, you know, until the front nose melted and all suddenly
there’d be a big flash, and so on you know. So we found ourselves in a situation that,
what did we do with the last one, basically the fused silica one? So we cut the – took
the nose off, and put a tungsten – a blunt tungsten nose on it to actually make a more
visible signature to do it. That was a bit of a problem.

[09:20]
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Hmmm, the making of these special re-entry heads was fascinating in its own right.
The copper ones were made by some West Indians at a garage in North London, who
actually turned it by hand, they wore armoured vests and held a metal bar which you
came up to this spinning copper disc, and actually just pressed it. You know, pushed
it around and so on, you know. Tremendous force needed, I might say, but they were
strong enough to do it and so on, you know. This is the way – because of the highspeed turner, you got a very accurate thing, you know. That was clever and I was – I
was very impressed to watch that. The PTFE one, the company providing the basic
materials said [phone rings] nobody had ever made a block as big as we wanted. We
were looking for blocks this sort of size [demonstrates] [phone rings], you know.
Nobody had made anything which is what …

About twelve by twelve?

About sixteen inches by sixteen, by a foot, you know. They came down and helped,
which is just as well because the bulking down in the box for pressing and things like
this, was totally different to their experience. You know, we designed the thing – the
gear to start with according to their experience, and it didn’t work. You know, we had
to change the design. The company was so pleased they learned all this for nothing
[laughs]. The silica people, we approached a glass-making firm in Newcastle, and
they made bits of glass in sand moulds. They just made a sand moulds. The whole
thing was made in three pieces, had to be made in three pieces. Made the sand mould,
and what I remember, the best bit of the story, is that we gave them £100 just so they
could have a contract to start, saying we’d settle it all up at the end. And at the end
they made us half a dozen sets, the pieces, and asked us what they – you know, did
they have to give us back the money they haven’t spent. You thought, my God, you
know, yes, some things are dirt-cheap.

What –

But when we machined the fused silica in our own workshop, the glass was stress
relieved after hours. Again a phenomenon that was known to some people, but not to
us – the stress relieve thing. It was because we were standing talking about what to
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do next, you know, when it went bang alongside us and it shattered to bits. We knew
then that it wasn’t somebody fiddling or playing around, or doing – doing it wrongly,
it was actually the way it was, and therefore –

What do you actually tell these little companies? You’re working with these little
companies, what do you actually tell them about what they’re working on? Do they
know what it’s for, or …?

Up to a point. They were told that – like the Newcastle people were told, yeah, you’re
making a re-entry body, and they sort of said, ‘What’s that?’ [Laughs] And you
explain to them, and they said, ‘Most unlikely.’ I don’t think they believed us. It’s
like, hmmm, Hunston something or other, the people who made – who make narrow
gauge railway engines, they made the original casings for Blue Danube, the first
warhead, you know. But they never understood they were actually making a bomb
casing. They were just supplying, you know, bits of cylinders, and cones, and things
like that. How could you explain to them? [laughs]

[13:00]

Hmmm … yeah. The – it was a period of course, you know, as far as I’m concerned
it was fairly slack work. So I spent my time – well a fair bit of my time going through
microphone records of folk dancing and things of that sort. So I did all fundamental
research on Morris Dancing in that sort of period at weekends, and at nights and
things like that, you know, that was the – when I did the bulk of the research.

How did you actually first get interested in Morris Dancing?

How many?

How did you first get interested in it?

Oh, erm, as a student at Bristol I knew – I was working with somebody in the maths
department on one of my jobs, hmmm, and he was interested in Morris Dancing, and I
saw him dancing with the university side, and went out one or two evenings to watch
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them. And when I came to live in the hostel at Farnborough we shared a room. He
wanted to start a side, and I was sharing a room with him. And guess you got
persuaded to join? It’s simple as that. Hmmm, I went to some meetings up in London
– were attached to a major library. The library showed me there was a lot more
information around than people were aware of, and being research orientated, that
started me off. So I started doing the research about ‘58, and say ‘60 was the peak,
‘60, ‘62, right peak, at which stage somewhere in ‘62 I bought a cine camera because
nobody was recording the dancing that was going on, and so on. And in ‘63 we
bought a car, so we could out and see things, so it all grew out of that really.

Sorry –

Bearing in mind that, you know, my job was sitting in an office with one other person,
and I could go day after day without talking to no more than one person at a time.
You know, I needed an activity where I actually met people, got out and did things
with people. You know, and this seemed a very sensible way. It involved drinking
[both laugh], and being foolish, and so on. You know, all the right sort of stress
relieving type activity. Yeah.

[15:22]

So you’re saying you’re in an office with one other person at this point. What
happened to the other twelve?

We were moved up and down the corridor. In the – when Blue Streak got serious we
were moved along the corridor for the thirteen to one where we had a main bay and
four small corner offices, each of which had two PSOs, four SSOs, and two in the
middle. We were eight in that bay with the overspill in the next room, and so on.
Then we were moved across the corridor, and I sat in one corner, Ted sat on the next
corner next to me. Frank Hazel was in the corner, and so on. Then we moved back
down the corridor again. Yeah, so I suppose – and in the end by 1980 I was in an
office with Ian Petey next to the typing pool. So we’d moved from literally one end
of this corridor right along to the other end in six years. Achievement [laughs]. Yeah,
but you know, I realized, yeah, we needed some other activity. Now Skybolt came in,
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hmmm, almost immediately. We were given by Douglas a number of handbooks to
read.

Douglas who?

Hmm?

Douglas? Oh, Douglas the aircraft company, right.

Douglas was the company. GE did the re-entry vehicle. We got books about the
aerodynamics testing that they’d done, and things of that sort, and started doing
studies. One of the problems was that the warhead was mounted on the back plate,
and it was cantilevered forward, and during this sort of motion we predicted would
occur during re-entry, the warhead would oscillate on its cantilever, and bang the
walls, you know. How – what happens to motion when something hits the others, and
so on, as you know, if you have a body that splits, you know, at the moment of split,
they’re still doing the same motion, as it where, along the cut. But now the centre of
gravity’s moved. So it then translates into a different motion, or in a different centre
point, different angular rates, and things like that, you know. Now all right, we can do
that sort of sum, what happens though when something goes bang, and bang, and
bang, type thing, you know, bang and bounce, and things like that, you know? What
do you do with that? That was an interesting set of problems, you know, what
happens when things bounce off of each other? You know, you end up with studying
billiard balls, and things like that. Well, we studied billiard balls because, you know,
when you start looking up the literature [phone rings] that’s the sort of literature that
tells you about whether it’s an elastic or inelastic condition, and so on, you know, you
get to understand it. We concluded there might be some fun, was the way we put it, in
having to analyse the re-entry motion of the Skybolt re-entry vehicle with a real
warhead in it, because of this cantilever. Also, this was the time when we began to
realise that with Skybolt that the – if you placed the nuclear – the ABM nuclear
detonation in front of it, the warhead flies through the blast wave, you know. One of
the things you tumble to after a while is that the long-range ballistic missiles actually
fly faster than the blast wave expands from the bang, ABM. So you’ve got to put the
ABM bang in front of it, so you fly through it. The first worry of course is that if the
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re-entry vehicle flies through the fireball, you know, does it damage? And the answer
is no, it goes through the fireball so quick, you know, minute fraction of a second, that
you can’t actually damage it, and so on. But you can get a 100 to 150 G-shock going
in and out of the blast wave. And one of the things we realised is that when you – if
you fly into the blast wave at an angle, the fact that inside it is a much low density,
your motions instead of collapsing, as you do coming re-entry, will actually widen,
get larger. And you have a high chance of coming out on the other side at a high
angle rather lined up. In other words, whatever you come in there is amplified going
through. So there’s a real problem about what the shock was going to be. And it did
frighten the Aldermaston people about how do you design a warhead that survives a
100 G or 200 G, and things like that. That was a serious problem. Also radiation
effects began to worry us.

[20:46]

But fortunately, I suppose for all of us, the Skybolt got cancelled and we were shoved
over to the US navy and Polaris. Now, the navy had put an office in, SPRN it was
called, in with the US navy in 1958. So for two years by cancellation of Blue Streak
we had been advised in detail about the development of Polaris. The head of our
division, that’s CJ Stevens, had had a detailed visit report – visit with – good visit
report about Polaris, and so on. We were getting these short-term reports on each
Polaris flight. So we were actually quite well informed via the navy about what was
going on. So when the option came up going over to Nassau in, hmmm, in ‘62, the
people who went on our behalf, Bill Neville who was a section leader, by then we
were weapons department, but he was in charge of the what you would call the
arming and fusing side, and so on. He went with a scheme, big re-entry vehicle using
a mega tonnage bomb, and so on. He thought we were advised we were going to get
Polaris A2, you know. And when he got there they were told, no, the elements on
offer is A3. A2 was being phased out. By the time you want it, somewhere like ‘68,
A3 will be the only one that’s being supported, and so on. You know, hmmm, and of
course the problem was to get the 2,500 mile range with A3, they’d actually absorb –
use up all the volume. So you would only have a short volume to get the re-entry
vehicle in. And Bill was thrown, sort of thing you know, what do we do? So we were
party – the consultancy consisted of, you know, sitting down with people saying,
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‘Well what can we do? How can we absorb what we were going to do for Blue Streak
or for Skybolt with this device,’ and things of that sort. Then the government said,
‘I’m sorry you’re going to have to get this in service by ‘68, whether you like it or
not. And what’s more, you’re going to have to get it in service for the UK warhead
because you can’t – we’re not letting you make a copy of the US warhead.’ So we
started down the route of what became HR169, which was really you can have any
decoys you like as long as it was an add on to what you’ve got already. In other
words, although what we bought would go into service in ‘68, because of the Russian
defence developments by the early ‘70s, we’d have to have done something. Right?
So the feasibility year consisted of basically in-house studies trying to understand how
we could package things in. The project definition year was with ESAMs, who were
a company formed to lead the study, GE to do the penaid design, and Irvings, to do
these things. So we had a year where they produced lab estimates, sort of lab
example, demonstrations itself, decoys and so on. A proper scheme for carrying them
on panniers, that was all evaluated for us by Lockheeds, and so on. It was all a well
done scheme. And we got to project definition report with full details, costs and
things of that sort of it. But then the Russians switched from an Endo, in atmosphere
interceptor programme on Griffin, based as exo one, based on Galosh. So we had to
start again. The report that we wrote said at the end we hope that the work we’ve
done would actually form part of the background to decide on what we have to do
now, which is how we got in 1967 into a detail study that led us to KH793, and hence
in Chevaline.

Hmm.

[25:10]

The study we did in ‘67 was the – first it was a six-months study, what was the
problem, and that was done by sitting in a room at Aldermaston, writing down the
chapter headings in the report, and dishing out the bits, and saying, you write this bit,
you write that bit, you know. And we all came together when we’d written our bit
and actually saw how well it edited together, you know. No serious – well, no
systems thought at that stage, it was really what was possible and what wasn’t. We
were then given a two-year exercise to actually look at a number of options. They
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weren’t options which were alternatives, they were options in terms of price,
complexity, and effectiveness. It was really what could you buy for your dollar –

Hmm.

You know, how much money would we – what was the minimum amount you had to
spend to achieve what we really wanted to do, and how far short would you fall if you
didn’t go that far? And in the end out of a dozen schemes it was quite clear the one
that we finally chose was the one that was closest to what was required, and all the
others had problems. And what’s more, as we sorted about Chevaline in more detail,
some of the problems we found would have applied some of these others, and they
would have been even more difficult to engineer than we did.

Can I ask you a quick clarification question at this point?

Yeah.

I am just aware that over this period as well we’ve been promoted to PSO, what –

Well, when we were starting to worry about – we were doing Dazzle and worrying
about Chevaline. I also was stuck on the ELDO aerodynamics committee. So every
three – third week I was in the meeting somewhere in Europe, and that kept me going
to 1967. When I was moved into run the section looking after the Polaris
improvements, in ‘60 – in March ‘67 – when I say March ‘67, the same week as we
moved into this house I might say, you know, another tale which Marguerite can tell.
Hmmm, yeah, and I was promoted about then. They had to stop me going on these
ELDO meetings because absorbing too much time. They were fascinating in their
own way though.

What happened to ELDO meetings then, who –

Well, first of all we met in different places, sometimes in Paris. The great thing about
Paris is you could fly out first thing in the morning on the plane, but it didn’t serve
you breakfast because you’re only going to Paris, so we arrive at ELDO headquarters,
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which is not far from Arc de Triomphe. And you’d plead with the chairman and say,
‘Hey, some of us haven’t had breakfast. Can we adjourn down to the cafe on the, you
know, the roadside cafe for a while while some of us – a couple of us have a meal,
you know, and the chairman can treat himself to a brandy on the house,’ [laughs]. So
we would go down there and sit there and have our learned meeting out on the
roadside, and so on. Well it was unclassified, you know, and things like that. It was
all rather – it worked very well anyhow. The Italians would speak both German,
French, and English and mix them together after a while. That was always a bit
hilarious. Hmmm, the leader had a – an Italian name. I think his father was Italian,
but he was British through and through, he wore a waistcoat all the time, and bow tie
[laughs].

Who was that?

I’m trying to think what his name was now. Wasn’t Sinecci [interviewee meant it was
Asteraki], he was another one. Yes, he said – I’ve just to remind you it’s forty years
ago, or nearly fifty, you know. It doesn’t come that easy any more. Hmmm … the
wind tunnel test on the ELDO launcher were done by the Dutch near Amsterdam, so
we used to go into Schiphol and I never did get to have lunch in a windmill, big
disappointment. But you could get excellent Edam, mature Edam, and Gouda cheeses
from the airport [laughs]. And similarly, meetings at Hamburg or Munich – we went
to Munich the day – the week after one of the Oktoberfest, you know. Now I’ve been
to places which have been littered with paper, you know, but not where the paper, all
the rid litter has been piled onto the pavements and it was over head high. You know
[laughs], it’s seven or eight feet deep, they’d cleared all the rubbish back. God knows
what had happened on the last day of Oktoberfest – that one. That was
Messerschmitts, that was noted for the fact that I was going with John Cook of
structures department, who was a very practical structures man in designing these
things, and the German leader who were doing the third stage, was a professor of
theoretical mechanics at the university, and was very academic. And John at one
stage grabbed him by his collars, lifted up and he said ‘Look here sunshine, you do it
my way,’ [laughs]. The English got noted. We often used to, at Hamburg anyhow,
the meetings there, we would retire to the local beer cellar at the evening as a gang,
and the band either was signalled or recognised us because they always play Colonel
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Bogey as soon as they realised we were there. And on the one occasion John and I
were invited up on the stage to sing some English song for everybody. It’s that sort of
place, you know, hmmm, with the girls rushing around with the litre jars, you know,
in armfuls, not on trays and things of that sort, you know.

[31:36]

It was all entertaining. I went to Modane to see the French facilities, their wind
tunnels which are driven from – a hypersonic wind tunnel driven by a lake right up in
the mountains, and I said something or other and I was taken up to see the lake. You
know, I’m not quite sure of my intention but we went up to see the lake anyhow. But
they got snowed-in in the winter being in the Alps, you see, which is so they – they
spent all the summer rushing around getting things there, and all winter actually doing
the jobs. And they did tests on how to – what happens when you separate stages by
lighting the motor, and things of that sort. The French pay for facilities that the UK
couldn’t afford. And also facilities which were – weren’t being used a lot of the year
either. You know, they needed a facility to do a certain test and they built one, you
know. The UK in – certainly in the aerodynamics are, didn’t worked like that at all.
It was all, you know, find a way of getting by with what you’ve got access to and so
on. But it was a very – as far as I was concerned, a very interesting period where
really I knew more about flow fields, flow field calculations, loads on bodies, and
things like this, than anybody there did. So I was actually wanted at every meeting to
sit there and monitor what they were doing, until – say, am I getting it right, and
things like that. I wasn’t getting much work done in between myself, which is why
the weapons department had to cut me off during the end.

How did you all actually get on at these meetings? I’ve read some of the history of
ELDO, and all it basically seems to be is political arguments, so I’m wondering what
the actual technical committee meeting was like.

When – when we were in Milan, this is the sort of thing, I caught the last plane out of
Gatwick for Milan, arrived at Milan at midnight, caught the last bus into the centre of
Milan into the town square, and then started knocking on doors of the hotels to get a
room, you know. That amount of preparation as it were, yeah [laughs]. Didn’t occur
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to me that – until afterwards that this actually was not perhaps the best plan, but it’s
what you learn as a Morris dancer, you set off into the blue yonder without too many
cares in the world, you see. Yeah, the – Fiats, who were doing the nose fairings –
nose fairings? Yeah, I think it was the nose fairings around the satellite, they insisted
that we had proper Italian cuisine, so they drove us for two hours up into the
mountains to get this homemade everything. There’s nothing wrong with it, it was
absolutely wonderful. I was not complaining about that. Another meeting I went to
was at, hmmm, the Italian Air Force base outside Rome, on the south side of Rome.
They knew the Brits were coming, so what was the main dish? It was deep-fried
blackbirds. They catch migrating birds, you know, and cook them, every year. It was
just our hard luck we came at a convenient moment to be supplied blackbirds
[laughs].

[35:16]

How did you actually get on together in the meetings? All these scientists from
different countries?

Everybody speaks English basically, even the French. The French spoke English up
until the moment you wanted to place an action on them, right. And if the action was
placed in poor French they didn’t understand. It had to be Parisian standard French
for them to understand what the action was. Now they were run by, hmmm,
Anglophobes, I suppose, people who really – the engineers that we talked to we got
on with very well. I didn’t have – there was no problem with anybody on the
committee. It was all we had a job to do, we got on and did it, you know. We all
shared information and things like that. The Italian, I say, at Fiats when the Italian
was the chair, he was a problem because he got – he mixed his languages together.
And he got [inaud]. And he – he not only was confusing to me but he started doing
this in front of my face. So I [demonstrates]

Waving his finger –

Bit his finger, like that [laughs], that brought everybody to a stop, you know. And
everybody was astounded, you know, and I grinned. And they said, ‘Yes, Roy, we
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understand,’ [laughs]. It got out of hand really, you know, hmmm, getting out of
hand, they were beginning to shh – shout at each other, without listening you know,
hmmm …

Where there many disagreements then at these things?

No, not really. Not really, no. There was a fundamental problem you see. I don’t
know how responsible I was for it but I remember being stopped by a man who was a
colleague at that time but became my boss for a while, he was my boss as far as
ELDO was concerned, erm, ‘cause you had multiple bosses at one stage, you know, it
was all mid-’60s. And as far as ELDO was concerned anyhow, he wanted me to go,
he thought I was better – better equipped to deal with these questions and issues than
he ever would be. Hmmm, he’d asked me anyhow. We’d got a multi-stage vehicle,
cone, cylinder cone, you know things like that, how do you actually come up with
some idea of the stability of it? You know, where the central pressure was, things like
that, you know, as it were. This is what I do, this is the chance I’ve got, and things of
that sort, and you do something like that. And then later he came back and said it,
hmmm, looks like we got a problem with the ELDO vehicle. The German stage is not
strong enough. Now I don’t know whether that was through my advice or not, you
know, I doubt it actually, but the – in the Netherlands they’d done the wind tunnel
tests and actually showed that because of the very blunt nose on it, the loads on the
front were actually somewhat higher than we had expected. We had expected a fairly
slim nose as it were, right. So, right, that’s what it was. The problem was, we were
committed to the ELDO vehicle. Now I had – for other reasons I had been collecting
all the wind profiles for the Skylark launchers. And having said that I have to try and
think why? What was the other reason I was doing that for? I think I was going
through my phase of being interested in meteorology, and I was particularly interested
in what sort of spread there was in the behaviour of the atmosphere; the winds,
densities, and so on, on the range. I had recently received a handbook for the range
from the Met Office explaining about the – how well they could predict weather, or
how well you couldn’t as it were, like you can predict weather within fifty miles in
half an hour. And when you think about that, fits very well what the UK can do at the
moment, and so on. Hmmm, but I – I collected the upper atmosphere profile, because
every time they launched the Skylark they launched a weather balloon and did other
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measurements to come up with a density profile and a wind profile, right. Now
because it’s hydrostatic equilibrium, density profile enables you to work out
temperature profile and the pressure profile and so on. So for the first 200 odd
launches I had this stack of prints, and I analysed it for simple things like, did we
launch the Skylark at any time of the day, or was it specific times of the day. And I
reached the wonderful conclusion that we didn’t launch them during tea breaks or
breakfast [laughs], which what I would have expected, you know. But we did launch
them at every time of the year. Sometimes we’d launch five or six of a night as well,
as a magnificent effort by people. And sometimes the winds was so strong, 300
knots, that the weather balloon would blow over the horizon before it reached the
peak altitude, and things of that sort. Now we used that set of profiles to fly – or at
least a friend of mine, did the fly of the Black Arrow vehicle through. We didn’t want
Black Arrow to be held up by the weather, so if it could actually survive through all
this set of profiles, to hell with statistics. That was the sort of statistic we could have
some faith in. When we tried it with the ELDO vehicle, and that’s what we’re talking
about, HSD at Stevenage, hmmm, HS Hawker Siddeley, you know, yeah there was a
problem, a more severe wind profiles could cause failure of the ELDO vehicle. So I
was then stuck with one of the – another one of the HSD structures man to come up
with a method of how do you see – how do you estimate at the range whether in fact
you could fly through the weather profile that existed or not. So by this time I was in
weapons department, I couldn’t have unclassified meetings in the area, ARL [Airfield
Radio Laboratory] area. So he – HSD would hire a room at the Thatched Cottage
Public House in Prospect Avenue, in a pub, right? So we had the billiard table which
we could put all the drawings on, and things of that sort, and we’d turn up at like half
eight in the morning, you know, with a – of course an unlimited bill at the bar
[laughs], and see what we could do. It didn’t take many days to come up with a
scheme. Hmmm … there were tricks like, we had to assume that the vehicle itself,
you couldn’t do a proper structure so you had to assume it was an equivalent beam,
you know, an I – an I distribution all the way down, and things of that sort, and come
up with [phone rings] what was the – where was the weak point, you know and so on.
How did you ascribe the – the loads, now that’s where I ended up. The load at the
weak point was a mixture of the thrust of the engine, you know, the straightforward
load. The wind, the wind profile, because it will attitude stabilised, you didn’t know
what the incidence was going to be, so you got a wind profile. But also because the
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wind varied with altitude, there were sheer layers and you had clear air turbulence. So
we actually had to go and talk to the turbulence people, that was a man called Bullen.
And that’s – was one of the things where it altered my attitudes to things in general.
The – when you fly an airplane through gusts, the component of the wind in the
vertical, you know, normal to the wind, is the bit that matters, right. When you do the
analysis [inaud], you end up with expressions in exponential functions. When you fly
vertically through gusts, you know, the wind can come from any angle around, right?
So it isn’t the same – it’s the same problem but no longer the same analysis, and the
answer comes out in Bessel functions. Now if you’ve ever looked at banging a drum,
or things of that sort, where the basic thing is circular, they come out in Bessel
functions too. You know, but the end result was grass, which was significantly
different from the aircraft situation. And the inference for me was saying, yeah, I am
interested in ballistic systems that go up and down in effect, right? I’m not an aircraft
person and I’m not a guided weapons person, because guided weapons fly
horizontally after the aircraft, you know. Therefore if I understand the problems for a
ballistic system, I’m a satellite launch and ballistic man and I don’t want to learn the
solution for other things. You know, I already knew that you couldn’t learn what you
learn from one missile, ballistic missile, you couldn’t pass over to another. You had
to do the sums from scratch for every new design, because the rate at which you fly
through this decreasing atmosphere or increasing atmosphere, is the important driver
and so on. You know, so – at promotion boards and things of that sort, and annual
reviews, I just said I am not prepared to move, you know, I’m staying in the same
field because I understand the problems in this field and can advise, and I’d actually
be all at sea if I was moved into another area. So that's key [ph], and that’s how it
rose really out of the how to provide a wind profile.

[45:36]

Now I may have said to you before, the most irritating thing about this wind business,
it applied worked very well on the range, and type of thing, but the man who wrote it
up was a Frenchman. Not one of the two of us who actually worked on it, it was a
Frenchman who wrote it up and published it. That was a little irritating.

Hmm. You mentioned Black –
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But during that AGARD study in the early ‘90s, [sighs] Aérospatiale were producing
the M4/5 which is a step between the M4 and M5 system, right? It wasn’t M45 is M4
stroke 5 I suppose.

For the benefit of the tape, what it is?

It was a ballistic missile. They were firing it into the North Atlantic. We were
looking at it, hmmm, with Flyingdales, getting some idea whether the decoys were
credible or not, and so on. The man in charge in Paris, Anglophobe, wouldn’t let
Aérospatiale talk to us at all. We had to go to Brussels to talk. Yeah, so the technical
meetings were in a bedroom in Brussels. No – oh yeah, we were there for other
reasons, you know, part of other meetings and so on, but they got buried in the
AGARD study really. But it is quite amusing because that AGARD study – whatever
we said about countermeasures the French would never say more than either they
agree or they disagree. They would never actually give us any idea of what their
views were. Hmmm, now in a sense, the American services were like that, by law
they were required to be, but we did actually have a JOWOG set up under the 1958
agreement where we could talk decoys to Americans, and through that we could talk
to TRW and the US Ballistic Missile Office and so on, as well the US navy. You
know, so we had a good idea of the way American thinking went, and also the
complete different attitudes between the services. Basically, I’ve been to services,
when they wanted a manoeuvring entry vehicle, they had to go to the Secretary of
State and he said, ‘You, the Air Force, will do it that way, and you the Navy will do it
the other way.’ You know, it would lay down from the top because they couldn’t
agree on how to do it, and so on. Which in a sense comes back to how do you get on
with the Americans. Hmmm, at working level, if they’re told they can talk to us there
was never a problem, right. If they were told they couldn’t, they would sit there and
keep their mouths shut. Hmmm, the first … the first exchange in 1969, when we went
to talk to Lockheeds about – really the proposals that … no, it would have been in 19
– feasibility year. We went to say this is our understanding, and what it is we want to
do. And we’d written a paper, I’d written a paper which I’ve got a copy somewhere,
about what was going to be the design issues, you know, what would the – what were
the options going to be, and things like that, you know. And that was sent to
Americans for comment. And they made no comment whatsoever. Basically they
said, ‘We’ve been asked to listen and we’ve been asked not to comment.’ Two years
later when they’ve got their contract – that’s another problem I’ve got to highlight,
that the trouble with getting K8793 going was that Nixon would not agree to the
American support until the UK government said it was serious about it. Because it
meant they would have to tell us, big risk anyhow [ph], in service information, things
which are – only the president could release. He had to make a determination, and so
on. Hmmm, when he made the determination to actually help us, which was always
about eighteen months too late to actually help the UK, we’d already made our minds
up what we were doing, then Lockheed said to us, he said, ‘Yeah, we listened to what
you all said when you came over, at the beginning you know, and we agreed with
every word you said,’ [laughs], you know. It didn’t do any harm because they didn’t
have any real criticism to say. In fact, what did they basically say about Chevaline, ‘If
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we had the same constraints as you have, we’d have done what you did.’ They
couldn’t have been nicer. They did help us everywhere they could – the …
[50:40]

When … when we were having these gas dynamic problems, which inherent with
Polaris, we set up a third scale rig at Foulness to do a dynamic test as well – full scale
trials later on, but we had to get a feel for what was going on early on and so on.
Lockheeds came over, you know, sent the experts as it were, who’d done their own
test there, and sat and talked it all over with people, gave their best opinion and things
like that. No complaint on that side of it. They did what they could. But they didn’t
do any extra work for us and so on. Yeah, I am – it does remind me of other
anecdotes which are not to our credit of course. But we went to the Lockheed rocket
test site at, er … Santa Cruz I suppose. Yeah, up in the mountains. We stopped at the
village below the test site to have lunch. Now this was an Italian place where
basically had bare wood tables, and all you got was whatever they’d cooked for lunch.
There’s no choice, no menu, you know. You took what came, you know. And they
put red wine at – Italian style California wine on the table in jugs, and you paid for
how much you drunk. You know, very American like I might say. So we got to a
stage – you know, it was a good hilarious lunchtime and so on there. And it got to a
stage everybody was trying to surreptitiously top up everybody else’s glass, you know
so that the drinking would last a bit longer, a lot longer there. In the end, anyhow, we
did get out of the place and we got up to the guard at the gate, you know. Now, we
had to get out of the car and go and get – walk into the guardhouse and despite the
fact that the road was eighteen feet wide; two of our party fell into the ditch. Well,
that took a bit of doing I’d say, and we were clearly all of us drunk. The guards were
a bit puzzled what to do with us. We were taken in to see the head of the area. Now
the head of the area was an Englishman, he was considered by the rest of the staff of
being very English, a bit stiff and uppish, and so on, and there we were, we got into
the – his conference room, and first thing he said, ‘All right,’ to his secretary, ‘Lots of
black coffee.’ So lots of black coffee come in there, and we discovered that by the
time we spilled a bit of black coffee on the table you can actually play blow football
with straws and these empty plastic cups. So there was this coffee on the table, and
we were blowing things around [laughs]. He said – and we got embarrassed after a
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while as we sobered up, you know, and things like you know. And all the manager
says that, ‘I’m glad you did that! I’m glad you did!’ And we say ‘Why?’ He said,
‘Well all my staff think am an old stuffy Englishman, you know, and you’ve proved
that English aren’t,’ [laughs]. He was mad as the rest of them. So went in to see the
rocket test site. Those were the days I think we were actually interested would they
do a beryllium ablation test for us. And we were shown this fluorine motor, fluorine
oxygen motor. Now that was quite something. You had to wear an oxygen mask to
be in the area because of the toxicity risk, and so on, you know. Naturally there we
were our masks on, what did the English do? ‘Exterminate! Exterminate!’ We
walked around – we all – the English knew what the joke was, you know. The
Americans hid behind the equipments saying, ‘What did we got here?’ [Laughs] Oh,
was very funny, yes. One of my party, Cyril Martin, suddenly realised he had a plane
to catch and he apparently – he got from the test site to the airport in a record time
compared to what any American – any American ever achieved. Mind you in those
days there was a speed limit on the American roads of fifty-five miles an hour, you
know, and he must have been doing eighty or more. Down winding roads off the
hills, I might say you know, not down freeways, still [laughs]. Yes, we – that visit
was well remembered by the Americans, and so on you know, the English are like
that. I did call in that place when – eleven years ago we were over there doing
something else. And we were going past it and I said, ‘Oh I must go in to see this
place’, and so on. Yeah.

[55:50]

English got a bit like that. Hmmm, when we visited Lockheeds, again during
Chevaline, my annual visit, we found the Americans would turn out a cocktail party,
which meant that on the way home they’d stop somewhere in a bar at five o’clock in
the afternoon for an hour, or hour and a half, before they got – they went home, you
know; to have a drink or two with the Brits. And we said this – this is not our idea of
a social activity. I had a Huntings’ man, Colin Gaskin – Gaskill, Gaskill, yeah,
stationed over there. Living in a – what do they call these places where a bunch …
no, that word doesn’t come to me either. In a bunch of generous flats in a block with
a surrounding wall or gates
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A gated community?

It begins with M. Doesn’t matter, it’ll come back. We had a man there anyhow, so
we basically said, ‘Come on, you know, we’ll host the cocktail party,’ you know.
And what’s more it being in an evening, each of the Lockheed people can bring their
wives along, you know, and make it a proper social affair, and things like that. These
worked very well because the wives turned out – American wives turned up and said,
‘Yeah, we don’t come to these works dos, we don’t meet anybody,’ like that. So that
was a success. I remember, that’s right around about Harvey Wallbangers made with
Mexican Tequila and brandy and something or rather, the sort of thing where they
recon that you can walk and pick up the first three but after that it was crawling you
had to get to the bar. Hmmm, I don’t remember whether we proved them wrong or
right [laughs], but it’s that sort of thing. A condominium, that’s the word I was
thinking of. Condominium, yes. Had an M in it, you see [both laugh].

I was going to say that until you say it was starting with M, so ...

Yeah, it doesn’t matter. Went dead, it was in my mind, a condominium. One of the –
one of our chaps, the Air Commodore, who was a Huntings leader at that stage. He
went out the wrong door of the condominium, and found himself an area he couldn’t
recognise. So instead of coming back he just hired a passing taxi and went back to
where we were staying, and so on. ‘Cause we’d lost him. So we went and searched
all the swimming pools for yards and yards around to see if he was drowned or
something like that, because he was that sort [both laugh]]. When I say he was that
sort, when we went to one trip and we stopped off for our weekend in Las Vegas, he
opted to sit next to the swimming pool where all the girls were, while we all drove off
to see the Red Rock country [laughs]. So he might be more sensible than we were
[laughs].

I can’t help but notice we’ve spent quite a lot of this session talking about drinking in
some form or another. It’s a …

What can you do at the weekend?
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Well is that part of the job [laughs], you know.

No, what can you do at weekends? And so on you know, hmmm …

Is working for the RAE a – is it a hard drinking place, ‘cause it … [laughs]

No, not really. When I was junior, when I first started, we used at lunch time go up to
the Swan in – at the south gate, and play bar billiards and have a pint of beer and a pie
for lunch. Which in those days is what you could get in a pub, you know. There were
no – not the days when we have sandwiches or cooked meals or anything like that,
you know.

[1:00:00]

But once I got married, that was the end of that. We didn’t – you know, life got
reorganised in a different sort of away. You know, I never lived more than two and a
half miles away from my office, so I could actually cycle to and from home at lunch
times, for example, you know. Hmmm …

You mentioned you lived in a hostel originally?

We didn’t drink – the hostel didn’t have licence. There where two pubs outside, but
we only ever went drinking if it was a special occasion. So it was not very often.
Walks, yes, we did a lot of those in the neighbourhood. In fact all up round Decot –
Deepcut, and Pirbright, and places like that in the army camps, we walked all around
those in the days. And when Marguerite was working up in London, I used to catch
the first train out of Frimley, which was before the station was open. The train would
stop in the station but there’d be no staff at the station and the gate would be locked.
So I don’t know why it stopped. I used to go into the station, hop over the fence, you
know, and buy my ticket when I got to Waterloo, and so on. The train used to go out
through, er … Camberley, Ascot, and all the long way round, and so on, to get up
there. But I could get to Marguerite’s in time to have breakfast with her and walk her
to work, you know. Now that’s what I consider courting [laughs]. Then go and so
something in London until lunch time, have lunch with her, or come back and have
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the evening meal, things like that, you know, yeah. It got weary after year of that.
We decided I can’t – neither of us could keep this up and say, ‘Well, we’re either
going to get married or break it up, you know, one over the other,’ [laughs]. That was
very funny because in the August we came down home and actually said, ‘We’re
going to get married.’ ‘When are you getting married?’ ‘In November.’ All my
family said, ‘Is she pregnant?’ ‘No.’ [Laughs] Oh dear yes, yeah.

What year is this?

Oh, that was the way it was.

What year are we talking about?

That would be ‘55, ‘55 yeah. Yes, it was … yeah. Drinking was associated with the
Morris as far as I’m concerned, really. There were – at work there would be
celebrations like there’d always be a Christmas party, and so on. They’d always be
the odd – because in the RAE you weren’t allowed to bring alcohol in. It was
tolerated at Christmas only, and so on. But then you couldn’t bring a car in or bicycle
in those days either. You know, the world was somewhat different then.

So where did you actually live at the start? Was this hostel an RAE hostel?

It was an RAE run hostel, yes. Up in North Farnborough, right opposite the RAE
playing field where the sports field are and sports pavilion was, and so on. In fact the
RAE had it’s annual fete in June, and the RAE Morris team was first formed to
actually just be entertainment for that. It was thought it was going to be one off
device, you know, we did do it once and we so enjoyed it we thought we’d keep
going, and so on. Yeah.

So you’ve got an annual fete …

Well, it was something to do.
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That sounds a little strange for a research establishment to have an annual fete, it’s
…

Yeah, when you want to meet people and so on, yeah. Drinking in the UK … I can’t
think ... in the early days certainly the de Havilland days, Blue Streak days, it really
wasn’t a factor, it wasn’t something one did. When we got round to Chevaline,
Sperrys, because we were senior visitors, would take us out to a pub in Bracknell for a
while. Hmmm, that’s when it was sort of – we tried the dodge of seeing if we could
get apple pie with a slice of cheddar cheese, Yorkshire style, you see. And we
discovered what he’d done, is that the chef would actually – we’d caught the chef
clipping the sugar off the apple pie, you know, and then cutting the slice of cheese. I
remember that. Now they then decided it was economic for them to actually have a
mess on site. So they built a senior engineers’ dining room, and got in good wine at
cheap prices, and things of that sort you know. In fact the whole company benefited
for doing that. So I supposed we ate in – ate and had a bottle of wine. With Huntings,
they also developed a mess on site as a better proposition. But I don’t know about –
you only drank in the sports club. We’d have an annual cricket match with Huntings
in the summer, and in the winter a games night in the sports pavilion where people in
the project at our end of it would go up there for the day, and Huntings would turn out
a bunch of people. The rules of the cricket were like you couldn’t be out first ball,
you retired when you scored twenty, you had to bowl two overs even if you couldn’t
bowl, type thing, you know. And what’s more there was somebody earmarked to
bring you – keep your pint of – your beer glass topped up during the match. You see,
we invented twenty-twenty cricket I think first [laughs], or something in the right
spirit and so on.

[1:06:00]

With the other companies, we never did have any sports game with Sperrys. They
weren’t that sort. But, hmmm, MLAviation liked to have an annual, hmmm, let’s do
something type thing, you know like, let’s build something or other, let’s build, er …
a device of some sort, you know. So you’d turn up with a bag of tools, and they’d
give you a bunch of bits of wood, tubes, and things like that, you know, and you make
something.
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What sorts of things?

I’m trying to think of some of them now. Hmmm, they were all unlikely things
anyhow. Something like with a caterpillar track, I remember one. The social side of
that sort of thing did a lot – did a lot for you to realise that people – a talent that was
not related to their status in the job, you know, you could get good cricketers who
actually were apprentices and that sort of thing, you know. It – yeah, I thought was
very good. We only ever had one social for the RAE people alone. We – we hired a
hall over there and had a social night when George Munns became the head of the
department and had to do, I was the caller for a barn dance with a RAE band. That
was a good evening and so on. There could have been more of those sorts of social
evenings but it was hard to fit in. The problem in the ‘70s is that there were so many
committees that we had a calendar with all the committees just to make sure that
everybody met once every six or seven weeks.

Committees doing what?

You know, you met twice a quarter basically. You couldn’t meet monthly. There
were too many committee meetings to fit in. And this is where I’ve learned the
lesson, you know, the committee has to be the solution not the problem. To me this
committee – it’s very hard to kill them.

Can we talk about that?

But the systems working party for Chevaline started in 1967, as it were, and was still
going in 1982. You couldn’t get rid of it. Obviously what it talked about changed
and things like this, you know, but it’s not the way I would imagine. My attitude to a
meeting was you start early, if you got any argument, out you go and sort it out
outside, you know, in the corridor or another office, and things like that, you know.
And when we finished – you know when we finished the real business it was over and
you went home. Now, Aldermaston people used to find that being turfed out of the
RAE eleven o’clock in the morning, you know, could be quite difficult because they
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could get to the office before lunch time, you know. And they’d always sort of allow
for staying – stopping at a hotel on the way back, or something like that.

Could you actually talk about –

But I saw no point. There’s no – you know, you’re just wasting everybody’s time.
Now, I had one man, John Flood, who could write with both hands. You know, and
what’s more he could not only write left-handed writing, but he could write different
things at the same time. He did well for himself, he became director of Rapier in
headquarters in a while. But he was the sort of person who actually ran a meeting,
wrote the minutes, as it where, and so on, as he went along and made notes for his
own report up on what he had to do. So he was writing multiple versions of the same
thing, you know. And he was very impressive to see at work. He was very, very
good. Not necessarily that what Sperry did weren’t any better because of it. But he
did dig them out of the hole on a number of occasions.

Can you talk a little bit about … we talked about all the technical aspects …

Now we got quarter to six. That’s the first hour gone [laughs].

Yes, doesn’t time fly?

Doesn’t time go, yeah [laughs].

In that case, I think today there are two or three –

We’ve got ourselves now up to –

Yeah, we’re about 1970s period –

We’ve only got ourselves up to Chevaline days.

Can I ask –
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Right.

We’ve talked quite a lot about the technical aspects of Chevaline but –

Yeah.

Can we talk a little bit about what – what it’s actually like working on the project
over this period?

Yeah.

How busy are you would be the question –

[1:10:47]

When they were trying to set the project up in 1969ish, the obvious choice was Fred
East at RAE or his opposite number. Weapons department, you see, had a head of
weapons and two deputy heads, one covering projects and the other one covering
research. Either would have made an excellent leader. Fred East, in particular, had
been in armaments department, a new – the arming and fusing issues that went with
nuclear warheads and so on. He had run WE177 – [addresses MD] ah, you are back.
I did say about half past five, you see. Well done.

MD: I would have been down before that, because I heard the phone ringing.

Oh, did you. All right. Right. Ten past seven train.

MD: Ten past –

The ten past six one’s a bit too …

Oh I’m going to grab – I’ll grab something on the way.

MD: We can get you very nice fish and chips down the bottom of the road.
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That’s fine, I’ll grab something on the way. [laughs] I’ve had one proper meal today,
so …

Well, don’t worry

MD: It was a good meal.

It was a good meal [all laugh].

You won’t get one like that very often. No.

Burger King on the way back.

Yeah, but it’s a nice place to visit. Yeah. Hmmm, Fred had the right sort of attitude.
He didn’t let people know what his views were. You know, you had to put all the
case to him and things like this till he made up his mind. He is an ideal boss. But by
the time he was being offered the job of running Chevaline he’d already got a place at
the Defence College, he could have been two years there in preparation for a senior
job in London. And when he finished he became – worked for Vic Macklen in the
nuclear area for a few years, and then he became director at Fort Halstead, the
RARDE place and so on, you know. So he did very well. And he was brought back
into Chevaline to support the navy because the navy had made a balls-up really of
things on their side. So the two obvious candidates who were well qualified weren’t
available. They both had other jobs they wanted to do. So Peter Jones, who’d
actually ran the study for Mac – the first study group and then the PRESS study, ‘67,
‘69, he was an obvious choice. He understood what these issues were. He was a
good presenter. He read everything that was sent to him and so on. He worked very
hard. He’d been a fighter pilot at the end of the war, he was a part owner of a Tiger
Moth. He, in the Blue Streak days, had been responsible for telemetry at the time
when Aldermaston outshone anybody anywhere on high bandwidth telemetry. They
are they were far better than RAE was, and so on. And he designed and implemented
the down range station at Talgarno in Australia which never got to be used, and so on.
But you know, a good systems man who understood things, and so on. Good at
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presentation. His weakness was he could pull the story together and make a very
good presentation of it even when it was flawed, you know, and there were occasions
when I realised that in fact he’d pulled the wood over my eyes, you know. It all
sounded very plausible and I realised after a while, sometimes after days, in fact, no,
their weaknesses – he was telling me the official stories, as it were, going up rather
than in fact telling me, and when I had problems, what to do. But it did help me
seriously when it came to things like hardening technology. He had no – didn’t have
the staff that Aldermaston to advise about nuclear effects. One man who could have,
you know, a good consultant but we needed a dozen people to do the work that we
needed doing. So we had to give the job to Sperrys, hmmm, he arranged for a party of
Americans to come across once a quarter to talk to the vulnerability working group,
hmmm, which a meeting I chaired to actually sort out, with the Sperry people, people
like Tom Lukeman, what approach we should do. Because the Americans hadn’t
hardened a weapon system of their own at the time. We were actually breaking new
ground for the West, you know. We did have real problems and the American
contacts who were all for Department of Energy – DO – no … it was down Telegraph
Lane, out of Washington, but where I can’t remember now. [Interviewee was referring
to Defence Nuclear Agency] Hmmm, but they were all more academics than
industrious is it were, you know, but they were aware of the latest work and things
like that. And they were very good at being able to say, give us a critical appraisal of
what we suppose to do, and what we had done. And we came up with a clever
scheme I think, a three layer scheme of one, where the first thing you describe what
each bit was in detail. Then you did a crude assessment about its performance,
capability, radiation issues and things that sort. And if you didn’t like the answer,
then a very detailed – all the test programme, and things of that sort. Now there were
130 different electronic components that we came up with because the radiation
environment was not severe. It wasn’t like Apollo, where they had to do it with seven
components. You know, we could get by lots more. And of which I think about
something like six to eight components were actually critical, but needed detail testing
in the end and so on. But we did come up with a very good way of doing it and this
three phase programme meant that it kept under control. Particularly when, as I say,
there were people only coming in to see it every few months, and so on. I was quite
pleased with that. Hmmm, I thought I chaired the meetings very well considering I
didn’t know not what I was doing. If you know what I mean.
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[1:17:40]

[laughs] Just so I’ve got this straight on my head. Peter Jones is in-charge of all
Chevaline then?

Yeah, yeah. Well he brought in the engineering. He got a little systems group
together, bearing in mind Aldermaston done no systems work ever before. But he got
some suitable people with fresh minds as it were, to think about things. I wrote the
specification for what the RAE bit had to do, hmmm, first, second and third definition
requirement. And I was – what motoring, what accuracies, all the things like that, the
interpretations of what we had to do. In fact the way it was, the navy wrote a spec in
the broadest terms, you know, like ‘don’t change the missile more than you have to’.
‘Don’t make the submarine safety any worse than is now at the moment’, type thing
you know. In other words, it was sort of thou shall not do type things, rather than
firm requirements. Then Aldermaston, their systems people, in conjunction with
everybody else, wrote their systems criteria against which the system was to be
judged but not condemned. You know, they would say what you’d like it to do,
bearing in mind the intelligence, information, and so on. Then the RAE as a RDA
wrote its own spec about what it wanted contractors to do. Now each contractor
wrote a spec for what it intended to do. Having done with the development
programme, getting towards the stage when you had to say what is it we’ve done,
right; we then got the contractor to re-write his specification against which we rewrote ours, you know. So the official spec on them in the end fitted to what actually
was done, right. Then what we got in the end, we then assessed against what the
Aldermaston asked us to do. Because it was a major project, the formal approval
process – yeah approval, would have been a terribly longwinded and mountains of
paperwork. But I was introduced to the naval’s acceptance captain, the man who had
to – on behalf – he was a captain – had to accept on behalf of the navy and he used the
traditional naval route of a questionnaire. In other words, a first level questionnaire
asked quite high level questions like, are you convinced that it does so and so, you
know, can you do X, Y and Z, sort of things like that. Then that was supported by a
second or even a third level questionnaire going down to detail as was necessary.
Instead of actually having, you know, the bottom layer of questions, that’s all you
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asked, and somebody had to unscramble from that what is the answers he wanted, you
know, basically put it in a way of saying you tell us what it is we want to know. And
I saw that and said for approval submission, we, RAE, will actually do the same thing.
We’ll provide you with a questionnaire, to the contractors and everybody else, not
only for the missile and the pack, but actually for the behaviour of the re-entry
vehicle. Because the interface between us and Aldermaston on the re-entry vehicle
was the surface of the body. We were responsible for its behaviour, dynamic,
kinematic behaviour. They were responsible for its behaviour as a mechanical device
inside, and so on you know. It worked very well. And what we did, again, we had a
three level thing. We drafted the first version at least three years before it was
needed. We provided – Rex Chase and I provided our first guess at what the second
level answers – first and second level answers would be, you know, and circulated
these widely with the senior level of project. Problem number one is to make sure the
Admiral and his staff were never surprised, you know, you can’t do that to an
Admiral, particularly when he has an opposite number in the States who delights in
asking him awkward questions like did he know that? Because he’d been briefed by
Lockheeds about some problem? You know, so we always kept feeding up. But the
approval process worked very well. As I say, we did in the end four additions of it,
improving the top level and second level apply. The third level was basically what we
got out of the companies. And that was supported as I say by their final spec, our
final spec on them. The final spec it had a WE number, and the reason WE177 is
called WE177 is that the spec we placed on Huntings – the first spec we placed on
Huntings to make a guess on what the weapon would be, was – as weapons that had
only just been formed, it was WE177 that they replied to and somehow it stuck as a
name. You know, nothing clever about it, it just happened that way. There are people
outside like Richard Moore who don’t believe that but I can say I was there, you
know, I know how we got that [laughs] silly point. Yeah.

[1:23:32]

What was your own natural job on Chevaline?

Hmmm, as I say, I came in to run the section on Polaris improvements in ‘67 having
been a consultant for the previous five years. So I knew exactly what we’d all done
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up to then anyhow, and so on. Hmmm, when I say consultant, yeah, you’re called
into a meeting, and they run through while they present, you know, where they got to
and things like that. There were one or two questions they’d ask, you know, what my
opinion about, will that work, was that a good idea, and things of that sort.
Consultancy, you know was best sort...

So consultancy right from’ 62 when the sort of Polaris stuff was being perfected?

When we came into Polaris. You know the problem … what – Bill never came back
from where – to say, is that, you know, it looks like we were going to get something
not like we thought about. You know, for God sake what does it do? You know,
what’s all this funny thing called gas dynamic, and things like that, you know. Now
Polaris itself was introduced by Bill Neville, one man and a boy. He was the only
man full time on it. All the rest of the effort he needed he brought in as and when he
needed it, you know, so it wasn’t a major task. The HR169 was a different
proposition, you know, it was decoys and things like that. But then of course we were
the same people. We have been doing the flight trials for observables, we actually
were the only people who actually knew how to calculate re-entries and do all the
things there. So of course we were consulted, you know. When the Polaris
improvement section was set up, they were five – five people working for me. I grew
a beard because I was the youngest one, I might say. That was the problem. Hmmm,
again we were working for Bill Neville, in effect, you know, bringing that sort of area
together. He then left us for a while to work for Timber Research at Princes
Risborough [ph], then he came back to work at headquarters on Chevaline, looking
after the finance, which he did a very good job on this as well. My staff at that stage,
hmmm, writing up bits that were required, getting sums done, ran a contract with
Huntings, doing work for the Ordnance Board, like, what happens if the submarine
surface is underneath a trawler, not what happens to the trawler, but what happens to
the submarine and the missile inside, and that sort of thing. You know, yeah we kept
ourselves busy on a wide range of interesting jobs. Having said that the Eng 1 that I
had, he was a very good mechanical engineer, was actually with his brother-in-law
trying to set up a small business to make outboard motors, which after three years he
went away and did.
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Eng 1, sorry?

Eng 1, oh, engineers. Eng 1, 2, and 3 grades, and so on, you know. They are properly
– they are real engineers. They’ve been properly trained, chartered engineers I should
say, you know, and so on. Not scientists doing engineering problems, or not
engineers like me doing academic jobs. No. Yeah, but he did a very good job for us.
He was ex-Aldermaston but he couldn’t stand the atmosphere over there. In the end
on the hardening of things, I had an Aldermaston man, again another Eng 1, coming
to manage it for me, because he couldn’t really stand the atmosphere at Aldermaston.
It’s all right Tom, watching the time, you know. The working atmosphere over there,
there’s much freer attitude over here. The problem is because of security reasons it’s
a much more closed shop over there. You know, one bit doesn’t talk to another
except via the boss at the top of the chain, and so on. And we had hilarious situations
where committees were staffed by Aldermaston people at SPSO level, and RAE
people a grade or two grades lower, because I just sent the people who actually knew
what they were talking about, you know. Aldermaston would send the section leader
rather than the man doing the job. Well that’s their way of doing business.

Hmm –

But there couldn’t have been a bigger cultural difference between Farnborough and
Aldermaston, except of course the navy at Bath who were totally different for other
reasons, you know. The Bath people had already put Polaris into service. They’d –
for six years, and got into service within a day of the promise and within budget, you
know. They knew what they were doing, because the US navy had told them what to
do, you know. In other words, you build a submarine; you put this bit on the back end
of it. This is what you do for targeting. This is how you make this bit work. This is
how you make the missile work, this is how you do flight trial, and so on and so on,
you know. They were expected by Aldermaston to do exactly the same thing for
Chevaline, for what became Chevaline, you see. What they did do is they addressed
very well all the things they were familiar with, with Polaris, but didn’t address those
things which would have been novel to them, which sort of didn’t occur to them to put
into their programme of work. Like they were going to fly a dozen missiles starting
the mid-’70s, with Lockheeds help, they were going to get the flat pad at Cape
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Kennedy operational. They’re going to have to get the – Lockheeds to set up the team
to prepare the vehicles, to take the vehicles that we were going to use out of their
stock pile, to modify bits of equipment, all sorts of things that had to be done, you
know. And the navy didn’t really address that, I don’t know who they thought were
going to address it. But when Fred East arrived in ‘75, they employed 500 people
from BAE at Filton to do all the things they hadn’t done. And these people had very
little effect on what we were doing at Farnborough, had no effect on Aldermaston
‘cause Aldermaston just wouldn’t let them in the door [laughs].

[1:30:07]

Hmm. Running out of time today, but I’ve got one or two final questions I’d like to
ask.

Right

One of them was just actually quickly picking up on your role in Chevaline.

Well as I said, I was the section leader.

Right.

When we started in ‘70 I was the deputy head of the division. They brought in
George Hicks, who’s a very well thought of senior man, for his last job before
retirement, as it were. He had come from Oford Ness. He had set the ballistic range
up at Oford Ness, and then basically set-up the Woomera range after the war. And
well respected in Australia; he was the one who went out to Australia to set up all
these rather sensitive Chevaline test in Australia with Australian money being spent,
and things like that. You know, hmmm, he was ideal for the job, while I got the all
the engineering going. In ‘72, I became – took over his place as divisional head.
After three years we decided the division should be divided into two, and we brought
in Norman Blight to look after the flight trials, because the Australian trials had then
grown up so much that half the people where commuting to Australia, and things of
that sort. It got out of my control. And then a couple of years later we split my
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division up into engineering and systems, and we brought in George Munns to look
after the engineering. Because in that stage development was over, and we were in
integration work. Hmmm, there was an awful lot of talking but not much design
effort. I got stuck with the systems work not because I was a systems engineer, I was
not, you know. But I was the only one able to do the job. You know, none of the
others that were available around the RAE had the, you know, the slightest chance of
dealing with that. So I ended up being a division leader up until 1982. So when I said
I got promoted in ‘82 – no, that’s – ‘82 was when, hmmm, Bill Lester arrived and
took over, that’s right. I was promoted in 1980 to DCSO. And I ran – carried –
continued running the division for two years, which saw us into the approval
submission. All the – not only the development trials, the approval trials, and the inservice DASOs, and my people were responsible during the flight analysis and how
that actually amplified all our performance capabilities statement. In the end was
responsible for performance and so on.

So when did Chevaline actually get into service?

Yeah. I had responsibility for safety in the early days, hmmm, early discussion with
the Ordnance Board and so on, where we had this from, and reliability. Had a group
of people looking after reliability, endless battles that was, endless.

How slow?

Well I don’t know if you understand reliability, Bayesians? Oh, Bayesian was a – an
English vicar who invented this – the proper theory of statistical analysis, who said if
you had a bit of evidence which gave you prior knowledge, and then you got some
more evidence, how does the more evidence modify your view? And he did that in a
strict mathematical way, which is the Bayesian technique as it were, you know. Now
the only problem is, is what do you start with? When you ask you say, what’s the
reliability of a weapon like Chevaline? You have to guess to start with what you
think the state of the art is, it be mechanical design, electrical design, and things of
that sort. So you come up with a set of priors, and as you do test on components you
can improve the data based on your experience of it. And on something like the
RFAC, that’s the Radio Frequency Attenuating Connector, of which we fired several
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billion times in tests and so on, you know, we had a reliability of four decimal places,
you know. Some of these things in other words could be done in America. But when
it comes to some of the single shot devices, which were involved in flying, perhaps
you got twenty-four over the whole development programme. You know, so there
was incompatibility. And there were many arguments about reliability people on
whose theory, which approach, you should do. Because unfortunately the navy,
because they were keeping tabs on the US navy’s experience, they believed in head
counts. Because the Americans fired, you know, a hundred of them over the years,
and so on you know, they actually had a statistically significant number of trials. We
didn’t, you know. Our programme consisted of six off the flat pad, three more with a
different build standard off a flat pad, three out of the submarine, three acceptance
trials from another submarine, and then the DASO's, two at a time. You know, so you
built up a number under different circumstances and things like that. So there were
problems reconciling. And of course you didn’t want to wait until the thing had been
in service for several years to come up with a reliability number. You had to – the
targeteer wanted to know what his chances of hitting something was; so you wanted
not only the accuracy, but the probability of the thing getting there. So that was...

So Polaris –

It all becomes a matter of judgement in the end, because it can – only if you spread
the project out long enough could you have all the information you want at any one
time when you need it. On the whole, you’ll have a form – forming judgements as
you go along about what you think it’s going to be like and so on.

[1:36:50]

How did you feel when Chevaline actually got into service?

It was great when the first one went and went. No problems at all. The third one
failed. The third one – the PE3 failed, because it tilts under gravity it probably when
tilting out, it cut through a cable that wasn’t properly laid in. Mind you, it wasn’t
properly laid in because in fact there was not – it wasn’t defined on where the cable
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should run until after we’d had a chop through, you know, and then we realized it was
serious and we had to do something about it.

My last question I have for today which I’m coming to is – I was just wondering how
you felt about working with nuclear weapons for thirty years, forty years, it’s ... ?

No, I’m bitterly opposed them. You only have to see the BBC film of the two
Japanese detonations, and the after effects on people, which I say, I saw before I
joined the RAE, you know, to realize how horrible the whole thing is. Anybody
who’s opposed to nuclear weapons, if they’ve ever seen this film, you know, would be
bitterly opposed to it, you know, it is a dreadful business. What it does, the radiation
effect on people for months afterwards is terrible. You know, but you don’t get rid of
something by marching around waving banners. You only get away from it by
actually saying it’s – in the end, I’ve worked on it, it’s going to cost you a lot, you’re
not going to be able to use it for much, you know. You can’t use on a battlefield on
Eastern Europe, because it sets the clouds going and you get radioactive rain so
everything comes to a stop. It may be how you want to stop the war, but it’s a rather
messy way of doing it. You know, one atomic bomb, not a megaton bomb, an atomic
bomb on a city like Birmingham, or Manchester, or Liverpool you know, would
exceed the capacity of British – British, not local hospitals, but hospitals to deal with
the people. The only credible civil defence thing is to actually get the army to
surround the place and stop all the victims from escaping, you know. And just say,
turn your face and say, these people are going to die, so they can die without any
treatment. You know, it really – you only have to examine what the – they have been
publishing in recent years DVDs of the information films about these things. They
are ghastly to watch, I might say. You realize quite well. Go to the secret bunker in
Northwick, which is, you know, is a museum of the Cold War attitudes, and you can
see the sort of get-ups of – the civil defence posters, the equipment that people were
going to wear, how actually they proposed to handle things and so on, and you realise
the folly of it all. You know, there was nowhere near enough to address the problem
which they hoped they never had to face.

Hmm.
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But that’s not a reason for not working on these projects. Now, just because you
don’t like it…

Did you never have any doubts along the way?

… In what sense? [pause] All the work we did on launch vehicles, all the work we
did on re-entry vehicles, you know, all the work we did on ejecting decoys and things
of that sort, has wider application. When you get to SDI with missiles that hit to kill,
all those lessons apply.

Hmm.

The one thing we haven’t talked to you about which I’d love to do another session on
is about the series of jobs I did after 1980; of various things which for one reason or
another got abandoned by other people, or rejected for money, or didn’t make it in one
way or the other. Although some of them we spent millions on, you know, all of
these things which I hope I can give you the case of why we did these things at all,
and what we’d have gained out of them. But you see I was in an area for – after
Trident have been decided, in the area of diminishing returns. The funding in that
area was intended to be run down, because first of all we were buying Trident and
they didn’t intend to do anything with it unless really forced, and the Soviet Defence
System did not developed, so we weren’t forced to do anything. And the issues to do
with Trident update and Trident replacement, I sat on the council anyhow to deal with
that, so I’ve had been well aware of what’s going on and made my input to that.

But my last, my final final final question for the day though, is if nuclear weapons
systems are so awful as you’ve described, did it at all make you uncomfortable to be
working on them?

No. I was in the folk group, you know, along with endless fellow travellers and
commoners, and so on. Quite a few of my friends were CND enthusiasts, there’s
several Morris terms have the badge, you know, CND badge built into their logo and
things of that sort. I didn’t have a problem with it. I had sympathy [laughs].
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I – I just – I just wonder how you can actually like carry on the day-to-day basis with
…

Well

Doing something that is ultimately –

You get cynical after a while and say you know, why did people walk from the
Aldermaston to Trafalgar Square? And it was really, the young lads were bedding
down with the girls each night at every stop. You know, the walk in between was just
to work up the enthusiasm, you know. Yes, it’s difficult of course, but, er … that’s
the way …

MD: You didn’t do that.

Well … is there –

MD: [laughs] I know he didn’t because he was with me.

The whole thing is – the protest about it is futile, you know, because there’s no way
they are going to change the government’s attitude. The government said right at the
start of our approach – that in fact – or was it Bevan, we’ve got to have it. We don’t
know what its use is, but we’re going to have a union jack on it, a bomb and so on.
And it has generated status around the world, and it does actually put Britain, hmmm
… well in the G8 and everything else, you know. You know, in other words, a leading
power. Now is that a good idea? No, I’d personally be very happy to join Belgium
and Holland and actually be a backwater. We wouldn’t have so many immigrants to
start with, you know, we’d be a smaller country and so on. But for better or worst for
what we are. And it’s the advances, like the big super computers for Aldermaston,
that enable aircraft firms to actually build the wings for Airbus, and so on, you know.
Hmmm, the testing on materials and things of that sort is essential to nuclear warhead,
in fact it spilled often to chemistry and materials work all over the place. Yeah. And
it’s cheap at the price, I think really.
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Cheap as a price in its economic spin-offs you mean, or in terms of …

Well if Chevaline cost, you know, perhaps a billion pounds when you put in
headquarters’ cost, but it was value for money. It worked from ‘82 around to ‘97. It
actually would have done the job it was intended to do. It had no in-service problems.
There was no in-service upgrade required, unlike almost every other weapon system
and so on. Hmmm, yeah, and it led us into the next phase. Whether we ever needed
Trident is a good question, you know. Whether we need a Trident up-grade now is an
interesting question. You know, when the Foreign Office were asked what is it you
want to do – sorry, what is it you want the – Trident replacement for, in other words,
what’s the threat in 2050? The answer is I don’t know. But they can see problems in
South East Asia, right, as well as problems in the Middle East, and probably by then
problems in Africa, or South America, you know. In other words, they can see
problems everywhere developing out water shortage, climate change, oil shortage,
you know name it. A lot of the rarer minerals we are running out of, you know.
Where’s the nickel, where’s the molybdenum coming from, and so on, you know, in
the longer term. Keep finding additional oil like in the Arctic, or round the Falklands,
you know, hmmm, all that will end up as will end-up eventually with another one of
these Mississippi coastline problems, won’t we? But there’s somewhere in the world
where they can’t do anything about it.

Do you think that’s part of the job of a government scientist then, to actually meet
these political objectives that others have put there?

But the politicians only have a five year vision, because you can’t – it’s like the Met
people – the Met Office can’t give you long term forecast, neither can politicians.
You know, all these politicians in my lifetime, have mucked around with education at
schools, local government, and all these other things you know, were actually well
intended disasters, you see. And it doesn’t look like the coalition is actually going to
be any improvement, which is going off on yet another tangent.

[laughs] Shall we call it...
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That’s my attitude. But would you, as a typical, hmmm, Englishman as it were, be
happy if the government gave up the capability of making a nuclear weapon if ever
needed? And when the asteroid comes heading towards us, who would you want to
save us, type thing, you know.

So the nuclear weapon is there for a contingency then, which …?

Sort of. But that in itself is a nice debating point, you know. What happens when you
let a nuclear weapon off in space, is that we’re talking about? When it’s next to an
asteroid, which may be a heap of loose particles, you know. Yeah, it blows all the
particles around and so on. If there’s a lump of solid rock, what does it do? Ah, we
can answer that question as well, you know. It’s like, erm, Blackpool rock, if you hit
it with a hammer what do you get? You have lots of it, that’s right, you know. And
we have the capability now of actually doing some experimental work which would
give us a clue, you know. Before we even actually get the Japanese specimens back
from asteroid, hmmm, – I can’t remember whether it’s landed or – yes, I think it has
landed – I think the New Scientist said it’s actually arrived back and it’s being shipped
around.

We’re going to have to call it quits for today, but it was a fairly full day.

Yeah. Right half past …

[End of Track 14]
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[Track 15]

… got many vices.

MD: As well.

Yeah, yeah.

All right, we’re running. Roy, I was wondering how your recollections of the work
you were involved in have changed over the course of this interview?

It’s one of the puzzling things, I have the clearest memories about the – well, the first
half of my career, you know. Possibly because I was more involved in the day-to-day
work, you know, so it makes a bigger impact on it. Hmmm, and since 1982, that’s the
last eighteen years, involvement, although the topics are clear, the times of them – the
timing of them is not at all clear, you know, the order. And one of the things I’m
trying to reconstruct now from documents that I’ve preserved is in fact in what order
did I actually do some of these things, you know, or how long did I take with them.
Hmmm, and that’s proving a little more difficult than I imagined, because, erm, the
dates on the documents I’ve got were actually the dates of which I last looked at the
document rather than the date I started things. One of the, er, deficiencies of my way
of working in fact is not to keep … I only keep the latest version of something, you
know, rather than keeping the early versions, or the dates of various things. Hmmm,
usually for the simple reason that if I’m providing prints to people I don’t see the
value of printing half a page of that sort of chronology data, you know, it just costs me
money [laughs]. But all the things I did do in the last, let’s say, the last fifteen years
that mattered, were things which didn’t get – all did what they intended to do, but they
didn’t lead to any major changes. I think partly because the field I was working in
itself was declining somewhat. Hmmm, you know, we looked hard at what should we
replace WE177 with, as bomb, when we looked at what about cruise missiles, you
know, future theatre nuclear weapon, and so on. And the need for these systems just
disappeared, you know, the cold war ended, and so on. And of course Trident
wanders on forever, so thinking about what we replaced it with, or things like that, has
been long drawn out, and really hasn’t reached a conclusion other than what we had
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was probably good enough to continue with, type thing. Which is why I think the
public view at the moment – sorry the government’s view at the moment is that more
of the same is probably all we can justify, and it is the absolute minimum and the
cheapest way of doing something. Because the alternatives, despite the fact I think the
– there are politicians saying there must be a cheaper cruise missile version, but I’ve
said before that there’s no such thing, you know, depended on the mission you want to
achieve, you know. Yeah, you can have a cruise missile that flies up to a couple of
thousand miles subsonic, it could be shot down by a guided weapons all the way
along its flight, you know. Guided weapons, as built by the Americans and the
Soviets, are good enough to deal with the threat. They’re only capable of dealing with
countries, or penetrating countries, that don’t have a modern defence, you know. And
over the next forty years, hmmm, with the way things are going there’s a good chance
that anybody who has delusions of grandeur in fact will buy themselves an ABM
system anyhow, you know. Because the Americans and the Russians will want to sell
something, sell military things, you see.

[04:17]

So these are the sort of problems, you can’t do it, and if you want to fly supersonic
and actually defeat the guided weapons, and so on, they can’t fly far enough.

Do you think there’s a future for Britain as a nuclear power then, as a continued
nuclear deterrent?

Well, I think I’ve said before, you know, in my opinion nuclear weapons are just a
great waste of money, you know, and I do find it a very hard to understand why little
countries want them. But having said that, you know, they can’t – they don’t seem to
be able to resist it, do they? I mean, the Iraqis got very close, they know – they knew
how to build one, weapon, they knew what to do, they just hadn’t actually
accumulated enough enriched uranium to make a bomb. But all they needed was
time. They were getting very close to it. I found my notes from a conference I went
to in Washington in ‘92 where one of the keynote speeches was by the head of the
United Nations inspector, one chappie who led the inspections of weapons of mass
destruction, after the first Gulf war. And it’s quite clear from that that, yes, they were
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much – they were much closer to having had the capability, hmmm, they had the
capability of delivering chemical weapons, they had the chemicals and so on, they
knew what to do with the nuclear bomb, you know, how to put it together, and so on,
not a problem. It was just a matter of time before they did things. And I have a lot of
sympathy now with politicians who went to the second Gulf war because, you know,
if they knew what – where it was ten years before, you know the state of the art there,
of course they would have been suspicious. In the last World War, hmmm, I’m just
reading yet another book about the V weapons, you know, and this is particularly by
the photo reconnaissance people who actually were trying to build up a picture, you
know, they didn’t know what they didn’t know so their problem’s, what were these
wonderful V weapons going to be, you know, what are they like, and things like that.
And how they gradually discovered that one was a rocket, big rocket, and the other
was a little aeroplane, and the other was a big gun, you know, and so on. How that
was all discovered. And our reactions to it, like we don’t really know what it is but it
looks interesting, bomb it [laughs] type, you know. It’s really the only – only policy
they had, because how do you actually attack something like with a nineteen foot span
– little tiny aeroplane that launched out of – out of a simple ramp in woods, you know,
you couldn’t find it. So you had to – whenever you found it you had to swamp the
area of anything you suspected, you had to attack the delivery system, that’s you
know the infrastructure and all that sort of thing, you know. Yes, of course, we
overreacted in the sense that a lot of aircraft missions were deflected from supporting
the Normandy landings and so on. We lost, I don’t know, what 20,000 people in all
the, hmmm [sighs] … crossbow attacks, and this sort of thing of course but yeah [ph],
and so on. It was a great diversion of resources, but when the big guns at – near
Calais were going to fire – equivalent of an eight inch shell, I know it’s not very large,
but they were going to fire one a minute, you know, about 400 barrels, something like
that, you know, firing every few minutes each. So we would have had this continual
bombardment by cruiser side shells, you know, for weeks on end, of London. I mean,
it was a – we’d already had plans to get all the women and – pregnant woman and
children, key people, and things like that, out of the London area, you know. It would
have been absolute chaos. And if it had started when the Germans intended, actually
before D-Day, we wouldn’t have got there. And if we hadn’t actually broken out of
Normandy beaches when we did, and things like that, they still would have actually
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caused chaos, you know. We just kept about by – I wouldn’t say luck, you know, it
meant an incredibly large effort.

[09:03]

Talking about an incredibly large effort, as well, spending thirty, forty years of your
career working with nuclear weapons, I was wondering what you thought they were
for for Britain?

… I suppose, yeah – the first thing is that they were there, you know, they existed,
they were technical engineering problems, you know, they had to be solved and so on.
The rhetoric about why did Britain need to be nuclear and so on, hmmm, well the best
argument I ever heard was that the alternative was a very large standing army, which
meant national service for everybody, three years of it as well, you know, would have
been far more costly, nuclear weapons were the cheap way into it. Particularly when
we were looking at it in terms of NATO and the UK’s contribution, we can make a
contribution in power far larger than it actually cost us, you see, compared to what it
was costing other European countries. So it was a minimum contribution, maximum
effect. Now I could appreciate that. The other thing is that, hmmm, for one reason or
another it kept the United States firmly stuck in this country if not elsewhere, you
know, so that any attack, conventional or non-conventional, on the West would have
involved the US immediately, because of their own resources and assets spread
around. Now that to me is also a powerful argument. At the same time, I must
remind you that the late ‘40s, ‘50s, early ‘60s, America was not that well thought of in
ordinary – amongst ordinary people in this country, we were very much concerned
with the domination of culture by American products, like American films, American
television, and things of that sort, you know. And the fact American money was
buying into everything. I know that there were quite a few people I knew who were
quite pleased when the Arabs started having money and started investing in the States,
and so on, and then the Japanese, and now the Chinese, and so on. In other words
anything to balance it out. But again, when you read the economy, business parts of
newspapers, the Americans still dominate.
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Is that something you’re actually sort of consciously thinking about at the time when
you’re working on –

No, you just notice it. You just notice it.

No, I’m talking about the aspect of keeping Britain, you know, important compared to
the Americans, is this something you’re conscious of when you’re actually working on
these systems, or is it something that’s only clear later?

Don’t you think – I think we were all – all of us involved were conscious that – of the
past, and the fact that by no matter what we did, whatever responsibility we gave up,
the UK still had responsibilities around the world, you know. You can’t get away
from the fact that the Victorians as it were, ran all over a third of the world and so on.
And no matter how rapidly or how well we gave them back, you know, you’re still
responsible for the rubbish – the country was still responsible for the mess that they’d
been left in, you know. And therefore we had an interest, i.e. a responsibility, towards
colony, ex-colonies, ex-dominions, and so on, you know. And I think even an
average Englishman today would still feel something in common with Australians,
New Zealanders, even Indians, you know. The empire has brought people together
socially in a way, you know. Yeah, I don’t think we have a – the same feeling
towards Burma, you know, and places like that. Particularly if they play cricket
[laughs], you know. In other words, no matter what you feel about Mugabe,
Zimbabwe plays cricket, you know, and some of them quite well, you know, hmmm
…

So do you think there’s –

I say it with a smile on, but you know, you do understand what I mean, don’t you, on
–

Just to make sure I – I –

We have something in common with these people, you know. I mean, you’ll be hard,
if I said, where’s Chad? You know, you think Chad, where’s Chad, you know, who
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has anything to do with them? You know, we have no social connection with a place
like that really.

So in the context –

But we all remember Gordon and Khartoum, and the Sudan, you know, and therefore
have a feel about Darfur, and so on.

So in the context of your own sort of work then, is there sort of that conscious feeling
you’re keeping Britain as a great power?

No, no, no. I don’t think it’s a great power, I just think we’re doing our job and
feeling it as necessary, you know. Yeah.

[14:38]

There’s no doubt that politicians overplay the special relationship. From my point of
view, hmmm, it isn’t like that at all, the Americans have a special relationship with us,
because in fact we have enough ideas that they’re interested to know, they were
prepared to compromise in 1958 over the agreement of atomic energy matters,
because they thought we knew things that they would like to know about. Anyhow,
which in a sense we did. And what the exchanges of the so-called JOWOGS were all
about, were literally exchanges and not one-sided information. Although it has suited
politicians to let people believe that in fact, yes, we’re very dependent on the
Americans, this, that, and the other. Sometimes we were very dependent on the
Americans because we didn’t want to spend the money ourselves, we could do the
things ourselves, but it was actually more convenient to rely on the Americans to tell
us, or sell us.

In that sort of – in that sort of context of passing information from each side, is that
something that you think – you know, is Britain’s deterrent independent in that
context then? Because you’re not necessarily doing the work yourself, but you’re
contributing to something that’s giving it back.
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Well … thinking particularly of nuclear weapon systems, you know, we are 100 per
cent responsible for the performance and the safety, and such issues. The Americans
no way underwrite what they sell us. They tell it to us – they sell it on the basis that
they’ll look after their bits to the standard which they look after the bits they have
themselves. But we are fully responsible for what we do about it, you know. And
that means that you have to really understand what it is, and to understand you’re
actually able to do it yourself if you had to. There’s no – it’s not like buying a bit of
machinery where it’s just a black box and you press the knobs, you know, you
actually have to understand all the bits inside, and what risks you’re taking, and so on,
and so on.

Understanding that…?

Oh, understanding means just attending a lecture that tells you about it, it’s actually
being able to do the sums yourself, having the database yourself. Actually
understanding that when you – each nuclear reactor which you use to make either the
plutonium or the uranium in, or get it from, you know, that you understand that your
mix of isotopes that you get is not the same as somebody else’s, you know. So
instead of, yeah, an implosion bomb being plutonium 239, you know, you’ve got
some plutonium 240 [coughs]. It doesn’t behave the same, it’s a poison in all sense
[coughs]. And how you design your system and so on, and how you underwrite it
[coughs] is dependent – is dependent on your knowing precisely what that does. And
similarly all the other – all the other materials that get involved in the nuclear reaction
[coughs], including the plastics and so on, which were used to hold things together,
and things of that sort … ah, that’s better [drinks]. You know, the precise chemical
mix, as it were, isotope mix, more than just chemical mix, and so on, is terribly
important. And when you start putting bits together, you know, all these nuclear
materials are unpleasant, engineering materials. I mean, it’s bad enough that uranium,
plutonium, are a bit like lead, you know, actinides, a bit messy type things like this,
but incredibly poisonous as well, radioactive, so liable to have nasty accidents if
you’re not careful, and things like that. And what’s more they’re not compatible with
each other, you know, you really have to find ways of finishes, or surface coatings
and so on, which will work. Now the Americans, and the Russians for that matter,
were in a situation where if you had to have a new process you built a new factory to
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do it, right. We didn’t have that luxury, we had Aldermaston and Burghfield, you
know, and if you wanted to do something or other, you had to say, ‘What can I do
already and what I can do with what I’ve got already, that would do the job instead?’
And every time we actually anglicised an American design, which is like Red Snow,
or Blue Streak, Blue Steel, and Yellow Sun, was you know, the problem was, yeah, in
the end we got to something we’d had the same sort of performance, wasn’t the same
– really quite the same, and the thing actually was a bit bigger than the American
equivalent, so it didn’t fit into the American case. When it came to Polaris, we bought
the cases and we had to fit – design something that fitted into the same volume, with
the same weight, the same centre of gravity, but not in quite the same materials, or
quite the same technology, ‘cause we couldn’t do it in the way the Americans did it
[coughs].

So effectively a sort of remaking something every time with your own materials?

They weren’t Chinese copies, you know.

[20:29]

We actually had to, as I understand it, we needed better understanding of what it was
all about than the Americans did, to actually do what we did. And it does irritate to
find people actually saying, ah, well, you know, it’s just using American technology,
using American designs, and things like that. When it comes to [coughs] sharing
technology with the Americans, their engineering culture is not the same as ours, the
drawings aren’t laid out quite the same way. You may think that’s trivial, but you
know, getting ordinary people to read engineering drawings is not that easy, you
know, there’s not lot conventions involved, and their conventions are different from
ours. The best sign I know of is that those companies in the UK who are offshoots of
American companies, like Sperry’s, or for that matter Airlogs at Aldershot, they had
to send people to the States for six months or more every time the American main
company wanted to introduce one of their products into the UK, or into Western
Europe and so on, you know. Where somebody had to go over there [coughs] and
relearn what it was all about starting from the American source, doing the necessary
translation, which includes things not only – I said about drawings, but the
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competence you get, you know. A company has competence in what it’s done
because of what it did before, you know, it has a background of which to draw on.
Our Ordnance Board, who were responsible in the end for safety of all weapon
systems and so on, you know, always had trouble because they couldn’t understand
where the Americans got their assurance from, ‘cause they didn’t know what each
company had done beforehand, as it were, they didn’t know what competence they
could possibly have and things, you know. We found – my dealings with the
Ordnance Board was such that they kept you, saying, ‘We got so and so to do this
thing, what background of,’ this [inaud], ‘what background have they got in safety
devices?’ And you said, ‘Don’t think any.’ He said, ‘Well, how can you trust them,
how do you know they know what they’re doing?’ and so on. And particular, as I say,
I have this long running problem about you don’t know what you don’t know –

Hmm.

Sort of business, so other people are always over confident in saying things like this,
and we need much more attention paid in the future to this as a field. Unfortunately
there will be an overhead on everybody, as always with these things, you know. If
you want regulation of some sort of other, it costs you perhaps ten percent. But the
alternative, you see, is not the ten percent overhead, but the right mess like Nimrod,
you know, running five or six years behind time, and things of that sort, you know.
What do you prefer?

What do you think that Britain gave back to America in this reciprocal relationship?

I think the Americans, they’ve relied – they have the same financial limitations that
we have, in a bigger scale.
[Closed between 23:42 - 24:02]
The over horizon radar work for example, a huge radar was built at Orford Ness at
one stage, erm, and it was receiving signals sent from Japan, so bouncing across
underneath the ionosphere, and so on, you know. It was rather impressive, didn’t
work terribly well, because [coughs] on a good day, in the right weather conditions, it
could not only detect rocket launchers it could detect railway trains, anything fairly
large moving, you know. Now a rocket – you may think a rocket is not all that large a
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device really, but it’s this long exhaust out the back, so the actual thing that you’re
seeing is actually perhaps half a mile or a mile long, right. And when it goes through
the ionosphere it punches a hole through it, literally pushes the air out the way, you
know, and that’s very detectable, and so on, you know. It works very well, but
unfortunately because the Earth rotates in the reflection of the sun, right, as you come
around the dorm there’s a step in the ionosphere, the heated bit and the unheated bit,
you know, and that ruins reflections for several hours. So as a way of detecting an
early attack, you know, all the Russians had to do was wait until dawn [laughs],
coming up to it, you know, and so on. Yeah. You know, a huge investment that
didn’t turn – didn’t turn out to be as clever as we thought.

In terms of actual sort of expertise and technology though, is there anything Britain
gives back to the American programmes do you think, in your own experience?

Well in the nuclear field, as a good example, we have the one establishment,
Aldermaston. It’s geared up with a factory at Burghfield, and with outstations at
Cardiff and somewhere else, a bit one stage. They really had the ability to make one
weapon at a time, you know, if you wanted to make a couple of hundred or something
or other, they could make them like one a week, you know. So they did – obviously
in the past they [ph] would have made more than one at a time, you know, more than
one, two, having two lines in parallel, and to be able to refurbish and things like that,
you know. So it wasn’t quite that bad. But to be quite honest to start from scratch it
was one weapon system idea, kept them busy for a while then they could another one,
and so on. Now the first problem with that is that you only want a new weapon
system every twenty years, so what do you do in between? The Americans had the
problem – had to solve the problem, as did the Russians, by having multiple weapon
systems, you know. You thought of a problem that you could solve with a nuclear
weapon, so you design one to do it, you know, therefore you built, as they did, 25,000
to 30,000 weapons each, you know. Now you can’t use that sort of number, right,
why built so many? Well, they all suspecting the first strike attacks against them so
that you only had part of your force left, and things like that, and you wanted system
tailored to particular objectives, and things like that. So you ended up a great overkill,
stupid. The UK never did it like that. But see the Americans had Livermore, that’s
Lawrence Livermore, Los Alamos, and Sandia, all working in the field, three labs,
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independent ideas, competitive, and things like that, you know. But with a common
nuclear culture, you know. They liked to talk to Aldermaston because it’s the only
way you can get an independent view. The Americans and the military products area
in general, loved to talk to the UK because we had a different insight into everything.
They – because of the way the American military industry works, which is very
dependent on, hmmm, contracts, you know, and the way they are, and they had
limitation on contract, you couldn’t – they weren’t – the American government are
not allowed to discuss anything under contract until the contract has not only been
completed, but the results accepted and paid for, and things like that. In other words,
there were, er, constraints put on by the Senate on the way things could be done, and
so on, you know. Which meant that when it came to talking to us, and so on, we
would cheerfully talk about work in progress, they could really only tell us about
work done, you know. You were never getting sort of up to the moment work out of
the Americans, not since the war anyhow, and so on. And you mustn’t forget that
during the wartime we worked incredible closely in – particularly on the intelligence,
photo interpretation, bombing, and for that matter tacticals on the ground. Although
in the end, I think there were twice as many Americans than there were the rest of us.
The rest of us was not only just the British but the Canadians, Australians, a whole
Polish army, you know, the free French and things like that, you know, there was lots
of rest of us. They did dominate. So after the war, the immediate planning after the
war was that the Americans would contribute two or three times what we did anyhow,
to what the West would have to do. It mustn’t – it mustn’t be thought of, as I say, that
any of these things …

[29:53]

The 1958 agreement also led to this tripartite technical cooperation panels, which was
a number of areas from subgroup F, which was antiballistic missiles, subgroup J,
infrared, and so on. They were exchanges. Very much the negotiations for each
annual meeting was usually about suggested things from, hmmm, like our side of
what papers, work we could talk about, and the Americans would find an equivalent
amount to present themselves. And the ones I went to were stimulating equally for
both sides, because we had different points of view. Even getting the Canadians to
talk about antiballistic missiles was fascinating because they had no intention of
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having a system, they didn’t see themselves as targets, but they were underneath the
battle, you know. They had a perspective on the whole thing, which was different
from everybody else’s, and we needed to hear that.

So sort of using other countries as sounding boards compared to your own idea?

Oh, yeah. Yeah.

The other thing I –

And that’s what SDI did, the American SDI programme, you know, they put contracts
– they spent the money in all European countries getting what the local view was, no
matter how primitive the view was, hmmm, there’s no doubt that the UK saw things
differently from what Greece and Turkey saw, you know. They were quite close to
the threat from the Middle East, you see.

[31:35]

Hmm. The other big aspect of your work I wanted to talk about was the secrecy part
of it, and I thought it might be a good time to bring your wife Marguerite into this
conversation [laughs].

MD: How kind.

Would you mind introducing yourself a little bit, when were you born?
MD: I was born 30th May 1931.

What did your parents do?

MD: My mother was a nurse, midwife trained as well as general nursing. My father
was an engineer, though during the bad years there he worked as a driver for
Pilkington, because that was the only job he could get.
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Delivering plate glass in a day when it was unusual.

Why was it unusual?

You’re all used to shop windows nowadays.

MD: In those days they drove around the countryside, great big lorries, and we always
knew when he was coming home because we had a cat that would go and sit by the
door.

Where did you actually grow up?

MD: I grew up in Sholing basically.

Southampton.

MD: In Southampton, it’s a district there, in Middle Road, number twenty-one. It was
twenty-one? Next to a farm that had a lovely garden, and he used to sometimes let us
have his rhubarb, and it was basically a milk farm, and he got his milk in churns from
his brother’s farm in I think it must have been, erm, Dorset or Somerset. I never
remember which two, and that would be delivered and then he would come down the
drive with his cart, horse and cart, and the jugs, and go round and pour you your milk.
But by the time the war ended, they had milk bottles, and it was delivered by milk.
But the milk still came up from the brother’s farm [laughs]. So opposite was
allotments, and a stream that used to flood half the allotments every winter. Now it’s
all built on.

Where did you go to school?

MD: I went to Porchester Road Infant School, and then I went up to the Junior School
in Middle Road School, and then that was when the war started and I went – we were
evacuated first of all to somewhere between Bournemouth and Boscombe. My sister
– well, actually we were supposed to be going on the ship going to Canada, on the – I
can’t think of the name, was torpedoed, and so Mummy wouldn’t let us out of the
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country. So we were evacuated down to Bournemouth and, er, lived with a woman
and she had a little boy I think, but I’m not sure of that because we had to sleep in a
bed with this boy, three of us in a double bed. I didn’t know about boys then [laughs].
Hmmm, my sister got an eye infection and I had to take her to the hospital, erm, and
when Mummy came down and saw us – I had long hair, both had long hair in plaits,
and we were riddled with an insect infestation [laughs]. We came home with Mummy
[laughs], and, erm, from then on we travelled the country, we went to stay – we went
down to Fiddington, which I think was Somerset. I’m very ignorant, I’ve never
checked up what counties these places were in. But we …

My fingers are too weak.

MD: Then we used to…

[36:28]

What’s very interesting what she just said is that she was born in 25 Spring Road,
which just literally round the corner from 8 Blackthorn Road where I grew up, you
know.

MD: That’s true, yes.

It is possible that the gang of kids who used to assemble in the park, or in the road
outside our house, off the main road, just were the corner was, she may have been in
that party, group, you know. Certainly …

MD: I doubt it. I doubt it. Mummy would not have allowed us to associate with the
common riff raff.

The other thing is that …

MD: We were young ladies.

Is that how you were brought up?
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MD: Yes, very much so.

Yeah. The school that I went to, and the school that she went to, were evacuated to
the same area of Bournemouth, on the north side of Bournemouth, and so on, and
again I have memories of the school and things like that. We might even have gone to
the same school.

MD: I wouldn’t have known.

You wouldn’t have known, of course not. Your father, hmmm … he was at – now he
were stationed at – he was actually at Middle Wallop but stationed at Uphaven, or he
was responsible for Uphaven, because Middle Wallop was an army, hmm …
reconnaissance area. Is that right, no?

MD: I was going to say that.

Oh were you, good, because I say we actually [laughter] – I got from the National
Archive via a contact, the career record for the father-in-law, hmmm, and that’s one of
the problems of interpreting. It’s like with Marguerite – we said where were your
various Christmas’, you see, and she ended up with more Christmas’ that she can
remember that actually were. There’s a perfectly good reason for it, I might say, and
so on.

So did you move around a lot when you were a child?

MD: Yes.

Oh, yeah,

MD: Yes.
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We both went to more than a dozen schools, or changes of school, before we got to
grammar school, you know. In other words the sort of career as a youngster which
would have made us nowadays considered liable for antisocial behaviour.

MD: Yes, because we – at Fiddington it was a very small country school, and we were
billeted in the vicarage where other women with their children were billeted, and he
considered it was his right to read all the post that were sent to each woman, any post
that came in he read it first before we received it.

Why?

MD: I don’t know why, but I do know my mother stood up to him, and told him
where to get off [laughs]. And he accused me of – I was playing with his daughter
with my sister in the pram, and she stuck a knitted blanket on sticks and stuck that
into the pram, and of course it made holes, and that was my fault. But it was what his
daughter did, but of course she was perfect and we weren’t. We were just evacuees,
not worth bothering with. It was an attitude I found quite strange.

How did you feel about being evacuated?

MD: Weren’t too worried, I was with Mummy.

[40:09]

MD: Hmmm, it was quite fun.

Until the Germans were – machine-gunned you [laughs].

MD: No, that was later. That was later. We moved from Fiddington, and I’m not
quite sure where we went to. Hmmm …

When you were at Salisbury then.
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MD: Then we were moved to Salisbury, and in Salisbury we stayed in various places.
The one time was up near the old camp [ph] where the old Cathedral was being built
…

Old Sarum.

MD: Old Sarum, and then we went down into the town, and then there was a – we
moved out to Laverstock, because Daddy was the other side then of Salisbury. And
went to the village school there, and that was two classrooms I think basically.
Hmmm … I went to this Church of St. Andrews in the village, you walked
everywhere of course, and in there I learned to sing in the choir, [laughs] well there
weren’t many adults, male adults, and I also learned the violin there. And after the
war, quite a long time after the war, after I was married, we actually went back and
stopped at the house where we’d had a room, just one room, and the young man that
lived there was there and he remembered us [laughs]. I don’t know why, which was
rather nice, but we never visited again. But the school’s changed, and what was open
countryside, hmmm …

Is now a part of Salisbury.

MD: Yes, it’s a part of Salisbury.

Basically just split.

MD: That’s where I got tangled up in barbed wire on one of the small occasions when
Daddy came home to visit us. And I did resent him them because usually we slept
three in the bed with Mummy, a double bed, and we had to sleep on the floor because
this man came and slept, and I didn’t – it had been some time since I’d seen him, and I
didn’t recognise him as Daddy. He was in a uniform you see, he was not in his
normal clothes.

What did your father do during the war?

MD: He was in the RAF.
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Sergeant.

MD: Sergeant, he was an engineer.

Instructor.

MD: Instructor. And, er, he was moved around quite a bit, I think to instruct other of
these forces.

As we said earlier, he was – he went to France literally at the outbreak of war, because
he’d been called up beforehand, part of the ground crew or the advanced striking
force. They were aircraft that were inferior to the Germans, so they were slaughtered,
and the ground crew, with being away from the front, were drawing backwards across
France. They didn’t escape through Dunkirk because they were too far there, but they
were finally pushed to St. Nazaire, and escaped from St Nazaire. Hmmm –

MD: Daddy would never talk about it.

One of the last people to arrive back – they arrived back at Plymouth, he never spoke
about it. But in reading about the accounts of it, the RAF were put on board a liner, it
was sent to pick up people, which had a capability of carrying supposedly about 1,000
passengers, and it was assumed that they would get about 2,000 people, soldiers, on
board. But actually had something like 7,000 on board when it was bombed and sunk.
And 5,000 people were killed, and the 2,000 that were picked up were pulled out of
the sea full of oil and so on, who were very lucky to survive at all. Hmmm, those
people, I say, came back to Plymouth, that was the last evacuation from France, and
so on.

So he never talked about it?

MD: Never talked about it once. The only thing I do know that, that’s many, many
years later, after my mother died he married one of my school mistresses from the
school I’d gone to, the grammar school then, hmmm, and he used to have nightmares
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about it apparently. Because Daddy lost a leg, he developed gangrene in his foot
because he was diabetic, and, er, I used to go and visit him with some of the children
sometimes, and they were talking of putting him in a home and I said I’d have him
with me. And they said, you couldn’t, the language when he has his fits wouldn’t be
fit – suitable for children. And I said that wouldn’t matter to me, or to them. But
Daddy stayed there, they said he couldn’t be left for ten minutes, and usually when I
went down to see him he wasn’t – his wife was Beryl, was always next door with
Auntie Francis, who was an old friend of my parents. And, erm, Daddy would
immediately bang on the wall and they came in, but I managed to stop him one day,
and they said, ‘We can’t leave him for more than ten minutes.’ And it was three
quarters of an hour before they came back to him. So I found I’d lost faith in those
people.

[46:22]

What sort of person was your father? Could you describe him to me, his character?

MD: He was usually known as Pete, his full name was Alfred Reginald David
Dawson. Most of his …

ARD Dawson, yeah.

MD: ARD, yeah. Hmmm, most of his friends or colleagues when we saw them called
him Pete, he was known as Peter, or Dave, I don’t know why. Not that we met very
many of them, he was away a lot driving.

But everybody I knew called him Reg.

MD: Well that the – another name he was Alfred Reginald David –

Yeah I say –

MD: But he – some people called him Reg, some people called him Peter. I was
never quite sure what his name was.
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Why?

MD: Or why.

No, I got confused in the end, didn’t I?

MD: But he was very popular with people, except for our next door neighbour
because Daddy had a slightly darkish skin, and they called him a Dago, which didn’t
worry us, he was Daddy. But the next door neighbour was a very strange person, he
got two unmarried daughters who were teachers, who thank God never taught me
[laughs].

Mind you, it might have been just Portuguese blood or something like that.

MD: Well, we’re not sure. We’ve tried to trace them and it’s either Portuguese or
Spanish. My grandmother maiden name was Bizerte, and Roy’s not found many
traces of them of them in his researching.

But according to the 1980 – sorry, the 1881 census, nearly all the people of that
surname were in Hertfordshire.

MD: Yes. And Daddy – Daddy’s father was, hmmm, a river warden.

A river warden.

MD: And the tale goes, he taught Rider Haggard how to fly-fish. How true that is I
have no [laugh] – no knowledge at all, but it was the family story. And he had – there
were seven …

Unfortunately, we haven’t traced up the family history very well yet, because there’s
all this business of clearing off my background at work. People will come and keep
talking to me about work [laughs].
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MD: That is a very good excuse, but …

Not really.

MD: No.

Could you describe him to me?

MD: [Pause] Slim, wiry, lovely smile, very quiet voice most of the time, except when
he was telling me off. Hmmm …

Fixed ideas, not amenable to argument.

MD: Yes, yes. Very much like that. I can remember the – I think the fatal occasion
was on my twenty-first birthday when I went out collecting wild flowers and stuff to
decorate the church, I was doing that from quite an early age. And, er, we filled the
small little Morris Minor up with the stuff, and drove home. Now Roy was with me,
and we walked in front of the car, and my father travelled behind us with the lights on
us, right, that’s very nice, it was dark, there wasn’t much street lighting. Yes, that was
very nice. We got home and we filled the baths up with water and put the flowers in
it. And I’d had a birthday cake, and I think you had a slice, didn’t you, of the birthday
cake. And then we went down to the front gate and said goodbye, he on one side, I on
the other, and we were talking, we didn’t kiss or anything like that. I’m twenty-one,
and I came back home and my father started to have an argument with me on how
could I stand there at the gate in the dark talking in front of the neighbours [RD
laughs]. I should know better than that, I’d been brought up properly, I’d been
educated in a Covent and I should know better. And I’m afraid that was one of the
arguments I had with father in which I turned round and I said, ‘I’m twenty-one now,
I don’t have to be told by you what I am to do or not,’ and I was promptly sent to bed
[laughs].

[laughs] Was he particularly strict?

MD: Fairly strict, but then Mummy was strict. We had our expected things to do.
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He would insist, for example, she – he’d just object to Marguerite’s way of talking to
trades people.

MD: Oh, yes.

How did you talk to trades people?

MD: Oh …

Milkmen, people running a shop, you know, all that sort of people, you know, they’re
just trade.

MD: Yes. When we lived in Greenways, and the milkmen came along with the milk,
and we were talking about moving, and he came down and he said, ‘Well I’ve left you
so many pints, how many do you think you’re going to need later on?’ And, er, I said,
‘Well I think I’ll need so and so, and so and so, and thank you very much for that,’
and thank you also for something else he’d brought along for the children. And my
father stood there and he was [makes annoyed sound] …

If somebody came to do anything for us, you know, offer them a cup of tea, have a
chat about anything, treat them as normal human beings.

MD: [mimics father] ‘You shouldn’t talk to people like that, and tell them your
business. They’re trades people.’ So I’m not sure if his family had been relatively –
because he had the most beautiful manners.

[53:00]

But all the same, given about three days you couldn’t stand each other [laughs].

MD: No. You see, he came here. When the children were small [gets upset?], and he
went to wash their hands in the hand basin, was in the passageway, short end of the
passageway before we had the extension. And they cried because granddad was
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washing their hands and they didn’t like it [laughs]. And he said, ‘You haven’t
brought these children up, I brought you up to be little princesses and to know things,
and you’ve not taught these children properly.’ And we had quite an argument there.
And it was –

Mind you, I can remember the Greenways house, and Aunt Betsy.

MD: Oh, yes.

You know, hmmm …

MD: Yes. She came up to stay and she had me strip the beds, and go through all the
…

And scrub the floors.

MD: Scrub the floors.

Every day, and so on. It’s a different way of life.

MD: Their way of life was totally different from mine.

[54:25]

MD: My grandmother used to live at Bentley, my Grandmother Barr, lived at Bentley
as a district nurse and midwife. And funnily enough, when there was the 150th
anniversary of the school there being open, we met a lady who remembered my
grandmother because she came to the house when her sister was born, and was the
nurse there looking after them. That was a nice memory to have. Then she went
down to Southampton, but … I’m getting very muddled, I’m not talking about me,
I’m talking about the family.

But I remember we asked Aunt Betsy where they lived, and she said number nine
Islington, now Islington’s a village, number nine, you see, you think it must be a road,
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until you go there, and there is actually a road, that’s all there is to Islington, you
know.

MD: And there’s a line of cottages.

Cottages, yes, with a river, yes.

MD: At the bottom of the garden.

The river Wey at the bottom of the garden, which was the only sort of water.

MD: At that time.

The world was different.

MD: It was different.

What did your childhood home look like?

MD: We lived in a detached house on a slight raised hill, land fell away on the other
side of the – on the farm side.

Two sides.

MD: And [inaud] way –

The stream in front of you, and the tennis courts beside you.

MD: No, the tennis courts were the other side of Mr. Penny’s house, and he was a
councillor. And he had grandsons, and we used to play with his boys sometimes in
there, and, er …

It’s now a big housing development of course.
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MD: I don’t know how they’ve done it, in what was a gravel pit, they have put a
whole household of families.

But they built houses actually in the valley in front of you as well.

MD: Yes, where the allotments were that flooded half way up.

Yeah, it’s incredible.

MD: And the orchard’s gone.

Well you say it’s Miller’s pond.

MD: Yeah.

Compared to what it was like.

MD: Miller’s pond is – not just a puddle.

Was it a big house, or …?

MD: I’m trying to …

About the size of this one.

MD: In some ways, yes.

Not with the room on the side.

MD: [demonstrates] There was two main rooms here, garage extension there, into the
hall, stairs up to the bathroom was that side, a separate toilet, and then there was a
double bedroom there, and a double bedroom there, and a small box room over the
hall space. And the kitchen was – the kitchen was an Ideal boiler. And …
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Yes, about the size of this house before the extension.

MD: And a larder there, and we built on an extension after the war, which was really
just to – to give us space from the next-door neighbour.

What did your mother do? What was your mother’s name?

MD: Hilda Elizabeth Barr, Charlotte Barr sometimes. And of course when she
married Daddy she was Hilda Elizabeth Dawson. She did nursing, hmm, she worked
in Boots the Chemist, and so I also worked in Boots the Chemist when I qualified as a
pharmacist, that wasn’t my original intention. She, er … again was well respected,
we were friends with the vicar, and his brother, Master Freddie.

The Canon Waldegrave.

MD: Canon Waldegrave, he was – he was the vicar of our church, up on the hill.
Hmmm … Master Freddie was dropped as a child, so was in some ways – his brother,
his brother was a big man, Freddie was small and little, and very nice. Hmmm, and
he waited on his brother hand, foot, and finger, he was I think very badly ill treated in
that sense, probably not, but that was my feeling, you know. He always called his
brother as Canon, never talked of him as a brother.

Why didn’t he? [ph]

And they lived in a big vicarage, which is now all built over. And he was allowed to
come round and see us, well we were in with the upper class families definitely, you
know [laughs].

[59:38]

MD: Now that’s probably sound silly, but there were people you wouldn’t speak to.

Why?
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MD: Well they weren’t the right sort of person for us to know.

And people that wouldn’t speak to them.

MD: And similarly people wouldn’t speak to us.

What sort of people? Both, who weren’t you supposed to know, who wouldn’t speak
to you?

MD: I’m not sure. It – it’s difficult to explain. If I go back, we went to various
schools through the countryside, and we sometimes stayed one or two months, three
months, and we were known as evacuees, and we were not liked as evacuees. I broke
my wrist one time because going through the school playground where a balloon was
put, I was shoved quite distinctly into a balloon tightrope, you know, the ropes that
held it to the ground, so that I fell over and hurt myself. I was ambushed in the
bicycle shed by three girls who set on me, and I’m afraid I went, I think, berserk
because they came out worse than I did, er, and I didn’t get any trouble from the
headmistress, they got the trouble for attacking me, and they admitted attacking me
first, but I’m afraid I did mark them. I don’t remember much about that fighting, but I
did – I do know that at different places I was involved in fights for protecting either
myself, or my sister and myself, from the local people because we were evacuees and
we were resented coming in. But it wasn’t just us as evacuees, a lot of people
suffered that.

What, just because you came from somewhere else?

MD: Because we were different, we came from somewhere else, we didn’t talk
proper.

Oh dear.

MD: And people were very suspicious of strangers coming to the village, or the town.

Anywhere.
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MD: If you came from somewhere different, you were – you were resented, you
weren’t part of them.

My story about this, I went – ‘cause I was interested in the Cotswold Morris and
touring round to be in all dances. I went to the little village it was down the end of a
road that ran down towards the Thames, called Chimney, near Ashdon, near Bampton,
and er, I was actually talking to somebody at the house there, we heard this
conversation, like two kids – yeah, teenagers I suppose. ‘Do you know who he is?’
‘No.’ ‘You don’t?’ ‘Never seen him before?’ ‘No.’ ‘Heave a brick at him then.’ [all
laugh] You know, it didn’t cause – I mean, I was amazed, but the locals thought it was
normal, you know. The world was a narrow – a much narrower place fifty years ago.

MD: Yes.

[1:03:05]

MD: We went to Convent schools, one in Romsey Covent, La Sagesse Romsey,
which was there, hmmm, learned to darn socks properly there. There again you see,
there was one poor lass I’d heard they’d had to be in the middle of the room because
unfortunately she used to wet herself, and people wouldn’t talk to her because she wet
herself, it was disgusting. And the nuns were very vigorous in that sort of thing, but
that was the way they were brought up, and so we were treated the same. Hmmm …
there was, hmmm –

It’s unbelievable but it’s within living memory.

MD: Yes. I mean, I was trying to talk to my sister about something, and I was told off
for it and I said something along the lines of you bloody woman, you, and I was made
to knee in front of a cross for quite some considerable time. But I wasn’t kneeling
because I got my legs sideways, so I was darned if I was going to knee and be – but
after I’d done that it was treated as if it was forgotten. But I didn’t forget it. And
there was one awful day when Mummy came to visit us, and I don’t know what
happened, but the whole the girls were told when we had tea, ‘These two girls are
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having a boiled egg each because their mother has brought them. Unfortunately one
of them was dropped but we have generously given one from our rations so that they
can both eat a boiled egg together.’ And that was announced at the tea time, you
know. You can imagine what was said, and what was whispered, and the pinching,
the odd thumping that went on afterwards. And yet they were trying to be honest with
us.

We did – in some of our travels around, we’ve tried visiting some of these places
where Marguerite sort of remembered, we went to the place near Hinkley in Somerset,
and all I can say fortunately the place had been so rebuilt, it was unrecognisable,
wasn’t it?

MD: Fiddington?

Fiddington, yeah.

MD: Not Hinkley.

No Hinkley is the power station just up the road.

MD: Yeah, but that wasn’t there then.

I know it wasn’t there then, but perhaps [laughs] Tom can relate to a place that exists
now. Or the time we went to North Walsingham.

MD: North Walsingham, yes. That’s where we were machine-gunned coming home
from school. And this plane came over and machine-gunned, and they went all along
the road, and we plopped in the ditch [laughs], and we got out a bit muddy. And
that’s where my mother – there was a home there for orphan children, and they had
very strange ways of keeping them. We have an Assamese set of books that was
given to us before we blotted our copybook. [break in recording?]

Sorry?
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MD: Well, it was a double fronted house, and the boys were one side, and the girls
were on the other. And one time we were upstairs and some of the older girls were
trying to talk through the wall to the boys on the other side. And the matron caught us
at it, and I can’t remember if she had the chamber pot full of urine or if the girls had
been upstairs on that basis to collect it, and she pushed her down the stairs and threw
the urine over her. And was – for disgusting behaviour, how dare you, and things like
that. And I found it very strange the way we were treated differently to them, we
didn’t actually live there as far as I can remember. But the small children if they wet
the beds, and small children in highchairs I would point out, they would then left in
their highchairs all day with the wet mattress draped round the chair. And my mother
reported it to the authorities as being not the correct behaviour, whereupon everybody
sort of turned against us and so we had to move because we were interfering in what
was their rights. It seems strange to talk about this nowadays, but it still I think
happens in many ways. Social services do some things, but when you read through
like these very bad cases, the children are not really checked or looked over properly,
you take the word of the person who’s in charge of them. ‘I never did a thing like
that,’ was I think was her remarks, but we saw it. And I still don’t think that’s the
right way to help a child who hasn’t – can’t got control this. There’s times when you
cannot control your bladder, or your – your anus. You don’t punish them like that.
There were other, and better, and nicer ways. But that was wartime, and that was –
well go back forty odd – 1943, ‘44, or ‘42, I cannot give you exact dates. Because
Roy and I both have this, we attended thirteen schools, different schools, in four
years. Anyway we were put into the convent to improve our behaviour and then we
transferred at the end of the war to the – that was from La Sagesse Convent and we
moved to the Covent High in Southampton.

[1:09:44]

MD: Er, got on reasonable well there, though there was definitely – if you had money,
you got … you were – ‘you see these young people here have brought all this money,’
someone stated, I can’t think of the figure now, and why aren’t the rest of you doing
this for national savings, or save the planes, or things like that. Then something
happened that Mummy and Daddy lost a lot of money, and all I know there was a lot
of talk about Chancery, and er, really it wasn’t talked about in front of us, but you got
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the odd word. So we had to leave the school because they couldn’t afford to pay
them. We were paid both at the La Sagesse Covent, and the Convent High.

Were they both boarding schools?

MD: The Convent High was not, it was a day boarding school, though I do believe
some children boarded. And so we were graciously saved by Mr. Coleman –
Coatman, who took us in, ‘cause there weren’t many schools for girls, and having to
leave the Covent High, you know, it doesn’t have that right sort of sound, oh, you’ve
had to leave the Covent High. And you wouldn’t say, as I believe it was, was because
Mummy and Daddy had lost some money in something, and that I still don’t know
about. And the grammar school was a co-ed grammar school. Now I’d been in two
convents, I had my sister in which boys were sins of the devil.

As she found out.

MD: Well, [laughs] I mean, I’ve stuck with him for the years. Which is where I met
Roy, and I found it quite a … quite a change to have to sit in the same room as lots of
boys, I was frightened of them. And they were nosy and I’m afraid I was very unkind
because I called them names like blossom or passionflower, ‘cause that made them
retreat. But then I got used to them and we got friends [laughs]. Silly things, isn’t it?

How did you do at school? What were your favourite subjects?

MD: I liked all my all subjects. I liked music, and singing, and I’d learned the violin
and I’d been taught the piano, and I boast now, I really boast. Hmmm, my sister and I
together with three other boys are responsible for the Itchen Grammar School
Orchestra, it was, ending up playing in the Albert Hall. Mind you, I’m not sure if it
was a – it was still a school, wasn’t it, Roy?

Yes.

MD: I played first violin, my sister second, there was Cab – I always have trouble
with that name. One played the piano, one played the cello, and one had – what was
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the other instrument, Roy? Cello, double base was it? A piano and two violins, and
we –

That’s when you were actually a pupil there yourself?

MD: Yes, when I was a pupil there myself, and, hmmm, we – we used to play for
assembly. And I sang in the choir and we won lots of prizes. What are you looking
for, love?

Teaspoon.

MD: I haven’t put the sugar out this morning, I just put in on the table. So I boast
proudly, my sister and I with these three gentlemen were responsible for Itchen
Grammar School playing in the Albert Hall. I think that was still its name, it’s when
they had the school, you know, school children going up to the Albert Hall and
playing. So …

Shall we take a break there?

That’s – that’s my last good thing I think I’ve ever done. But there’s probably others.

Shall we take a short break for tea?

MD: We’ll take a short break for tea.

[End of Track 15]
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[Track 16]

MD: You know there were people you spoke to and people you didn’t really speak to.
One thing that …

It’s like the Crookham Mummas.

MD: Oh, yes.

You know, the Mummas are the low end of society anyhow, at the best of times, but
there was a family, the Goodyears, up at the bridge over the railway, who in fact were
beneath them, they wouldn’t have them at any price. So they formed their own team
and went around and did their own business. I remember talking …

MD: I still don’t know why, because some of them have done, as far as I know …

Some of the Goodyears were very disruptive as children at school.

MD: Well, yes. That is true. But, er …

But the whole family were actually on the whole were good, they used to have
disruptive elements.

MD: And most families have got things like that.

Exactly, large enough families, you always have one or two odd ones.

MD: Because they feel neglected, or something like that.

Or they’re just got some odd gene.

I’m trying to think what I’m going to ask you both next …

[End of Track 16]
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[Track 17]

Pick up from there really.

MD: Right.

How did you do at school?

MD: Oh, I – I – I did quite well I think, in my exams. My problem was that I had an
appendicectomy with peritonitis, I had this grumbling appendix for several years
while I was a teenager, and my doctors remarks were, ‘You’ll be better when you’re
married.’ And I’ve still not found out how it would have helped. Anyway I had an
attack in France in ‘47, ‘48.

‘47, ‘48.

MD: Yes, somewhere then, I was in the Central Massif, you know, fairly primitive,
and not long after the war. I mean if it rained we had – water came through the pipes
to flush the toilets and the hand basins. If we didn’t have rain we used the pump at
the garden and the little shed at the bottom of the garden. And, er, the doctor that – I
had an attack there, and the doctor said, ‘When you go back tell your doctor you’ve
had an appendicitis attack and get him to see to you.’ He said [makes dismissive
sound], ‘Pooh, pooh, pooh, no, no, no.’ And one evening Roy and I were sitting and
it was very bad, and Mummy got the doctor out and made him take me in, and he sent
me in for a suspected duodenal ulcer. Yes [laughs]. I ruptured. And I was on the
danger list for a fortnight.

We knew each other by then.

MD: Yes, well you were allowed to the house, I mean you were allowed to the house.
And you were allowed to sit with me and hold my hand in front of my mother.

Yeah. But it was a result of your attacks that you were a year behind at school.
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MD: Yes.

Which is why we were in the same class.

MD: That’s right. I kept having these attacks.

So we wouldn’t have met if it hadn’t been for that, you see.

MD: No. And anyway, I was on the danger list but thank God because there was
penicillin, I survived. But when I went with Mummy to have my pre-op thing,
hmmm, I was told that I had had so many of these attacks, there were numerous
adhesions and so on in my stomach, and it was extremely unlikely that I would ever
have children. In fact I should consider myself not able to have children. So … that
was a bit of a disappointment, but we weren’t too worried then [laughs], were we?

No.

MD: And we decided that, er, I thought I ought not to marry Roy because if he wanted
a family I couldn’t give it to him. But I’ve proved my worth since, and we eventually
got married on the basis that we’d adopt or foster once we’d got ourselves established.
I took my A levels after I’d had my operation and had recovered, but I failed in
physics, not very badly, but I failed in physics. Retook it again, and passed with good
marks. But when I went to my interview for St. Thomas I had an elderly gentleman
who felt that I had failed one exam, and really we have all the young men coming
back from the forces who will be fathers of families and you’ll probably marry and
have a family. And I said, ‘Well, I’ve been told I cannot have children, it’s extremely
unlikely because of the state of my intestines that I can ever have children.’ ‘Well,
we’ve got all these young men coming back from the forces, and I think you should
think of doing something else. Thank you very much.’ So I – I wanted to be a doctor,
I’m very good at diagnosing, for the family anyway. I think I would have made a
good doctor, it would have been a little difficult with the family, but … anyway.

Why did you want to be a doctor?
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Work would have been different anyhow.

MD: Yes, it would have been different.

Hmmm.

MD: I always wanted to be a doctor.

You wouldn’t have got married when you did, because the training would have been
longer anyhow.

MD: Yeah. No, it changed – the fact that they said I couldn’t be a doctor, it changed
what we had planned to do, because we were already planning, weren’t we, in one
sense. Nothing definite, but … we were good friends.

We got on well together.

MD: And we got on well together, and I was – I’ve still got boyfriends from that time
when I was at college. I owe them letters this year. Hmmm… it’s – they’re our
friends, they’re not just my friends, they’re your friends as well.

[05:42]

MD: So, hmmm, the next best thing I could do to medicine was pharmacy. So I went
down to Portsmouth to the college there, and that’s where I met David and Michael,
and my first son is called Michael David, there is no real connection it was just that
was their names, and I was known as Miss Dawson and her followers. Why, I don’t
know. I really don’t know [laughs]. We were just three friends. I know I upset his
mother when I went to David’s twenty-first birthday party, ‘cause I wore earrings
with mayflowers in them.

Why did that upset them?

[MD] Hmm?
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Why did that upset them?

MD: I was a fast woman, decorating myself. A woman didn’t put things like that on
her face, or near her ears. My God, she – she was in the – her husband was a
policeman, her sister ended up as a policeman in Rhodesia. Er …

How did you feel about the decision, you know, you couldn’t be a doctor?

MD: I was very upset about it. But then …

It’s beginning to wear off now though.

MD: Well, if I say that when I took the children down with things to the doctors, the
receptioner used to say, ‘Well, you’re usually right, Mrs Dommett.’ So …

How did you feel about it at the time though?

MD: I was heartbroken.

If you’ve grown up where your mother and all your aunts are trained nurses, and so
on, it tends to be in the family. I remember when we had the first two children
anyhow, immediately after the birth, it was go round to visit all her relatives, and go
through the sordid detail of the birth in great length, well you see it’s midwives you
see.

[07:46]

MD: Well, when I had Michael, I normally take three days from the first contraction,
which is a Braxton, something or other, Braxton Hinch contraction, doesn’t mean
anything, hmmm, to the actual birth. And I can delay them, I learned that with my
third one. When I had Michael, I was surrounded on the bed with this bloody watery
stuff, I hope this doesn’t offend you, but I speak as I was. And I assumed that when
you had a baby, well you carried it in fluid and you would bleed, yes, because the
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bonds would be broke between you and the child, yes, so you would bleed. So it was
bloody. I thought it was quite normal, took no more notice. They took no notice of it,
because I’d been three days, over three days, in the hospital, and in labour before the
baby was born. He was a big baby, he was nine pounds six ounces, and that was quite
a big baby, right. So nobody thought anything of it. I went in for Simon, I conceived
him about nine months later, there’s eighteen months between them. And it was the
usual three days, and I didn’t go in quite so early because I’d learned a little, and then
that’s when I had my out of body experience, because he was born and I remember
the sister – staff nurse Le Mesiere, she had hold of this hand, and she was saying, ‘Her
pulse has gone, Sister, her pulse has gone, I don’t feel anything.’ And Sister Drum
was at the end of the bed holding the bed up like that [demonstrates], and they’d sent
for the doctor. And I ended up with my arm out like this with a blood transfusion in
it. But, er, I was able to travel – I could see everybody, I was up here [demonstrates],
I could see myself, I could see the people, I could hear that they were saying, I could
see what they were doing. But I could have gone, there was a light behind me, I could
have gone into that light. But I thought, I’ve got my boys, I’ve got my two boys, I
must get back, I must get back. And suddenly I was back in the body, and the doctor
had come at some stage, I don’t know how long. He said afterwards he broke the
speed limit to get from Fleet to the hospital. And [sighs] then I slept a lot, because
they put the transfusion, I had a three pint transfusion. And I didn’t really talk about
it, did I?

No. I must – I could repeat all this conversation word perfect, I heard it so many
times at the time, repeated it.

MD: Well I went to see all my aunts, all wanted to know what it was –

Relative and friends wanted to know – sorry, friends of your family as it were that –

MD: The medical side of our family were very interested in it.

So were some of their friends.

MD: You know.
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Yeah. So we had to go through it in great detail.

What were their reactions?

Well nobody actually said you were lucky, or you got away with murder, and so on,
you know.

MD: Interesting, yes, yes. It does happen, yes, of course it does. Well we waited a
little while for Stephen, and, hmmm, I started labour in the old Tin Tabernacle in
Fleet, Kings Road, and I walked home pushing the pram with the other two in them,
and, erm, then called Roy, and went in. And then I got frightened, I did get
frightened. And, er, I was in the lay-by ward, not on the actual birthing ward there,
and I was frightened, and I wouldn’t let go.

Frightened of what?

MD: Frightened that I might die this time if the same thing happened again, because
nobody had said anything to me, and the sister, a little Indian sister came along and
said [adopts accent], ‘What are you doing, my girl? You’re sticking too long on this,
come along, what’s worrying you?’ And I said, ‘I can’t have the baby unless I know
they’re going to have the transfusion all ready for me. When I had my last baby I
needed to have a blood transfusion, and you’ve not said anything about it, and I need
to have it, and I’m not having it until I know that I can have a blood transfusion. I
don’t want to go all through what I did with my second one.’ ‘Oh, my dear,’ she said,
‘And you’ve been worrying about that. Come and see because we have got it all
ready there waiting, we’ve got the transfusion, everything is ready. All we are
waiting for is for you to get on with your job.’ [RD laughs] I had him half an hour
later [laughs], no blood, no nothing. Well, there was a little, I mean, but …

They knew what to look for, yeah.

MD: They knew what to look for, I didn’t, I was frightened. I wasn’t frightened of
dying, I was frightened of leaving Roy and the two boys, and whatever I was carrying.
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I wasn’t frightened of that, that wasn’t what frightened me, I wasn’t going to give up
my life when I could say something, and it would protect me. That may sound
strange to you but that was my attitude. I knew what was wrong with me, I knew
what I needed, and I had to be sure that other people knew it so that it would happen.

[14:15]

After going through the experiences like that, did you ever regret having not gone into
medicine?

MD: I have a bit. I would have then been able to help people.

Hmm.

MD: Hmmm … the staff at the surgery always said, ‘You were always right.’ So
that’s built up my confidence in my own method of diagnosing things. I knew he was
diabetic long before I managed to get a urine sample out of him. I can’t tell you how I
know, or why I know, but I know.

When it comes to actually having a – literally a medical background, you know.

MD: I don’t know.

You know the words, you’ve heard the conversations and so on, you know.

MD: I suppose it is.

It makes you inclined that way.

What do you think it is?

MD: Hmm?
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What do you think it is? Do you agree with Roy on the medical background, or do
you think there’s something else there?

MD: I think there’s something else there as well.

Like what?

MD: [sighs] The body I was born with, the spirit I was born with, was meant I think to
have an effect on people, but somehow, hmmm … somehow something went wrong
with my appendix when I had that trouble, and because of one man’s more concern
with the men coming back to be fathers of families, that built up, and I was blocked.

Hmm. I was reminded the other day that in the past people used to talk about the
hand of God in things, you know, in other words, things went along in strange ways,
but in some way turned out to the good for something or other, you know. And you
think, oh, well, they used to day – when they used to say, I mean back in the time of
Oliver Cromwell and so on, you know, hand of God, you know, they saw the hand of
God. In other words, it all works in mysterious way for the good in the long run, and
so on. Now we don’t talk that way nowadays, we think it’s just luck, or chance, or
things like that, you know. But you have to admit that things do somehow turn out
for the good.

Was the decision to go into pharmacy then partly a reaction to that?

MD: Well, it was the next best thing, I could still be helping people.

Yeah.

Was it a decision you made yourself, or was it suggested to you?

MD: I made that one myself I think.

I think so, yeah. Yeah.
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MD: I know Mummy felt I ought to be a doctor. But Mummy used to feel things as
well as I did. [sighs] I have experienced things that I cannot give you, er …

A scientific explanation for.

MD: Yes. And so has my mother. I knew – when I was in France, and I was ill, and I
was saying, je – je poor, because I was. I was very frightened. My mother was trying
desperately to make sure that she could get to France to me, you know, I’m in the
Central Massif, she’s in Southampton, who did she know? But she knew. And
suddenly I knew Mummy was there with me. I can’t explain. She wasn’t in the
physical form, but Mummy was there, and I wasn’t frightened anymore, because
Mummy was there.

But I remember the story of your mother saying she was aware of the crash of the
airship the R101 when it happened hours before the rest of the world knew. She also
had had experience about the loss of I think it was the Thesis, wasn’t it? The
submarine that sunk before the war, and they couldn’t rescue the people.

MD: Yes. You see we have that experiences – my Auntie Betsy came in, when her
mother was dying, she came into the room and there was a strange man in the room
with her mother, and he was talking to her mother and she came up and said, ‘What
are you doing here?’ And he vanished … and her mother was dead. Now, I can’t
give you explanations for that, but that’s something that happens in our family, they
have these unusual things. Mummy had them, I have had them in one sense.

We believe Grandmother may have done.

MD: Yes.

And certainly our son Steven, who had an out of body experience when he had
encephalitis.

MD: Yes.
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You know, he’s still disturbed by the whole experience. He has clear memories.

MD: He went into – we didn’t think it was too serious, but I got the doctor out and he
sent for an ambulance and I went with him, and we’d no sooner got in the old
Farnham Hospital, now he’s unconscious, and she’s saying to me, ‘Is he baptised, has
he been christened?’ And I said, ‘Yes.’ ‘Oh’, she said, ‘Thank God, thank God,
that’s something done anyway.’ Because people felt if you were baptised or
christened you were safe. Well I’ll say no more on that. Anyway …

But he remembers being outside the ambulance looking down at it, to himself and his
mother.

MD: When he was being driven through because he came to collect me from the
hospital one day, and Fran his wife said, ‘Do you know he’s been saying I recognise
that, I know where that is, I know where that is, yes, I’ve seen that, I’ve seen that.
I’ve looked at that, I’ve looked down at that.’ And he was quite upset because he had
no memories of that. So it runs in our families, and I don’t know what it is. I mean,
when he was laying there, and four or five doctors came to see him, and they were
very concerned because he was comatose, and I said to him, ‘Steven, Steven, look
you’ve got some gentlemen come to see you, will you look at them? Come on, look
at them.’ And he turned his head and he looked at them, and I said, ‘There.’ And
they sort of said hello to him, and then I said, ‘Look we’ve got a drink for you, will
you drink this for Mummy?’ And I got his head up and he drank half a teensy little
thing of water. And I said, ‘Was that nice?’ And he said, ‘Yes.’ And then he was
gone again. But they were so glad because they thought he was gone anyway, and so
had I.

They said to me, I wasn’t there, was in fact if he makes it through the night, he’ll
recover, if.

MD: Yeah.

[22:23]
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You’ve both got scientific education, pharmacy training, and rocket science, and
aeronautics, how did you …

Oh, they don’t address the right problems [laughs].

I’m just wondering, you know, how do you square the two of those things?

There have been explanations offered for out of body experiences recently. In effect,
the – when the supply to the brain is fading, and so on, the brain is not very good then
at actually locating where you are, you know, in other words, you don’t actually – it’s
not necessarily seeing you from where you are inside anymore, and so on. There’s
strong evidence of that.

MD: But that doesn’t explain …

No, no, it doesn’t explain it, it just says it is an experience that people have.

MD: Yes. But how did Mummy know that I was seriously ill –

I don’t know either.

MD: When they hadn’t contacted her.

How does anybody ever know when they suddenly get very worried about something.

MD: How did Aunty Betsy see this man in the same room as her mother?

I really don’t know, Marguerite. I don’t know.

MD: Her brain wasn’t gone, Granny’s might have been, Great Granny’s might have
been gone.
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But I know of many a story that people actually say, who suddenly try to contact
somebody else, because they started to worry about it, and they was actually
something good to worry about. Now I don’t think it’s just a coincidences.

MD: There is something we don’t know about. And it’ll …

That doesn’t surprise me, there’s always something we don’t know we don’t know.

MD: I – I don’t worry about it in the sense I’ve perhaps said.

Oh, come on. You’ve only got to read The New Scientist to know we don’t
understand consciousness, we don’t understand memory, and things of this sort. So if
you don’t understand it, you don’t know what sort of linkages there could be, and so
on.

Do you think there’s some scientific explanation?

It’s bad enough when people start saying the minimum model, final model of
universal involves eleven dimensions, you know. So there’s seven dimensions to
explain away.

So you think that science will eventually find an explanation?

No, science won’t eventually find a … science is limited on what it can find out.

MD: And there speaks a scientist [laughs].

That’s why when somebody says in fact, you don’t need a God to explain the
universe, you know, he doesn’t know what he’s talking about.

What do you think on that school?

Look, if somebody’s created – if you can conceive of the thought that somebody
created a universe, then that somebody else would have created a universe actually
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couldn’t be spotted, if you see what I mean. [pause] Can I ask you a simple question?
If God exists, is he stuck in this time, or can he actually – has he got the whole of time
visible to him? You and I are limited to our – you know, our knowledge of the world
as of this moment, despite what Einstein says on relativity, it’s very difficult for us to
experience time spreading in a different rate for both of us, and things of that sort, you
know. If somebody organises the universe, which is quite a clever feat when you
think about it, you can imagine right at the beginning all the factors that go on to
produce what we’ve got now, as it were. Does he actually know – see time all of
time, as it were, in one lot, so he actually knows the consequence of what happens at
any one time. Or is he like us, stuck with just this moment in time? And if he is stuck
with this moment in time, where is the God in the far part of the universe if we can
only see billions of light years in the past. How does he know what’s happening in
the rest of the universe as it were, if in fact you’re limited in communication to the
speed of sound. If he has a universal knowledge, there must be a way of exceeding
the speed of sound – speed of light, I should say, speed of light.

So sort of belief but with a scientific background then? Scientific explanation, that’s
what it sounds like to me.

If you limit your understanding of the universe to what we understand at the moment,
you’re bound to come up with silly answers, right [all laugh]. And I say that, you’ve
only got to read Darwin, you know, or any earlier scientist and so on, like Isaac
Newton, to realise they had a rather weird idea of the universe by present
understanding. Even people – the books that were written just before the war, by
people like Eddington, who were great scientists of their time, but before radioactivity
was understood and things like that, you know, we now know a lot of what they
thought was rubbish, they were wrong models of the universe, you see. Which is why
science is all about, you don’t actually understand things, but what you do is you
create a model of what you think it is, you know, which you use to explain things,
right. You then test this model against your experience, sometimes it’s going to be
rather subtly tested of course, you know, until you actually find incompatibility
between what you can see, and what you believe from your model. But what you then
do is upgrade the model to allow for new experience. Which is why science, like the
science of, er, subatomic particles and things like this, is forever advancing, and you
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have all these sort of ideas that people have developed in theory, but you have to get
some practical experience to know which actually is true. But when I say true, it’s
only true up to a point of what you can validate from what you observe. The surprise
is really to most people is how both the standard model of particles and the quantum
theory, actually seems to work.

Could you give me an example?

Many, many new phenomena appear and it can still explain it. So that’s why people
have a thought that there’s a model of everything that can be achieved. There are also
some very good scientists around who actually say that that’s impossible – a model of
everything is impossible, all you can get is models of – models that fit particular
things, and I keep using the word model because that’s all it’s about. When you have
ideas about people, and their relationship and things like this, you do it via a model,
you’re idea of that person, not what that person really is. And I would have thought
that historians, you know – I have a most wonderful book at the moment that I’ve
started to read about the bit of English history between the death of Oliver Cromwell
and the restoration, the two years, right. This book is not written as a narrative, it’s
actually using – it’s scissors and pasting the material that’s available. So it’s a
patchwork with gaps, there’s no real – there’s no narrative though, ‘cause there’s gaps
in the knowledge. And then you realise that each individual block, you know,
although it balances the story a bit, as it were, you still have to think what was the
person who wrote this thinking about, who was he trying to persuade with what
message, and so on. In other words, it really doesn’t – the sources are not actually the
history, they’re just the sources of what somebody would actually try to use for some
effect in time, and they’re all bits and pieces. So you realise that historians who come
up with wonderful narrative stories, like on Henry VIII and his six wives and so on,
you know. I’ve got a nice fat book upstairs which I’ve read, which is great. It’s a
wonderful thing like this, the sources aren’t like that, and it doesn’t really reflect what
Henry VIII was like, you know, it only reflects what Henry VIII wanted people to
think what he was like, the same with Queen Elizabeth I [laughs].

One way of looking at it –
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There’s no answer for that, I know that [all laugh]. You have to …

[31:17]

I was just basically wondering, going back to this model business though,
understanding something, give me one good example from your own work of that.

Models.

You know, just a single example of having to upgrade your model, your understanding
to cope with some change you hadn’t foreseen.

… Yeah. Hmmm … I suppose aerodynamics is a good example because when I
started out, and we’re talking about ‘53, I was being exposed – had been exposed as a
student to rudimentary ideas of supersonic aerodynamics, but we had no idea what
happened at transonic speeds. The supersonic committee during the war had
recommended trying to build an aeroplane, aeroplane to fly at 1,000 miles an hour,
which was contracted to miles for the M52, hmmm, for deliberately to get a plane to
fly at transonic speed. Not only because rumours were coming through that the
Germans were working towards that. And the answer was, yeah, the Germans were
but it was a bit pie in the sky still at that stage. Hmmm, so what did we know? Well
what we knew is that you could fire bullets and shells at supersonics speeds, so you
could fly – if you fly through the transonic speed regime, you know, and things like
that, and you could by firing shells and bullets, measure the drag and therefore you get
some idea what actually happened. And there’s no doubt that drag coefficient rose to
a peak at Mach one and fell off again. Bearing in mind that the drag coefficient is –
you take the actual drag force and divide by the velocity squared, you know, so the
actual drag was increasing all the time, ‘cause the square velocity effect, you know.
But you saw a lot of puzzle. And unfortunately the theory the – the only theory we
could do in those days were before big computers, was the theoretical analysis and
people were clever enough to linearise the equations, the motion, and we could see
that subsonic and supersonic approaching Mach one from either side, things were
going up to a peak. Unfortunately linearise theory had deficiencies that didn’t have
the interactions there, so at Mach number one we had infinity. Now we knew that
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was wrong, you know. We knew that bodies of revolution, bullets in other words,
didn’t have that sort of behaviour, we had no idea about wings, and we knew that
since you tried flying at airplanes at high speed, you – as soon as you got into a period
where – you see, an aeroplane’s wings lift, you get by, if you have the flow over a
wing, the flow was divided at the front, and met together at the back, right, there
couldn’t be a discontinuity, the same flow that divided at the front had to meet at the
back, otherwise a vacuum would build up, you know, it’s called the Kutta condition
actually. So you have this thing like that. So to get the flow from there to there at the
right time, it had to fly faster, and immediately going faster meant that local pressure
dropped to get the speed, you know. So you had higher pressure underneath and on
the top, so you had a lift force, and so on you know. Now as soon as the flow over the
top speeded up to get over the top, and it went supersonic, the flow was no longer
stayed the same, it actually shock wave would form along – a little way into the
supersonic bit there, and it would suddenly go supersonic. And the whole flow
pattern would change. The thing they discovered of flying aircraft like the Spitfire, is
in fact the stability changed markedly at that time. There was a film was made called
The Sound Barrier, where the chap solved the problem when he got to transonic
speeds by instead of doing the obvious thing of pulling his control stick back, he
pushed it forward instead, which actually was the solution, you know. Now that was
meant to be a fictional solution, and actually turned out to be something like the truth,
you know. The centre of pressure move from about twenty-five percent of the wing
span – sorry the cord, back to something about fifty percent of the cord, there’s a huge
change in the stability side of it, and so on, you know. And what’s more being a
shock wave, not fixed to anything, would flutter around over a small marked number
of range. So a lot of confusion about what it was. Now the difficulty in a wind tunnel
is that when you’re at transonic speeds, the shock wave, that’s the Mach cone, is more
or less normal to the body, so that if you had it in a wind tunnel with a wall, as it
were, the sound waves coming off the nose of the body hit the side and came back
onto the body straight away, so the surfaces, that’s the wind tunnel surfaces, hmmm,
of the working section
#, interfered with the flow pattern, so you couldn’t get the flow over the body that you
could believe. Now the Germans couldn’t solve it, during the war we couldn’t solve
it. What we did solve in the end was the obvious sort of thing; if it’s a reflection off
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the walls was the problem, what we’d do is make the walls hollow and suck the air
out, so you don’t get reflections, you just suck it all off.

Suck the air out of – sorry, walls?

They were porous walls, walls of the wind tunnel, so we actually could have transonic
wind tunnels, which we do have now, I might say. You know, it’s all very clever, it’s
realising what it is you’ve actually got to solve the problem, and so on. Hmmm …

Hmm, okay.

[37:22]

When I was – I say, I joined the RAE supersonic aerodynamics were beginning to
believe – be believed. But transonic we had a real problem, so what we used to do is
to use rockets to get things through the transonic speed range, and so on. Then
somebody realised in fact that there was an approximation called slender body theory,
which said that what mattered was not actually the actual shape of the body, but the
fact of the mass, that’s the volume that there was there, right. And an American gent
called Jones, RV Jones, came up with what he called the, hmmm … now of course the
word doesn’t come to mind immediately. [Interviewee did not mean RV Jones]
Hmmm … they shaped the body so that the – when you put the distribution of air
volume that is along the body, that included the wings, engine, and things like that,
along, it all became the same shape as the optimum drag shape for a body. Hmmm …
it’s the Buccaneer was the first British aircraft to exploit it, with a wasted body.

Coke bottle?

Hmm?

Coke bottle?

That’s the shape, yeah. Because to compensate for the volume of the wing, you had
to take away a bit of the volume in the fuselage. Why it worked very well, again it
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worked so people got on and built aeroplanes using area rule, that’s right, the area
rule. Using the area rule, hmmm, because it worked, not because we actually
understood theoretically why it worked. It takes quite a long time, and a bit of clever
mathematics as it were, to actually show that in fact it must be true. There’s a lot –

Okay, that’s a good example.

Many volumes were written. There were two volume work, two volumes about that
thick as it were, modern developments of fluid dynamics, it was all about that sort of
period, trying to gather together the information, and actually start giving us clues of
what was actually happening. [Phone rings] All defeated really because we didn’t
have the super computer necessary to actually do the calculations for real, and that’s
something which has only happened once you got into the 1980s, were actually able
to do that thing properly, and began to show what the problems really were. We
exploit it nowadays because aircraft, you know modern airliners, have supercritical
wings, they’re designed to actually fly at a speed in which shockwaves and things like
that occur, but it’s all been stabilised properly, erm, and all well understood. Having
said well understood, you know, we went through a phase when airliners had lumps
on the back, trailing edges of the wings, erm, where we had kinks in the swept wing,
four edges, you know, like the Vulcan and so on, had sort of a kink. If you remember
what the American space shuttle looks like, wings, ogive type shape and so on, you
know, it was realised that in fact didn’t sweep the clever things that you have to know,
and so on, now gradually we find. And of course all modern airliners now have a
little slight turned up tips of the wings. The improvement of efficiency of the wings is
trivial, you know, a few percent, as it were, not very much, but of course then there’s
competitive age it matters that little bit.

Good.

[41:16]

Almost any field I can think of, structural engineering, hmmm, and so on, over fifty
years – when I started as a student, you had books of formulae of people who worked
out for structures, whether circular or panels with stringers supporting them and things
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like this, you know. And as a stressman you had to say, well, an aeroplane does not
consist of flat panels, things like this, you know, how do I actually make a judgement
on either the increased strength that you get from bending a plate, you know curving
it, or what have you. And I’ve talked to a number of people over the years about how
you make that sort of judgement, you know. It was very often the way you did it is
that you gave an estimate of what you thought it ought to be theoretically, and then
you made up a panel with the shape, the curvature you wanted and so on, and went
out and tested it, you know, to see how strong it really was before it buckled, and so
on, and used that, it’s a factor in controlling the design. Because aircraft are designed
on the whole with a – the best you can do with estimating the load, the best you can
do on estimating the strength of the structure, and then putting a factor on it, saying
this has got to cover the fact that I don’t know, you know the uncertainty I have in
estimates both of loads and estimates of the strength of it. And these factors, hmmm,
they tend to be like one point six for a guided weapon, or two or two and a bit for a
man carrying aircraft, they were in those days anyhow. We’ve got much better at the
calculations. There’s still a factor because if you test a structure, like you build an
aeroplane and you test it to destruction as it were, you only know what that one value
is, you don’t know whether you’ve made a strong or weak version of that sort. You
know. We tested, let me see, I think it was a training aeroplane, the Prentice, we
bought a dozen of those and just tested the wings and the fuselages to destruction, just
to see what the spread was. Because there was – nobody built dozens of these things
and tested them, you know. You build dozens of them, yes, and fly them, you know,
but on the whole you make sure that they don’t ever exceed the load conditions,
which you were sure they were all right at.

Shall we take a short pause?

Yeah. [break in recording]

[44:10]

So how did you two first get together, you mentioned you met at school.
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The simple explanation is that we were interested in drama, and we got appointed by
our houses to be the drama rep to organise the, er, house play for the annual
competition between the four houses at the grammar school.

MD: They don’t have that sort of thing now I believe.

We organised a performance with two of my friends, Marguerite’s sister and her
boyfriend of the time. We put on a play.

MD: My sister’s boyfriend.

We put on a play which I think the staff thought was unsuitable [MD laughs]. But we
had a lot of fun doing it.

What was the play?

God knows what it was called now.

MD: I can’t remember, can you? I was going to rely on you.

Yeah.

MD: Mind you, one of his friends I had a crush on.

It was atmospheric anyhow, it was fun.

MD: It wasn’t Eric, it was Peter – Peter Hiscock.

No, I said it was atmospheric.

MD: Oh, it was atmospheric, yes.

[Both laugh] God, your thoughts are far removed from what I said, Marguerite.
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MD: I can have my fantasies.

Yeah, yeah.

So was that it for from that point on? Did you just get together at that point over the
drama, or …?

We knew each other socially.

MD: We knew each other socially as in the school, I wouldn’t say there was anything
special. We did have dancing classes, didn’t we? But you …

The headmaster wanted us to do what was in those days called old time, and is now
called sequence dancing, and so on.

MD: And Tony …

As a counterbalance to really the start of rock and roll.

MD: Yes. And we had one at the school, and the tunees everybody was playing,
[singing].

Yeah. We were both – had been in school plays, although not together.

MD: Oh yes. No.

So what actually brought you together? When did you start courting, if that’s the
right word? [laughs]

MD: I know we had a dance and you stood there in the doorway looking and you
never came in and asked me to dance, and I was very annoyed with you, but a lady
didn’t go off and ask a man to dance then.

That’s all right.
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MD: And then when I got outside, there was this shout, ‘Can I walk you home?’ So
we did.

That was the start.

MD: That was really the start, wasn’t it? We didn’t hold hands and we didn’t kiss, for
ages, a couple of years at least.

Took the dog for a walk.

MD: Oh, yes, took the dog for a walk. I used to go out and meet him in the woods,
because – and Mummy was suspicious of me because she said once …

I celebrated my twenty-first birthday by taking her to the Isle of Wight, I remember
we walked from Yarmouth all the way down to Alum Bay, and sat on the cliff doing
very little, other than getting sunburnt, and so on. Hmmm, cheap way of having a
holiday [laughs].

MD: And I refused you, didn’t I?

Probably, yeah.

MD: I think.

We went to college in different ways, she to Portsmouth, me to Bristol. During term
time we tried to meet about half term, somewhere. We certainly did that.

MD: Salisbury.

And at Southampton.

MD: Unfortunately on both times we were seen [laughs].
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During the …

Seen?

As students during the winter –

MD: You know, other people saw us there together.

Yeah. We both worked for the Post Office, didn’t we, at Christmas?

MD: Yes, we worked for the Post Office.

But in different areas.

MD: You were inside, I was walking the streets.

I used to do parcels packing at night over at Redbridge.

MD: And I did the day deliveries up –

And the long summer vacations we all had jobs, but we went to the Classic cinema.

MD: Yeah.

In Southampton. Certainly in the second summer …

MD: That had rather interesting films, you know. And there was a film society that
Mummy took us along to, and you came along a couple of times.

Yeah, we went to that.

[49:10]

How did your parents take to Roy?
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There was as certain degree of opposition.

MD: [Laughs] Well after all, I mean, his grandfather decorated our house on time for
us, I mean …

Somebody’s Grandfather used to get drunk.

MD: [Laughs] Great Grandfather, though Grandfather did get drunk, yes.

[laughs] At least one occasion anyhow.

MD: You know, trades people, I mean, they didn’t know that Roy’s mother, that’s
where he got his brain from, she was made to go into service and not take up the
scholarship she’d got to go to grammar school.

We had at home a draw full, a large draw full, of prizes she’d won for writing, there
were essay competitions and things of that sort that she used to enter as a girl, that
used to be the common thing to do. And then – she did very well and so was offered a
grammar school place, but the family had to turn it down … as was common in those
days really.

MD: Well, she was a girl.

Yeah.

MD: If it had been one of your uncles it would have been a different matter, wouldn’t
it?

Well Uncle Ken went to the same grammar school.

MD: Your Uncle Ken, that was his youngest young, but …
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Uncle Ron just missed out, just too old to benefit from the Education Act and so on.
Very sad, because that was a problem with, hmmm, most families of my parents’
generation, you know, nothing to do with their talent, you know, the opportunity was
just wasn’t there, ‘cause it cost money.

How you go from, you know, him walking you home at night to getting married, I
mean that’s …?

… Well I don’t know, we survived being – while we were at college at it were.

So you were separated at college?

We wrote to each other regularly.

MD: Yeah, I’ve still got them upstairs in a case.

And so on. Good close friendship I would say.

MD: Yeah, we were friends really.

Yeah, and then …

MD: When you used to come and visit me when I went up to London.

When you start at London and I was actually then at Farnborough, and you would
come down for special events as well.

MD: Yeah. And you’d come up and you’d arrive early on …

And those things like at Cecil Sharp House, you came over to some of those.

MD: Yeah. And I was chosen to be one of the people who – to be one of the dancers,
I should have put it …
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For Princess Margaret’s visit.

MD: Yeah.

Yeah.

MD: That was a great honour to be hooked out, and I hadn’t done much dancing as
such, that sort of dancing.

A party of us –

What sort of dancing was it?

MD: Country dancing.

Went up to London to stand in Trafalgar Square on election night, and we had to
borrow the money from Marguerite to buy the train fare to get back home to work the
next morning [MD laughs]. Yeah.

So what were you doing in London?

MD: I was – I’d passed as a pharmacist and I was working with Boots the Chemist,
because Mummy had worked …

In Marley Road off of Clapham Common.

MD: That’s right.

Yeah. That was interesting experience, wasn’t it, really?

MD: Yeah.

Why?
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MD: Well obviously it was a road that I think could have been known as a sex palace
by then [laughs], because there used to be quite a lot of visiting people, both black and
white, we had a lovely little black family not far up the road, he was a postman, and
they were mainly quiet but occasionally they were …

If there were problems it was white women with black men.

MD: Yes, that was basically what it was. And that of course was utterly revolting. I
mean, they were the lowest of the low.

Who?

But Clapham Common in those days –

MD: The women to go with black men, I mean, my God.

But Clapham Common was quite an experience wasn’t it, the things that went on [MD
laughs]. Battersea, around Clapham station.

MD: Oh, yes.

Because Marguerite was next to Arding – Boots was next to Arding and Hobbs.

MD: Arding and Hobbs, you know.

Which you can see as you go through Clapham.

MD: Clapham Junction still.

Clapham Junction railway station.

MD: But I made friends – I used to walk down the slope –

With the street market and things like that.
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MD: Oh, the street market was great. And I made friends with a family and he was –
I don’t think he was English, but it didn’t worry me that …

You’re right, they weren’t English were they?

MD: No, they weren’t, and they were photography things, if I remember correctly.

But it was a lifestyle rather removed from our previous experience, that bit of London
was not like Southampton or Portsmouth.

What was the difference?

Well, first of all Southampton and Portsmouth really were bombsites [laughs].

MD: And there was very little bomb damage actually in that …

Southsea was all right.

MD: Southsea wasn’t too bad.

But there was no centre to Portsmouth.

MD: Portsmouth, no.

And no centre in Southampton either.

MD: No.

Hmm.

MD: And it was a bigger city.

Yeah. Much more life, much more life.
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[55:00]

MD: I had at that time a gentleman who was I would say a follower to me; he was
older than I was, hmmm … I lived down at Portsmouth in the YWCA, and he was in
the YMCA. And he came along to the youth group, and, hmmm, sort of became
friends, he was all right, but I had no – no emotional love for him, I think is the way
of putting it. He was all right as a friend, you would be a nice friend, a) you’re too
young, b) I’m happily with him. But you know, not necessarily on that basis, but you
can be friends. I was friends with two boys that I’m still friends with, despite they’re
married, hmmm, one wife did find it difficult to know about me, but I wasn’t a threat
to her. They were like brothers to me, and I still look on them as brothers, because I
never had a brother. And he, er, he was very kind in his ways, but when he phoned
me up once at home, and there’s my father saying [adopts angry voice], ‘Who is that
man on the phone, who does he want, what does he want to talk to you about?’ And
he’s saying, ‘You must marry me, we’ve got to go and live out in India and save the
poor. And you will marry you, won’t you?’ And there’s Father, ‘What are you
talking about?’ And I was over twenty-one by then.

But we were – it was sort of catch the first train up from Frimley station, the
Waterloo, and the first train arrived before the station opened, you have to – this is
British Rail, you know, I had to get over the hedge as it were to get on the train, and
pay the fare when I got to Waterloo, you know. Not that there ever was a problem
because they understood what was going to happen, and so on. But that was – it
wasn’t up the main line, because we were living – I was living in a hostel which
wasn’t very far away from Frimley station. I’d get to Marguerite, eight o’clock?

MD: Oh, a bit before then.

We could have breakfast together, and I could talk her to work, and I could spend the
rest of the day in London doing something or other. I remember going to the radio
show one year, and meeting the Shadows when they were a bunch of teenagers, and I
can remember Cliff Richard as a youngster at this show, this shows how old I am
actually [both laugh], and so on. Ideal Home Exhibition, things of that sort, British
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Museum, you know, I’d do things like that. And sometimes we’d go over and meet
for lunch, and sometimes not, and I come over and we have an evening meal together,
and I’d go back, you know. And after a year or so of that, it was sort of we can’t
really keep this up, you know, are we going to get married, or we just going to give it
up? So we decided we’d get married. She moved – got Boots to move her down to
Farnborough, and she stayed in digs for a while in what were called RAF Borough in
a bungalow – with – a widower?

MD: A widow.

Widow, yeah. Hmmm, that would be in the August? Yeah, in August. And we got
married in November. And by then I’d found an unfurnished …

MD: And his Grandfather was very nice when we announced it to say, ‘August,
September, October, November, December, January, February, March – April, is it
then?’

So she had the pleasure of turning up next year and saying, ‘Look it was September.’
Much to our surprise.

MD: Well I didn’t expect to have any babies, I didn’t expect. I mean, I must admit I
did visit a doctor to ask her about these things, and she treated me like I was a street
woman. ‘Why do you want to know about these things, you shouldn’t need to know
about these things.’ I said, ‘I’ve been told I can’t have children, but what does one
do?’ I mean, I’ve got no mother, I’m asking you for help.

Her mother’s died by then.

MD: Mummy was dead by then. And that’s another thing, I knew when she died, I
was in church with a young man that I was friendly with, hmmm … and it was the
psalm Now lettest thou thy servant depart in peace, which is part of the Evensong, and
I knew she was there with me, and then she was gone. Er, so I hadn’t anybody else I
could talk to. Couldn’t talk to Aunty Betsy ‘cause she was not married, and I didn’t
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really want to discuss that sort of things with her. So I thought I’d go and see
somebody and she was most unhelpful, wasn’t she?

Yeah.

MD: But [laughs] the landlady presented me with something she said she used, which
should make it all right, and I’ve never seen such a revolting thing in my life [laughs].
Anyway …

[1:01:03]

By this time, hmmm, I was deep involved in the Blue Streak work, you know,
dabbled a number of topics before we got deeply into Blue Streak, but by then we
were working flat out, and so on when we got married.

MD: You see, we got married and we got a flat in Stockton Avenue. Now that is …

Now that’s the next thing, you see, because mother-in-law was dead, as it were,
father-in-law had moved furnished flat, sold the house, and the furniture was put into
the garage next door to where …

MD: He lived with Beryl.

That’s right, yeah. So in effect we had half a household of furniture to inherit, so we
were looking for an unfurnished flat in the days when unfurnished flats were hard to
come by. But we found one in Fleet, which is why we lived in Fleet all that time.
And, you know, and enough furniture to actually be able to live.

MD: Enormous, enormous front room it was, and then there was a kitchen, which was
very nice.

L shaped room.

MD: And then there was –
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Two bedrooms.

MD: A small bedroom, and then another big bedroom, and then the bathroom and
toilet, and there was …

A cellar.

MD: A cellar.

This is in … when did you actually marry, what year?
MD: 12th November ‘55.

‘55, right.

And we moved in ‘58.

MD: Fifty-five years this year.

Spring in ‘58 to 25 Greenways.

MD: Yeah, eventually –

Which is a semi – semi-detached house. And we moved here in March 1967.

MD: And the day that we moved in, he came to me with a bunch of flowers, and said
…

‘I’m off to Australia for six weeks.’

[MD] ‘I’m off to Australia.’ [makes stressed sounds] The workmen had helped me put
they beds up wondering, where was her husband, had she got a husband. And they
were the same people that had moved us into the house in Greenways, and they had a
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little murmur there about the fact he wasn’t available to help me when we moved. I
think they had funny ideas about what was my relationship [laughs].

[1:03:25]

What did you actually know what Roy was doing at the start? What did you think he
was doing in the early 1950s?

MD: He was working at the RAE, he worked on planes, and engines and things like
that. He was an aeronautical engineer, he’d qualified as with a first class honours. He
had to wait until he was twenty-one to get his degree. And so I assumed it was to do
with aeroplanes.

It wasn’t of course, it was guided weapons, and ballistic missiles at that –

MD: And he came home one day and he said, ‘We’ve got to have a talk.’ And he
said, ‘I’m working on something that I think is very important, but I can’t talk to you
about it.’ He said, ‘But it might help the world in the future, what do you want me to
do?’ And I think he mentioned peace and other things, I can’t remember all of them.
And I said, ‘If you think it’s going to do good for the world.’ ‘But I can’t tell you
anything.’ I said, ‘That’s all right, I trust you, you do what you think is right, and I
won’t ask questions.’ And I never did.

The first real issue was in 1962 when I went to spend several weeks on Long Island.

MD: That was hard.

You know, we had a contract with General Applied Science Labs to buy their
computer codes, so we went over there for six weeks, something like that.

MD: Something like that, it was appalling.

Three of us went and we got ourselves a flat.
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MD: All I knew he’d gone to America.

You know, what do you want me to do while I’m in the States, so we’ve still got the
…

MD: All the plates.

The plates from Macys, and things like that. We bought – that’s when I started to buy
fine – K Stores, and started buying cheap sheets and things of that sort. Which have
spread around the family over the years, haven’t they? I mean, granddaughters have
sort of commented on, hmmm, the ones that came down to them, as it were. It was
bed linen. That’s when I discovered you could buy tins of things that you couldn’t
buy in the UK. Now first of all I found tins of Mock Turtle Soup, then real Turtle
Soup, you couldn’t tell the difference, I might say, and so on. Hmmm, pinto beans,
and things of that sort, way before that sort of thing became available, I won’t say
common in this country, you know, but American was like twenty-five, thirty years
ahead of us when it came to things like that.

MD: Well, they hadn’t had the same sort of war as we had.

That is probably true. Yeah.

But the original conversation about, you know, Roy saying he’d been offered the
chance to work on something important, what was that actually connected to?

God only knows now, because it was all important in those days.

MD: But I trusted him.

Yeah.

MD: And if he couldn’t tell me, then I didn’t really need to know, did I? But I got
very annoyed one time with one of the teachers whose husband was working on the
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same project, who grumbled at Simon because he hadn’t had his hair cut, ‘What’s
your father thinking of?’ Yes.

Mrs Bonser, yes, her husband was in the thick of it all at that time, air vice marshal
Bonser.

MD: But I didn’t know that, I didn’t know that. But I felt it wasn’t her job to tell me
about what my children’s hair should be like.

[1:07:12]

I’d have loved to have interviewed her husband later on but he got cancer of the
throat, and had difficulty in speaking, didn’t –

MD: Poor man.

Wasn’t prepared to be interviewed. Rather sad really, because he would have given
me insight into areas which I don’t understand. I’ve just got to say, the last few years
interviewing other people is just too much trouble. Well, I can – what I found is that
you spent a day interviewing somebody and you get one side of notes worth having,
you know, it’s a lot of work for very little you didn’t know, as it were. And there was
a time when I was enthusiastic, and I do have one of my folders on my machine of
interviews, real interview write-ups, you know, which is a very useful source, but they
represent a lot of work for very little information really. Although very often they
were key interviews in the sense you’ve got the fact that really it was important, you
know. Like interviewing Tom Kerr, who was my director but had been the scientific
adviser to Strike command at the days when Blue Streak was cancelled. And it’s the
only person – he’s the only one I’ve ever talked to who actually understood why it
was cancelled, from the RAF’s point of view. You know, it’s all written in that, as it
were. So interviews have been important. Hmmm, interviewing Derek Dalton, for
example, when we went to Stratford on Avon where he retired, he’d been our deputy
director for years, and been – so he’d been in and out the rocketry business all my
career, as it were. But when I re-interviewed him, he’d moved job about every two
years, never quite understood the background to any of the jobs he moved into, and
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had no idea what happened after – each one after he left. So the interview was
actually mostly him asking me questions about what the hell had happened. You
know, why did we do this, and what happened after we did it. He was as very nice
man, and very helpful, you know, there’s nothing wrong with that point of view, but I
suddenly realised how, hmmm, how important some continuity was, and how the vast
majority of people I knew had very little continuity in that sense, not at senior level
anyhow. And particularly true when projects got set up, nearly every project I can
think of, and that’s one of the things I list you see, is who was in charge, and you
don’t find the same name does not crop up all the way through, you know. It was
different people, so they all had to learn the same … how to solve the same problems.
No way of teaching them lessons learned, therefore this is the way we ought to
approach the next project, type thing. ‘Cause nobody ever spent any money on
actually capturing as it were the knowledge, or the experience.

So no institutional memory?

No, not really. Well, there was me, I was the corporate memory on the whole. I
realise now that I got where I was and was maintained, or kept, and so on, just
because I was the corporate memory, and having a good memory. That’s the other
interesting thing about this, I did actually remember these things, and I was actually
relied on by certain – by people like Peter Jones, he relied on me remembering the
things that went on.

These trips abroad that Roy would …

[1:11:09]

134 to the United States in the end.

Did you get much warning, or were they sudden?

MD: Not really. You’d come home and say I’ve got to go over …
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Each trip to the States, when I come back I didn’t know when the next one was going
to be, other than it would be fairly soon.

MD: And Colonel Fennel was as a very nice –

I got a lot of them because the Americans asked me to come.

Is this is the ‘80s then?

The SDI people, you know, saw me as the sort of British guru on things that really
mattered. I had a different insight. You see, I was going to say earlier on, that the
American problem is they’re very dependent on contractors, and contractors will
always give you a bias view, what suits them, you know, and they were all desperate,
they’re looking for some independent view, somebody who saw it from a different
point of view which wasn’t actually with some sort of financial reward involved.
Hmmm … I can understand why the Americans got themselves into this – the way of
doing business that they do, it works for them if you’ve got the money, you know.
But it does mean that when you place a contract, all they do they get the contract gets
fulfilled, it doesn’t actually answer the real question, you know. They do what they’re
paid to do, they don’t actually address the problem and come up with the answer to
the problem that you’re facing. Now the UK don’t do it that way, because of the way
we work with our industry, it’s sort of we start off thinking we understand the
problem but we’re quite prepared to modify our view about what has to be done, and
what we’re paying for.

MD: Right.

‘Cause you don’t have a choice.

MD: He’s asking me the questions, not you.

What is this occasion?

MD: Well, Colonel Fennel was a very nice retired gentleman.
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Great.

MD: A great friend of mine, strange I had lots of friends in the older generations,
rather than some of the young. I did belong to a youth group, well young wives, yeah.

Young wives, when you were a young wife.

MD: When I was a young wife. And he used to say, ‘How’s the children, and how are
you my dear?’ with his eyes looking very carefully at my lower stomach, and
‘Where’s your husband?’ And “How are you?” and his eyes would go down again,
and I’d say, ‘Yes, he’s in the States, and no I don’t think I am.’ [laughs] Or, ‘Yes, I
am.’

He was delightful though.

MD: Oh, he’s …

How did you know him?

MD: I never went to his house, I just met him somewhere. I mean …

Well he organised the fete churches.

MD: Yes, things.

What did they call themselves?

MD: Oh, I can’t think of it.

What do they call themselves now?

MD: Oh, I can’t think.
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Fete churches together, or something like that.

[MD] Something like that, yeah.

Yeah, he would run that, at the age of eighty he decided that wasn’t enough
challenging.

MD: So he went down to the south – somewhere in Cornwall or West Country to run
a hotel for elderly people.

Which he ran till he was ninety-seven [laughs].

MD: The thing was, erm, when we moved into Stockton Avenue, we had the ground
floor flat, Mrs Briddam [ph] had the upstairs flat.

Which a companion.

MD: With a companion, Margaret, and …

Now her husband had been in the Indian railway, or was that Mrs Edwards?

MD: No. That was Mrs Edwards. Any they were – I was asked to afternoon tea.
There were two ladies, there were several colonels’ widows, and I was [laughs] very
nicely and politely they found out whether I was a suitable person, you see. What
were your parents, what did your family do, and, er, uncles were in the navy, and my
mother was a nurse. I didn’t specify what the nursing was. Granny had a nursing
home. I just about squeezed through, my husband was working at the RAE, but I
don’t know very much about that, ‘because you know what men are like.’ I could lie
[laughs]. Well, I didn’t know. But I wasn’t going to tell them.

Wasn’t going to tell them that you didn’t know?

MD: No. I was being careful. One was careful in what one said at time.
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Is that for security, or social reasons?

MD: Well, I’d never been interviewed by so many ladies with so much high ranking,
and here’s me just a little girl done work for two and a half years as a pharmacist, and
‘what did your grandfather do,’ and what was that. And I was able to say that
grandfather was in the marines.

[1:16:29]

It was like that dinner at the Royal Air Society where I was sitting next to an air vice
marshal, you know. And he, you know, casual chatting really and he said, you know,
‘Do you have any family involvement with the services?’ And I said, ‘Yes, my father
and relatives were involved with the Royal Air Force.’ Oh, he was very interested in
that. He said, ‘What did they do?’ I said, ‘Well, my father was an AC1 and he was a
painter and decorator at Cranfield [both laugh], my Uncle ran a barrage in Algeria
with a barrage balloon, and my father in law was a flight sergeant.’ [both laugh] And
so he was somewhat deflated.

MD: I had a gentlemen who had a wandering hand [both laugh].

At this dinner?

MD: At this dinner, yes.

Yes. That’s when I was presented with a silver medal of the Royal Aero Society
[laughs].

MD: And we had Prince – Prince Michael, wasn’t it?

Prince Michael’s attaché.

MD: Attaché sat to …

Equerry, equerry they were called, yes.
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MD: Equerry sat next to me, and he was an absolute darling.

[Closed between 01:17:35-01:17:49]

MD: But they were all very nice, that’s the highest I’ve ever …

Socially, you know, people Roy are working with, in the earlier part of his career,
let’s say in the ‘50s and the ‘60s, you know, do you mix with them at all?

You’re quite right. But our origins –

MD: Those that are still alive, they still talk to me, yes.

Our origins like Marguerite’s origin and, hmmm, the class consciousness and things
like this, you know, have been a significant part in really how we behaved and reacted
to things we found ourselves in since, and so on.

MD: But you see Mrs. Edwards had been out in India, and she showed me how to
bake things in a tin cake, cake tin.

Biscuit tin.

MD: Biscuit tin on top of an open fire.

It’s the way they had to cook, it’s the way she could cook.

MD: So she did this on top of her gas stove

Opposite neighbours across the road were the Thorns.

MD: Yes, and he was …

Basil, and …
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MD: Basil and Mary Thorn.

Mary Thorn.

MD: She got me into Mother’s Union which I’ve been in for over fifty years.

That’s right. And she became godmother to our daughter. But Basil was a rather
senior solicitor.

MD: Oh, he was very high up.

Very senior.

MD: Very high up in the law courts.

In the Law Society, yes.

MD: We – as I’ve said many times, I probably will carry on saying it, we started in
the Blue Triangle in Fleet.

And gradually worked down.

MD: And we’ve gradually worked down and now we live next door to a pub, I mean
it’s just [both laugh] one just doesn’t like to talk about it.

But we moved onto the estate that was really being built for the air crews at
Blackbush airport, hmmm, and they were all that, they were pilots, and so on.

MD: Oh, yes.

Initially anyhow, and so on. Obviously that all disappeared when they closed down at
Blackbush.
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MD: Yes, that’s true.

And up here, all I can say about the neighbours is there’s an enormous mixture hasn’t
there been?

MD: Yes, we’ve still got, hmmm, two of the originals left, that’s Lynn Williams, and
the widow lady.

But bearing in mind this is the only detached house, all the rest of this particular bit
are semi-detached. And really we have very little to do, ‘cause they face the other
road, really the people – the similarity to this along – we did know the ones that were
round the house like this on Portland Drive, didn’t we?

MD: Oh, yes, where he stayed the night.

Sergeant Pepper’s Band lot.

MD: Yes [laughs].

They were a weird couple, though weren’t they?

MD: Well they were – they were unusual.

Second relationship.

MD: Yes, it was, which was very unusual.

In those days,. Yeah.

[MD] One had to …

[1:21:00]
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How did – how did not being able to talk about what your husband actually does,
were there any sort of problems with that?

MD: Not really, I said, ‘Oh, he works at the RAE I don’t bother about what he does,
I’ve got my hands full.’

Did you ever want to find out what he was doing?

MD: No, because if there was anything in the paper about anything, he’s say, ‘Oh,
I’ve worked on that.’ And that was that … so …

Kids never knew anything.

MD: No.

What sort of things in the paper? Can you give me an example?

Well, cancellation of Blue Streak, purchase of Polaris, all the argument about Skybolt,
all that sort of thing. The whole question of nuclear forces guided weapons work.

MD: So in one sense I did learn what he was doing, but it didn’t mean anything to me.

See starting in ‘63, I was put on the ELDO Aerodynamics Committee.

MD: And I always said, ‘Oh, he works at the RAE, I don’t know what he does, he’s
always dashing off places.’ I said, ‘I don’t bother, I’ve got enough on my plate.’

For four years I was actually every third week in a meeting somewhere on the
continent, and so on. Bearing in mind that was while we were actually doing the
Australian trials with Dazzle, so I was also going to the States and to Australia in that
sort of period. Hmmm, and it go impossible in the end, they had to take me off some
of the things I was involved in, because they said, ‘You’re not capable of actually
doing all the work that’s required.’
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MD: No, you weren’t. That’s when you developed your diabetes, and I had a hell of a
job getting a urine sample out of you.

Well all I can say is ‘67 I was moved forward into weapons department to run a
section, which is when I grew a beard.

MD: ‘Cause he was young [laughs].

What we haven’t mentioned you see, is that from 1960 through, hmmm, to about then
we’d been involved in the pantomimes, annual pantomimes up in Fleet.

MD: Oh, yes.

They were associated with the church.

MD: In Fleet.

Using the church hall in Fleet. Not with church group, that’s –

MD: It’s gone now, it’s got a…

Before we moved here.

MD: Mr Humphries.

And between us we were in most of the pantomimes over that period.

MD: I was a pirate king three months pregnant with Steven, and I had to pick a
woman up and throw her over my shoulder, and take her out on one.

I was the king in Humpty Dumpty, the first year, we had a king and queen. Hmmm, I
was the wicked uncle in Little Miss Muffet. I was a pantomime dame Cinderella in –
no, oh, come on. The Eartha Kitt song one.
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MD: [singing]

But what was the name of the character?

MD: I can’t remember, but …

That was Jack and the Beanstalk.

MD: That’s it and you were a woman.

That’s right, yeah, I was pantomime dame.

MD: I’ve still got his dress upstairs. [Singing]

I had to sing like Eartha Kitt.

These are the things that are happening in the village then nearby?

MD: No, in Fleet.

Yeah, yeah.

In Fleet yeah, they were local shows.

MD: They were the local shows put on by this scout master.

They would start rehearsals in September, and the performance would be late January,
you know, so that was the winter activity in many ways, for that period anyhow, while
we were in that previous house.

MD: And we had other people from the RAE in it, yes.

Oh, the folk dance collecting was also going on at the same time.
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MD: Yeah. And the pantomiming.

So lots of friends …

Were there other RAE people in the pantomimes as well?

No, oh no. Local people on the whole.

MD: Come off it …

It’s like the carnival.

MD: The woman where we went and had our bath when we lived in the caravan, her
husband.

Oh, Mr Mallen, Dennis Mallens.

When did you live in the caravan?

MD: When we came out of our flat at the end of March having made it, and I got a
small baby, and the house wasn’t ready.

But the house was delayed for three months.

This house?

MD: No, the house in Greenways.

The previous house. He became the director of Concorde.

MD: Yeah.

But it was unusual for RAE people to live in Fleet.
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Hmm. Sort of RAE social events, you mentioned things like fetes before, do you get to
go to RAE social events, or …?

Yeah, we went to some.

MD: We went to some, but not a lot.

We lived in Fleet, we got involved with Fleet carnival.

MD: You must remember, we – we got involved with local things, because with all
the children, transport wasn’t much better than it is nowadays.

We didn’t get a car until 1963.

MD: You know, we hadn’t got public transport. I mean [adopts posh accent] ‘Oh,
you’re the people that cycle, aren’t you?’ ‘Cause we cycled off to work every
morning.

We would do shopping in Reading, because the Reading bus ran through Fleet, so all
we had to do from where we were was to walk up to the end of the road, and catch the
number 12 bus.

MD: Hmm. Fleet had lots of nice shops, there was Liptons, there was International,
there was Canes on the corner with the Quince tree, which I used to make jam with.
Hmmm, there was the McCarthy’s butchers, so there was Clarkes butchers.

With a string of children – with a string of children, you had to do shopping,
Marguerite could either do some shopping after collecting them from school, or we’d
go shopping at the weekend either to Aldershot, or Farnham, or I say quite often to
Reading at one period. And the things is when you take children shopping, you’ve
got to do something that interests the children, if you caught the bus to Reading it was
through the countryside for an hour’s drive, you know, there were cattle, animals in
the fields, and things like that, so we invented games, like the game of cricket, you
know. You could either count animals, or count the number of legs that were on pub
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signs [MD laughs]. If there was a head it counted as two feet, you know, or if it was
the Cricketers, you said how many people run a cricket pitch, well that’s twenty-four,
that scored forty-eight, and things of that sort, you know [both laugh].

[1:27:50]

How many children did you actually have?

MD: Eight. I had eleven pregnancies in fifteen years, and I lost three babies around
about three and a half, four months. And so we had eight live births, and that was
seven boys and one girl, and she never forgave me for not having a sister for her.
Well I say that, she always wanted – she was always bitterly disappointed.

That we only had one girl.

MD: It was very hard on her.

It was very hard on us too.

MD: I think the babies I lost were girls, but there again I was quite happy to carry on,
but at forty I was given strong lectures by various midwives, by doctors, that at my
age it was stupid of me to try and carry on to have more children, it was risking my
life, and didn’t I have enough with the family I’d got.

But you were twenty-five when you had your first.

MD: I was put down as a first – an elderly primer, on my notes as a first, going on at
twenty-five, I was elderly primer, and I was an elderly, er, multiple just before …

Forty, forty-one when you had Ruben? You don’t remember, do you? Neither do I
now.

MD: I can’t think of his birth date, no. But I was put down when I had him as an
elderly multiple, so just – I never was a young girl, I was always an elderly [laughs].
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But you see, the answer to your question about why didn’t somebody know what I
was doing, they did know what we were doing socially, involvement, you know, we
were involved with the Morris, was involved with folk research as it were, visiting
around, hmmm, we were, say, pantomimes, the carnival –

MD: Barn dance, carnivals – [both talking at once]

Each year I was a carnival judge, or a carnival entry.

MD: Dances we used to run.

And we, hmmm … I ran an evening class for the WI down at the village, a dance
class, we involved classes for dancing at the Cornwall school, for the youth
organisation.

MD: I dragged a young man from out under the grand piano to dance with me.

But we did manage to run 100 dances in a twelve month period one year, and decided
that’s too much. Hmmm, yeah. So basically to compensate for the job I had a busy
outside of the job life as well.

MD: And that’s what most people knew him as, or us as.

Yeah.

MD: After all –

The kids were in the choir.

MD: Steven and Judith were under the grand piano, up in Sheffield, on the night –

That’s where we know – where were we when JF Kennedy was assassinated? We
were in Sheffield University.
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MD: Running a barn dance up here.

Running a barn dance.

MD: With two small children with us, well I was still feeding Judith.

And we were in the air over the Atlantic when Princess Diana got killed.

MD: Yeah.

[laughs] You remember things like that, yeah. So to answer your question really,
[coughs] lots of other things and so on that people knew us for [coughs] and thought
of us –

MD: And we were mentioned in – in council notes about people with children that,
you know, were misbehaving, ‘and there’s that woman up in Church Crookham, she’s
got eight childrenm eight children’ –

Is that only ‘cause you’re known as that woman because he’s not there? [laughs]

MD: Probably.

The chairman of the council was a friend of ours –

MD: Said, and if all the children were as well behaved as those children are, we
wouldn’t be having the troubles we have now.

Having now [laughs].

Is it actually problematic, you know, raising a family while Roy is getting off across
the world every few months?

Not really, she’s quite capable.
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MD: Yeah I am. I’m not now. The house would never be looking like this, I am
ashamed of it.

I just –

MD: There are more important things than having a clean tidy house, when I’ve got a
husband that goes into hospital three days a week and I never know whether –
whether he’s going to come back. And when we have spare time we do other things.
As we did when we had all the children, like the pantomime and things like that. And
that to me is more important. When he’s gone –

Which is at half past one is lunchtime.

MD: Switch this off and we’ll go and do something about lunch.

Excellent.

[End of Track 17]
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[Track 18]

So when did you find out about what Roy had actually been doing?

MD: When he was given his – his …

CBE.

MD: CBE by the Queen, or just before then.

When was that?

1991.

MD: Yeah, I think it was, yes, 1991.

I’ve actually got a mounted – I was given a illuminated address, or whatever they call
these things now, saying what it is, and we’ve had it framed, but there isn’t anywhere
on the walls big enough to hang it [both laugh]. Not appropriately anyhow. So it
exists anyhow. The statement of what it was, and I had to explain to the family what
it was for. But by then things had eased a lot and one could talk much more. One of
the struggles, one of the jobs I’ve had ever since 1960, was actually trying to
downgrade things, you know, so I struggled hard to get various projects downgraded
so that you could talk about them, or other people could talk about them and so on.
Hmmm … it came unstuck occasionally because I know I gave a talk at the Royal Air
– the British Interplanetary Society, and I was – an official letter was sent to me
telling me not to write it up, it was too sensitive an area to actually leave a record of.
So, erm – so I got a bit fed up with that, so I struggled hard and which is why I took
on from my last two or three years at RAE the job of downgrading the highly
classified, the controlled documents, and working through that. Hmmm, ‘91, yeah,
and I suppose it was about then I agreed with Steve Metcalf we ought to do something
about recording what has actually been done, being prepared to talk to people, and to
record things, and so on. It was our activity which got the Royal Air Society to run a
– two conferences, one on the Blue Streak and its business, and then the second one
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on Chevaline. Both of those were – run with great difficulty, such that I couldn’t in
the end make the contribution I should have made, just wasn’t allowed to, and so on.
On Chevaline, I didn’t speak at all, did I?

MD: I don’t think you did.

No, I gave the briefing materials to other people to speak for me on my behalf really.

MD: I still didn’t really know exactly what he was doing, I just know he’d been given
this.

I gave a lecture to the Technical Society at Farnborough over at the sports centre.

MD: Was I there with that, or not? I can’t…

You went to that one, yeah.

MD: Yeah, I think I did.

Yeah, it’s the only time we’ve actually been in that area, and so on. You came to that.
I’ve got a copy of that paper.

MD: We liked going up to Palace.

So you’re quite right, the ‘90s, it was in the ‘90s we started to, hmmm …

MD: That was great fun because we were allowed to take …

I couldn’t talk to you about the AGARD meeting, and so on.

MD: No.

Hmmm … yeah.
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MD: You don’t talk to me about them now, we talk about other things that are for us.

Life’s full enough already, yeah.

[03:20]

How did you both feel about Roy getting the CBE?

MD: Very proud.

I was surprised [laughs].

MD: I couldn’t see what he’d got it for, you see. I didn’t really know what he’d got it
for but I was very proud. And we were the last two people to drive into the Palace,
and he was – the other man who was having it, he was getting an MBE, or something,
he was a road sweeper from somewhere in Norfolk, and he’d been given this for so
many years. And he was so happy and proud it was wonderful to be with him. And
we …

I had the problem you see they said, ‘Well, you can have your wife and two other
people.’ And he said, ‘Well, out of eight, which two would you choose?’ You know,
‘cause I don’t – as far as I’m concerned all the family, each one’s different, and
there’s no favourite in that sense. I mean, I had a single daughter anyhow, and she’s a
favourite in the sense that, you know, the only daughter and so on, you know. And it
was in the end, well whose career would be most benefit by being able to say I went
with my father. Well obviously the policeman [laughs], and the one who is destined
to be a head master, you know. So actually it was Peter and Steven.

MD: And Peter forgot to bring his cap up when he came up.

So he borrowed a dress hat from the Hampshire Police, so when he got to
Buckingham Palace they said, ‘You’re a Sussex policeman, wearing a Hampshire
policeman’s hat.’ You know.
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MD: Why? And I thought we were going to be stopped [laughs].

Yes, yes.

Why were you surprised at getting the CBE?

Well what had I done that was special? I just got on and did my job, it’s only on
reflection I think, well, probably I made bigger contributions than other people did,
but I wasn’t very conscious of that at the time. In the same way as the silver medal of
the Royal Air Society was actually – I was put up for that by the Royal Aircraft
Establishment management, and so on, and thought, you know, well why had I stood
out, because I’d actually been in a secluded area for most of my career, in an area
which nobody talked about. We didn’t tell the rest of the RAE what we were doing
on Polaris or Chevaline until 1978, yeah, we’d been working on it for … what, fifteen
years before you told the rest of the establishment. Couldn’t see it. I thought that was
my – I thought light was hidden under a bushel in that sense. Oh, the CBE, hmmm,
there’s a bit of honesty, and we have to give it that, is that John Major, the prime
minister had said, ‘I’m tired of all these people getting awards for having sat at the
seat for ages, you know, can’t we promote a few people, or awards for people, who’ve
got some talent.’ And that was hard for them to do, you know. Board of management
said to me, er, told me later, and said, ‘Well, it was really hard, because everybody
moved around, it was hard to actually find somebody who stood out as actually
making real contributions and so on.’ But I do have a track record in creativity, in
fact in millions of projects they’ve got – I got a reputation for creativity and they
didn’t want to know, you know. They just wanted – ‘stop having new ideas’ type
thing, you know. It was sort of, yeah, keep him out. Give him something fresh to get
involved in [MD laughs]. Or as the Americans got to say, ‘You float it in front of
Roy, if he likes it it’s probably worth doing, if he doesn’t like it you have to go and
get a second opinion about it.’ And so on, you know. I never quite knew how to take
that. But I do remember being invited to the States to conferences and not being told
what the title of the conference was about until I got there. Until I got into the hall in
which the presentation was in, you know, and I remember in one meeting at the
Pentagon I was given a – they handed me some blank view fours, and a pen to write
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the view fours, then they told me what I had to write about [laughs]. It really did get
me.

MD: You see why he had nothing to tell me when he came home.

[08:18]

I did.

Why didn’t they tell you …

In the end – in the end I gave up, you know. I had a wonderful trip to, er … not
Houston, I don’t know, somewhere in Alabama anyhow, we went there and I was with
my American friend and he said, ‘I want you to come down and see this radar.’ He
just drove across several States, it took several days, you know, stopping at all sorts of
places, we just got very friendly and chatting and so on. And it was this PAVE
PAWS radar in Georgia, and I got the real VIP treatment when I got there, because
my American colleague he was actually the overall responsible man for all of it, you
know. Kowtowing, I was treated as if I was his equivalent, and they gave me a nice
presentation picture, and a badge and things of that sort, and so on, you know. And it
was the same radar as the one I took you to at Fylingdales.

MD: Really?

Yeah.

MD: I got very nice treatment at Fylingdales.

When was this?

MD: When was it now?

We went to Whitby – Whitby Folk Festival.
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MD: That’s right, yeah.

And I had a friend who we knew him as Fritz, I don’t know why, he was the, hmmm,
social officer at the RAF base at Fylingdales, who I’d known, met before, ‘cause I’d
been up to the see the previous dish radars and things like that. And for some reason
or other I’d mentioned we’d be at Whitby and he said, ‘Oh, come over one evening.’
And we got the VIP treatment to the mess. And visit the radar, and things of that sort,
you know. It doesn’t matter whether Marguerite understood a word of it or not …

MD: [laughs] I didn’t. Well I know how to react. What are you looking for now?

The cup.

MD: The cup? Well it could be out in the other hall.

I don’t know. Just did wonder about that.

MD: On top of the – outside the toilet, you won’t reach it.

That’s all right, I don’t think it’s there. I remember seeing it not so long ago, but
you’re right, it’s not there, is it?

MD: No. It’s probably outside in the hall.

It doesn’t matter anyhow.

MD: We’ll look for it when we come back.

Yeah, yeah.

MD: Because if we’re going to get a lunch …

Shall we go for lunch?
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MD: Shall we break for lunch?

Yeah, we don’t sort of bask in the past in that sense, you know, hmmm, it’s all
slightly embarrassing [laughs].

[End of Track 18]
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[Track 19]

Put this back on now, or…

Yeah, I don’t remember ever being, hmmm, asked by people what do I do, because
there was always, yeah, well, you know, we were deeply involved in something or
other, like calling dances, teaching, researching and things like that, you know.
We’ve got a reputation for being inquisitive, you know, I don’t know what you make
of that, you know, interested in things, you know. So, yes, we visited museums, we
visited whatever was going on, hmmm, as you may have gathered we’ve always been
interested in local activities at the level of fetes, open gardens, erm, dramatic
performances, pantomimes, and things like this. Not necessarily – occasionally at the
professional level, but on hmmm, the whole our local pantomimes at the Anvil, you
know, were truly professional, are good, but not as much fun as the local ones, the
village ones, you know. The village ones tend to be full of local references and local
jokes, which one can appreciate, and so on, in the way that professional ones don’t.
Yeah, yeah.

I’ve got –

Reminds me of all sorts of things we’ve been to [both laugh]. But you develop
friends that way as well, you see. We’ve got friends in neighbouring, you know,
groups, and neighbouring villages who we’ll go and see their dos each year, as a result
of building up through these contacts. Hmm.

That’s completely separate to your work life, or are there connections?

No, actually I – separate in the sense there’s no interaction, but they are part of,
hmmm, understanding the world, and understanding how people work, and things like
that. You know, the key to doing well – the key to getting, erm, promotion in this
world is actually to show that you not only can do the job you’ve got competently, but
you have a wider interest and a wider involvement, you know. You look for – I had
experience of being on promotion boards where you look for people who actually read
the literature, use the library, have a view on how things are going outside their field,
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and things like that, as well as being competent of course, you know. Hmmm, I can
remember on some promotion boards being fascinated by the people coming along,
organised to explain to you how it was. Like this one man who his job had been
writing the documents that you gave to pilots, starting from the documentation that
the aircraft company gives you about how to use it, you know, and you have to
convert that into someone of intelligence, you can understand. And he came along to
this thing with a briefcase full of documents of what he started with, and the product
of his job, and so on, like this. And he came up there, and it sort of – it was a
presentation that may have started like a promotion board with questions and answers,
but in the end it became a proper presentation, with the board being very fascinated by
what he did. Naturally that man got through the board [laughs], he sold himself very
well.

How were your own promotions, were they smooth or …?

My promotions were hilarious really. Hmmm … the first one to SSO was an
interesting board because my neighbour, the person we mentioned Dennis Madison,
turned out to be chairman of the board, and I had to say, erm, when we were being
interviewed at the end of the interview, which was really quite serious, you know, I
had to say, ‘Well is there anything else you’d like to add?’ And I say, ‘Yes, I have to
admit to having been the Baron in Cinderella,’ and the chairman of the board was one
of the ugly sisters [laughs]. But I didn’t want any sort of bias, you know, coming into
it, and so on. When I got to the SPSO board, it was saying, you know, ‘What are your
other activities?’ And I explained about the folk dancing, and the Morris, and things
like that, and my attitude to it all. And I say, ‘Really, you know, the one thing you’re
not going to get me to change, I’m not going to change my attitude to all these other
things, you know, because they’re a significant part of keeping my life in balance.’
You know, that was the only way to – to balance off this rather serious military work,
you know, is actually to have other things in life involving people, and relaxation, and
so on, you know. Such that I get to the stage where shall we say that I’m not quite
sure which is the work, and which is the hobby, you know. But very often, you know,
the Morris seems to be the work, and the job seem to be the hobby [laughs], from the
way I does things, and so on, with that degree of enthusiasm as well. Yes, I did get
very enthusiastic about the job in many sort of ways, and that includes, you know, you
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sit and think about it all the time. The people who actually saw working at
Farnborough as a nine to five job were the ones who never did very well for
themselves out of the job. The ones who made progress were the ones who actually
lived it, as it were. And I’ve never managed to separate private life and professional
life, they intertwine, you know, they feed off each other. I suppose in a more abstract
sort of way, obviously technically they don’t.

[06:30]

There something about performing in a play which goes with actually making good
presentations, and one of the professional things was actually making presentations
almost every week to some audience or another, you know, including having to do it,
hmmm, with no warning at all, you know. How do you actually just stand up and
make an hour or so’s presentation without any previous thought into it. You know,
that is something I remember first trying when I was a student, and you know – see
one of the problems about taking examinations is how do you practice the conditions
of an examination, you know. Homework, and so on, private work, is all under
controlled conditions, and so on, at your convenience, etc, etc, you know.
Examinations aren’t like that, you know, it’s sit down, you’ve got just so much time,
you’re going to organise your thoughts, and things like that, and put in together. In
fact, when you get to university, they very often say when you’re running out of time,
you can’t necessarily answer the question, but you can indicate how you were going
to answer the question. Even something mathematical, you can write down these are
the steps I would follow, but I haven’t time to do the analysis properly, and so on, you
know. And quite honestly that sort of thing earns you the extra two or three points, it
makes all the difference on how you score, you know. Hmmm, yeah.

It’s interesting –

So, yeah, they interact in that sort of way, you know. Interviewing people to collect
answers was all about meeting people and trying to persuade people to talk about
something perhaps they don’t want to talk about, and so on, you know. Now that’s
part of a professional job as far as I’m concerned as well, about going to see a
company, do they have a product that fits what we want to do, can you get the
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company to actually twist what they do to suit what you want to do, it’s the same
skill. So I saw these things and integrated them. And having a large family is the
same problem, you know, how do you actually control a bunch of people all who have
different needs and different desires. Right.

[08:55]

I was interested that you spent your whole career at the RAE from the early ‘50s.

So am I, I’m surprised. I had naturally assumed, as I said, that somewhere about half
way through my career I’d end up in London. And therefore I put off doing all those
things that I would have done in London until I was in London. Naturally I was never
in London, so I never did them.

Why did you never get to London?

I presume because I was thought of as too valuable where I was. I mean, my early
career, up until I was twenty-eight when I had to decide whether I was going to
remain in the civil service or not, that doesn’t really affect the long term future.
Twenty-eight that would be 1961, yeah, about ‘61, Blue Streak had been cancelled
and so on. At that stage I was very involved in planning the Dazzle programme, and
in view of that there was just two of us who did all the thinking and planning, and –
and sums and so on. So I was valuable for a while, I was needed for the consultancy
on Polaris, and things of that sort, they shoved me into the ELDO job, again killing
umpteen birds with one stone, and then the development of Polaris, and the Polaris
Chevaline business kept me occupied in 1982, you know. So it was a twenty-year
involvement in one field. By which stage I was a special merit, DCSO, and that I was
saying earlier on about the boards, you know, that was I thought the most hilarious
one of all. Oh, the previous one at SPSO, I was actually at a meeting in Aldermaston
when a phone call, someone said, ‘Why aren’t you up in your board?’ You see, so I
said, ‘What board?’ He said, ‘You’re being boarded for head of department today,
didn’t you know?’ I said, ‘No, nobody bothered to tell me,’ would you believe, you
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know. So I just said, ‘Well, I’ll catch the next train up and I’ll be with you in just
over the hour,’ you know. So I went via home, got a clean – a new clean shirt on and
so on, and went up there, and I bounced into it actually saying, ‘I wouldn’t have
minded a bit of warning beforehand that I had to be boarded.’ Because I’d already sat
through several – been to several boards where they told me, ‘Yes, you were very
good candidate, but we don’t really have you in mind for this job.’ Meaning they
actually had me in mind for this other job. But they’d forgot to tell me, you know.
But still, my merit board was quite funny because first of all it had to be one that was
cleared with all the right levels of nuclear and intelligent levels I had, you know, so
they had a problem, you know. So the chairman of the board was Mr Press of the
Cabinet Office, Professor Mason, the Chief Scientific Advisor, and Newley, the
director of Aldermaston, see. Now they had just made the decision of – Mason had
just made the recommendation to buy Trident, you know, so he started the questioning
so I got my teeth into this decision, and the weaknesses of it, and so on, you know.
So in the end he was blustering after a while, you know. And then Newley was given
a turn, and I tackled Newley on the basis that, you know, we had given a lot of loyalty
to Aldermaston from Farnborough in supporting them, you know, and really we didn’t
– we’re not given the credit we deserve, you know. There was a great tendency at
Aldermaston for – to get work done and then to write it up themselves and put it out
in an AWE cover, as if they were totally responsible. They were responsible in a way,
but they couldn’t – their culture doesn’t allow that, still doesn’t I might say, their
culture doesn’t allow that sort of thing, you know. So at the end of that, Newley
turned to Press and said, ‘Well it’s your turn.’ He said, ‘No, I’m not going to go
through that.’ He never asked a question [laughs]. It wasn’t fair really because they’d
made up their mind what – we had to have a board because that’s the protocol, you
know, but they’d made up their mind in both those SPSO and DSCO boards that I
should – unless I made a right mess of it, I should be given the job. Having said that,
having made it through special promotion [ph], they didn’t change my job for two
years, they didn’t – couldn’t find a man to take over my old post, running a division,
for two years. And when the man did come, he was an excellent friend and we
worked together for … ten years I suppose, very well. Basically I led on the
technology issues, and he found the money.

Who was this?
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Hmmm, Bill Leicester, Leicester, yeah. He was a good sort, technically gifted,
believed like I did in the value of what we were trying to do.

[14:23]

And we were trying to push through a lot of innovative things in that time, some of
which did very well, but it failed as far as the Ministry were concerned. One of these
was a company ASA, God knows what that stands for now. They had an office to
start with over Overs in Camberley, over Overs. Overs is a department store, and they
had the block of offices over the shop, right. Now this is a company that was doing
highly classified work, you know, on top of a supermarket, rather funny really. They
ended up over at Bentley, you know, Bentley Hall over – just over the hill, and so on.
And their idea was they – they were very innovative, I got on very well with those
people, and so on. The particular thing I liked was that they were trying to see how
well you could track something, and there are whole lots of algorithms available for
forming tracking data from radar measurements, and things of that sort. Now what
they did was say, ‘Well, the problem is in fact deciding what’s best for the job, and it
could travel – change during the job.’ So what they did is that they worked out for all
of them how both, first of all to get the tracking data that you needed, but also what
the error bound was on it, and then they compared this half dozen methods and so on,
in real time to say we’ll choose the one that fits best, you know, the one that’s got the
least error attached to it, and so on, you know. And it may sound sort of trivial, but
when we implemented it on ranges, it worked incredible well. Of course we sold it to
the Americans on SDI and they used it on White Sands and elsewhere, you know, as a
package. Hmmm, it was really one of the first steps into parallel processing, you
know. ‘Cause in effect we had half a dozen processes all working in parallel to using
the same input data, ‘cause you had to do it, ‘cause you had a timescale problem, and
so on. That worked very well, but you couldn’t get anybody in the UK interested
really. I suppose it’s because there’s nobody around here who actually had a need for
it, a real pressing need for it, well the Americans did. Another one was Data Sciences
who have a – had a block of offices by the roundabout in the centre of Farnborough,
where the Rushmore headquarters are now, and now that building’s been taken over
by IBM. But at the time anyhow David Sloggit, another great friend, had this idea
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that why didn’t we use basically artificial intelligence to solve discrimination
problems. In fact the programme that they wrote was called AIDA, Artificial
Intelligence Discrimination Algorithm. And it was really state of the art ideas on
artificial intelligence, and by that it means, you know, quite simple algorithms you try
on things, and so on. It’s – if you go – if you’re tracking a body and following its
signature, you look at the signature as a time sequence and see if there are any
regularities in it, any patterns that repeat, and things of that sort. You can – you do
that mechanically, artificially in other words, you know, because nobody can – will sit
down and try and sort it out. You get the machine to try these various ideas out, and
so on. And there are all sorts of questions about, hmmm, how do you improve the –
your competence, and something or other. In other words, when you add a bit of
information to what you already know, how does it improve your competence, you
know. Now the classic mathematical way is Bayesian techniques, you know, which
are rigorous, and accurate and so on, but you never had enough bloody time or data in
the real situation to do it that way, so you had to find – evaluate the other methods
there were of – of doing that, against the problem as it were. And they did it very
good. Again, the man who ran it, so Dave Sloggit, was on the day – on the phone
every day to the American … sponsor, we also had an American company who were
tracking what they did as well, you know, confirming what as on there, but he was on
the phone. If you want to work with the Americans, you have to do it that way, you
have to keep, like they do, in constant touch, you know, not writing endless reports
like the UK do, you know, it’s just again a different culture, and so on. We got on
incredibly well with the Americans, made great progress, the software when we got it
up and running properly was used in White Sands against Athena firings, and so on,
and worked very well, you know. As far as I’m concerned the Americans have got it
and are using it. But I couldn’t find anybody in the RAE to take a real interest, the
whole word artificial intelligence put most people off, right. The thought that rather
simple models will be good enough to start excluding, to do discriminations, hmmm,
was something that most of the people I talked to didn’t believe, weren’t prepared to
go along with it. And when I say things like ‘talk to intelligence’, you know, they
say, ‘Well, what are the dimensions of known re-entry vehicles made by people
around the world.’ And we got some plots of what we, China, Russia, the Americans,
had done, all of them, things like that, you know. And said, you can put clear limits,
they’re no bigger than this in diameter, you know, there are limits on things, things of
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that sort. Therefore when you start looking at objects in the sky, you can say anything
that small, or that narrow, or whatever, can’t be, ‘cause it never has been, you know.
If you then get a threat cloud and you analyse everything and say, there’s nothing that
fits your idea of what a re-entry body with a warhead in is in it then you start to
worry, you know, but then it’s usually too late ‘cause you’ve only got five minutes
[laughs] in which to react [coughs], and so on. There’s things of that sort. I thought I
did very well in getting inputs into this coding, to support them and things like that.

[21:36]

And the other lovely thing about it is that that we had two coloured men, a Sheikh
with a turban, three or four women making – you know, engineers who were making
findings. A real mixed team of the sort, it was hard to come by. You could never get
a coloured person to work on a classified project within the RAE establishment for
example, you know, it was always found a reason for not having them. I got, hmmm
– I got very concerned over that, there’s nothing you can do about it, you know,
culture didn’t allow it.

Were there many coloured …

And there aren’t many coloured people at Aldermaston either.

Were there many coloured people at the RAE full stop?

No. No, hmmm … I think in my lifetime they were all considered to have families at
risk, you know, coloured people, hmmm, just come from somewhere else, you know.
They needed to be like second or third generation British, you know. We used to get
a lot of Northern Irish involved, just because there was no sort of technology or that
sort of thing in Northern Ireland.

What about women, were there many women working at the RAE in your time there?

Only at the lower grades, you know. There were a few good engineers around, Miss
Shilling was one, but not many of them, not many. I think part of the problem was
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that we didn’t get many women getting first class degrees in engineering, you know,
they weren’t – the category that weren’t – you know, they would have recruited if
they’d actually come forward I think.

How were those who were there actually treated compared to men? Was it all equal,
or were there gender differences?

As far as I can see – as far as I remember, yes. There was really no problem. Hmmm,
actually the women, particularly like clerks and typists, and so on, were invaluable.
Er, you could treat more senior scientist rougher than you dare treat the women,
‘cause you couldn’t work without a clerk, or a typist, or an admin officer. The place
ran on them, you know, whereas I could always get another PSO [laughs]. I had a
few run ins with my staff over that, you know, I had to say, look, your better
qualifications is reflected in your pay, you know, but it doesn’t reflect in the authority
you have over other people, sort of thing, you know. Hmmm, yeah.

I was interested a moment ago when you were talking about these projects you
couldn’t find anybody in Britain to take up. But I was wondering, you know, as a
government scientist, do you think the scientist part of that is compromised by the fact
you’re doing it for the government?

See in my last years as a DCSO I was in a position where I had to initiate – you know,
my job was to initiate things, and so on, you know. The problem was actually, yeah,
we could initiate things and we got some great studies done, which improved our
understanding in various areas, but then what did you do next, as it were. We found
in the literature a fascinating idea that the Americans and Russians were controlling
satellites by having a flywheel on board the satellite, which modified its dynamic
behaviour. In fact, it’s quite amusing really, because if you got the right balance of
masses, inertia I should say, involved there you could produce a motion of your
satellite in space which is the equivalent to a body having a negative ratio of moment
of inertia, pitch and roll. You know, that means the wobble was – the visible wobble
was not something that a normal physical body could do, you know. Great thought in
saying, well, you know, if we could use that in some way, the Russians when
analysing this would actually say, I can’t believe the answer, you know, negative
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numbers, negative ratio, is impossible, you know, physically impossible. How can it
be? How could we actually exploit that [coughs] to enable us to make, hmmm,
decoys have a whole range of characteristics, and so on, you know [coughs]. The
problem’s how do you actually get the body with the warhead to have similar
behaviour? And then – when we got down the end of it we decided it really was a
great idea, what we should have done is to do a demonstration flight of one of these,
which we knew the Russians would observe. So that they would be aware that it was
in our kitbag of capability, you know. But we saw serious problems in doing it. And
one of the serious problems turned out to be that if you have anything that’s flexible,
right, and you’ve got it spinning around its, hmmm, minimum moment of inertia, in
other words, roll and stabilise, you know. If it’s flexible it will gradually transfer its
motion as the energy is dissipated into movement around the maximum moment of
inertia. So instead of spinning this way, it ends up in a great big tumble, you know.
You preserve angular momentum but somehow or other you’ve lost energy, and so
on, you know. And in vector analysis it's very simple to show, and you couldn’t say if
you had something spinning inside of another, it’s very difficult to say, I can get rid of
enough friction for it not to show up. And the last thing you want to be able to say is
that all the decoys, the ones where this impossible number is varying with time as
well, you know.

[27:50]

But that’s another rather interesting six months activity.

[laughs] Did you ever think about leaving the civil service?

Not really. There was nowhere in the, erm, outside in the engineering industry that
suited me. The basic thing was I was in, all the way through, in a creative position,
you know. In other words, you had opportunity to come up with ideas for
programmes, or designs and things like that, which you then saw developed. Now in
industry it’s not like that, you apply for contracts, and specs for jobs were never
written in terms of we have this problem, find a solution. It’s we have a solution find
some engineering, you know. Hmmm, and working for the Ministry side, with
industry, was always very good because you got good designers, good draughtsmen,
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and so on, but you understood what we were trying to do, so you could interact with
them very well. So I was more than happy to stay where I was. In fact I was more
than happy to have the career that they gave me really. I’m not conscious of actually
developing my career, I was conscious really of people being available at the right
time for certain jobs, which suited me. Now it is part of Ministry personnel
management to actually look at people and say, this is a range of things he could do in
the future, and therefore for every job, critical job, which is at senior level is true,
hmmm, you always have a replacement in mind, you know, somebody who could step
in his shoes. If you got run over by a bus, as it were, you know, you had to find a way
of continuing the job. So they always had people in mind and so on. Hmmm, and all
I can say is I was fortunate, as far as I’m concerned anyhow.

When were you happiest?

Hmm?

When were happiest? Sorry.

All the way through I suppose. I was busy, I was even quite happy reading through
the files in my file doing another job, and so on. As much as I was interested when I
first started and did a lot of work in the library reading the literature, you know, and
trying to do sums and things of that sort.

Were there any particular jobs you’re particularly happy with looking over your
career? If you had to pick just one or two.

Not really. Not really. They were all each job was an interesting stepping stone, you
know, from one area to another. Some of the stages of my career were not – were
certainly not what I would have chosen. My training was in structures and aero
elasticity, really. But I found myself as a supersonic aerodynamicist to start with, you
know, flow field problems. Which is all right, it grew out of what I was interested in.
Hmmm … I was then into the aerodynamic heating issues, as it became a new topic,
so again the ground floor on that, and its application, and so on. Then into
phenomenology, you know, flow field observations and things of that sort, which
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phenomenology brings you to dynamics and the behaviour of things, and
discrimination and decoys, and things of that sort. By which time we got round to
Chevaline, all those things then became very relevant. At the time when actually it
was trying to decide what hardware designs do we want to solve all the problems, and
so on. So I was actually equipped. Hmmm, the Chevaline job, we got more
management tasks out of that than ever intended by an establishment. So instead of a
small division of people to run our job, we became a department, grew to a
department. It grew so large I had to give up half the job, so the bit I was particularly
keen on, all the flight trial work, development work, I had to pass off to somebody
else. And then as it grew still further, the engineering and the systems work, the
engineering had to go over, because we had an engineer available, George Munns, I
had to give up the engineering side. So I was left with the systems work,
performance, and evaluation, and things of that sort, which was I would have said the
least of my interests at the time, but I had the background in all the others to actually
do that quite well. You know, in other words, I was in a sense the best man for the
job that was available.

[33:00]

Hmmm, so I can’t actually say whether it was good or bad or so on. I suppose I
enjoyed the chugging around the ELDO meetings, on the aerodynamics committee, I
enjoyed the AGARD study travelling around Europe. I enjoyed SDI work in the
States, and I enjoyed some of the workshops in Australia and things like that. Yeah.
They’re all discrete packages. There was a philosophy I had right at the beginning in
sort of saying that you want to be involved in something for four or five years, life’s
too short to devote to any particular hobby, for example, you know. The average
person ought to move on, do like – like do the village pantomimes for five or six
years, then get involved in something else, another hobby, and things of that sort, you
know, develop yourself or develop your interests, and things like that. And work was
in some ways was like that, even though like projects, let’s say like Chevaline ran on
for, hmmm, well fifteen years really, plus other little things cropping in. But you see
it counts in various ways, there was the pre-feasibility study, activity, trying to sort
out what we had to think about, there was the early planning feasibility project
definition phase of it, the development and the development problems of things that
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we had never done before, like electronic vulnerability, you know. There was no – in
1970, there was no established methodology on how you deal with radiation damage
to electronic components. You had to sort out what sort of damage could occur, how
could you test it in a ground facility, how did you select components, and things of
that sort, you know. So all these came as packages, so although I say fifteen years
perhaps it was four or five different packages really. Trying to eject decoys
accurately out of a cylinder, a launch tube, was actually difficult – difficult. So it was
a question of setting it up from a facility, setting it up some people to do some trials,
and get the data, sitting down with the results, and saying what do I do next? And so
on, you know, and solve that problem. But over three years or so, we solved – well
solved the problem. We got to something that was good enough, you know, and
that’s therefore seeing it that sort of way. In the same way as private activity, I say,
pantomimes, teaching, hmmm, dancing to the youth club, running a class for the WI,
and things like that, all run for a relatively short period, fascinating to do, fascinating
experience, and great.

[35:52]

Looking back over that long list of projects you gave me, are there any – is there any
one project you would single out as being something you’re proud of?

… Blue Streak was where we created most of the technology fields that we had to
deal with later on, so it’s when it all started, you know. Put it this way, it was literally
you started with a clean sheet, you didn’t know at the start what the problem was.
You can guess, but you actually had to sort out the problems, issues on [ph]. We
refined that in project after project, what did you carry through from one project to
another? That’s really the topic I’ve got to address still, you know, what’s the – not
the spin-off, exploitation’s the phrase, that’s right, yeah. I looked this morning, I’ve
got a three page note about the exploitation of Chevaline, what did we do with what
we learned in doing Chevaline? You know, hmmm, now one of the things we learned
is that in nuclear hardening, we have a computer on board the penetration aid carrier,
and we had to find out a – an architecture for hardening a computer. Basically it’s
how you switch it off when there’s a nuclear incident, like a burst or a solar flare, you
switch it off for a fraction of a second. What you then have to do is you recover the
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data that you did have before you switched off, how do you do that? Well you triple
store it, and then when you come back on you compare the three stores, and reject the
one that doesn’t match the other two, you know. Now that meant you lost an eightieth
of a second as it were, now you can live with that. Now that sort of architecture,
yeah, we were pioneers, that’s the architecture that’s used in the NASA Mars
explorers, you know, surveying, hmmm, vehicles that have travelled around and so
on, it’s that 1412 architecture. The way we’ve hardened Tempest and Tornado came
out of that work as well. You come up with the general principles, and therefore
that’s the general principles you use.

How’s that –

We took some of our hardware and put it in US facilities to test vulnerability to other
things other than what we had designed it against, and so on, and we were agreeably
surprised how well it all worked. That was rather reassuring. Developing flow field
codes, and how you calculate the flow around complex shapes, at hypersonic speeds
and so on, or transonic speeds for that matter, how you actually do it. And instead of
the funny patchwork ways we’d be using for years, we got companies to develop
algorithms. Hmmm, funnily enough the way to do it is when you get this huge
computing power that’s available nowadays, you actually make the problem more
complicated by what you do is you start by taking a body at rest in atmosphere that’s
not moving, and then you move the body forward impulsively, instantaneously at
speed, and you let the flow field build up in time, over the body, and the asymtote to it
is in fact the solution you’re looking for, which is the steady flow around the body,
could be as complex as you like now, with shock waves all over there, they all form
naturally in the calculation. Which you can do now because of the workstations that
are available for computing, which weren’t available before the early ‘80s, and so on,
you know. I’ve seen all that work develop, and so on. Hmmm, and it’s very pleasing
because some of the problems, control surface and things like that, which we couldn’t
make sense of in wind tunnels, now we can make sense of them because we can
calculate the thing and actually see how it actually does vary with all the variables,
and so on. And I’m pleased to say, yes, we can do that. Whether in fact you can go
out and contract somebody to do it for you today, I’m not sure, because what kept the
UK industry alive in that field of it was in fact the European Space Agency, ESA,
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who were forever asking questions about designing a probe to go into Jupiter’s
atmosphere, or something of that sort, you know. So these sort of codes were being
developed. Certainly weren’t being developed by the work on Chevaline, ‘cause all
that was too early, and the work on Trident re-entry vehicle had all been done, you
know, the mark four, was in fact 1970 technology, and therefore represents the same
vehicle [ph] before that, and there was no new work that we had to do on the weapon
side. So I suspect the Ministry has not supported that work, and as the companies
have changed their character, you know, changed management and things like that,
I’m not convinced now that actually is an accessible capability. I know the capability
was there, but you know, whether it’s actually employable is another matter. I don’t
know.

[41:30]

That’s one of the difficulties of actually being out of the field for ten years now. I
don’t know what’s being supported.

So it seems a good question to ask about change at this point. Obviously spending
four decades at the RAE, and I know you’ve been in different positions in that
organisation, I was just wondering how – you know, what doo you think are the
biggest changes?

I started in guided weapons, I was moved into, temporally, into space department to
continue what I was doing, as it were, and then I was moved over to weapons
department to continue what I was doing, you know. I had a – as far as technically, a
continuous career, things building on to things like this naturally. No lateral shifts
that I’m aware of.

How do you think the organisation changed around you though?

Oh, enormously. There are things like every so often – there’s a fault with a big
organisations that when they reorganise themselves the people who do the
reorganisation understand it, the next generation of management sort of understand it,
but the next generation, six or seven years on, really don’t actually see the point of it.
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Basically because a reorganisation is how do you make the best use of your existing
talent and expertise, so you’ve got the momentum of what you’ve done before, against
the new challenges, as it were. After six or seven years, you’ve only got the new
challenges, and you’ve forget what momentum you had before was all about, why you
had it, as it were. So you find so, I have to do something now to reorganise it to get
the momentum back, you know. So they change it. So in 1960 guided weapons and
armaments department divided into space and weapons, then weapons department was
divided up into, hmmm – it came, first of all is for projects and research, then it
became defensive weapons, attack weapons, and special weapons. Then special
weapons became special systems department in its own right, and so on. And then it
got amalgamated and became DRA, into a weapons areas, and then when we came
DRA became DERA, we all got reorganised yet again. So, hmmm …

What do those reorganisations actually mean for you as someone who’s working
there though? I mean, does it affect the way you go about your job at all?

The worst bit was every time you changed a department name, they introduced a new
weap – new file numbering system, you know. In other words, the Ministry
requirements that each new place, you couldn’t carry over the file system that you had
before, they all had to go to archive and you had to start a fresh, erm, file numbering
system, and so on, you know. So that when departments existing perhaps for three or
four years, as some of them only did as it were, you know, trying to backtrack that
material was impossible, as I had it – found the hard way. Defensive weapons in
particular, which you know, was responsible for a while for some of the ABM studies
the UK did, which were all negative type studies, in the sense that technology had
changed, but the overall conclusion hadn’t changed. Conclusion, as you see, always
was that high explosive weapons aren’t accurate enough to be a threat, and the use of
nuclear weapons brings in the deterrent. It’s a black or white decision, really, you
know. Hmmm … did many a study – shared many a study as it were on ABM things
of that sort, but defensive weapons just disappeared, and the worst bit about that is
that they thought they were clever, they recorded everything on optical discs, you
know, technology was no longer obsolete and so on. And very quickly they found the
equipment was not as reliable as you might expect, ‘cause it wasn’t being supported,
it never took off, and so on, this was not the way to do things. So enormous number
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of files are on a very few of these large optical discs, and so on. And after a while
they lost the expertise, nobody knew how to actually preserve these, or use them, or
consult them, and so on. BAE at Filton did the same problem, they had over a million
documents they had to do something to reduce the storage, chose a very good media,
and then the woman who was in charge of it all got a long-term illness, and they’ve
suddenly found that stuff is hardly accessible. See that’s the other problem about,
erm, records, you can have the records, it doesn’t necessarily mean they’re any use to
you. RCA, that’s the American radar people, kept all the records of all the American
radars in a huge warehouse in Virginia. The problem was that in the lifetime of that
company, the formats used changed a number of times, formats were recorded, as
radars got more clever and so on, you now. And after a while you couldn’t – they
couldn’t read early records, you know. The equipment that, could read it itself [ph],
could not be supported. I found when it came to arming and fusing devices in our
field that companies would come and say, ‘you have an upgraded technology you use
for ten or fifteen years, we can’t as a commercially competitive firm maintain the
equipment to keep you maintained anymore,’ you know, it’s just too much of a
financial burden, and so on. So people like Leafield and Ferranti were just saying,
we’re not – can’t support you any longer, and therefore you found, yeah, I’ve got
hardware in service, and now I haven’t really got a way of doing it. So you then have
to start to think, well, all right, let’s rethink this weapon system, can we actually
upgrade something about it so that we can stay alive. And that’s – a serious problem
today about things that you want on long term – long time in service, is unless it’s
mechanical, you know, and by mechanical I mean like parachute or something like
that, radar fusers, and things like this, the technology, if it involves electronics, or
electrics, in any form or other, usually moves on, power sources have moved on, you
know, different batteries, thermal batteries and things of that sort, always improving.
The trouble with, hmmm, chips, electronic chips, is that technology moves along very
rapidly, you know. We found with Chevaline that what we did, is when we got to
production we made a total lifetime audit and you bought all the components you’re
ever likely to need in service for spares and so on, in one buy, ‘cause you knew that in
five or six years time, none of that was supportable, because nobody would actually
make you customised chips without you buying – paying for an entire factory
throughout its life. You know, it was incredibly expensive to do it. The Americans
did, I might say, the Apollo missions were done with seven components, everything
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was made up of circuitry based on seven components, which were very accurately and
rigorously controlled, the production of them, yeah, so they had the highest reliability
imaginable. We could only ever pay for what we called high reliability components,
which weren’t that standard at all, a whole magnitude worse really, still pretty good.

[49:45]

Technical changes apart though, I mean do you think the RAE changed when it
become DERA in its …?

Oh, yeah, yeah. The culture is now quite different. In the same way as QinetiQ,
hmmm … the problem with QinetiQ being formed out of DERA, you know, is that I
think there were few senior people who saw how to make a fortune, and they’ve done,
they’ve all – the three or four of them have all made the odd few million each out of
the doing it. Seeing the opportunity, and having good financial advice on what to do.
But what they have become, they have become an industry – an industrial site rather
than a research establishment. They don’t do self-initiating work in the way the
establishment did. The great thing about the Royal Aircraft Establishment, and
RSRE, and RARDE in Fort Halstead, was that people could go in there as a career
specialist in a field, and they saw movement from one job to another as actually
developing their career field, you know. Somebody became an expert in a particular
topic, you know, and he carried it forward, he had his own private agenda on how you
move forward, and so on, you know. And you made each step – you could only make
a step project by project, because you couldn’t get the money, as it were, but they did
it that sort of way, and you moved things along that sort of way. People who run
wind tunnels have got a new, hmmm [pause] – the word will come eventually. A new
sting with strand gauges and things like this, for the new job, sometime. You wanted
to measure things which are very faint loads and so on, you know, you need a more
sensitive equipment. You did the best you could one there, and you say in the
meantime, having got some experience, you knew how to do a better job, but you
couldn’t afford the new bit of equipment on your present job, you had to wait till the
next job to actually buy the new bits and things of that sort. But that was the normal
way of working. You know, that is tending to fall by the wayside because, er, things
are getting too compartmentalised. It something I’ve said before, and will say it on
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and on again, that the trouble in this country is the people who had the money, also
decided what it was going to be spent on, you know. What we need is what the
French do, they have a group that decides what ought to be done, and gives you a
priority list, then they pass it over to another body whose job it is to allocate the
money that you actually have around that. But having been given the priority list to
start with. Now this, the UK system means that there’s people in London who have
their own pet topics that get supported, and often Blue Water Research as they like to
call it, ideas that come up from, like, establishments and so on, on the whole don’t get
the, hmmm, support they ought to have unless there’s money to spare. And of course
half the time there is a shortage of money.

So to some extent …

The problem when Blue Streak was cancelled, and we went over to Skybolt, is that
basically they said, you can either have a space launcher, or you can have Skybolt,
you know. Hmmm, when it came to Chevaline, KH793, it was you can have your
satellite launcher Black Arrow, or you can have Polaris, you know. The treasury said,
you know, you’re taking about rockets, they didn’t care what the rocket was used for,
they didn’t see it that sort of way, they just said it’s a large expenditure, somehow the
cabinet has got to make up its mind. You have to remember you see, the treasury’s
job is to actually constrain the cabinet, you know. The cabinet agrees on what
budgets should be, and therefore what the total money is, and it’s the treasury’s job to
make sure ministers stay within what they’re supposed to spend. Now it’s a losing
battle for the treasury, despite what you read in the paper nowadays, you know, they
never do succeed. What they have succeeded, is if you work in the treasury you get
paid more than any other ministry, you do better for yourself.

[54:35]

This cultural change …

And the other thing – cultural problem is in Aldermaston because of the
unpleasantness of the topic as it were, they – everybody is a grade higher at
Aldermaston than they would be in any of the other establishments. A divisional
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clerk is a, hmmm, clerical assistant at Farnborough, but a clerical officer over at
Aldermaston. The head of a section at Farnborough is a principal scientific officer, in
Aldermaston it’s a senior principal scientific officer. Now that was a problem in the
early days with Chevaline because my key staff were SSOs, although I was an SPSO,
were SSOs, ex-engineers – no, senior experimental officers they were, so there were
amalgamated into the scientific grade. And I was attending some meetings where
Aldermaston were represented by SPSOs, and they didn’t like it, and they wrote
complaints to my director about it. You know, to which the only answer is but, you
know, we have one SPSO on this project at the RAE, and he can’t go to all your
meetings, you know. Couldn’t actually point and to say well, you’ve got a load of
people over graded over there, you know.

Talking about the RAE culture though, you mentioned that it changed when it became
DERA.

Yes.

How? How would you characterise that change?

You see each site has its own characteristic, hmmm, when it comes to writing history,
for example, like let’s say Chevaline, you have to write about headquarters’ view,
RAE’s view, Aldermaston’s view, Bath’s view, that’s the navy, what it’s like up at the
base, Faslane and Coulport, what industry saw it as and so on, hmmm, or places like
Aquilla [MOD QA HQ], you know. All these massive organisations, saw different
aspects to the project, had different views of it. Now that – these, because you have
different views and different backgrounds, you went up with a different culture,
different way of working. The RAE goes back, you know, to 1914 or ‘15 as the
Royal Aircraft Factory, Cody, you know, they employed the first man to fly the plane,
the first airships to fly in this country. The RAF started at Trenchard House, which is
now the FAST museum, and so on, you know. We’ve got deep routes and things, we
evaluated a Snyder trophy aircraft for their capability in the ‘20s and ‘30s, and things
of that sort. And during the war, hmmm, we had fingers on all sorts of developments.
You end up with ways of working and attitudes, and things of that sort, particularly
the wartime way of doing things there. That sort of culture didn’t exist in
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Aldermaston, because they didn’t – Aldermaston itself didn’t exist till 1950, and they
were part of the Atomic Energy Authority up until 1971, so for the first twenty years
they belonged to a different organisation. In fact the problem there was that when we
started Chevaline for that matter, Aldermaston were the Atomic Energy Authority, we
were part of the Ministry of … Ministry of Tech I think, the Ministry of Technology,
and the services were all separate, you know. So we come together at the cabinet
level, you know, the chain of appeal. If I had problems, I went to talk to my deputy
director, we talked to the director, who then talked to a controller in London, but none
of these, up to controller level, had no authority over the Aldermaston side or, hmmm,
ACSA(N), that’s Macklen, who reported to the chief scientific adviser, totally
responsible for the, hmmm, Atomic Energy Authority aspects of nuclear weapons. It
didn’t come together [inaud]. Now quite rightly the management of establishments
complained and said, ‘Well, how can you manage project which has to coordinate all
this in there when we don’t actually come together anywhere up our family tree?’
You know, the end result of that is that Aldermaston were transferred to the Ministry
of Defence [laughs]. They stopped being Atomic Weapons Research Establishment,
became just the Atomic Weapons Establishment, and so on. And they had to adopt
Ministry financial practice and things like this, which led to a great change in the way
we all did things, and so on. But the culture is different you see, Aldermaston are still
based on the university model of profs, readers – I mean they don’t call them that, you
know, but they had the same sort of autonomy that university departments have. RAE
was like that – no, RAE when I joined them was like it was during the wartime when
we all mucked in together, you know. If you’re an aerodynamicist, you were an
aerodynamicist for the site as it were, and you could be called on by anybody who had
a problem. I got called on, you know, chat in the corridor, come over to a meeting,
come along and help me plot the wind tunnel tests, you know, whatever was needed,
and so on. And you were little communities that worked together, hmmm, a bit like a
combined services group would have been for combined ops, and so on, you know.
In other words, whoever was available got on and did the job, and so on.

[1:00:21]

Which meant that we had terrible problems trying to work with Aldermaston.
Hmmm, for Blue Streak, or before, from Blue Danube through, Aldermaston provided
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a black box we put into a casing and delivered. And we knew nothing about – really
nothing, technically, about what went inside, and we just had an interface between the
two. Hmmm, some of the work was passed over to RAE, like the radar fusers, and
then the arming and fusing devices, and so on, ‘cause Aldermaston didn’t have the
staff to continue everything at the same time. But that was settled at RAE by putting
the people who worked with Aldermaston into a separate establishment within the
establishment. You know, we were far side of the airfield away from everybody,
hmmm, or at least those people were, and so on. So we behaved like an outstation of
Aldermaston, rather than a bit of the RAE, and so on. It – practices like providing –
how you provided staff, how you provided transport, services in general, how you –
well, Aldermaston had a board of management which controlled day-to-day work in
the establishment. RAE had a board of management which was concerned with
resources and capability, that’s facilities and things like that, but had no – nothing to
do with the day-to-day involvement with projects.

Hmm.

You know, we had to report to directors, and director generals, and controllers in
London. And very often these director, DGs, and controllers, were ex-RAE people, or
ex-establishment people, you normally went up to see. So they actually understood
the establishments and therefore had to have links down into the establishments, and
so on, you know. Aldermaston weren’t like that at all, they were just responsible not
only to one man in London, but it was the same man most of the time, Macklen from
1955 as it were, certainly around to 1975 or a bit later, you know. So for twenty years
they were responsible to one man. And what’s more, people in London didn’t move
on anything nuclear until Macklen said they could do, you know, not only was he in
seat a long time, but he had a lot of power, political power. So that was where the
difference

[1:02:51]

Now RAE had a different cultural background to Malvern, Malvern Radar Sensors
Systems Authority, were one step removed from real hardware, you know. RAE was
involved in aircraft, Fort Halstead was army systems, the Admiralty Research
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Establishments, of which there were fifteen different sites in the south of England,
you know, was responsible for the navy, and so on. When we, hmmm, had to work
together, now was that once we become DERA? I’m not sure now, I’ll have to look
up some of these dates. But when I had to start working with Portsdown, you see,
Portsdown had a – an integrated control system on HMS Marlborough using artificial
intelligence and all sorts of things. Some of the links for this artificial intelligence
were actually sailors [laughs], you know. Now … we were working, as far as I was
concerned, with ballistic missiles, we were working about what can you do in twelve
or fifteen seconds, you know. They were working what you could do in twelve or
fifteen minutes [both laugh]. It was rather difficult to have conversations with them.
They ran a – they were in charge of a score group with the American – SDI people,
covering on these technology issues, and we had to get together a number of times to
try and put a united front forward. And it was just difficult to talk to each other
because of this experience background was so different. And the same was true with
Malvern, you know, hmmm, we had a study I was involved on the military use of
space, a study called Luxuriant, some years back. Again, it was great to get together
because the different establishments had such different backgrounds, different needs
as it were, and different ways of seeing problems, very stimulating in that sense. But
the cultural background was different, you know. Working together is always
productive [ph], in effect it’s basically one establishment has to lead and they have to,
as it were, subcontract out particular part of the job to another establishment. You
never worked equally, it just didn’t work out like that, and so on.

I think this seems –

But that I thought, as far as I was concerned, was a strength. Because one of the
worse problems is is when a project is so secret that you have to rely on the say so of
any one organisation, or one group, to make decisions. When it come to critical
things, let’s say again like strategic weapon system, some of the decisions to make are
very sensitive, very critical, and you need an independent view to confirm you’ve got
the right solution, or something near the right solution anyhow, you know. And that
was very hard to achieve on some projects, particularly on the nuclear side, you know.
I remember DOAE which is Department, er … Department of … DOAE? Analysis –
I think Department of Analysis, yes, Establishment. [Interviewee meant Defence
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Operational Analysis Establishment at West Byfleet] It was at Weybridge, and it was
a forward looking group for MOD, where they tried to look at cost benefit analysis
and things like that, you know. And then we found in the middle of one job they
came along and said, ‘Look, what’s the cost of a nuclear weapon?’ ‘You’re doing the
study, you know, don’t you know?’ They had no idea. You know, it’s a sensitive
number I might say, it’s classified, and so on, you know. You can work it out given
the, erm, published finances of organisations, you can see what it all is. But in a sense
you can’t answer the question because the plutonium once you’ve made it, as it were,
you don’t throw it away, it’s got a half life of 26,000 years, and therefore it’s reusable.
Totally reusable, and we were never allowed to put in the cost of re-cycling, as it
were, material, because it was hard to find a number to attach to it.

[1:07:40]

But it’s like the question of – we’ve got a facility at the RAE like a wind tunnel which
nobody else has used this year, and you’re the only person who’s used it for two
weeks, how much of the year’s cost of this facility can we charge you? Now at one
time the RAE had a vote for facilities, and they would have just paid a lump sum to
cover the cost of having these things, right. Then they decided they need to know the
true costs, said ministers, right, so we had to answer the question, you know, how do
you charge a facility which nobody else is using except you? You know, do you pay
for the whole year’s cost and so on. Well a set of rules were worked out on how we
do it, then people started saying, oh my God, you know, we can’t spend this, that, and
that money on that. And they said, right, can I sell it? You know, yes, so they started
selling a few wind tunnels.

Hmm.

Then the next project comes along and say, right, I want wind tunnel work on this,
that, and the other. You say, well, you’re going to have to go to the French to use
their facility at Modane because X years ago you allowed us to sell this facility to
somebody else, you know. Or you didn’t support ARA, the Aeronautical Research
Association, from extending their facility to cover the fact that the RAE could no
longer do it.
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[1:09:00]

Hmm. As we’ve spent quite a while talking about RAE culture, I’d be interested – one
of the things that you mentioned in these interviews is that you’ve had problems
actually discussing what your own role was, and your own contribution was.

Yeah.

I was just wondering if you had any observations on, you know, not necessarily …

I have lots – I will in fact – I am addressing the problem. It … becomes very difficult
because you can’t – I can’t just write down in one sentence or one paragraph what I
did on particular things. Hmmm, I prepared some years ago a CV where I put down
on seventeen pages the significant contribution, what I thought a real contribution I
made to every project, other than ordering the works, as it were, you know. Hmmm,
my view on what it is I said on those things there, has changed somewhat as well. I
recognise I made more contributions than I actually thought I did, or at least I was
claimed to do it, and so on, you know. And it all comes entwined down, I can’t
explain what these contributions mean without explaining the projects, you know, and
I can’t fit my career description, my life as it were, without explaining the projects.
So it actually is a much larger job than I ever imagined. And I can’t just write down a
few pages for my kids as it were, this is a substantial task that will last the rest of my
lifetime I suspect. So what I gave you today, which is sort of a bit about the projects
and my views, tend to indicate what I was involved in, and you know, what I felt
about it, and so on. It leaves me with the exploitation question, in other words, what
did I carry through as much as the people I carry with me as it were, through from one
to the other, from what benefited from and so on, that’s really what the story is.
Because, you know, I see my career as continuous [laughs], yeah. I don’t see it as
coming – I can see it coming in packages, as it were, but they’re not disconnected
packages, you know, these are segments on a millipede type thing. Hmmm …

Do you think there’s anything particular about the RAE way of working that makes it
difficult for you to describe your career in one minute, or …?
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The community approach to things, you know, where if you had an issue or a problem
you were free to discuss it with like minds, and so on. The help that you got from all
over the place, and so on. Hmmm … it’s like saying, when awarded the CBE, all you
can say is, you know, it’s recognition of achievement of the group really, you know,
because, hmmm, I was only part – part of it, you know. Yes, I attended lots of
meetings. Yes, I’ve made lots of presentations. Yes, I made a lot of contribution to
ideas. Yes, I made many of the key decisions and so on. But none of that was
possible without he support of the other people, without staff none of it – most of it
wouldn’t have happened. That’s not true of earlier work. The staff I had during the
Blue Streak days were Julia, operating equipment doing what they were told as it
were, and I did the interpretation and the analysis and so on all the way through the
Black Knight programme and so on. Yeah, I made the proposal, I talked to the
draughtsman about the design, I talked to the people who were doing the preparation
of the trials, I got the analysis done, and things of that sort, I was personally doing it,
and so on. And the team was trivial. And yet, I’m still part of a team, because I
didn’t produce the vehicle, I didn’t do all the documentation, I didn’t actually do the
trial, it was all team effort. I was just a cog again in the business, you know. And
yes, yes, my part was special, ‘cause everybody’s part is special, because it’s the bit
you’re doing yourself that makes it special, you know. So I didn’t see that as special.
And that’s one of the problems, you know, it’s why it’s taken much longer to sort out
than ever I imagined it would do.

[1:13:45]

Did you ever think about your work as having that national importance to it?

Not really, no. No. I’m quite happy to see the end of nuclear weapons, it was all –
hmmm, but it’s part of the political game that goes on between countries which
determines what the world’s future’s like. It’s the credibility of what we did, you
know, and one of the reasons to trying to talk to historians, you know, is to make sure
people appreciate that what we did was credible, you know. That the politicians
weren’t actually faking it, which is what Dr. Grove from Hull I think claimed, you
know. We didn’t really achieve this, we didn’t really achieve that, but we did, you
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know. He’s relying on documentary sources which are unreliable. Hmmm, the
problem with anybody – the book I’m reading about, the photographic interpretation
of the free weapons, and so on, what is interesting is the author of that has compared
all the stories that got written about it, and pointed out the discrepancy between
various stories. Hmmm, Jones who’s – was the great assistant director on
interpretation, and so on, you know, made the ground breaking document – a book to
be published anyhow, about the progress and things like that. But it actually turned
out, when you look at the original records, a lot of inconsistencies in what he claimed,
but he was claiming it thirty years after the event. When you talk – get some of the
writings by the people who actually did the analysis at the time, they themselves
aren’t consistent either, you know. So it’s typical of oral history, you know, oral
history is not the most reliable thing. You get the priorities right, and interests right,
you don’t necessary get the dates or the facts right, you know. You get the best that
they can remember.

[1:16:05]

How have you felt about taking part in this programme of oral history?

Oh, the same way, you know. All I can do is say this is the best way I understand it,
or the best way I remember it, you know, and I do the best I can. You can dig into
documentation and you may find, hmmm, I might – and dates and [inaud] , and who’s
responsible bit, you now, I can only reflect on who actually were the drivers of things,
and who actually were the achievers. What I do notice is that when I look back over
the team, who did I actually talk to much, and who did I tend not to talk to. I talked to
the people who were achievers, or doers as it were, and they often had staff who were
much more routine, and I never had time – never needed to talk to these people. I
would go and talk to anybody who could contribute as it were, some people were
pedestrian and I got more sense out of their boss, or something like that, for being
involved.

You used a really –
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I don’t know if that – how that went down well with the staff involved. But we had at
least one person who, hmmm, had got a doctorate who couldn’t be left alone, you
know, he wasn’t self-motivated. He, hmmm – in doing a job, he wouldn’t push –
what he was being asked to do, he wouldn’t push that through to an end, and say what
do I do next. He was sort of, oh, I don’t know what to do next so I might spin this job
out until somebody comes round to talk to me. So we had to find somebody who
would actually take him under his wing, and actually be prepared to call in on him
every afternoon, or every morning and find out what he’d done and so on. So there
was – again it was yesterday’s paper I think was saying about there are too many
public sector people sat on their backside and do nothing, you know. And I can think
of a few, and I was able to, through Chevaline, was able to recruit the best people in
the establishment as a team, we got the cream of the people.

You used a really interesting –

And still have people who are. The people I ended up in the end, my last division, the
systems lot, I did have the best of the best I thought. They were great.

Why do you say that? What made them the best of the best?

Well let’s put it this say, my number two, John Flood, became director of Rapier, then
he became head of the weapons group of DERA, and so on. Mike Rance who was a
more junior man, completely wasted in his researchy area, the sort of person that did
better the higher up rank he got, you know. He ended up director of the – now what
did they call him? He was director of really distributing the SDI money that came to
the UK, organising all the UK work on that. Hmmm, again, he was excellent at that,
at that level of work, and so on. Yeah. There was another chap, Dave Albery, who
was equally talented, but unfortunately not in the right field to be picked up at the
right time by the organisation, and therefore he never really made it to a senior grade,
which he deserved I might say. Another one, Rex Chase, who had started as a
dockyard apprentice at Portsmouth, came to up the RAE, very talented, very
intelligent particularly when it came to like handling intelligent matters, and I’m
damned if I can get him through an SPSO board. What kept – they always objected to
the fact that he was an ex-dockyard apprentice, and I couldn’t – I couldn’t understand
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what the hell that had to do with jobs, you know. How did that disqualify him from
being head of a section in, hmmm, the department of scientific intelligence in
London? You know, he was a man who was very – had just the right balance, critical
in nature, to handle intelligence information. He would have been ideal for it. Or the
head of another group assessing project performances, he did a wonderful job for us,
hmmm, and on Martel on the acceptance job, you know, in other words how you got
the thing into service, all the documentation and so on, you know, of understanding
how the weapon system worked, and understanding how to answer the questions that
the operator wanted to have, and things like this, you know. You thought, here’s a
man who’s actually organised, you know.

[1:21:10]

Well, you know, you never understand.

We’re coming up to the time I’m going to have to run away shortly, but I really have
two other questions. The first one was, you know, as a scientist in the service of the
state, do you ever consider that you have some sort of duty to Britain in the work that
you’re doing?

… I suppose the answer must be yes. Yeah. But not for really – you know, it’s just
my innate feeling that the Americans were basically incompetent. Well, you can do
anything you want if you throw enough money at it, you know. The UK doesn’t have
– not in that sort of league, but we can do anything we want to do, if it’s on the
politicians [inaud], you know. Technically, we can do these things, and so on, and
what’s more we can do it a damn sight cheaper than other people can do them, as
well. Again because of our approach to things. Hmmm, I think I’ve already told you
of one job for the Americans, a UK firm went in, you know, Marconi at Stanmore
went in with Avco, Avco got sixty percent of the money for doing forty percent of the
work, ‘cause we were actually doing this – the same quality of work for half the price
the Americans could do it, and so on. And that’s fairly typical. We undervalue
engineers in this country, you know. Hmmm, why we’ve had governments that
believe financial services are the saving of this country, we can’t do it – all the things
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you can’t do. And some of these decisions of not doing things were made a long time
ago.

Did you feel valued at a scientific civil servant?

What’s wrong with scientific civil servant?

No, I said did you feel valued as one?

No, not particularly. It had its own rewards of doing it though.

What were the rewards?

Oh, I enjoyed it. It’s enriching. You get to know the world, you get to know people,
you get to know yourself, you know. You get to be creative to make some
contributions, and so on, depending on your degree of talent.

Are there any downsides to that career or path?

The downside over the years is getting more and more regimented, you know, we
want to know what the cost is, so cost codes were introduced. We want to have
control on resources, etc, etc. So, yeah, this is like I said about management, it’s all
very well reorganising yourself to keep the momentum you’ve already got going in
new circumstances, you know, as long as you don’t forget what it was you had before,
you know. But once you throw that, you lose that, and you’ve thrown it away, and
you then try and reorganise, it’s a point of diminishing returns. It’s – in the other
field, let’s say of dance, the problem about teaching dance to people is nobody really
copies what you do, unless you work in dance studio with a mirror so that you can see
that you’re not copying the example, until you know you can do it. But most people
learn by just looking at somebody, not looking at themselves, right. So it’s like actors
on the stage, amateurs don’t act properly because they don’t understand that what they
do is an imitation of what they should do, rather than the real thing, you know. If you
act on the stage the first thing you learn is you make larger movements and larger
gestures and more emotion in your speech than you do in ordinary life, you know.
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Most people make little hand movements, you know, flicks and things like that, you
know. You watch the television, as I have to do in the morning at the hospital, and
you see people – people – ordinary people being interviewed, they make these little
gestures, little head movements and things like that, that’s normal, it’s what you and I
do, as it were, under normal circumstances. But when you’re in front of people, you
actually have to learn to exaggerate, you know. And you train people to be actors and
actresses in that sort of way. And that applies to everything. When it comes to dance,
you see, what happens is you teach people to do something, and you say, you dance
like that, you know. So what do they do? They do this [demonstrates], you see.
Then when they teach it to somebody, a decade later, they are copied a little bit less,
you know. And gradually things are eliminated. Now in Morris dancing where the
traditions, as it were, each village has its own style of dance, each team has its own
style of dancing, you know. The detail is what matters, and what happens when you
teach it generation with this slight degradation, it all – it all devolves down to a
common – lowest common denominator, you know, which doesn’t look very good,
which is why I got very upset at Bury St. Edmunds [laughs], you know. It’s a pathetic
sort of thing, you know, and so on. And that is a fundamental problem, the fact it – it
degrades, you lose the detail.

You think that’s happened in your work life as well?

It works in everything, yeah. Yeah. In fact, what – the progress is made because in
dance every so often a great natural dancer arrives who actually improves on what the
best is, you know, they raise the standard, either in the team, or in the ballet because
some ballerina or like famous male dancer and so on come along there, and they do
something not been done before, and they raise the bar as it were, the level at which
you have to achieve, and so on. And that’s true of engineering, you know, there are
the few design engineers who actually raise the standard, architectures who come up
with a new way of doing things, and so on. Hmmm, tubular bridges, the box girder
bridges, and so on you know, could have been a big disaster but they found the right
way of doing it, and so on, you know, they raise the standard. But if you leave it to
the run of the mill type person, all these things degrade gradually until you get to the
stage there are people designing or building marginal structures which fail, you know,
or they build structures in Haiti which won’t stand an earthquake, in an earthquake
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rich country, you know. In New Zealand, in Christchurch where they had a thing like
that, there was precious little – no loss of life, very little damage because in fact they
designed things to cope with the conditions of the time, the codes that they had to
work to require it, you know. The codes – because in fact everybody recognised
there’s this general, let’s get away with this, let’s get away with that attitude, as
happens with housing, and so on, you know, which is why you get cowboy builders,
and things of that sort.

Would you put yourself into that innovator engineer bracket?

I’m not a cowboy [laughs] not a cowboy engineer in that sense, no. Yes, I must have
been, I must have been.

[1:29:10]

That’s in a sense the only reason why I’ve got any rewards.

You mentioned two rewards earlier, the CBE and the silver medal from the RAE?

Fellow of the British Interplanetary Society, I am.

Out of your awards though, which one actually means, you know, makes you stop and
think? Which one are you most happy with?

All they said about me for the CBE was, hmmm, for services to missiles and defence
against them, yeah, very vague term, because it was classified. The same was true I
think of the Royal Air Society silver medal, it’s a rather vague, hmmm, statement of
what I was involved in, and it’s only since then they’ve actually really struggled to get
people to talk about it, to have it as a topic of conversation with historians. You
know, there was a time, let’s say twenty years ago, when I would say that no historian
was interested because no historian actually knew we’d actually done anything. You
could meet people, which is why we started the Charterhouse conferences, you can
meet people who would say, but what do you – the UK’s not done anything. We
launched a satellite with our own launch vehicle, you know, we were the basis of the
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ELDO Europa vehicle, and so on, for fifteen or seventeen attempts at launching
satellites. You know, and so on and so on, you know, we’ve done this, that and the
other. But they say, ah, but you’ve been relying on American technology, haven’t
you? At which point you say, oh, I can’t be bothered to carry on this conversation,
I’m not going to win [laughs].

How have you felt about this conversation, the one we’ve had over the last six months
or so?

I reckon it’s honest. I don’t care if people don’t like it, that’s their problem. But I
suspect that, whether or not I believe, that in fact a lot of these insights that I think
we’ve been telling you are missing on most people, they don’t realise. Who is there
around who’s got this background now, who you going to talk to about what we did in
the ‘60s and ‘70s? It is thirty years ago. What we did in the ‘70s started forty years
ago, it’s a long time, you know. Somebody whose career started then would be about
sixty now, so they’ll be retiring, you know. So the next generation of senior
management, you know, has not experienced Chevaline, and we didn’t really do
anything much on Trident, so there’s nobody around who’s familiar with Trident. It
would be like saying, why was nobody in the UK familiar with Thor? We didn’t
really do it and therefore nobody really picked up with the engineering implications
were, and so on, you know. No, there’s no background.

How have you felt about actually taking part in this project yourself?

Which project?

This one, the sitting down recording your life story project?

Oh sorry, this one. Well, I keep saying, it just helps me come to terms which what
I’ve done. There is still will always be a pressing need to capture what it is was done,
and why and what the lessons are, you know. And the only way of doing that is to
talk about it with somebody who’s prepared to listen, you know, and there aren’t
many people out there who care about it. I made a presentation to the University of
the Third Age about what we did at RAE a year or so ago, you know. Hmmm … that
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was again a useful exercise on our part, in front of an audience, there was a lot of
people who knew me. Yeah, he saw that.

MD: Oh, you’ve seen it.

[1:33:10]

[Refers to magazine]Yeah. I like the fact it’s got a border round though. That’s going
to come back to haunt me I know that. People will be upset. They deserve to be,
mind you.

MD: No. This is Great Western.

I’ll probably mention for the purposes of the tape, this is …

Oh, I know Great Western, I’m thinking about the bit earlier on.

MD: Yes, but it needed to be said.

Local – a Morris Dancing publication.

We at one Sidmouth folk festival we got fed up with the way teams behaved in front,
as I said there, so we produced a little list, little paper slip, saying, hmmm, this team –
this – stood in the field of view, did this, that, and the other, you know, bad manner
type things, you know. And we went round surreptitiously giving them to the people
in the audience at places, to say, fill these in and give them to the team. Oh, we got
some very irate people coming up to us afterwards, [inaud] [both laugh].

I’m going to have to run away in a minute. Do you have any final thoughts before I
press the off button?

Yeah, it’s all right. My final thoughts? Well, the important bit is you keep in touch,
really. This with luck is the end of the having to record anything, you know, hmmm,
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although we obviously want to know what happens next as it were, and so on. This
[indicates interview summary] …

Summary?

[Laughs] Well it’s not a summary, is it, it’s an index, you know. Absolutely
delightful. You have a look at that, Marguerite.

MD: Yeah, I want the other bits of what’s been copied.

No, no, that’s not a copy of it, that’s –

MD: No, no, no. I’m saying –

It’s the sort of thing that somebody would plough through to actually say, well what
did you talk about, you know. I want to, hmmm … yeah. I’ve got to write to Tony
Wilson to say, yes, I have asked – I don’t know whether I’m going to ask you verbally
or when I do it by writing, writing all right?

I will check.

Yeah. And say, you need to listen to him, he deserves to be punished that way
[laughs].

I think that seems a good point to stop actually.

Well poor lad, he’s gone about three days of solid listening, rambling conversation,
you know, it really is not fair.

[End of Track 19]
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